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Foreword 

Hiie is the report of a study aimed at developing a workable approach 

to the effective planning of production and exports  in the metalworking sec- 

tor of developing countries.    The study was made within the Center for 

Economic Planning of the New School  for Social Research,   New York,   N.Y., 

over a period of approximately nine months.     The report covers problems of 

planning methodology,   the  experience gained in the collection of empirical 

materials on a pilot basis  and the suggested application of selected concepts 

and empirical materials  to over-all sectoral planning decisions in individual 

countries. 

Given the general  lack of orientation with regard to an effective planning 

approach to  the metalworking sector,   the study  represents  a significant  at- 

vance.    The conceptual orientation that has been achieved and the experience 

that  has been gained with the collection of programming data now make it 

possible to  recommend,  as  a next  phase,   an approximate but  comprehensive 

technical-economic description of the key features of the  sector as a wholo, 

aimed at an overview of developmental  possibilities and the  identification of 

the main lines of advantageous growth  in individual  countries.    At  the same 

time,   several major problems remain without  an adequate solution.     One of 

these  is the development  of fully worked-out practical programming approach 

under decreasing costs.     Another is a practical shortcut to the problem of 

costing;  that  is,   the provision of a system of success  indica/tors  for poten- 

tial  projects and product  categories without  full  immersion  in quantified 

technological detail.     Future progress  on this front will  depend on estab- 

lishing an adequate  interconnexion between programming data at different 

levels of detail. 

A separate Bibliography and  Koywoid Index has been submitted to the 

United Nations Industrial Development  Organization together with the present 

report. 

Other materials not  included in tuis report that have  either been pro- 

duced as a part of the same project or that have been prepared in co-operation 

with the project whilo separately commissioned by the United Nations, are the 

following: 
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1. A report by Professor Abraham Ber on empirical teohnical-econoaio 

description work in the agricultural and dairy equipment branches;  this was 

produced as a contribution of the present project  to the initiation of the 

country study in Israel and in  to be submitted directly to the United Nations. 

2. A report by Professor Van Court Hare on technical-economic descrip- 

tion in the agricultural  equipment branch including a discussion of input- 

output and information processing problems by Stodman Noble.    Although com- 

missioned separately,   the latter report was prepared in co-operation with 

tho present project.    However,   it is to be submitted directly to the United   . 

Nations. 

3. Report by Mrs. Jánou Doák on the metalworking-industries sub-models 

within the Two-Level Programming Model of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. 

This Btudy was commissioned separately but prepared in co-operation with the 

present project.     It is to be submitted directly to the United Nations. 

The  empirical materials  of Chapter IV  (Section E:     Empirical  testing 

of methodology:    electrical machinery and equipment  industries)  have been 

compiled,   organized and drafted by a staff working group headed by Mr.   Nathan 

Oinsburg,   with the co-operation of Mr.  Peter BearsG and Mr.  Richard Lissak, 

.and the  assistance of Mr.   Robert  Baker,    This phase of the project was greatly 

strengthened by  the fact that  Ginsburg acted not  only as  a research economist 

but also  as a consultant in electrical engineering relying on seventeen years 

of practical engineering experience  in the  electrical products  industries» 

Mr.  Bono Fahrenstock of New York City acted aß a consultant to the working 

group on  problems concerning transformers. 

The basic approach of »enicjuantitativc programming data has been intro- 

duced by Professor Van Court  Hare of Columbia University,  a consultant  to 

the present project.    Professor Hare also organized the data-collection effort 

at this  level of detail and drafted the text of Chapter V, Semiquant it at ive 

programming data;    concepts and pilot empirical work. 

The  classification of the  sector by industrial branches, given in the 

Appendix  to Chapter IV,  was prepared in co-operation with the project by 

Mr.  Jaroslav Schejbal of the Export  Industries Section of the United Nations 

Industrial Development Organization. 
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The rest of the report was written by Professor Thomas Vietorisz,  Center 

for Planning of the New School for Social Research,  New York,  N.Y.,  who waa 

the Project Director. 

The integration of the various parts of the project has greatly bene- 

fited from the work of Mr.  Richard Lissak,  Assistant Project Director,   who 

at  one time or another participated in every asooct  of the project.     He wrote 

the initial verßion of the separately submitted Bibliography,  participated 

in the working group on electrical-equipment  industries and worked on prob- 

lems of methodological  synthesis. 

The contributions of Mr.  Martin Kenner and Miss Rachel Strauber,   acknow- 

ledged in the separately submitted Bibliography,  have been indispensable in 

gaining a well-rounded background for the project  and have resulted in what 

is hoped will be  an important  source of general reference for planning prob- 

lems within the  sector.     Mr.   Peter Be .arse,   in addition to his above-mentioned 

contributions,   has been responsible  for co-ordinating all  computer program- 

ming work  involved in the updating,   indexing and selective output generation 

of this Bibliography.    He also contributed to the over-all integration of 

the project  methodology. 

In the stage-by-stage development and refinement of the over-all methodo- 

logical approach of the project,  periodic staff discussions proved to be in- 

valuable.     The participation of Professor '/an Court  Hare  and of Mr.   Gtodman 

Noble,  a consultant  on input-output and information-processing methodology 

who is contributing to a separately commissioned report under the broader 

United Nations project,   in these  staff discussions,   and thfir fundamental 

contributions,   are gratefully acknowledged. 

Por the clarification of problems relating to  the method of approach and 

the practical execution of the country studies,  grateful acknowledgement  ìB 

also extended to  the following persons:    Professor Abraham Ber,   Technion, 

Haifa, Mr.   Y.  Merzel of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry,  and Mr.  N.  Pardo 

of the Israel  Investment Authority,  who participated on behalf of the Govern- 

ment of Israel  in a preparatory meeting held  in July 1966;   to Mrs.   J anos 

Deák of the Ministry of Finance,   Mr.   Ferenc Nemos  of the Ministry of Metallurgy 

and Machine Building,  and >.   József Drocin of the National Planning Board 

of Hungary,  who have engaged in a number of clarifying discussions connected 

with the preparation of the country study in Hungary and have consented to 
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participation in its initial stages; to Dr.  Gyorgy Cukor, Dr. János Kornai, 

Dr.  LószlO* Csapô*,  Dr.  András Bródy,  and Mr.   Gyorgy Kondor of the Economic 

Research Institute of the Hungarian Ac-demy of Sciences who have generously 

contributed their tino to a series of discussions of methodological  issues 

in planning for the mctalworking sector;     and to Dr.  Béla Martos of the 

Eoonomic Research Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences who,   on a 

scholarly exchange visit to the United States,  spent  two weeks at the Center 

for Economic Planning of the New School  for Social Research and contributed 

his experience to the  evaluation of the project methodology in its final 
stages. 

A number of ideas and other contributions received from staff members 

of the United Notions Industrial Development Organization in discussions 

concerning both theoretical and practical  problems of planning for the seotor 

are gratefully acknowledged.    Foremost among those wa3 a clarification of 

basic problems in working out  a practical approach to technical-economic 

description of the sector,  by Mr.  Vladimir N.  Vasiliov.    Other helpful dis- 

cussions were held with Mr.   Igor Radovic  and Dr.  János Path. 

The consistently generous help and co-operation of Mr.   Sidney Gashton, 

Director of the United Nations Computing Centre,  as well as the help extended 

by the centre's staff,  were indispensable  in the preparation of the Biblio- 

graphy. 

The project  also benefited from additional resources made available by 

the United Nations  in  the form of computer time, kuy-punching,   thermocopying, 

typing,  and other secretarial  services.     In addition,  generous assistance 

and co-operation were m?do available at  all  times by the Reference and 

Documentation Unit  of  che United Nations   Industrial Development  Organization, 

by the United Nations Headquarters Library,   and by the Regional Commissions 

Section of the United Nations Department  of Economic and Social Affairs. 

Miss  Isabel Ackerman rendered valued secretarial services throughout the 

oourse of the project. 
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I.    INTRODUCTION 

1«      The planning problems arising \vithin the netalworking and engineering 

products sector aro both the most  interesting and tho nost exasperating of 

the soctoral planning problems.    These problems arc of groat practical  sig- 

nificancG because the motalworking rector is  the key pr.x'ucer of capital 

goods and thus a strategic agent for growth;   it  is alno  a conter  of innova- 

tion and a focus of the cultural chruige signalled by the upgrading of skills 

and organizational  abilities at all  levels th.-t characterize economic develop- 

ment.    Jit the same tine,  it is the most exasperating of tho economic  sectors 

since the problems that  arise in it call into  question many of the  comfortably 

entrenched notions of the economist  about natters such as the aggregativo 

description of the phenomena connected with production,  tho role of the price 

system in decentralized resource allocations and tho constancy jf technical 

input coefficients.    For this vory reason,  it  is also the most challenging 

sector; progress; toward solution of tho problems it presents offers a hope 

of obtaining a new and clearer picture of tho key characteristics of the 

economic process. 

2. It has  lone boon ovidont that  the planning problems of this sector must 

be attacked at a fundamental level  if progress is to be achieved toward  the 

compilation of programming data and the definition of proper methods of 

planning procedure.     Several attempts to cono  to grips with these problems 

have been made recently. ~"     However, none of these seems entirely  satisfac- 

tory.    Tho  present  study attonpts to  synthesize these earlier approaches and 

extent tho best features. 

3. Much of the study is dedicated to the clarification of conceptual prob- 

lems.    Bapirical work was originally to have been undertaken entirely in 

separately commissioned country studies but,  due to major delays on the  lattor, 

some data have boon gathered on a pilot basis in the United States of America, 

primarily as a tost of the methodological concepts developed in the course of 

the present  study. 

A.    Purpose 

4. The present project is part of a broader effort undertaken by the United 

Nations Industrial Development Organisation (UNIDO) to promote tho growth of 

new and dynamic export industries in the developing countries.    Its specific 
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aim is to improve the teohniquea of production and export planning in the 

metalworking and engineering products sector.    For the purposes of the pro- 

ject,  the sector is defined as including; classes 35 through 39 of "the 

International  Standard Industrial Classification. 

5. In particular, the efforts of the project are focused on the objective 

of providing policy-makers with factual tools that will help them to answer 

suoh vital questione as: 

(1) What kind of investments would be economically justified in new or 

expanded productive resources? 

(2) What branches of production and,  within these branches,  what kinde of 

product assortments should receive the principal emphasis? 

(3) Taking into account the potentialities of the world market,  what  exports 

deserve serious promotion? 

(4) What should be the guiding principles of foreign trade negotiations in 

regard to the sector considered here, so that desirable kinds of trade 

agreements can be reached? 

B.    Linkage between domestic production and exporte 

6«      The metalworking and engineering products sector presents both great 

opportunities and particular difficulties in the development of new, high- 

grade exports linked with systematic  import substitution in a developing 

oountry.    The opportunities have to  do with the key role of this sector in 

eoonomic development,  as pointed out above.    By giving simultaneous considera- 

tion to exports .->.F. w•.,11 ae to thJ domestic market, economies of scale can be 

attained that would otherwise be impossible to achieve,  and a source of 

foreign exchange earnings can be provided that is far loss  Bubject to price 

instabilities in the international market than the typical primary exports 

of the developing-? countries. 

7. The close relationship between domestic production and exports in this 

seotor is further underlined by the following institutional  considerations: 

8. (l)    Exports in any sector, but particularly in the metalworking sector, 

which shows marked dependence on technological advance and on a high degree 

of efficiency  in regard to production methods and inspection techniques, 

will generally be very difficult to promote effectively unless they are 

based on a broad experience of sales on the domestic market.    Foreign 

«•tM 
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purchasers aro undorctandably reluctant te cpnanit theraaelvee to a source of 

supply that hae not passed tho practical test of acceptance within its home 

market. 

9. (2)    At  tho  sane time, potential domestic purchasers of newly introduced 

import-substituted netalworkinf  products will show -x similar distrust in 

regard to  such considerations as the  expected quality, performance, reli- 

ability of continuing service and spare-parts supply of domestic  production. 

This hesitancy can   bo most readily overcome by a simultaneous pronotion of 

the products  for export.    The csteen in which these products is  likely to 

be held in  tho home market; will riso  in proportion to  the acceptance they 

achieve in foreign r.arkets. 

10. (3)    This psychological acceptance of doiriestically produced metalworkinr 

producto to  the extent  that they are  accepted abroad iE of course  further 

shared up by the well-recognized requirements for quality and performance 

that are inevitably imposed on export  products,  as against the  possible 

carelessness  and even  shoddiness to which import-substituted products may 

fall victim vii thin their protected,   isolated and non-competitive  small home 

markets.    Temptations in the latter direction on the part of producers nay 

be difficult   to resist,  even with the best of intentions,  since  sna.ll crises 

that appear  to   seemingly  justify an erosion of quality, one  small  step at 

a time,  are  everprcnent ir. tie daily operation of auch indue ti ies.    When a 

firn must produce   for export in order to  survive, it simply cannot permit 

the quality of its producto deteriorate. 

11. The principa!)   difficult?, er. in regard tc  the neti.lworkinf sector arc 

organizational rather than strictly technical.    While nucn of xhc requisite 

technical know-how can in principle be readily obtained by any country 

intent on having   it, it is also indispensable in the development of proper 

individual and collective atti+udes toward the orfanizational requirements 

of the modern production processes ond the adoption of adequate planning 

procedures.     Then».,  attitude E and procedures are required for a suitable 

articulation of the many activities that moke up tho metalworkinc and 

engineering sector in a manner that will allov; either competitive entry into 

the world markers or planned international specialization. 

__       "•   - - " A-- -"' —-- -~*•• -•J¿--t --•••-- •   *     ^--*.- *...*^-.-*t.. 
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C.   Difficulties of planning for the sector 

12. There are three chief sources of these difficulties, namely:    (l) the 

diversity of production facilitiee and of products,  (2) the multipurpose 

nature of productive resources and (3) decreasing costs in production. 

The diversity of production facilities and products 

13. The great diversity of nctalworking machinery is well known;  the number 

of sizes and types of just me tai cut tin,1: machine tools has been recently es- 

timated at over fifteen hundred.       Such machines can bo organized into 

•hops or production departments in the most diverse ways.    The number of 

different kinds of metalworkin;/-engir.oeririg products that  are being manu- 

factured is of the order of r. quarter of a million for a nodium-sizod 

country defined as one with a population of ton million and an annual per 

capita income of USÍ5 400 with a fairly well developed netalworking sector 

for which information can be obtained/     The United States federal government 

procurement  agencies reportedly work with over four million items, a major 

fraction of which is produced within the netalworking sector  (this includes 

military items).7    As against  the  diversity found in this  sector, it is of 

intorest  to compare the relatively  simple nature of planning for the basic 

chemical indv«3trios, whore a recent United U at ions study  covering the 

entire Latin American region was  able to encompass r  significant fraction of 

the production value of this sector by means of an investigation of about 
10 

seventy products .and ninety production processes. 

Tho multipurpose nature of tno  productive resources 

14. While in the basic chemical  industrier a given plant generally produces 

only one kind of output  (for example,  an ammonia plant normally produces 

only ammonir),  in the netalworking sector, on the contrary, a given piece 

of equipment  characteristically produces n wide variety of products.     In 

principle,  a lathe can turn out  components for an unlimited range of end- 

products,  and even in practice its yearly capacity will be divided among 

a great many individual items.    Forges or foundries are capable of an equal 

diversity of  output.    As a result  important economic connexions  are 

established between the  jointly produced products that make it impossible 

to "cost  out"  a ¿iven product independently of all other products.    Thus, 

•ince there exists a great diversity of both productive resourcos and 
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products, the conaoguoncos would appoar to be that the motalworkint; sector 

cannot bo  adequately dealt with oxcopt by tho simultaneous consideration 

of hundreds of thousands of interconnected details.    This conclusion evidently 

reflects no more  than an inappropriate  approach.    It will bo the task of 

this study to point the way   Howard a drastic  simplification. 

Docreasinfs oosts in production 

15. Decreasing costs in tho riotalworkin,"   Doctor appoar in two faiises.    First, 

the real coste r.s measured in resource inputs decrease with tho seriality 

(lot  size) of production    r.nd second,  independently   ;f tho  former phenomenon, 

costs also  fall with tho  scalo   -.f total yearly output  of  ,0. productive  faci- 

lity.    The result of these two effects is that  there  frequently exists a 

sharp lower  unit to feasible  seriality or total yearly   production scale. 

This kind of technology precludes the proportional subdivision and averaging 

of inputs for distinct production facilities and creates tho  greatest 

mathematical  difficulties for  any kind of pr'VTamminf.   effort.    Amon¿; other 

things it  excludes the possibility of an exact decentralization of production 

and investment  decisions by moans of  ojiy  linear system of prices or other 

incentives.     Thus,  in the presence  of a decreasing-cost  technology,  linear 

and even nonlinear proframminf fail,   and any cost analyses of individual 

enterprises  that   ~perato within the  sect >r erari be built  only on very shaky 

foundations.     In  such a situation tho only known way of conetructinf an 

efficient plnn is to define alternative  industrial complexes  based on 

individual  combinations of the  fixed costs that are implied by the lower 

limits on scrialities and on total   production scales and to  choose the most 

favourable  of these complexesr Unfortunrtely, when comparing   this require- 

ment with tho implications  jf the  previous  tw"  sections,  it  becomes clear 

that an astronomical number of possible  oombinations exists.    The common 

virtue of mathematical programming and of a decentralized market mechanism, 

provided that  they  OTO capable  of operating in a ¿ivon  situation,  is 

exactly that they cut through the  combinational  jungle of possible alter- 

natives and lead directly to  tho optimum.     Unfortunately,   in  tho present 

situation  thes*  shortcuts are not .applicable    this is the  crux of the third 

difficulty  that  arises from decreasing production costs. 

16. Owing to the three sources of difficulty discussed above, no suitable 

planning procedure exists that provides guidance in refard to the basic 
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problems facod by this sector.   The planning methods customarily employed 

are inadequate in one of the two ways.    They either investigate each product 

or small group of products individually and, due to  the neglect of tho 

broader connexions between the productive resources!  load to excessively 

high cost estimates and poor prospects of capacity utilization,  thus making 

too many production activities appear uneconomical,  or they renounce the 

exact exploration of issues connected with efficiency and place the entire 

emphasis upon tho elaboration of a single coherent,  balanced feasible plan. 

In either case it remains  doubtful if a given plan has adequately succeeded 

in exploiting existing potentialities.     The application of such methods 

resorted to  in tho absence of better alternatives often results in a sonse 

of uncertainty about the  appropriateness of basic planning decisions that 

must be taken in regard to  the sector. 

D.    The requirements of a suitable planning methodology 

17. What is most urgently required is  a planning approach that will yield 

an approximate but essentially correct overview of the entire sector,  that 

will permit precisely the  type of panoramic orientation that is presently 

needod.    As long as thi¡? need is unmet, no amount of conscientious compila- 

tion of detail - of which there is no   lack in many cases - will resolve the 

doubt as to whether the  sector as a whole is moving in the right direction. 

In line with the objectives of tho present project,   as described above,  such 

a direction must strike  a mean course  botweon the extremes  of insufficient 

and underutilized capacities, between  uneconomical  diversification and over- 

•peoialization, and between undue risks in producing for the open world mar- 

ket and excessive rigiditier. in commitmentc to  long-term trade agreements. 

18. The definition of a successful planning methodology presupposes both 

(l) an adequate technical-economic description of the sector that none  the 

1«SB manages to avoid  the danger of drowning in detail;  (2) a programming 

techniquo that is applicable to the case of decreasing costs and can thus 

cope with the ensuing combinatorial problem of alternative industrial 

oomplexcs. 

19. These two considerations are closely interrelated since it is impossible 

to cut through the welter of technical data unless there already exists an 

awareness of the typo of detail that wil play a key role in the course of 
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prograffloine.    At tho same timo, however, the task of programmine cannot 

bo formulatoci unless roBourcos and activities are already suitably grouped 

and specified so as to suppress all but characteristic detail. 

20. In the  course of the  present project it bucarne  evident   that  the entire 

question of the level of detail et which tho technical-economic  description 

of the  sector is attempted plays r. key rolo both in  the cost and speed of 

date collection and in the  definition  of the fundamental  approach to b«j 

used for planning.    It has been found best t-   specify three distinct  levels 

of detail, the first two of which have been explored empirically:    (l) tho 

"semiquantitative11  level,   suitable  for preliminary  orientation  and project 

preselection,  (2) the "fully quantifiée     level, which provides pro{Tamning 

data for costing purposes,   thus  U-ying the basis f^r feasibility studies and 

(3) the level of concrete  project engineering   and blueprinting preparatory 

to the  final go-ahead decision in plan execution. 

21. These  three  levels arc  taken to be  typical, but  the  possibility of 

additional intermediate  levels that might become useful  at  some  stages of 

programmine need not be  excluded.     The  threefold classification corresponds 

closely to the one employed in ¿encrai  for project  evaluation and sectoral- 
12 

level planning   within the United ; ati .ms and elsewhere. 

22. Data have been collected for this  study on  a pilot basis both at  the 

semiquantitative and fully quantified levels,  leaving   aside tho  third level 

of concrete project engineering as lying wholly outside the adopted terms 

of referonco.    Pro {Tanning strategics have also been explored primarily at 

the first two levels. 

E. Prospect 

23. The report is organized as follows.    Aftor a survey of the literature 

(Chapter II ) the key feature;: of the approach adopted are spellod out 

(Chapter III).    The rationale of fully  quantified programming data is dis- 

cussed and the results of a pilot data-gathering effort are presented in 

Chapter IV.    Semiquantitative programming data arc  discussed and a collec- 

tion uf such data is presented in Chapter V.    The  application of tho concopts 

and empirical data of the  study to planning decisions and further studies 

in individual countries is discussed in Chapter VI. 
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Notes for Chapter I 

See for example:    United fictions, "Expert working {roup on industrial 
development prorranning dati.1',  Industrialization and Productivity Bulle- 
tin No. 5 (1962), pp.  33-36. 

Some of these studier,  fire discussed in the literature survey (chapter II ) 
of this report;   a nore  detailed listing is provided in the  separato 
Bibliography of the project.    The most important of these  studies include: 
Economic Evaluation of Steel Transforming Procesaos in Latin America 
(S.  Podfc-orski),  Latin /.nericar »Ieotin¿; of Experts on Steel Making and 
Transforming  Industries,  Sao  Paulo,  1956, ST/ECI¿/CCNF.4A..BIV-1/ROV.1; 
The Manufacture  of Industrial Machinery and Equipment in Lr.tin Amorica-I. 
Basic Equipncnt   in Brazil, V.QV York,  1963, Sales Ko. E/CE.12/619/Rev.l; ' 
"Soné methodological problems in the pr f ram¡r.in¿; of machine-tool and 
other equipment   industries"   (in Spanish),  Industrial Programming Seminar, 
Sao  Paulo,   1963,  ST/TCCIJI/CONF.II/L. 11,"Criteria and backer ...und materials 
for the pro(Tanniinf of   the machine  tool industry"   (in Spanish)  Industrial 
Proyraraminf Seminar,  Sox. Paulo,  I963,  ST/ECLA/CÜNF.11/L.12•   "The metal- 
transforming industry in Venezuela:     an   import  substitution development 
programme",  Latin American Symposium on Industrial Development,  Santiago, 
1966, ST/ECLA/COUT.23/L.4. 

^ University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N.C.,  Institute for Research 
in Social Science, Production Coefficients and Technological Trends in 
Soviet Industry:     Soviet Planning Study Ho.  7, An Input-Output Analysis 
of Machinery Construction  (1939).     See  also:     No.  6.  Input-Output Analysis 
of Soviet Heavy hachincry (1956).   No. 6  Supplement  (1958);  lio.  5i Analysis 
of Production Process  in  the Soviet Heavy Machine Building; Industry  (1956); 
No.   5 Supplement   (IÇ56). 

4 Markowitz, U.M.,  and lîowo, A.J.,  "The Mctalworkinf. Industries'1,  "I-ietal- 
workinr Requirements /malysis",  "  A Machine Tool Substitution Analysis", 
"Future fúetalworkit.¿  Analysis"  ano. "Statistical Appendix on i-letalworkinf" , 
in Manne, A.S.,   and'lüuikowitz, îï.i..t cds. ,  Studies in Process /malysis: 
Economy-Wide Production Capabilities, Cowlcs Foundation Monograph lío.  18, 
New York, VJUey,  I963, Chap.  10-14.    Earlier versions published as Rand 
Corp. Research Ilonoranda No. 685  and V.o.  1512. 

^ A classification of the activities of the sector into twelve major groups 
and ninety-two branches is ¿dvon in Chapter IV, Appendix Table IV-1.    This 
classification has been prepared by the Export Industrios Section of the 
United Nations Industrial Development Organization in co-operation with the 
the present projoct. 

These ideas have been  set forth in personal communications by Dr. Meir Merhav 
of the United Nations Industrial Development Organization. 

^ United Nations, Review of the activities of the Centre for Industrial 
Development and considerations relating to its future programme of work, 
A Preliminary Study of the Current Situation of the Machine Tool Industry, 
Coramittoo for Industrial Development, Fifth Session, E/C.5/85, April 1965- 
P.9". 
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8 Private communication concerning the number of total products listed for 
planning purposes in Hungary, together with the approximate fraction 
in motalworking-engineerinf, products  (1966). 

° Estimate based on items  listed in United States Government procurement 
catalogues.    Private communication. 

10United Nations, The Chemical Industry in Latin America (in Spanish), 
Mexico,  1964, Sales No.  64.II.G.7. 

HPixod costs represent a simple   approximation to more general types of 
decreasing-cost functions.    The programming problems posed by decreasing 
costs are discussed in more detail in Sec.  III-B-4-c. 

For a discussion,  see T.  Victories,  "Sector Studies in Economic 
Development Planning",  in A.S. Hanne  and H.H. Iiarkowitz,  eds.. 
Studies in Process Analysis:    Economy-Wide Production Capabilities, 
Cowles Foundation Monograph No.  l8, Now York, Wiley, 1963, Chap. if. 

•.gj-c^.Tl^-t,..^.ihje-.w... 
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II. PREVIOUS WORK ON PLANNING AND PROGRAMMING 

OF THE SEC TOP 

24»    While there  is a great deal of accumulated know-how in relation to 

the planning and programming of the sector, no satisfactory integrated 

approach exists for a fundamental attack on the difficulties described in 

the introductory chapter. 

25.    Prior approaches to the problem of planning for the metalworking 

sector in developing countries have largely concentrated in two areas. 

The first is the  aggregate estimation of the desired growth of the sector, 

loosely coupled with product-by-product or at best branch-by-branch 

feasibility studies or project  analyses.     The latter are intended to 

provide estimates  of local costs of production that can be compared with 

world market prices as a guide to the decision whether a given project 

has a chance of success  in the country under study.    The other approach 

is the construction of material balances characteristic of centrally 

planned economies   in which most decisions  concerning domestic production 

and foreign trade are prejudged on the basis of prior experience and 

project-by-project  cost  studies enter only as afterthoughts,  primarily 

to fill in the details of the plan that has already been pre-set in its 

major dimensions.     These two approaches share an  inability to relate the 

resource allocation side of the planning process  organically to the side 

of precise cost evaluation of individual activities within the framework 

of the plan as a whole.     With the first approach,   the neglect of techno- 

logical interconnexions between commodities and branches of production 

loads to an overestimation of cost3  and an underevaluation of development 

possibilities;   insofar as a process   appears feasible at  all,   it tends to 

be oriented toward import substitution,  and there is only a minimal spill- 

over into the consideration of the export market.    With the second case 

there  is insufficient attention to valuation problems,  with a resultant 

tendency to become excessively autarchic or at  least not properly 

related to ¿oreign trade potentials. 
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A. Uen¿rally planned economies 

26. The metaiworking and engineering products sector of the economy, like 

all other sectors, is necessarily subject to continuous practical decision 

making in all countries with centrally planned economies. Until very 

recently the focus of these planning efforts has been mainly upon the 

pieparation of a consistent plan. Questions concerning the efficient allo- 

cation of resources have boon handled by the assignment of overall prio- 

rities and the application of 3.  variety of evaluation criteria to individual 

projects»" As a result a large amount 01" technical detail concerning the 

sector has been unbodied in planning norms, engineers' and designers' 

manuals and technical articles. whi:e the procedures of plan preparation, 

as well as the formulation of polices designed' for increasing productivity 

and technical progress have beei developed into a complex art.  This 

material is exceedingly useful as a source of reference, primarily in 

regard to practical oroblonu, of developnent policy and the kind of costing 

information that is subject to commerciai secrecy in pri/ate-enterprise 

economies.  It docs not. however, readily lend itself to the drawing up 

of summary but accurate technical descriptions of the sector that would 

be reasonably transferable ft on ono country to another, nor does it direct- 

ly permit a quantitative analysis of the problems posed by the process 

indivisibilities, produo4; interrelations and economies of scale thet must 

underlie the ^-rrculati ;u ox rr. <.:oi •* va^-ar thi wiuely diverging oonditione 

of different economics. 

27. A good idea of tau scopo g.id content of the technical-economic mater- 

ials from sources of the Union of Soviet Sooiaiiet Repub¿ic3 can be gained 
4 

from a series of studios by the University cf North Carolina which con- 

tain very detailed literature citations up to approximately 196I. TheBe 

3tudios are discussed \v  detail below.  Another convenient guide to sources 

from the Soviet Union and other Eastern íTuropcan countries is available in 

English through the translations of the Joint Publications Research Scrvioe 

of the United States Department of Commerce.  Even though some of these 

sources address themselves directly to the problem of planning within the 

sector,6 they do not add up tc an integrated quantitative approach suitable 

for coping both with the resource-allocation and the cost-evaluation aspects 

of sectoral planning. 
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28.    In the course of the prosent project there have been a few limited 

opportunities for gathering spot information on planning practice in tho 

metalworking sector in countries with centrally planned economies through 

conversations with United Nations staff members who have had direct 

personal contact with the respective  planning organizations in the coun- 

tries concerned.     These conversations  confirmed the  impression gained 

from the literature that planning for the metalworking sector in these 

countries   is at  present done largely  in a pragmatic  fashion,  relying on 

detailed engineering information and  tho preparation of rnrterial balances 

but with little  formal  attention to problems of efficient   resource allo- 

cation and cost   evaluation.       In addition,   the project provided one oppor- 

tunity for moro direct   and intensive  contact with tho range of problems 

faced by centrally planned economics   in the development decisions concer- 

ning this sector.     This opportunity was offered by a visxt to Hungary in 

preparation for a study of the sector as an independent part of the current 

broader United Nations  effort  concerning the problems of planning for the 

sector.     In the  course of this visit  contacts were  established with persons 

working in the Central  Planning Office,  the Ministry of Metallurgical and 

Machine Building  Industries,  and the Economic Research Institute and the 

Conter for Computing Techniques of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. 

Illese contacts permitted the formation of what may be regarded as a 

reasonably accurate general overview of tho  current  status of planning 

tochniques for the  sector in at  least  one country with a centrally planned 

economy.     The brief characterisation offered in the  introductory remarks 

to Chapter II is based on this  overview.     The eight key quantitative 

features of the  techniques used are:     (a) principal reliance on material 

balances,   (b) the prejudgment,  based on experience,  of proportions between 

domestic production,   imports,   and exports,   and the  distribution of these 

among branches of the sector,   (c)  the use of technical norms for drawing 

up the material balances,  (d)  the necessarily broad aggregation in the 

balances characterizing this sector,   e/en though the material-balances 

approach generally aims at homogeneous resource and product categories 

insofar as  possible,   (e) the existence of detailed project  studies,   (f)  the 

lack of coherence between the material balancer and the project  studies, 

due  to the fact   that  the latter are drawn up in turms of far more detailed 

product classes than the resouroe and product classes for which balances are 

prepared,   (g) the use of project studies to fill in the pre-existing plan 
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framework provided by the material balances, which is done in the course of 

detailed programming for the sactor as the plan is carried into execution; and 

(h) the consequent almost complete lack of feedback from project studies to the 

broad production,   import substitution and export decisions embodied in the plan« 

29»    The above characterization docs not,   oí' course,  approach the incision 

of all features of the planning approach used within the sector;    rather, 

it concentrates on those features that are of particular interest to the 

present project  and bypasses a great  deal o:   additional  significant infor- 

mation.    A description that did full   justice to current practice would have 

to include,   for example,   the  organized flow of communications between the 

central,  ministerial and enterprise-level planning organs,  detailed produc- 

tion scheduling at  the plant  level  and its  relation to   the planning process, 

institutional  features having to do with policy concerning innovations, 

productivity and incentive systems,   details  of supply,  financing,  control 

of enterprises,  and a host of others. 

30. It has been found that the quantitative features of the current overall 

planning practice for the sector, enumerated above, do nut reflect a general 

satisfaction with the state of the art;  on the contrary,   the shortcomings 

of the existing largely pragmatic approach are well recognized and deplored. 

There has,  however,  been agreement  among all persons contacted who were 

engaged in practical planning decisions that no alternative was  available 

at present;  in particular,  the current types of mathematical programming 

modela were specifically rejected as direct  decision-making tools due to 

the wide range of unacceptable oversimplifications that were known to be 

invariably involved in their construction.     None the less,  such models were 

acclaimed to be useful  sources of background information,  provided that 

their results were viewed with proper critical reservations and within a 

broader perspective. 

31. A very large economy-wide planning model  of the linear programming type 

is under construction within the Economic Research Institute and the Compu- 
p 

ting Techniques Center of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.       This model 

has  two levels,   corresponding respectively,   to central  and sectoral  planning 

decisions,   and is organized along linen   thet make   it suitable for computer 
Q 

solution by means of the well-known Dantzig-Wolfe "decomposition" technique. 
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There are fifty sub-modolß at the sectoral level,       eloven 'of whioh fall 

within the broadly defined motel working sector of the present project, 

with 133 individual products covered. Details arc presented in  the 

next section of this chapter.     In gathering data for the metalworking 

portions,   originally about as much enthusiasm was G aid to be encountered 

on the part of the respective Lanistry  ae could be  expected from any 

operating organization that wac being inconvenienced for data for econo- 

mic research purposes.     However,  -.s  initirl  results  accumulated,   a 

distinct arousal   of interest was reported,  due to the recognition of 

the value of the  results as guides to  practical decision-making.     This 

augurs well for the future utility of the programming approach aß a whole 

as  a means of dealing with the planning problems of this  sector. 

B.     Process-analysis studios 

32»      The abovo model is an outstanding example of process analysis 

applied to the economy as a whole and to the  individual sectors within 

it.     The present  section will  be devoted te  a more  detailed survey of 

the metalworking sector by the techniques of procoss  analysis. 

12 
33. The  two major academic studies  that have been  seen      are by 

ïferkowitz  and Rowe13 (hereafter MR),   the University of North Carolina 

Center for Social  Studies1^ (hereafter UNC).     The term "process analysis" 

refers to the 

"...   analysis of industrial capability through models reflecting 
the structure of industrial processes. ,;lj 

"The models  are generally based upon relationships well known 
to the industrial  engineer ...     'Plie aim iß to  cast  tnese relation- 
ships  into  a forra usable for the  analysis of economy-wide capa- 
bilities.     In most  cases the models arc  of the   activity-analysis 
type  .„."l6 

A «unmary description and evaluation of the  two studies mentioned above as 

well as an   tnalytioal  comparison with suggestions for generalization is 

available. 

34. The two principal  parts of the MR study are a  "requirements analysis" 

and a "substitution analysis' .     Both arc aimed at  the definition of the 

capabilities of  an existing set of productive facilities   in the United 

States of America rather than at the  construction of a set of investment 

policies for optimizing economic growth.    In the requirements analysis,  the 
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input coefficients of about fifty types of motalworking and auxiliary 

machinery into 1000 dollars' worth of the output of the major branches of 
i Q 

the metalworking sector constitute tho basic  information. 

35. The knowledge  of such  input-requirement  coefficients,  together with 

an estimate of the existing machine-park of the sector permits the predic- 

tion of maximum productive capability in e particular line of output, 

given the levels of production of other outputs.     In turn,  this prodiction 

can be  refined by .neans  of the second part  of the study;  that  is,  by 

substitution analysis.     In the  lpttcr,   thu rigid one-to-onu correspondance 

between outputs end  input  classes iß relaxed by permitting alternative 

input  combinations to occur (substitution between mrchines,   as between a 

lathe  and a milling machine)  in producing given outputs. 

36. The UNC study covers heavy machine building in the Soviet Union and 

is quite similar to the MR requirements analysis  in its rigid association 

of inputs with outputs.     The inputs are,  however,  not  individual machines 

but co-ordinated groups  of machines called "resource elements" that  roughly 

correspond to a production shop,  such as a forge,  casting shop    or machine 

shop,   while the outputs arc typical but highly   specific individual  end- 

products such as a given highly specific  individual  tractor or a railroad 

freight c?r.     Several classes of such products  are chosen as  representa- 

tive  of each industrial branch,   and the capital  and flow inputs of oach 

of these "representative  products'   are derived  by a process  of weighted 

averaging of the inputs of thu "typical  sample  products".    The coefficients 

thus  constructed can be used for capability analysis much in the sarao way 
20 

as the MR coefficients. 

37. The principal  contribution of these studios to the present project has 

been  in helping to define the proper method and the proper level of detail 

for the description of technology   within   the   ncctor.     Tho concepts  of 

resource element and typical product have boon taken over from the UNC 

study  (see Chapter IV for exact definitions of these terras),  while the 

analysis of substitution possibilities has boon adapted from the MR study, 

even though nt a level of technical detail below the one found there.     In 

general,  the availability of the UNC study has boon important in defining 

the core of the proposed fully quantified description of technology and 

in making a confident estimate that the required research task for comple- 

ting a description of the  sector, while onerous,   is manageable. 
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38. In .addition to those two studies, the Hungarian two-level planning modal, 

referred to earlier, aleo contain a detailed process-analysis type descrip- 

tion of the metalworking sector.  In this description, inputs are specified 

in terms of monetary costs rather than in physical units or in terms of 

resource elementa. As in the other two studios, economies of scalo due to 

aggregate output or lot ai3e are left implicit,  all the activities inclu- 

ded in the model arc permitted to vary in a proportional fashion.  The 

detailed coefficient, of this modal have not been disclosed; information 

concerning it ha, been obtained from a published summary description and 

21 
personal communications. 

39. Apart from -. model for ISoxico2? (BOO below) in which the metalworking 

.ector was schematically sketched in, using American data borrowed from the 

MR study, the above model is the only instance of a technical-economic 

description of the met,lworking sector placed in the context of an economy 

as a whole. T^ir, gives it .an extraordinary importance from the point of 

view of the programing tasks that are the subject of the present project. 

While the description of the sector is not sufficiently detailed, and the 

use of costs rather than physical units reduces the operating significance 

of the input dat., .and while, further more, economies of scale are not 

quantified, these defect, of the model can be readily remedied by building 

a third, more detailed Uvei below the existing two levels.  This has 

reportedly already been ion, in one other sector of the model, namely in 

mining.  The existence of a comprehensive process-analysis type model for 

the economy as a whole porrate experimentation with a variety of program- 

ming approaches to the networking eector and evaluation of the repercus- 

sions of either sectoral decisions on the rest of the economy or changes 

in the rest of the economy upon the desirable structure and development of 

the sector. 

C.  Other naturials of the process-analysis type 

40.  In defining the suggested approach of the present project, the MR and 

UHC studies mentioned above have been complemented by some technical- 

economic materials that do not by themselves constitute complete process- 

analysis studies but which, owing to their similarities of approach, have 

been found valuable in giving guidance on particular details of technical 

" description and programming methodology. 

u^m^^riUMM^MH 
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41. An interesting set of technical-economic studies pertaining to tho 

sector was developed for the Latin American Meeting of Experts on Steel 

Making and Transforming Industries held at Sâo Paulo, Brazil, m 1956. 

Unfortunately, these studies have not been included in the published 

proceedings, which concentrated primarily on stoeimaking.   They cover 

technical and economic aspects of casting, forging, and n;-.chining, and 

include an outstrnding paper in which Podgorski attempts to integrate 
24 

these aspects into a comprehensive method for dealing with the sector. 
25 

Two papers on economics of reale in steel tube-making and boiler chops, 

prepared for the Sâo Paulo Industrial Programming Seminar in 19631 reflect 

a similar approach.  All of these mr.torir.lr. arc considered particularly 

valuable for secondary corrections for capacity and flow input coefficients 

based on resource elements when developing fully quantified programming 

data. 

42. The UNC  study  itself war  originally designed to be more comprehen- 

sive than the portions that ha e been  actually completed.   At  the sudden 

termination of the project for external  reasons  in  1961,  many valuable- 

materials were  left   in a semi-finished condition,   particularly  those 

pertaining to additional branches  of the sector and to supporting materials 

on individual  resource elemente.     A modest  amount  of financing was made 

available by the  United Nations  to get the  results  of this semi-finishod 

research work    m paper for economic development purposes,       and a separate 

consulting study was commissioned to test  tho transferability of a small 
27 

sample group of the UNC technical coefficients from one country to another. 

Both of these efforts were contributions to the meeting of the Expert 

Working Gr nip on Industrial Development Programming Data convened at United 
23 

Nations Headquarters in 196I. v  The first effort resulted in what is 

essentially an appendix to the UNC study, while the second called atten- 

tion to some of the sourcer cf intercountry variation in technical coeffients. 

D.  Programming of the sector by aggregate projections 

43. Aggreg-te projections of the sector differ fror approaches of the 

process-analysis typ^ in th-t no attor.pt it- made in then to cope directly 

with the description of technological relationships; instead, various 

aggregative measures characterizing the sector are developed and are pro- 
29 

jected in simple waye after correlation with explicatory variables. 
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Of particular interest aro the projections of the Uulltd Nations Bcoaooio 

Commission for Latin Americr. (UIBCLA) that employ a number of variations 

of this technique. 

44.    The scale  of output of the sector raid of its breaches is  quantifiad 

in teme of total vrvlue or total tonnage.    Demand for the sector as a whole 

can be projected by input-output methods,   as in the UNECL*. study in Peru 

in which the sector io treated as  one grouping in - 20 x  ?0 table."0    The 

branches of the sector -.re subsequently projected by correlation with the 

scalee  of usin^ industria;   for example,   tin cant; with canned fish products 

and mining machinery with mining.     A similar procedure  for projecting demand 

is followed in   an UNECIA study ir   Brasi1,"1 where the demand for chemical, 

potroleun refining,   coiant  I roduoing,  pow^r ¿jenerating and other equipment 

is projected on the his is of  the  est in- ted growth of these same  industries, 

complemented by the precise  equipment inputs of known projects  targeted 

for future realization.    The  recent  study,   the metal-transforming industry 

in Venezuela"' "  follows  an analogous;  procedure« 

45»    In each of these   cases,   however,  the key economic decision concerns 

the division of total  demand betweon domestic production and imports,  and 

this cannot be  taken  on  the basi",  of projections  alone.     The  Economic 

Commission for  Latin /jr.erica has bean fol lowing a pragmatic but  none the 

less useful technique  in arriving at  these decisions.    ;.ll available infor- 

mation is first marshalled and organised branch by branch, beginning with 

production and  import  trends  and compi.monted by  indicatore  such as capital 

intensity,   level   of skills and share  of dorn..otic  raw ¡arteria]   inputs.    While 

these data do not lend theni c'ives   oc  a direct computation of future  import 

substitution percentage!.::,  or.ee they are aüsenbled it is   possible  to get 

together small  groups  of experts  (including,  in addition to the  personnel 

of the study,   people  mich as   local  businessmen,   engineers,   economists and 

government officials) whose collective judgrs.cnt  md experience  can be brought 

to bear on the   available objecti/e  data.     The required  future  percentages 

are thus turned out in an intuitive  bat potentially quite reliable manner. 

In the cas„ of machine tool  production,      the demand estimate   is somewhat 

¿ifforent, but  the appraisal  of domestic production possibilities followö 

in the some spirit.     In no erse is  there  a comprehensive quantification of 

product  interrelations,  rosourco indivisibilities,  and the influenças of 
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lot size on required inputs that would be required for a critical appraisal 

of the present structure and optimal growth characteristics of the sector; 

what Ì8  offered instead is  an ingenious and effective method of extrapola- 

ting the trend of development, assuming an increasingly efficient utiliza- 

tion of opportunities within the framework of given structural and institu- 

tional  characteristice. 

46. In addition to the work of the Economic Commission for Latin America, 

aggregate projections of the sector appear in c number of economy-wide pro- 

gramming mode] G  in which domestic production and imports are  explicitly 

considered an  competing alternativen,  even though stili  st a highly aggre- 

gated level.     One of the earliest of these models, Chenery's model   based 

on an  input-output table for Italy and South Italian data      contains  the 

mechanical sector as  one of fourteen industry groupings.     A particularly 

interesting methodological  feature of this model  is the consideration givon 

to the  effects  of increasing product diversity  and other sources of  increa- 

sed costs as  the degree of  import  substitution  increases while total demand 

is constant.     This feature  allows the quantification of the diminishing 

returns  that  accrue  to  import substitution  in various sectors  and ensures 

that an efficient programme will push such efforts up to 0, common economic 

limit. The  device   of quantifying increasing costs as a function of the 

scale of the  sector at an aggregate level   is an important element of the 

methodology of using fully quantified programming data explored in the 

course  of the  present  project. 

47. Among a number of similar models,  two are  singled out for mention.    A 
37 model for India by Eckaus and Lefeber      treats  the equipment  sector as one 

of el' ron industry groupings  in a multi-period formulation that permits the 

introduction  of the  time  lags and the exploration of efficient  growth 

possibilities  over a span of years.     Versione  of this model with a more 

detailed sectoral breakdown  are known to   exist.     A mode^ for the key sectors 

of the  Mexican economy by ilanno      merits   special attention,   r.ince  it  con- 

siders  the met al working-machinery sector  in a breakdown of twenty-eight 

branches,  each represented by a commodity row and by a corresponding produc- 

tion activity.     The  technical coefficiente  for this breakdown have been 

adapted provisionally,  for lack of other sources,  from the coefficients of 

the MR study covering conditions in the United States of America.     Subject 
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to obvious reservations oonoerning the reliability of suoh data, it it interes- 

ting to note that the modol projects domestic production rather than import« 
39 

for eaoh of these branchée of the seotor. 

E. Other previous work 

46, Some selected results of a literature and souroe survey ars given below 

by major groupings. The separately published bibliography of the projeot 

gives more detailed findings* 

Other work "by United Nations agencies and consultants 

49. An analysis of the sector baaed on the statistics of a large number of 

oountries has been prepared by the Centre for Industrial Development.   A 

series of important papers have also been published in the Industrialization 

and Productivity Bulletin. Outstanding among those for its wealth of ideas 

and novel approaches is a papor by Melman.   Descriptive studies are available 

for several areas, the most comprehensive of which are by the Economic Commissic 
42 

for Europe and the Economic Commission for Asia and the Par East.   Considerab] 

work on the machino tool industry was undertaken by the Centre for Industrial 

Development,  and a large number of papers has been prepared for the Inter- 

regional Symposium on the Development of Metalworking Industries in Developing 

Countries held in Moscow in 1966.   The 2000-odd papers prepared for the 1963 

Genova Conference on the Application of Science and Technology for the Benefit 
415 

of the Loss Developed Countries,  include about throe dozen that have a bearini 

on the problems of the sector, but even those mostly offer only qualitative 

insights rather than bases for quantification. 

Work by United States foreign-aid agencies and consultants 

50. Hundreds of technical-economic papers and reports have been published 

under a series of acronyms (MSA, FOA, ICA, and currently AID). Of these, 

about four dozen refer to branches oí the metalworking sector. In addition, 

a collection of Fact Sheets for Industry, organized according to United States 

Census classes and that contains oxtonsive data compilations for branches of 

tho sector is also available. While tho3e sources contain valuable referenoe 

material, their general focus on establishment-by-establishment presentation 

of data, with no consideration given to broader product interrelations, 

resource indivisibilities and other factors crucial for a proper planning 

and programming of the sector, reduces their direct usefulness for planning 

^..^.^ijtiáfciitjai. 
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purpose«.    There is also a tendency to stress consideration of the smaller- 

sized establishments, with oonsecruently little information on economies of 

scale.    None the less,  they offer significant help in undertaking the tach- 
46 

nical-economic description of the sector. 

The industrial_j3ConomiCE3 literature 
~~ , 47 
51. Some monographs, such as those that cover the automotive industry, 

and numerous chapters m industrial economics texts focus primarily on 

institutional and market characteristics.  These sources often contain 

attempts at measuring economics of scale in some reasonable aggregative 

fashion for purposes of analyzing conritions of entry; for example, minimum 

economic scalee for stampings, motor manufacturo, assembly etc. are given 

in the monographs on the automotive industry referred to above. Two shorter 
48 

papers on capi tal-labour substitution in machinery, by Kurz and Manne   and 

49 by Boon  deserve special mention. 

Technical literature 

52. Most valuable for this project are various industrial texts containing 

process descriptions and estimating procedures.   These are essential aids 

for undertaking the technical-economic description of the sector. There is 

also a vast periodical literature whose comprehensive survey has been exclu- 

ded for the present; the mam titles have been listed as reference material 
51 

for branch-by-branch technical description. 

Direct technical-economic information from industry ..sources 

53. Among the principal categories are: published standards, manufacturers' 

specifications made available to users of their products, confidential pro- 

duction and cost data of private firms which can sometimes bo obtained or 

can be drawn upon indirectly by engaging the services of consulting engineers 

familiar with this material (such consultants can base conclusions on the 

data without revealing individual items), manufacturers» and retailers' 
52 

catalogues, trade association statistics and other information. 

54. Examples of the uso of information drawn from the miscellaneous souroes 

enumerated will be given below in sections reporting on the collection of 

semi-quantitative and fully quantified programming data for the sector on a 

53 pilot basis. 
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Notes for Chapter II 

1    Sta the official descriptions of the planning prooese submitted by the 
Governments of Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and the Union of Soviet Sooialiet 
Republics in connexion with meeting  in 1962/1963 of a group of experte 
Appointed by the Secretary-General  of the United Nations to study the 
experienoe gained and the techniques  in use in the planning of economic 
development  by different countries  (published in Planning for Etonomio 
Development,   Volume  II,  Studies  of national Planning Experience,  Part  2, 
.Centrally Planned Economies,  New Ycric,   1965).    While these descriptions 
present  established practice,   a survey of the Economic Commission for 
Europe (Economic Survey of Europe  in 1962,  Part   2, Economic Planning in 
Europe,  Geneva,   1965) also includes recent methodological innovations 
(see especially chap.   4) whose details have been obtained in large part 
from the professional economic  literature.     A comparison of these souroe« 
reveals  a tendency toward a great  increase in emphasis upon formal 
analysis of efficiency problems  in resouroe allocation. 

2    See "Evaluation of Projects  in Centrally Planned Economies",  United 
Nations,   Industrialization and Productivity Bulletin,  No.  8,  New York, 
1964, PP. 7-40. 

•^    Por a comprehensive survey of planning problems within the sector, 
primarily at  the level of enterprises,  see P.A.  Zhukov,  ed.,   "The 
Economies of meohine-Luilding,  the  organization and planning of enter- 
prises" (in Russian) Moscow,  State  Scientific Technical Publishing House 
for Maohine-Ptiilding Literature,   1963,   504 pp.;   transi.  United States 
Department of Commerce,  Office of Teohnical Services.     Joint Publications 
Research Service;  No. JPRS:   26,277,  PP-   64-41,   536,  Washington, D.C., 
8 Sept.  1964 (Mo.  TT 64-41,   536). 

Op. cit.,  see note  (3),  Chapter I. 

5    See separate  Bibliography of the project for a survey of this aouroo 
material. 

See Zhukov,   op.  cit., note  (3) above. 

7 See,  however,  the reference to recent methodological  innovations oontainec 
in note (l)  above.     A valuable souroe survey is provided by  the proceed- 
ings of a recent conference on Mathematical Techniques  and Soviet   Planning 
University of Rochester,  New York,   1965,   in publication;   preliminary 
version reproduced by Research Analysis Corp.,   McLean,   Va.      !bi:-  survey 
discusses procese  analyoú'  typo models  applied to a number of industries 
in the Union of Soviet Socialist  Republics;  however,   no model   dealing 
with any metalworking industry  is mentioned. 

8 For a summary description  see Jánoe Kornai,   "Mathematical  programming as 
a tool   in drawing up the Pi ve-Year Economic Plan»!,  Economics of Planning, 
Oslo, Vol.   5,  No.  3, 1965,  pp.   3-l<3. 

9 Dantzig,  G.B.,  and Wolfe,  P.,   "The decomposition algorithm» for linear 
programs", Eoonometrioa, Vol.   29, No.  4, October 1961, pp.  767-778. 
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10 

11 

12 

Kornai, op. oit., p.  5» note (8) above. 

A detailed report on the mat al working portions of this model has been 
commissioned by the United Nations as part of the broader effort oon- 
oerning planning for the metalworking seotor,  following the preparatory 
work undertaken as part  of the present project.    This report has not 
been received at the time of submission of the present  study. 

Undoubtedly some relevant studies,   particularly in Eastern Europe, have 
esoaptd the attention of the  literature survey so far completed. 
Programming studies of rail  transport,  cément and ceramic pipe industries 
are known to have been undertaken (up to the end of 1963)   in the USSR; 
and of the cotton textile,   synthetic fibre,   and aluminium industries in 
Hungary,  apart from the two-level planning model referred to earlier. 

Op.  cit.;     see note (4)»  Chapter I. 

Op.   Oit.;     see note (3),  Chapter I. 

* Manne,  A.S., and Markowitz,  H.M.,   Studies in Prooess Analysis:    Bo^ortny- 
Wide Production Capabilities,  Cowles Foundation Monograph No.  18, New 
York,  Wiley,  1963,  p.   3. 

Ibid. 

A summary  and critical   evaluation of the UNO study is given in D.  Gallik, 
"Exploration in  the development of pre-investment data for the meoh&nieal 
transformation  sector",   Expert Working Group on  Industrial   Development 
Programming Data,   New  York  17-19 May   19M.,   Doo.   No.   ÍDP/EWGÓ,   1? May  1961, 

17 

dittoed,    IS pp.   (Abbreviated   version   of  original   consulting paper). 
Both   the   TNC  and   MP,  rtudien  are  described   and  "-ntrii ¡,v    -ve.Iaated fr*m 
the   print   of   new  of  applying  them   to  a atud.y  of  the  m»rh me-ton]   mdun- 
try   in   H rv z 1,    in   United  Nation*-',   '''fiore  me t rmdo logi •-•:-, ¡   prob ! em     in  the 
programming of   the  machine-tool   mdu.-'.try   ana ••>'.h- r-  . <-n 1 prrotit   industries" 
(in   Upan i ¡.'h ! ¡    Indent, r 1 
ST/ECLA/CONr, ! Ì/L, 1 1 
ana.lytioai i,y "<>mpa.r" 
"Al ternat 1 •/•-  appro--.- 
and U.M.   Markow 1 !,-'•, 
Monograph   li,   N>'W  York,   Miey,   l'io',   rb 
this  paper   if  •r/ui if 1 e   in   M •'. • Iwnrk mg 
Development   Planning,    industriai   Pasme: 
No.   FC-715,   York towr.  Heights,   N.Y.,   .Jul./   '.'[),   dM\ 

r 1 al   Programming  . '.,.-: r 1 ' r . ao   '' ci ; 0 ,     1 '»e,, 

.'be  UNC   and   Ml; .Me du- tii.l   uT\;. -r   see LITI li s  .'ire 

d   with   ai i     1Í, t ». 1 • 1 ; ! -. , t ;Oe, a a ; t ;, it, ir,    ,     ir,    .'.    /latorisz, 

heii   t,n   n-< te« I work I ig   ' »roe e-;  nn'e.y: H - " ,   m  A.n.  Manne 
-dì,., (     ..t,   „ti,;     ir, To< "     e. Ari--i,y'.ur ,     'owleJ   foundation 

•ter An •KP.'iiiiiid   -y or« inn  of 
t o<'i.;ni Ana lys i e 

Maohiner; Uorp . 

and industriai 
Research Penort 

18 -pò rat lori, .'••mta Mo-] sa, 
there  had   boon 

lai 1 forma, 
,.'3 major and 

In  the  originai   /ers ion  (Wand C 
Researoh  Memorandum No,   iOo1-.,    1 
14 additional  sub-machine  classes,   for a  tot:!   of  39,   while  m  the later 
version  (see note 4,   Chap.   I)   ¿16 ore given.     The numbers   of industrial 
branches  covered  in these two versioni; are  51 and 45»   respectively. 
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l* Tne substitution analysis in the MR study is just skstohod out. Coeffi- 
cients have been derived only for metaloutting maohine tools, and not 
by industrial branch, but at a level of much greater technical detail. 
This would have to be complemented by an analysis of demand, branoh by 
branoh at the same level of detail.  Suoh a demand estimate has never 
been actually carried out. 

20 Key characteristics of this study are discussed in muoh greater detail 

in Chapter TV, section A-T. 

21 See notes (lO) and (ll) above, 

22 Manne, A.S., "Key seotors of the Mexican economy"^ in Manne and Markowita, , 

op. oit., Chapter 16. 

23 A complete listing of the papers is given in United Nations, Problems of 
the Steel Making and Transforming Industries in Latin Amerioa, Vol. 1, 
New York, 1958, Sales No. 1957.H.G.6 Vol. I, pp. 50-51-  For a dis- 
oussion, see the separate Bibliography of this project. 

24 Op.  cit. ,   see note (2),  Chapter I. 

2^ United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America,  Industrial Pro- 
gramming Seminar,  Sao Paulo,  1963,  Eoonomies of Scale    in the Fabrica- 
tion of Welded Steel Tubes (in Spanish),  ST/ECLA/CONP.II/L.14;  and 
Eoonomies of Scale in Boiler Shops  (in Spanish),  ST/ECLA/CONF. 11/L.13. 

26 United Nations,   Contributions to the Development of Pre-Investment Data 
'     for the Mechanical  Transformation and Machinery Industries,   prepared 

for the  Industrial Development Programming Project,   jointly sponsored 
tiy the Division of Industrial Development of the Department  for Economio 
and Social Affairs,  the Economic Commission for Latin America,  and the 
Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations,  Santiago,  Chile,   October 196I, 
208 pp.,   mimeographed,   no United Nations document number assigned. 

27 Arthur D.   Little,   Inc.,   An Examination of the ZIL 120 Engine  Description 
Contained in "Input-Output Analysis  of Soviet Machinery Construction to 
Determine its Probable Accuracy and the Similarity of the Engine to a 
Comparable U.S.  Model",  a report  to +-he Division of Industrial Development, 
United Nations,  C-63333,  Cambridge,  Massachusetts,   February  1961,   37 PP- 

fbr a report on this meeting,  see reference cited in note  (l),  Chapter I. 

^ For statistical correlations involving a number of industrien,   nee 
H.B.  Chenery,   "Patterns  of Industrial  Growth1',  American  Economio Review, 
September I960,   624-654;  United Nations Centre for Industrial   Development, 
A Study of Industrial Growth,   1963,   Sales Mo.   63. H.H.?;    united Nations 
Statistical Office,  Patterns of Industrial Growth  i-n8~yJ,   I >n0;  United 

¿K» .        Nations Statistical Office,  The Growth of World Industry,   1*X>1,.    for the 
|| sector in particular,   see P.C.   Mayer,   Machinery Production  and  the  Size 

of the Domestic Market,   Research Center in Economic Growth,   Stanford 
University,  Stenford,  California,  Research Memorandum No.   50, April 1966. 
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• United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America,  The Industrial 
Development of Peru,  Analyses and Projections of Economio Development 
Series, No.  6,  1959« 

-*    Op.  cit.,   s«je note   (?),  Chapter I. 

J    Op« „sit» ,   see notn   (2),  Chapter I. 

Unitod Nations Economic Commission for Latin America,   "Criteria and 
background mate ..lair  for the programming of the machine tool industry" 
(in Spanish),  ST/E3L;/CüNF,11/L.12,  19 December 1962;   "The maohine  tool 
industry in Brazil - Background material   for the programming of its 
development" (in Spanier),   t'T/EOLA/CONF, 1í/L. 32,  January 1963. 

  "The manufacture of industrial macninery and equipment in Latin 
America:     IV,  Machino  Tools  in Argentina (in  Spanish),   ST/ECLA/CONF. 23/L.18, 

14 February 1966, 

^ For the case of the machine-tool industry two methodological papers have 
been prepared by  bho Economi.- Commission for Latir Amerioaí    United 
Nations Economic Commission for Latin America.     "Some methodological 
problems  in the programing of machine tools  ¿aid other equipment"  (in 
Spanish),   ST/ì3CLA/GÒNF.:.I/L.11.   19 Decomber 1962; and United Nations 
Economic Commission fo1- Latin America,   :;Criteria and background materials 
 ",   op.   eita,   noie (33) above.     In the  first,   the approaches  of the 
MR and UN* IrFTrtics are considered and rejected for application to  a 
etudy of the machine-tool   industry  in Brazil   and other Latin American 
countries  on the  grounds that   the  available  coefficients are nontransfer- 
able because tiie.y aro  incompatible with existing practice   (efficient or 
not),   and   chat  the  development of suitable coefficients  is  impossible 
or excessively burdensome..     In the second,   a  number of technical- 
economic norms.',  are  distilled from the detailed study of five model 
machine-tool plants  of progressively increasing size.     The  first   three, 
corresponding to the  smeller plants are based on existing practice   in 
Brazil,   again without  eo;,i '-'e .rvtion   ~ ="    hether this practice - involving 
the enormous dirpursi.in of production characteristic of an unplanned 
proliferation of emali enterprises   - it   i"} ercntly eff'cient or not. 
These three model  plant,   are complemented by  two size? not yet encoun- 
tered in Latin America,  based on Western. European practice. 

35 

36 

See H.B.   Chenery,   "The role of industrialization in development programs", 
American Economic Kuviow,   Kay 1953.  PP«   40-57;  H.3.  Chenory and K.S. 
Kretschmor.   "Resource allocai ior  fcr economic development",  Econometrica, 
Vol.   24,-   No.   4,   October l^ó,  pp.   365-399> 

The analogous devico  of a rtcp function to quantify increasing costs has 
been used, in &  linear programming model  of the Greek econoiiy by .Ï.B. 
Nugent,   "Pros;ramming the optimal  development   of the Greek  economy,   1954- 
1961",   Center of Planning and Economic Research,  Athene,   1966.     In  this 
model the m-jt al working-engineering products  sector is divided  into  two 
parts;   transport  equipment  appears as one of the fifteen  industrial 
groupings, while  the rest of the sector is included in "manufacturing". 
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37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

R.S. Eokaua and Louie Lefeber, Planning in India, 1Uv«»l«lM-4to«loMl 
Bureau of Economic Researoh Conferenoe on Economic Planning, Princeton, 
Now Jersey, November 27-23,  1964,  Proceedings (in press). 

A S    Manno,   "Key sectors of the Mexican economy,  1960-1970",  in A.S. Manne 
an^^Markowítz,  od£,,  Studios  in Process Analysis,  Cowles Foundation 
Monograph No.   l8, New York,  Wiley,   1963,  Chapter 16. 

The model contains no provision for increasing costs  in each branch and 
thus exhibits the all-or-nothing behaviour typical of linear models. 
Tindependent estate by A.3.  Manne,   On the Role of H-ohinory Produc- 
tion in the Economic Development of Mexico.    Organization °* *»•°» 
States,  Committee of Nine,  Washington,  February 1963,  based on an 
ingenious adaptation of United States census data on f^^'l 
distribution,   to an extrapolation from the United States to the much 
smallerMexican market (o!5 per cent of the United States market    give 
Sf rough indication that some two thirds of imports within the sector 
oould be reasonably considered for substitution. 

United Nations Committee for Industrial   Development,   »Manufacture of 
industrial machinery and equipment  in developing ^T"8^^, in 

Regional Symposium on the Development «V^^^SiAS 
Developing Countries,  Moscow,  7  Sept.  - 6 Oct.   1966,  CID/SYMPD/A 3. 

Seymour Melman,   "Aspects of the design of machinery production during 
e^L development«,  Industrialization and Productivity Bulletin, No. 8, 

United Nations,  New York,   1964,   62-70. 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

United Nations Economic Commission for Europe, Production »*g^ £. 
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering Goods, (iene ve, ^ fW^/1' 
United Nations Economic Commission for Asia and the Par East, ^J^ring 
Rustrios in the ECAHS region», Industrialisation and Development News, 

No. 1, New York, 1965, Sales No. 65.H.F.I6, pp. 4Ö-ÖÖ. 

United Nations Committee for Industrial Development, »A preliminary study 
of" the current situation of the -chine-tool industry», Committee for 

Industrial Development, Fifth Session, E/C.5/85, 5 April 19&5- 

A series of summaries of these papers is available at the United Natione 

Industrial Development Organization. 

The materials of the United Nations Conference on the Application of 
Science Ind Technology for the Benefit of the Less Developed Areas are 
surveyed in the separate Bibliography of the project, Sec. II-B. 

Por example, in the tenbnioal-eoonomi c description of selected branches 
of the electrical machinery and equipment industries, Sec. IV-E, this 

material was used as a source of reference. 

G. Maxcy and .1. Silbcrston, Pie Motor Industry, c^br^T
Studje* *" 

induSries^ Now York, Macmillan, 1959; A.C. Neisser ^+^*^
th0 

•Snada-Uniied States Automotive Agreement on Canade*•s Motor Vehiole 
Industry: A Study in Economies of Scale, Doctoral Dissertation, New 

Sohool for Social Research, New York, N.Y., June 1966. 
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^ M. Kura and A.S. Manne, Capital-labour substitution in metal machinery", 
Amerioan Eoonomic Review,  September 1963, pp.  662-681; O.K.  Boon, 
"Optimal Capital  Intensity in Metal Chipping Processes",  Progress 
Report No.   1,   Institute of Engineering-Economic Systems Engineering, 
Stanford University,   Stanford,  California,   I%5- 

4° G.K.   Boon,   Economic Choice of riuman and Physical Factors of Produotion, 
North Holland Publishing Co.,  Amcterdain,   19M 

50 

51 

52 

53 

See for example:     Duncan Bum,  ed.,   n,he Structure of British Industry, 
Cambridge,   University  Pres¿,   1958*7 with chapters  on the nachinc-tool 
industry,   the motor industry,   the  aircraft industry,   the shipbuilding 
industry,   the electronics  industry,   and  the cutlery  trade;   Walter Adams, 
ed. •   The Structure of American Industry,   Mew York,   Macmillan,   1954» 
with chapters  on tha  automobile  industry  .and  the  tin can industry;   and 
G.C.  Allen,   British Industries p.nd their Organization,  London,   Longmans, 
Oreon,  1945 ;  with chapters on the eagineering,  motor vehicles,   and 
shipbuilding md marine  engineering industrie;3. 

See the separate Bibliography of  she project.     The periodical  literature 
is briefly surveyed in Section II-G and the most important periodicals 
are listed  in Section (2)  oí   the Select Bibliography. 

Technical-economic data of ?  similar nature available in the planning 
norms of centrally planned economics  have already been mentioned in 
Section II-A.     Among published sources,   see for example:     Jânos   Pekete, 
Laszlo Mezey,   Istvan Rady and Tibor Rigìer,  Material  Input Norms  in 
Machine Building (in Hungarian),  Economic and  Legal Fublishing House, 
Budapest,   1956. 

See the presentation of fuliy quantified and semi-quantitative empirioal 
materials  in Chapter IV,  Section E,   and in Chapter V. 
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III.    KEY FEATURES OF THE PROJECT 

55. The present study represente an attempt to break new ground in attack- 

ing, at a fundamental level, the difficulties and complexities characterising 

the sector and evolving an integrated approach to the planning of both 

domestic production and foreign trade. 

A.    Strategic considerations 

56. This section survey«* five strategic considerations in planning for 

the sector that underlie the choice of approaches selected for the study. 

Tnese are:     (a) multipurpose production facilities and capacity utilization, 

(b) lot site and standardieation, (c) exports, specialization and trade 

agreements,  (d) a two-level planning framework and programming models and 

(e) the description of technology and the information-system approach. 

Multipurpose production facilities an¿ ^panitv utilization 

57.    While the mutalworking sector is characterized by the overwhelming 

use of multipurpose production facilities, there are, of course, branches 

of it that UBO special-purpose equipment, among them can lines for making 

tin cans, machines for making wire products and/or machinery for making 

components of electrical appliances such as television sets.    None the less, 

the essential core of the  sector can be well represented by a common set 

of resource element inputs. 

58.    Loosely speaking  a multipurpose resource clement can be identified 

with a shoo, that is,  a casting shop, a forge,  a machine shop or the like. 

The advantage of this concept is that it avoids the excessively burdensome 

need to keep track of individual machines in the metalworking operations. 

Thus lathes, drill presses,  planing and boring machines of a certain size 

and accuracy class are handled as a single machine  shop, and input require- 

ments for making a certain product, such as bicycles, can be expressed m 

terms of tons or shop-hours.    Resource elements such as casting and forging 

can be handled sinilarly.    An industrial branch can then be ar.lysod xn a 

quantitative fashion by defining a limited number of typical products and 

investigating the input requirements of resource-element (shop) units into 

these products.    The total  shop-hour or tonnage capacities of different 

shops that are required can then be derived for an industrial branch by a 

weighted averaging of the various typical products. 
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59. One of tho difficult problems of planning for tho metalworking indus- 

tries is to  decide what capacity to maintain (or invest in) with regard to 

each of these resource elements.    Certain onus,  such as heavy forges, have 

enormous yearly capacities, and it is not feasible, except  perhaps in the 

larger industrialized countries,  to  achieve full utilization of such a re- 

source  element on the basis of the input requirements of a single branch, 

such as agricultural equipment or electrical machinery.    On  the contrary, it 

is desirable   that all the various branches of the economy of a developing 

country should participate in raising   the utilization of the  capacity of such 

a forge,  since there 13 an inherent  indivisibility.    The  forfè  is either    ' 

established at  the given yearly capacity or it is not;  one cannot invest 

in one-fourth of a for/ie.    The  same problem exists with regard to other re- 

sourcu elements,  especially those adapted to handling outsize or heavy work- 

pieces,  and those designed for  specialized jobs.    In sum,   since the proper 

utilisation of productive  capacity requires the  sharing of this capacity 

between various branches of the economy,  the planning process for this sector 

must necessarily cut across these branches. 

lot size and  standardization 

60. One of the key determinants of cost in metalworking is seriality 

that is,  the   length  of a production run of idontical workpieces.    Both the 

total number  of shop-hours required for putting out a single workpioce and 

factors such  as kinds of skilled labour,  tooling material,   floor space,  and 

inputs into  the  shop itself charge with the degree of seriality.    Por example, 

in drilling holes into the  flanges of electrical motors,   if a thousand units 

are produced in a single run,  it will   be worthwhile to construct an elaborate 

jig that will hold the workpioce  in place and perhaps drill  several holes 

simultaneously,  thereby greatly reducing shop-hours per workpiece    at the 

saine  time the   latter procedure will require a greater input of tool-and- 

diemaking skills than the  hand production of single units.    From the point 

of view of planning methodolo£y?  this  phenomenon not only  forces the sub- 

classification of resource elements by  sericlity but also  placeB a heavy 

premium on the widest possible use of  standard end-products  as well as 

standard components and subassemblies within the  sector.     The  latter may 

range  from nuts and bolts to more complex elements such as motors,  clutches 

•and transmissions »    Such standardisation has inherent disadvantages as well 
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as advantages beyond a certain point, since it saorifioes the full adaptation 

of design to the peculiarities of the individual product.    Only a seotor-wide 

planning approach can balance all the advantages of increased sariality against 

the disadvantages of greater rifcidi.ty in the design, since  the gains of stan- 

dardization depend on total  seriality that often may not be achieved except in 

the sector ce a whole 

Bxports. specialization. end trade agreements 

61. Non-traditional exports from developing countries aret to paraphrase 

Mark Twain,  like the weather:    everybody complains about them but nobody does 

anything about then.    The highly industrialized countries have so far moved 

with glacial slowness in this aror ,  and the developing countriüs lack tho 

proper instruments with which to attack the problem effectively.      Why should 

n developing country purchase the potential surplus of,  say, bicycles or sew- 

ing machines from another developing country when such items ore  likely to be 

more expensive, of lower quality, with poor or no  service facilities, no fi- 

nancing aids,  and similar disadvantages,  as compared with imports from a devel- 

oped country?    There is clearly but one over-riding potential incentive: 

namely that of mutuality. 

62. In other sectors the requisite joint planning of industrial growth 

encounters tho very severe problem of the acceptable apportionment benefits. 

In the Contrai American common market, for oxample,  there has been continuous 

discord over the  location of the handful of very lari e plants (chemicals, 

petroleum refining, rayon,  ¿last) intended to  serve the market as a whole. 

In the motalworking sector,   fortunately,  the  largo  diversity of products helps 

tho kind of specialization  that will maintain  a continuously balanced allot- 

ment of benefits to  all participants from the very beginning.    This neod not 

mean that trade must be balanced exclusively within the sector.    Since pro- 

duction facilities rxe bulky  and indivisible,  the more   idvanced (larger, 

heavier, more  specialized) resource elements may well exist only in one 

member of the group at any given stage of growth, and a balancing of benefits 

may then, at least in part,  involve extra-sectoral offsets. 

63. There is an evident advantage in arranging sue    trade agreements on a    . 

multilateral basis, possibly within the framework of ;   common market,  since 

this increases the market and reduced rigidities and excessive dependence on 

individual partners.    There is also, however, a corresponding increase in 
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difficulties, not the loast of which is the inability of policy-makers to 

predict confidently the benefits and costs that will flow fron any given 

political-economic agreement.    A bettor grasp of the economic realities 

within the sector that this project will hopefully contribute will thus make 

it  easier to negotiate  trado  agreements. 

64. No  less essential is the contribution that  such a grasp can make to 

sectoral  trading possibilities with the industrially more advanced countries, 

either under special agreements or on  the open world market      The  experience 

of these  countries in their  trade in metalworking  and engineering products 

with each other has boon that technical  and economic progress has contributed 

to  specialization and an increase  in trade.    Thus the more  economic growth 

the  developing countries can achieve via multilateral  trade  agreements with 

each other, the greater the   stimulus for expanded trade between these countries 

as a group and the industrially more advanced countries as a group.    Trade 

agreements based on  joint  supra-national  planning   of the sector in the develop- 

ing countries are thus not  competitive with more  trade with  the  Industrially 

advanced countries    on the  contrary,   they are complementary to it. 

65. As a foundation for the evaluation of these various trading possibilities, 

it  is thus essential to define the ranéo °f appropriate resource combinations 

and product assortments within the  sector for a number of stages of economic 

development. 

A two-level planning framework and programming models 

66. The placement of an economic  sector in the  context of an economy-wide 

planning and programming approach to which the  planning problems of individual 

sectors  are subordinate is regarded as indispensable for rational planning 

decisions.    Two-level  (or multi-level) programming models are well-known con- 

ceptual  tools    that permit  experimentation with the key aspects of such an 

interrelation between economy-wide and sectoral  decisions.    They establish 

channels of interaction between the upper and lower levels that may consist of 

steering prices or resource  allocations communicated from the upper to the 

lower level,  and corresponding resource claims  (in response to steering prices) 

or shadow resource valuations (in response to  specific resource allocations) 

communicated from the lower to the upper level.     These models, however,  cannot 

cope with economies of scale and  indi visibilities that are particularly pro- 

nounced in the metalworking  sector      in general, no price-type or other linear 
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decentralizing system can be expected to give reliable resulte when those 

eoonomioB are present. 

67. An exact programming solution under those conditions would require models 

of the integer    type that pose  exceedingly onerous computing problems whenever 

they arc of a Beale sufficient to make thorn of practical use in planning.    As 

far as presently known,  in a two-level planning model an exact integer pro- 

gramming solution would require giving up the advantages of decomposition into 

economy-wide and sectoral sub-parts and would thus represent a backward step 

from the sequential solution of several smaller models to the simultaneous 

solution of a single very large model. 

68. If the claim to an exact  solution is given up and approximations are 

accepted, some variant of full-cost pricing can achieve a partial decomposition 

of the programming problem.      Since euch a programming decomposition is the 

counterpart of decentralized decision-making in planning organizations, any 

part of the  problem that can be decomposed within a tolerable  limit of error 

oan also be made  subject  to administrative  decentralization or merely indicativi 

(rather than positive) planning. 

69. Decisions concerning a partial decentralization in a two-level planning 

•ystem are thus based on considerations of decomposability of a programming 

model;  these in turn are based on a previous decision as to the importance of 

fixed costs and indivisibilities relative  to the resources used within the 

sector as a whole.    Some activities or resource inputs may thus indeed be  suf- 

ficiently continuous to  allow tin allocation of their fixed costs on the basis 

of capacity or near-capacity production.     Such a partial decentralization is 

inherently more complex  than decentralizing schemes based simply on the use of 

shadow prices or other linear decentralizing instruments and depends upon an 

overview of the sector in an economy-wide  context.    Consequently, no simple 

technique can be made to work  satisfactorily for a branch-by-branch planning 

of ths ostalworking sector,  and the conclusion is reinforoed that the proper 

planning technique treats the  sector  as an integrated whole within the frame- 

work of multi-level planning. 

70. It is thus essential that  the investigation be oriented as much tc an 

over-all view of the problems of economic planning as to the application of 

detailed engineering or managerial  judgement.    While an adequate technological 

description requires a very broad coverage of engineering information, the 
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proper articulation of all this detail into an optimal decision for the 

sector as a whole requires economic insights of a high order.     It should bo 

added that,  despite the emphasis on the use  of advanced  analyticrl tools,  it 

is doomed that the results of a purely fornai analysis cm never be  accepted 

uncritically, particularly if they have been produced by mathematical pro- 

gramming  models whuse internal workings ore  not fully transparent.     Thus the 

judgement of   Ine economist-planner becomes  crucial  in translating the results 

of formal analysis into practical planning   decisions. 

Description of technology   and the information-system approach 

71. The description of technology for the netalworking  sector raises problems 

that  call into question  some of the currently used  methods of technological 

description that have been  found to be useful for  other  sectors, 

72. Aggregation problems.     Statistical techniques of the input-output type 

and,  generally,  any methods based upon  aggregation have  great   shortcomings 

this is even more  true  in motalworkin;, than  in other industries.    The problem 

is that no classification scheme that  is used for describing  the sector ex ante 

can be  adequate  for information requirements that   typically arise at  a later 

stage of planning.     If,   for example,   an export project  that requires an unusual 

and expensive input,  such as a rare metal used in   a new kind of special steel, 

should appear advantafeous,  it  is impossible to estimate  the  requirements of 

this new input on  the basis of the old classification scheme of an inter- 

industry table.     The sane may be true  for certain  intermediato  products such 

as ball-bearings of a specialized kind.     In  other words,  it can never be  fore- 

seen which individual detailed input will  become   critical at  a future time  from 

the point of view of the  sector or oven of the economy  as a whole.     Thus  any 

scheme of technological description based on a fixed classification and aggrega- 

tion will be inadequate to the needs of planning.     This  limitation also applios 

to material balances which cannot avoid the use of aggregate  categories in the 

metalworking-engineerini.   products sector. 

73. The shortcomings of a fixed aggregated technological description as 

currently used in input-output models are particularly striking in connexion 

with the decision-making technique known as management by exception,  the under- 

lying concept of which can be readily generalized from individual enterprises 

to entire sectors or economies.    Management by exception works on the principle 

that the highest decision-making level must avoid dealing with routine manage- 
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ment problems end concentrate on exceptions to the regular working; of the 

organization.    Thus it is always the unusual or the crisis situation that is 

passed up to  the higher decision-raeking level.    Since a crisis can ariso from 

bottle-neck conditions in any one of an infinity of detailed technical com- 

modity categories,  it is evident that  «-in exhaustive ex ante technological 

doscription of any ¿Ivon  industry or  sector is out  of the question. 

74. While these problème are  encountered to  some extent in all sectors 

of the economy,  they arc  less troublesome in thoso characterised by a larg« 

measure of homogeneity in their products;   the basic chemical sector is a good 

example.    It is -vident, however, that these considerations become the crux 

of successful planning for  the metalworkin¿   sector. 

75. It is thus inevitable that  an effective planning approach to the 

metalworkinf   sector must be based on a more flexible concept of technological 

description than the mere  compilation of rigidity defined input-output co- 

efficients or technical norms. 

76. Technological adaptation.    It might bo thought that a change-over from 

inputs expressed in cost aggregates to ones specified in terms of rosource- 

olement units ("standard shops'^) would overcome the aggregation problem and 

thus the limitations imposed by fixed classifications.    Unfortunately, this 

is not the case.     If an attempt  is made to  construct a representation of 

technology in the  sector from a manageable number of resource elements used 

as "building blocks1', thon these modular elements, for ths very reason that 

they are typical of a wide rango of practice, (for example,  a standardized 

heavy forgo with given total output  and seriality) will never be completely 

adapted to the production of any given assortment of output pieces.    In other 

words, a technical-economic description of the sector based on standardized 

resource elements will never be able  to cope with the problem of specific tech- 

nological adaptations and will necessarily overstate the required resource in- 

puts.     If the resource-element  input   coefficients were  to be regarded as rigid] 

given once and for all,  serious distortions in any planning decisions based 

upon them would be created.    Accordingly,  the programming process must make roc 

not only for successive revisions that modify the combinations of activities 

that are included in a trial programme (as characteristically undertaken in 

the course of obtaining an optimal solution to an activity-analysis model), 

but also for revisions of the activity coefficients themselves upon which thes< 
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combinations are based.    At this point the usual clear-cut divisions between 

data collection, model building, programming and practical decision-making 

in the oourse of pianr.int   vanish, giving way to the concept of an  integrated 

information and decision syctem in which data-collection and do ci si on-making 

become inextricably linked by mutual  interactions. 

,'7„     Learning effects and  labour productivity.  Variations in labour produc- 

tivity that are  attributable  to different  decrees of cultural adaptation 'to the 

production process  at  all  levels from thu  iridivi dual shop to the economy as a 

whole  pose more  of a problem for the planning   of  the motalworking secto" than 

for many others.     In the production of basic hervy chemicals,  for example, 

productivity is paced to  a much /•.renter extent by the machine than by thu 

uperator,  and problems of v/ork scheduling; and or¿anizotion aro of minor im- 

portance except  for maintenance - which is of course  a metalworking operation. 

In the metalworking sector,  productivity  varies with learned skills at  a number 

of levels:     at that of the  technical  skill  of the machine operator,  at   that of 

the organizational and work-scheduling skill of the foreman or the ranngor in 

a job-shop, at that of the higher-order managerial skills involved in coping 
6 

with the inevitable interruptions of a continuous mass-production operation. 

at   that of the interaction of firms through delivery,  subcontracting,  and other 

institutional arrangements and at that of the  stability and continuity  of 

i'overnmont policies and/or plans affecting the  individual enterprises.    All of 

these productivity variations are  superimposed, even on au unchanging techno- 

logical basis, without  ta-king into  account the  continuous qualitative trans- 

formations of the production process through innovations.,    Given   such variability, 

the use of rigid technical coefficients in planning becomes entirely illusory 

no matter how cleverly  they may be   defined,  and it becomes indispensable  to 

shift  to the point of view represented by an integrated information and doeißion 

system such as has been mentioned ir,  the  previous section. 

78.    Programming data within an ix.formati on-.jad-decision  systom.    To be sure, 

coefficients and norms   are  indispensable   I'm  attacking  and  solving  my  given 

planning   problem including the preparation of projections and perspective plans 

for the entire  sector.     ";hese  coefficients ;>nd n-.rv.z must,  however, be maintained 

in  files organized so  as to   Lend themselves readily to revision or complementation 

by  technical experts prior to use.    Vihat  is required is a data system handlod 

se if possible by modem information-processing methods and kept up to date by small 

{.roups of tochnical specialists who cover particular branches or activities 
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within the sector.    The success of any planning nethod for the sector hingos 

on the improved flexibility of technological description by the application of 

the information-syBtcni concept. 

3-    Characteristics of the approach used in tho prosent study 

79. In the study that is the subject of the present report it has not been 

possible to follow through on all  lines of approach to  the planning of the »cc- 

tor that have   been  suggested by the strategic considerations discussed in the 

previous major  section.     In what  follows the key feature of the approach actual! 

used in the course of the v/ork thus far completed will be survoyed. 

Integrated approach 

80. Tho  Eont;.r  r.,r, a whole  has at  all times been  at the  focus of attention. 

An attempt was made  to work toward a programming method capable of encompassing 

resource allocation problems for the entire sector while simultaneously pro- 

viding guides  for tho  evaluation of individual projects.    Such e method is 

desitned to overcome  the present characteristic  lack of linkage between a££rega1 

branch-by-branch (or resour co-by-resource) projections  and detailed feasibility 

•tudiöB.    For  the sake of an integrated approach it has been  judged worthwhile 

to accept a rather wide margin of error on technical detail,   as for example  in 

the use of  semiquantitative  prof;ran!nan¿, data. 

Implicit  attention to   the  charactjristic  plannin,   difficulties of the  sector 

91.    An attempt  was made to   confront directly the problems created by product 

diversity, product interrelation via multi-purpose production  facilities,  in- 

divisibilities  in productive resources and economies of scale  attributable  to 

lot size.    This was  considered to be preferable   to devising a method of approach 

that would bypass those difficulties.    While not yet fully satisfactory, the 

results of this  attempt have  clarified many conceptual  problems and have 

established the  basis  for further work on  the broader project. 

Two lev.-ls of detail  in  the   description of technology 

82.    The  study   bo¿ an with an  attempt to describe   the technology of the  sector 

iaaodiately j.n  a fully quantified manner,  usin¿;   the concept of resource elements 

for creating nodular units  for such a description.    Because of numerous diffi- 

culties and slow progress,  a parallel effort was soon initiated to devise a 

¿quantitative method of description in order to obtain a rapid if sketchy MU 
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overview of the  sector as a whole.     In time  it was found that these two efforts 

were mutually supportive in datr, collection and,   at the level of programming, 

represent two initial  stages of s sequential decision-making process the final 

stage of which  leads to project engineering;. 

'•3'    Semiquantitative  programing dat-.    These aim primarily at  defining lists 

of products and productive processes  and at  establishing incidunces between 

the se two,   that   is,  specifying whether or not a given productive process is 

used in  the manufacture of an  individual product.     Information  of this kind can 

bo  assembled rapidly and at  low cost  and,  despite  its elementary nature, it has 

a surprising rango of planning; applications.    The effectiveness of this in- 

formation can,  moreover, be greatly increased by  a few simple and low-cost ex- 

tensions,  including     (a)  the  identification of productive procéseos  that are 

in  sonic  sense critical  to the manufacture of a ¿aven product,   (b) the provision 

of footnotes containing incidental information in regard to critical processes 

or other features of production,  (c)  the specification of product weights and 

their approximate percentage distribution betweon such major processes as 

casting or forging and (d) the provision of rough quantitative indications with 

regard to  processes that cannot be characterized by weight, such as machining or 
7 

heat treatment. 

04.    Fully quantified programming data.    These data aim at specifying the 

pattern of physical inputs and outputs associated iith the production of an 

individual product or an assortment of related products,  in sufficient dotail 

to  permit  the undertaking of approximate estimates of production  costs on a 

comparable basis  for products that  are candidates  for import substitution or 

for export.    This effort requires,  first of  all,   the decomposition of products 

into sub—assemblies and components,   subsequently  these must bo related to basic 

production processes such as machining or assembly.    The  ondloss variety of 

product designs  is represented by a restricted number of  typical  products,  the 

limitless range  of alternativo production facilities is,   in turn, reduced to 

combination of standardized modules referred to as resource elements.     To- 

gether ,  these concepts permit  r. quantification of the technical-economic des- 

cription of the   sector.' 

?6.    Interrelations between the two  levels.    From the point of view of data 

collection,  the   two  levels of detril  described above do not represent closed 

'universes.    On the contrary,  the experience of the.  study indicatos that great 
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economies of effort can be achieved by a close co-ordination of the two data- 

gathering tasks.    Thus the construction of suitable resource elements needed 

for deriving fully quantified data is greatly facilitated by undertaking semi- 

quantitative work prior to this attempt or concurrently with it.    At the same 

time,  since semiquantitative data are not suitable for attacking in depth the 

problems posed by economies of  scale due to  cither aggregate output or lot size 

they need the support of a parallel search for fully quantified programming 

data in order to gain the assurance of being focused on the decisive features 

of technical-economic structure within the sector. 

86. With regard to the  task of programming as distinct from data gathering, 

the two levels of detail are also interrelated; in fact, they are also related 

to the third level,  that  is, to the level of project engineering.    There are 

great advantages to a sequential decision-making process that progressively 

narrows the range of open alternatives through the use of more and more detaile 

information, fron semiquantitative data all  the way to engineering blueprints. 

The crucial issue is whether the sequantial process trends toward the best of 

all possible alternatives or simply leads to  a local optimum.    This question is 

discussed in some detail in section III-B-4-c below. 

A programming framework 

87. Despite of some reservations about the ultimate diroct applicability, of a 

programming approach to  the planning problems of the sector, it has been found 

useful to utilize  activity analysis" as a conceptual framework for thinking 

through the problems of   tcclinical-econoraic description, resource   allocation and 

project evaluation.    The  chief characteristics of this conceptual framework are 

presented hero.    The details of a practical  programming approach based on the 

available  technical-economic description of  the sector have not yet been worked 

out, however. 

88. Programming and the technical-economic  description of  the  sector.    The 

activity format has proven highly effective  for the  collection and organisation 

of process-analysis type  data in other sectors        it can be provisionally re- 

tained for metalworking  even if the objective of actual optimization were 

eventually to be given up.    This format, moreover,  lends itself readily to the 

type of extension discussed in the previous  section, that  is, the relaxation oi 

the rigidity of  technical coefficients that  are given once and for all. 

Particular activities describing a set of industrial processes at a given level 
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of detail can be readily replaced by other activities that incorporate a moro 

detailed description of the s?xie processes;   thus, if a sequential decision- 

making process narrows down to a particular sub-area of the sector, more in- 

formation can be channelled into the description of that sub-area.    With 

analysis and information-retrieval alternating in this manner,  the planning 

process can be conceptualized as a series of programming models that become 

ever more detailed within  a continually narrowing  zone« 

8o„    Semiquantitative  proaramrcing data fit readily into this conceptual frame- 

work;   they represent  the  initial and most approximate way of describing  the 

technology of the sector.    While  such data are not  sufficiently quantified to 

permit optimization  in  the  formal  sense,  the  orientation process which they 

make  possible nevertheless  involves an  appraisal  of  alternativos  and  a  selection 

of a range of preferred choices.     This procedure  is entirely in the  spirit of 

optimization  and in  the next  strare,  through the  channelling of additional 

quantitative  information  into the description of the preferred alternatives, 

111  fact  leads directly into formal optimization. 

00, Programming and the  integration of balances and priorities.     Programming 

models furnish an immediate integration of the rosourco-allocation side of 

planning (that  is,   the  preparation of consistent  resource  balances) with  the 

project evaluation  side   (that is,  the determination of priorities anione com- 

petine projects).     In  the  simplest case, namely,   linear programming,  two mathe- 

matical solution algorisms  (the "primal''   and the "dual11  simplex methods   ) can 

be regarded as paradigms,   (respectively, of either working toward a perfect 

priority ordering of activities while resources  are   -'lways balanced, or con- 

versely, working toward the elimination of resource bottle-necks while  a highly 

efficient priority orderin? of activities is maintained at all tinss.    The  two 

methods intersect  at   the  optimal  solution which satisfies simultaneously the 

criteria of optimal  resource  balance ond optimal  priority ordering of activities. 

The  last prope-rty of*  the optimal  solution of  linear programming models also 

extends to the general nonlinear case,  even  though the  solution methods them- 

selves do not.    This  property furnishes one of the key attractions of pro- 

bramming as a conceptual  framework for planning. 

91.    The priority ordering  of activities in programming models is achieved 

by means of "shadow prices" calculated for all resources,   activities are then 

costed out at these  prices.    The designation '-shadow price'   serves to distinguish 
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these calculated priority indicatore from actually prevailing institutional 

priese in the economy.    In linear programming modols, shadow prices have the 

property of assuring that  all activities included in the optimal solution at 

positivo levels will exactly broric oven,  that  is, that the coste of those 

activities calculated at  shadow prices will exactly  offset their revenues, 

which are also calculated at shadow prices.    Activities showing losses will 

be shut down, while profitable  activities may never occur in an optimal 

solution;  in fact,  the very presence of profitable  activity signals that the 

optimal solution has not yet been attained,  since  the expansion of profitable 

activities can achieve  further benefits.    The elimination of all profits in 

the optimal  solution of linear programmine models is  analogous to the elimin- 

etion of profits in the  theory of perfectly competitive markets. 

92. Indivisibilities and economics of acalu.    The  presence of those phe- 

nomena in programming   modols  introduces major mathematical  impediments 

to  the finding   of an optimal  solution,   since the usual  strategics based on 

tho gradual improvement of trial programmes can no  longer guarantee the 

eventual attainment of the optimum.     The score of these difficulties is the 

possibility of the occurrence of several local optima which aro Boparated 

from each other by  zones of programmes that are  less attractive, in a manner 

analogous to the  separation of distinct peaks in a mountain ronge by valleys 

or saddles.    It is relatively easy to  find a programming method that will 

arrivo at some  local high point,  but very difficult   to  find one that will 

identify the highest of all pedes. 

93. To the extent  that programming models can bo taken as a conceptual 

paradigm of the broader planning-décision making process,  indivisibilities 

and economies of scale destroy  the assurance that  a sequential decision- 

making process such as,  for example,   the one outlined above in sub-section 

(a) will converge  to an optimal plan.    Puch r process may,  instead,  zero in 

on a local optimum, with tho result that there will  not even exist ? way of 

checking if the plan arrived at is tolerably efficient    that is, if the  local 

optimum is reasonably close  to the over-all optimum or if, on the contrary,  it 

is drastically inferior to it,    The  same shortcoming characterizes market 

systems and potentially also  the type of decentralized planning systems that 

are now being introduced in some countries with centrally planned economics. 

When it was earlier mentioned in this report that present planning method» 
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often leave e residue of major doubt as to whether the sector as a whole is 

moving in the right direction, it was precisely this possibility of conver- 

gence of either the planning process or the market  toward a drastically 

inferior outcome that was implicitly postulated.     The problem is thus far 

from having merely academic  interest,  in fact it  is  crucial for the assur- 

pjico of a proper over-all orientation with regard to  central decision-making 

and decentralized processes  in general.    The need for such an over-all 

orientation is held to be of such importance that  uvon rough approximations 

become  acceptable in the technical-economic description of the sector if 

they furnish a complete overview within a large but known margin of error. 

Since the case of economics of scale can be reduced to  the caso of indivis- 

ibilities represented by the  occurence of fixed costs,   the discussion will 

he conducted in  terms of the   latter and,  for the  sake of simplicity,  in the 

context  of otherwise  linear models. 

12 94.    The key Btep is to classify the fixed costs      which occur in such 

problems - in the case of the metalworking sectoi ,  the ones originating in 

r.unimal production series and minimal shop scales - into small and larfe 

fixed costs.    What is to be  regarded as small and what  as largo depends on 

the tolerable margin of errors in finding an optional  solution,  given the 

status of planning for  this  sector,  it is preferable  at  the outset to  allow 

.   relatively high margin of terror rather thru renounce  the possibility of 

an over-all orientation, even though the latter may be rathor cross in 

¡.'¡any ways.     Initially,  therefore, many or porhaps most   fixed costs can be 

classified as small ones    those  can be dealt with by dividine the fixed 

fjsts between the number of units produced, on the  basis of an estimated 

degree of capacity utilization.    If full-capacity utilization is taken as 

the basis of distributing fixed costs, a lower limit on  actual total costs 

is obtained-   in other words,  if it  is assumed that  the  indivisibilities 

represented by fixed costs are  for the purposes of pro gr arami ne none the  less 

li visible, then the optimal programme so defined will always appear more 

favour ab lp than reality can actually evor be. 

'/>.    After having been distributed in this manner,   fixed costs behave  like 

the proportional costs of ordinary activities    if  all  fixed costs can be 

thus distributed, a normal programming problem is obtained that can be 

solved readily and that produces normal shadow prices.     In a linear model 

those prices are, in principle, identical with the prices established by 
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a perfectly competitivo market oechanisn, provided that the individual 

enterprises baso their cost calculation« not on their marci nal costs, but 

on their average (full) ones. 

96, What procedure shall be adoptod for the large fixed costa?   If these 

were  similarly distributed over output  either by linear programming or by 

some market mechanism based on full-cost pricing, the consequence would bo 

an overstepping of the tolerable  limit of error.    Consequently, central 

decisions about fixed costs become unavoidable;  decentralizing mechanisms 

must be renounced.    The higher  the tolerable margin of error, the  smaller 

the number of "large" indivisibilities that roquire centralized decision- 

making;  at the sanie time,  the chance dininish.es that  some unusually favour- 

able combination of  such largo  indivisibilities will remain  hidden  from 

specialists who have  an intimata   knowledge of the sector.    Thus by  describ- 

ing and comparing programmes based on selected,  a priori attractive combi- 

nations of indivisibilities one  can usually obtain a reasonable approxima- 

tion to the optimal   solution.    Any error committed will be  subject  to 

quantitativo  appraisal in  the following manner.    Since the  fixed-cost- 

distribution method based on tho   assumption of full utilization of capacity 

always overshoots the actual optiraum, while the combinatorial method based 

on a partial  sample of fixed-cost combinations generally falls short of the 

optimum or ¿it most  equals  it,  the estimates obtained by tho  two methods 

box in  the optiraum,  and their difference establishes  an upper limit  to the 

error of optimization. 

97. Even though this result can bo rendered sharper and more elegant by 

the use of advanced mathematical  methods such as integer programming, what 

has been said captures tho  essence of the problem and is quite enough for 

an overview such .as that required for practical planning applications. 

Whore  fixed costs are encountered they are distributed over output  to the 

largest tolerable extent, while   the remaining fixed coste arc tested in 

diverse, a priori   favourable-appearing combinations.     With each of those 

combinations  there  is associated a normal pro {"ramming problem the total 

costs of which are calculated as  the sun of tho following three items: 

fixed costs that are explicitly  treated as fixed, fixed costs that  are dis- 

tributed over output, and proportional  (variable) costs.    Selecting the 

best of these alternative combinations amounts to a central decision with 

regard to the largo fixed costs;   all other docisions concerning fixed and 
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variable coste can be decentralized to any do sir od degree by means of a 

market or other linoar incentivo system. 

96.    In planning for the metalworking sector the indivisible decisions con- 

corn the questions of whether or not a given commodity should be produced 

or whether or not  investment should be made in the establishment or en- 

largement of  some productive capacity.     The majority of these indivisible 

decisions can be handled by full-cost  pricing and can therefore be  de- 

centralized within  a tolerable margin of error.    The progracining frame- 

work, however, also  allows the identification of large indivisibilitios 

and offers a way of making rational decisions  about thorn.    A key virtue 

of this approach is  that  it bases the cost calculations required for de- 

centralized ciuci sinus In  enterprises or   lower-level planning organs on a 

Ret of prices that   can in principle be  determined only after the central 

decisions pertaining" to the large fixed costs have already boon undertaken, 

regardless of whether the determination of prices in based on formal 

programming or on the automatic outcome of some market mechanism.     Thus 

the approach creates a rational basis for the  establishment of a price 

oystera even in the  prosence of major indivisibilities and separates the 

fields of decision  that can be effectively decentralized from those that 

cannot. 

99.    The establishment of a rational price structure has primary signif- 

icance for the international division of labour, since in the absence of 

such a price  structure it  is almost impossible to judge, the direction and 

extent of the desirable international  specialization of a country.     Re- 

liance of these prices permits the determination of that limit of produc- 

tion costs up to which it  is worth while  for any branch of the sector to 

engage in exports,  and also the estimation of that somewhat higher  cost 

limit beyond which  imports are preferable to  domestic production.     Apart 

from  transport and other costs incident  to foreign trade, these two  limits 

determine the real value of foreign exchange.     If commercial relations 

should be undertaken with two or more trade areas that are isolated from 

each other,  a separate exchange rate must be determined for oach area 

within the above system of prices. 

J00. The costs associated with the large fixed ones thvt are subject to 

central decision-making are not to be counted as part of the production 
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coste of individual commodities as long as a significant part of the indi- 

visible capacity remains unutilized.    If, however, as a result of general 

economic growth or physical depreciation such capacities become subject to 

periodic renewal,  then just before such renewal, no  clack remains.    An 

exact mathematical  solution would domand that in such ro-slack periods the 

respectivo commodities be charged not only with current  costs but also with 

accumulated costs of the  capacity in question that have not been charged 

in the  precedine, slack période:.    This of course would lead to unacceptable 

cost and price fluctuations which must necessarily be moderated with a 

view to practical  long-term price stability.    A certain measure of fluctua- 

tion is none the  loss entirely rational, since it  is desirable that in 

periods in which there is r  slack,  secondary user, of the respective capac- 

ity be  encouraged.     In periods when  thu capacity limit  is approached, on 

the other hand, all  uses  that are to  some extent flexible  should be deterred 

from using the capacity in question.    This situation is  similar to tho 

price fluctuations that occur between peak and off-peak hours in the elec- 

trical power industry, with the  simple difference  that  the  fluctuations 

in the user price of productive capacity are typically on a multi-year 

cycle rather than on  a daily cycle.    World market prices are established 

by the bridging over of these indivisibilities that  are of course small as 

compared with total world production.    Individual countries can take 

advantage of the potentialities offered by their own price  cycle in drawing 

up long-term plans  for production,  trade and investment. 

Orientation to country studies 

101. Whilu insisting   on a fundamental approach to the planning probloms of 

the sector, the present  study was focused from the  start on the objective 

of early applicability of its concepts and empirical results to practical 

planning decisions in individual countries. 

102. When the study was initiated it was contemplated that most of the 

empirical material would be gathered in two country studies;   in Israel and 

Hungary.    These country studies were also intended to test  the assumptions 

and working methods  developed in the course of the project.    The selection 

of these two countries was determined by the following consideration: 

(a)    Both of these countries are beyond the  si ige of underdevelopment 

and thus dispose of a substantial range of metalworking activities as well 
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as trained personnel for the execution of the étudies. 

(b) In both of these countries there is a substantial measure of co- 

ordinated planning or decision-making. 

(c) At the same tine,  the current development problème faced by these 

countries arc more similar to the problems of the underdeveloped countries 

than to  those encountered in the most highly  industrialized areas of the 

world. 

(d) The size of both countries is of an order of magnitude that per- 

ni ts encompassing the  entire netalworking sector with a limited effort. 

(e) The mctalworking soctor plays an important role,  actually or 

potentially, in the export earnings of both of those countries and thus the 

studios were expected to  throw a light not only upon the problems of planning 

for  domestic production but  also upon the problems of export planning. 

(f) In the case of Hungary an additional  consideration of key impor- 

ance for the proiact was the availabilitv of «. two-lev«!   lirmar nroffraomimr 

model  covering the  ¿conomy  as a whole,   with dotai bid sub-mod*Is extending 

over fifty sectors,   including eleven which fall within the metaLworking 

and engineering products  sector as defined in the present  study.1      This 

provides a conceptual  framework for the planning problems of the sector, 

much relevant empirical   information, and established institutional channels 

for  further data collection. 

103. It has been contemplated that,  at a later stage of the broader project, 

similar country studios would be undertaken in some of the less-developed 

countries that face more serious organizational and technical problems. 

104. While these country studies were to be initiated separately by direct 

arrangements between the United Nations and the host countries,   they wore 

planned and prepared m close co-ordination with the present project.    Early 

stages of the work are now actually under way in both of these countries, 

t>ut  there have been delays and problems of limited resources which made it 

impossible to obtain results in time for evaluation and inclusion in the 

present  report. 

IO1}.   Because of these delays, a substantial pai    of the data-gathering 

effort had to be initiated in the United States of America.    As a result 

of the broad technological gap between that country and developing nations, 

this procedure is far from ideal.    To remedy the shortcomings of the 
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empirical material,  it il hoped that the progresa represented by the launch- 

ing of the main offort of the two country studies,  in the case of Israel 

hopefully coupled with a technical assistance mission,  will be sufficiently 

rapid to allow an early checking of the existing technical-economic descrip- 

tion method in the context of actual planning decisions concerning the 

sector. 

C.    Emphasis of the project 

106. It would be unreasonable for a project of this kind to attempt to 

cover all problems that nominally fall within ita rango of referenoe.    To 

gain a sharp outline of the key features,  those that are considered secon- 

dary must be put aside.     This it» being done without apology;  indeed,   the 

suggested approach may be open to the criticism that it  tries to cover too 

much ground. 

107. In order to avoid arbitrariness it is, however, essential to atteeipt 

to show how the given emphasis, the particular inclusions and exclusions 

were determined. 

A fundamental dichotoi my 

108. The fundamental assumption underlying the suggested approach is that 

every economy has a technological coro that   is potentially invariant  be- 

tween countries with different  social  systems and different p_er capita 

incomes.     This  invariance is called potential  rather than actual,   since 

many technical activities will  he found uneconomical  under given local 

conditions,   and the  actual selection will  be highly (and systematically) 

differentiated.    The  invariance is thus postulated for the universe of 

technical activities from which the selection is made.     The empirical back- 

ing for this postulate  is provided by the present ready diffusion of technioal 

know-how and by the experience that under proper conditions any group of 

people can be trained and educated in the use of modern technology and 

modern concepts of technical and economic organization. 

109. If the  invariance of the technological  core  is accepted,  the analyt- 

ical task of devising rational planning and programming- procedures for 

economic development  can be broken  into two main parts,  as follows. 

110. The first task is to define the basic range of economic alternatives 

that are compatible with this invariant technological core, given the 
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particular endowments of population and resources and the empirically veri- 

fiable consumption requirements and/or preferences of the broad masses of 

th- population. 

111. Second, onco  such a basic ran^e has boon defined it must be narrowed 

ì wn,  and a development target must be  selected by reference to the con- 

straints that  are imposed by cultural and institutional conditions.    Altern- 

atively,  the kind of cultural or institutional changes  that would be re- 

quired for attaining stated targets within the basic range must be analysed. 

112. The present study has been directed almost exclusively at the first 

"f these two tasks, and its emphasis has boon determined accordingly.    It 

IB of course recognizee" that no  conceptual dichotomy  of such heroic propor- 

tions can ever bo completely clean cut:     a,D much c\r* be   said of supply and 

donand.    While this has resulted in some lack of definition at the periphery, 

it  is none the lees felt that the former dichotomy is the key to a success- 

ful  approach in depth to the planning and programming problems of this dif- 

ficult  sector. 

Institutional aspects 

Ili,. AiTìonr others,  in focusing on the basic ranee of possibilities, tho 

í;<Howin¿   institutional aspects have been largely disroeardedj     supply of 

«kills,   labour training, entrepreneur ship;  credit and financing probloms;' 

cultural  and institutional conditions that determine an orientation to 

rrowth as apamst  an essentially static outlook on economic reality; orga- 

nizational problems in planning;   probloms of incentives;   problems of ro- 

si stances and inefficiencies in pian implementation;  problems of relations 

between enterprises and market  organization; and problems of the setting 

up of economic development  targets and the definition of policies. 

114. One institutional aspect that enters the analysis,  at least at the 

conceptual  level,  is the consideration of international  trading possibil- 

ities either via trade agreements or on the open world market.    The emphasis 

here,  however, is a^ain on the  careful definition of alternatives rather 

than on the exploration of institutional arrangements conducive to suc- 

cessful negotiations or successful entry into particular export markets. 

115. The abstraction from trainine and education is a distinct  limitation 

of the analysis, since the social costs and time delays of these activities 
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are sufficiently significant to affect the main conclusions; it has, none 

the less, boon decided to put then to one sido for the moment as a matter 

of expediency.    The omission iß of no  lonf-terra consequnce,  since at a 

lator stape the analysis can be expanded to include this aspect without 

significantly alterinp the key features of the approach as here presented. 

Technical-economic aspects 

116. In defining the basic ranco of possibilities, emphasis has been placed 

on those features of technical-economic reality that aro most characteristic 

of the sector,  and others consequently were given less stress.    Thus the 

utilization of multiple-purpose productive equipment is at the  center of 

analysis even though it is recognized that there are sono branches of the 

soctor in which highly specialized,  single-purpose equipment is predominant. 

117. An important  limitation of the analysis is the exclusive reliance on 

the determini strie  (as against probabilistic) description of alternatives. 

This has been dictated by simple expediency,  even thouph it is recof;nized 

that reserve  stocks and their fluctuations,    queuing phenomena connected 

with capacity utilization and related questions are entirely rlossed over 

by this mode of approach.    Considerine that nonconvexity is explicitly 

taken into account,  the former simplification will probably be found 

excusable.     It  is of course an empirical  question which of the two  analytical 

difficulties, nonconvexity or the role of uncertainties is the more cru- 

cial in practice.    In attemptinc to  formulate an answer (ponding an alter- 

native approach whose outcome alone  can  finally decide   the issue)  it 

should be noted that  some of the phenomena mentioned,  such as queuing, 

occur at a level of afiTCfation below the one chos.cn for this study, -while 

others, such as the determination of optimal reserves, will hopefully not 

be unduly sonsitivo to the structure chosen for the sector by the suggested 

approach. 
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loto» for Chapter III 

The question of non-traditional exports from developing countries has 
boon thoroughly revi owed by the United Nations Conf eronco on Trade and 
Development, Geneva,  I9Ó4.    See Proceedings of the Conference, particu- 
larly Vol.  IV, Trade  in Manufactures,  united Nations, New York,  1964, 
Sales No.  64.1I.E. 14. 

On   linear programming decomposition methods,   see:     C.B.   Dantzig and 
Paul V'olfe,  "The decomposition algorithm for  linoar programs", Econometrica, 
Vol. 29, No. .;, Oct.   I96I, pp.  767-77fi; J.  Korr.ai  and T.  Liptak, "Two- 
level  planning", Econometrica,  Vol,   33, No.   1.,  Jan.   1965, pp.   141-169. 
Further on two-level planning,   sac United Nations Economic Commission for 
»sia and the Par East,  Formulatinf Industrial Development Programs, 
Development  Programming Series No.  2,  Bangkok,   I96I, Chap. 2. 

Recent  surveys of  intonar programming will Ve  faun--i in G.B. Dantzig, 
Linear Programming and Extensions,  Princeton  University Press,  Princeton, 
Now Jersey,   1963,  Chap.   26; E.I'i.L.  Beale,  ••/.   Survey of Integer Pro grammi ne", 
Operations Research Quarterly  (London), Vol.   16,  No.  2,   I965, pp.  219-228. 
Por an excellent  summary  <d fundamentals,  see R.E.  Gomory,  "Large and non- 
oonvcx problems in   ^^'-'^ Pr,'LT^""ing'', Proceedings of the Symposium on 
Interactions Letwecn Mathematical Research and High-Speed Computing, 
American Mathematical  Society,  Vol.  XV,  I963.    For  an appraisal of 
rounded continuous  soli turns,  and a new algorithm,   see R.E. Goraory, 
*0n  the relation between   intercr and non-integer  solutions to  linear 
proframs" ,  Proceedings,   National Academy of Sciences, Fobruary,   I965. 

'I. Vietorisz, 'Project   evaluation in the presence  of economies of scale 
and indivisibilities'',   Inter-Regional Symposium on  Industrial Project 
Evaluation,  Prague,  October I965, CID/IPE/B.28.     Forthcoming in Proceedings 
of Symposium. 

The concept of standard  shops was briefly introduced in section III-A-1. 
For a more  detailed discussion  see section IV-C-1. 

For a discussion of the   logic of productive organization in a job-shop 
versus organization ir. a continuous operation,  see Adam Abruzzi,  "The 
production process:     opurating characteristics'', Management Science, 
Vol.  11, No. 6, April  1965, B-98 through B-II8. 

Semiquantitative programming data are discussed in detail in Chapter V. 

For a detailed discussion of this procedure,  seo Chapter IV. 
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e terms "activity analysis"  and "mathematical programming" are used 
terohangeably.    A simple type of mathematical programming iß linear 
ogramning.    Standard references on those topics are:    Dantzig (l963)f 

.  cit.  (note <;);  S.I.  Gass, Linoar Programming:    Methods and 
plications, New York, McGraw-Hill  (195O);  G.  Hadley, Linear Programming, 
ading, Massachusetts,  Addi son-Wesley,  I96I;  R.L.  Graves and P. Wolfe, 
s^,  Recent Advances in Mathematical Programming, New York, McGraw-Hill, 
3.    For applications to economic and planning problems, see T.J. Koopmans, 

., Activity Analysis in Production and Allocation, New York, Wiley,  1951» 
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R. Dorfnan, P.A. iaiauelson,  and R.  Solow, Linear Pro^ajnmnf and Economic 
Analysis, New York, McGraw-Hill, 1958; H.i3. Chenory and P.O. Clark, 
Interindustry Bcowràc, Ne» York    Wiley, 1959;  ^d Manne and Marko«t», 
tde. op.  cit.  in Chapter T,  note  (12). 

10The activity  format  is useful for data presentation and analysis in a 
variety of other actors.    ?oo for oxaoplo»    Manne and Markowitz, op. ci\, 
(petroleum refining  rhuircals,  food and apiculture,  iron and atee 1), 
T! Vietorisz,  »Pro;<rai.iün,   Data Sunoary fnr the Chemical Industry  , 
Industrialization and Productivity Bulletin No.  10, United Nations, 
New York,  1967, pp. 7-56. 

US©e Viotorisz (1963), ou. cit., noto (4). 

12"Fixed coste»  are here usod in the sense of fixed resource inputs, given 
preferably in physical units. 

13See the discussion of the HunGarian two-level planning model i^wction 
II-A.    A classification of the tranches of the sector, as used in this 
project, is ci ven in Appendix to Chapter IV, part 1. 
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IV.    FULLY QUANTIFIED PROGRAMING DATA: 

CONCEPTS AND PILOT DATA-COLLECTION EFFORT 

;!<.       The description of tho technical   and  .-conomic  futures of tho metal- 

corking and engineering products  sjctor  in Uu   foundation of the present project 

; which all other aspects muBt  be built.    It   is therefore of crucial importance 

* ; d .'Volop adequate methods  for porforming this task. 

J t.      The prosent  chapter reports on work concerning fully quantified programming 

• t i.     Such data have been briefly introduced  in Suction III-B-3-a and have been 

c •nfrasted with semiquantitative  programming daJ;a. 

l?0        Tho entiro conceptual framework of tho  study was initially built around the 

-  11  ntion,  organization and programming application of fully quantified pro- 

Tjnming data.     While  semiquantitativo data have been defined and   introduced at 

; t»   r  stage,   and  oven though they aro most  highly productive  in terras of 

•>d lately applicable empirical results,  tho  conceptual framework built for and 

;•   ¡,d   the fully quantifiod programming data continuos to be of fundamental  im- 

• '   r,r\   to tho projüct.    This is  so for at least two reasons:     (a)  the effective- 

>f semiquantitative programming data in coping with Key difficulties in 

i.'Mng for tho 3ector would be  impossible to  judgo  except with reference to the 

; tual framework provided by fully quantified programming data;  and (b) the 

. •'   rvur-all  orientation provided by semiquantitative programming data is but a 

iru'-off point for a more exact quantitative definition of planning probloras 

'     •.  the sector.    For this,  reliance must bo placed on fully quantified pro— 

.   •. -, tru; data. 

The term "fully quantified" is used to define the contrast between those 

and semiquantitative data;  it must not be taken to mean that the respective 

'   * !  are  the ultimate  in precision and reliability.     Far from boing so,  thoy could 

.   11/ well have beon referred to as "rough quantitative" data.     As will become 

; TI nt  from the discussion that  follows, they aro based on a modular description 

;• roductive  facilities by means  of tho key concept  of resource  elements,  which 

r     !-riefly introduced in Chapter III,   Section B-3-b.    While fully quantified, 

,   arc  thus no moro than initial approximations.    Feasibility studici; based  on 

'-   •   will be subject  to large errors in ooating,  and all conclusión« arrived at 

* •.;' JUfth their use will have to bo re-worked for final dociBion-making by refer- 

to data representing a third  level  of detail and preoision,   such as concrete 

ct  engineering data or their equivalent. 
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122. The question may bo poeed; Why was the conceptual framework of the study 

worked out in terns of th-O .second level of dot ail (fully quantified programming 

data) rather than in torras of tho third, practically most significant level? The 

answer to this hincos precisely on tho intermediate position of fully quantified 

programming data between the two extremes represented by «eciquantitativc data and 

project engineering data.  Tho first level yields over-ail orientation with a tottJ 

sacrifice of precision of detail, while the third level yields full precision of 

detail with a total sacrifico of an ovar-all orientation. Fully quantified pro- 

gramming data are desired to mediate between these two extremes.  Given a future 

effort at a sufficiently comprehensive scale, they can cover the sector as a 

whole at a tolerable cost in resources expended;  nevertheless they maintain a 

sufficient degree of precision to yield a starting point for fully refined cost 

ostimates and other project engineering work preparatory to final decision-making 

and plan execution, 

123. The chapter will report on tho nature-of the concepts used in defining fully 

quantified programming data and will present tho results of a small pilot data- 

gathering effort. The dotrils of programming the sector through the use of fully 

quantified programming data have not yet been worked out within the study covored 

by the present report. The method of programming will only be sketched out in 

sufficient detail to serve as a background for the discussion of technical- 

oconomic description. 

li.    The University of Uorth Carolina stud;/ of the 
machine-building industries 

Survey 

124. In approaching the technical-economic description of the metalworking sector 

at the fully quantified lev^l  defined above, the project has drawn on the ample 

experience and empirical materials of tho  study of the metalworking and machine- 

building industries of th„  Union of Soviet  Socialist Republics undertaken  ovor a 

number of years by  the University of North Carolina that produced several   sub- 

stantial  reports prior tc  its  abrupt  termination  in i960.      The UNO  study  used a 

process-analysis type of approach,   based almost  entirely on source material pub- 
2 

lished in the Union of Soviet  Socialist Republics,     particularly of the engineering 

and industrial   typo.     Indeed,   the approach was developed in part  as an experiment 

in tho use of technical-economic  data in  lieu of scarce  statistical   information 

for .analyzing economic capabi] it ion.     The method evolved progressively over tho 

course of years .and in its  tatest version incorporated tho fruits of a great deal 

of experimentation that has saved the present project much time and effort. 
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The chiof reason for revising the UNC methodology is that it was oriented 

t, w-rd a kind of economic task different from that pursued "by the present project, 

•.-.luroas the UNC study aimed at the definition of the capabilities of existing 

: r oductive facilities and on estímete of the resources needed for capacity ox- 

•m-i-m based on the existing structure, the present project poses the much more 

• líTioult question of identifying the most suitable structure for promoting 

; strale growth. 

:<s„  In brief, the investigation of basic production processes (technologies) 

•.institutes the core of the I INC analysis, implying a two-step or two-phasod route 
3 the derivation of final input coefficients. 

I, /\  In the first pho.se the input requirements of machinery, labour, material 

i, cotera of fourteen basic production processes, including forging, foundry, 

r;¡; :hining, heat treatment, assembly, among others were determined. Each of those 

Lj studied in a number of variants called "resource elomer.ts." In all, fifty- 

throe resource elements have been covered. The input requirements are expressed 

in physical units (tons, man-hours, numbers of specified machines) per unit of 

output. The output itself is either a semifabricate, 3uch as a rough forging, 

or a processing service, such as the heat treatment of a component part. In either 

ofi.se the output is again measured in physical units, in metric tons wherovor 

possible. As customary in activity analysis, the output can be regarded as defin- 

mg the level of utilization of each process. 

I KM.  In the second phase the outputs of phase 1 talco on the role of inputs. The 

bjoctive of this phase is to generate numerical estimates of these inputs into 

; souple of typical but highly specific individual end-products, namely, machines 

>f different kinds. 

1.9. Thus, when using this two-phase approach, capital, labour, material and other 

efficients of input into machines are derived indirectly rather than directly 

vii the levels of basic processes that are utilized in their manufacturo. The 

.avantages and disadvantages of this indirect method of estimation are discussed 

hoiow; in sum, it achieves an aggregation of the innumerable individual itemc of 

tpitil found in the sector at a levol that is both meaningful and computationally 

hvin.oicoablo and is the key to a comprehensive yet fully quantified description 

>T  technology. 

-50. For the purposes of capability analysis, the next step in the UNC study is 

Ito ohooso a small number (six or so) classes of end-products to represent each 

ranch of the machine-building industry. The inputs of these -aggregato "represen- 
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tative producta" aro than constructed by averaging the inputs of selected in- 

dividual products that aro derived in detail fron largely engineering sources. 

These individual products will be referred to as "typical products" in tho 

present study. Tho averting procedure is based on statistical estimates of the 

total tonnage of each kind of product that is similar to a given typical product. 

In all, thirty-throe tranches of the sector have buon covorod by the UNC study, 

among them machino tools, boilers, diesel engines, gasoline engines, tractors, 

cranes, excavators, automobiles, trucks and railroad cars. 

131.  If this methodology were to be applied directly to the present projoct it 

might be used for estimating the kinds of productive facilities that could bo 

established and reasonably fully utilized in a developing country.  Thus, if the 

requirements for the capacity of a medium forge capable of producing such things 

as parts for agricultural implements, hand tools, builders' hardware and simple 

machines which had been previously imported or for which an export market could 

bo found, were totalled, it might be discovered that such a forge could be fully 

utilized.  In this way, when starting with a list of imports and potential ex- 

ports and adding up the implied input requirements for several kinds of foundry, 

forge, metalworking shop, et cetera, some of these resource elements would bo 

found to bo required at a scale equal to several times their basic yearly output; 

others (typically the heavy and specialized ones) would be found to be required al 

a scale so small as to kjop them busy for perhaps only a few days out of the year 

and would be completely out of the question for a reasonable investment programme, 

Finally, there would be intermediate cases that would have to be .analyzed in 

greater detail prior to investment decisions. 

132. The principal difficulty inherent in this approach, apart from the question 

of whether some components of a complete product could be domestically produced 

while others were being imported, is that of lot sizes.  While the question of 

part-domestic production can be handled by reasonable institutional assumptions 

and has in fact been frequently encountered, for example, in connexion with auto- 

mobile production in the developing countries, where a decision is required con- 

cerning the domestic manufacture or import of components for assembly, the probi« 

of lot sizes forces important extensions of the method. 

133. Lot size or seriality refers to the number of identical workpieces produced 

in a single production run. Ln  the UNC study, variants of a basic process (re- 

source element) aro distinguished by major categories of scriality, namely "unit" 

-"small series", "medium series'», "largo serios", and "mass production". When 
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; a red in differing yearly amounts, a given product is handled by this method, 

•fict as though it were an entirely distinct product. This procedure is 

;>tible so long <as seriality is not one of the key variables in making decisions 

• ,*..    <n  industrial branch.  If the branch can be adequately subdivided into two 

' hrvo typical seriality classes, each of which is associated with one or two 

r;.is of products, then the half-dozon or so representativo products will indeed 

-;: le to reflect the assortment produced within the branch with a reasonable 

,T>; of approximation.  In developing countries with restricted markets, however, 

• k. ;y decision in each branch is how fir import substitution and new exports 

•-!<! be pushed, since there is a progressive reduction in lot siz« in the first 

ü an a greater and greater variety of products has to be produced for achioving 

-••'::;3Ìvo amounts of foreign exchange savings, while there is an increase in lot 

i'¡ th<! second case. Unless those phenomena can be quantified there will be 

i'"ut uncertainty in regard to the effectiveness of resource utilization, that 

, ," rop-ard to the costs of additional production in divorse industries. A 

i based on describing a branch of the sector by moans of a handful of aggrw- 

; Sir-aentativo products will not be adequate to the ta3k of harHing seri&lity 

<, ¡icitly as is required here. 

.'h ïC extensions of the UNC method are required for the present project. 

' , «vili [ e the preliminary subdivision of processes into major soriality classes 

;it-1, secondary corrections are essential for describing more exactly the 

.; in capacity utilization that rerult from differing lot sizes. Thus, in 

ting how much of the yearly capacity of a medium-sized, medium-seriality 

i ;; utilized for producing r. specific part for a given agricultural implo- 

, 'llowanco must be made for the fact that in somewhat Larger lot sizes each 

it mtput requires a somewhat smaller number of shop-hours. While no serious 

* ."al difficulties are foreseen in estimating approximate corrections of this 

, thiti procedure has not yet been tested in practice during the pilot dat&- 

•• ing effort so far completed 

second, the description of a branch by a few typical products for which 

il'-'d inputs are estimated, is complemented by n "long list" consisting of 

t .1 .¡roducts" for each of which only a much more limited amount of information 

Î-: colloctod. The long list is designed to contain from one hundred to two 

r ; í products per branch, for each of which only two kinds of information are 

itial:  (a) a statement specifying which of the handful of typical products 
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tho £iven product is similar to, and (b) the ya*rly demand for it.    (if desired, 

this information may be sli^tly oxpandod,  as discussed bolow. )    Using the in- 

formation on typical products  and making the secondary corrections for exact 

seriality,   this permits  the   estimation of inputs for the entire  lon# list. 

136. Third,   tho rest  of thu  branch is to bo  represented in an av#*ro¡pativo fashion 

by extrapolating the tr^nd of rcsourco utilization implicit  in the Ion? list.     As 

the scalo of production within  a branch (measured in tonnato or value terms)   in- 

creases,  the  increasing diversity of products will   ;enorally raise resource  input 

(or cost)  coefficients,   except  when sorialitios  can be raised by means of exports. 

Tho conception underlying thid method is taken  from the papers by Chonory and by 

Chonery and Krotöchmor.       Some  conceptual problems remain taat  aro attributable to 

tho fact that the order  in which different  products   in the  Ion? list are considerad 

for domestic  production must  be known before the cost  trond can be plotted for 

extrapolation;    no major  difficulties aro anticipated,  however,  in resolving those 

once the problems concerning indivisibilities  (fixed costs)  aro -jiven adequato 

consideration. 

137. With the throe extensions noted, the resource inputs required for progressive 

import  substitution and export  development  in oach branch can be closely estimated. 

The additional burden imposed on the process  of data collection by these extensions 

Ì3 considerably smaller than the original task of defining resource elements  and 

estimating inputs  for typical  products;    thus  the  extended method should be man- 

ageable with  the saine sc-le  of research effort   as  that  of the original UÜC  study. 

138. In addition to inport   substitution and  export  promotion the method will 

allow estimating the effects   if the lengtbaainf of series through standardization 

and through modular desi -n, 

B.     Technical-economy   <i..'Scripti'>n by r.ieans of fully quantified 
Mr'^ranmin;: dot-.:      •   aumnary 

139«     The emphacin  of the   are; .-cl i, M - 300 U m  h  s   í.;;n    n relating the approach  of 

the present   project   to the  n   t ,ri   L; n^nt-iuv d   in  the UNC study;     in subsequent 

chapters the  key concepts  us-'d   in the technical-economic description of the sector 

will  be discussed  in .greater detail.    The purpose of the present  section is to 

interpose between these  two  presentations a brief but  complete self-contained 

summary of the approach used,   even though this  will  result  in some duplication of 

material  found in the preceding sections and  in the  one that  follows. 

I40.     The technical-economic  description of the sector is undertaken with the aid 

of* the following concepts: 
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(a) Por the description of resources, standard tasks,   -nd resource elements 

Í standard shops)  are defined. 

(b) For the description of products and groupa of products distinguished by 

r-n'-h-js of production,  typical  products, and extrapolât od products aro defined. 

:-  .vjurco elements 

The main purpose of the definition of resource elementa  (standard shops) is 

t . nut across the diversity of productive resources.    For example,  instoad of 

K    ;in- track separately of thousands of kinds of metalcuttin^ machine toolB, 

;   ;hining tasks are  grouped into ton to twenty standardized classes in accordance 

with the weight of the workplace,  the average seriality,  and possibly the decree 

f precision required.     One such standard task raient  be the machining of a work- 

!  o.:  that weighs  10-100 kilo;~rams,  with a seriality of 250-1000,  but  without 

r   -'.rd  to whether the kind of machining required involved turning,  milling, 

-l-mir-',  drilling,   other raetalworking operations,  or combinations of them.    The 

fund-mental  issue  ib the  standardization of the tasks;     once this has been accom- 

r iiphed,  the products that are produced by the many kinds  of machines  and equip- 

"umt  are no  longer directly brok.-n down (decomposed)   into  inputs  of these individ- 

ui machine  or equipment   classes,  but  into inputs  of standard tasks. 

14,\     A standard task is performed by a suitably defined  standard shop  (resource 

1 ¡rient),   with a machine  supply that  is just  capable of accomplishing the kinds 

f Tuchininc jobs that  occur on the avera^o  in the  flow of standard task units 

that  are channelled to this resource element.    For example,  a standard shop 

ir source element)   for the accomplishment of the standard tasK described above 

in   lofined in such  a way  that  the  lathes, milling Machines,   planes,  drills,  ot 

•  tura that  are included in thw machine equipment  of this  risourco element are 

r- sent  in such typos and proportions as to permit  the performance of all machin- 

iri- jobs that fall within the definition of the ¿;iven standard task.     The capacity 

)f suoh a resource  eloment can be   ;iven in total yearly available machine hours, 

.nil the inputs required for the production of a ^iven product  are then also ex- 

pressed in terms of not  standard-shop hours.     (At times,   it may be more convenient 

t    measure both the capacities and the input requirements  of some resource element 

m tons of product,   sqiaro feet  of assembly area,   or other suitable physical unit), 

in this way the labour,   equipment  and indirect material  input3   (tools,   lubricants, 

'' m sand)   of a product  are registered not  directly but via the  concept  of re- 

s urce elements in two diatinct  phases.    The first  is the determination of the 

fjipment and flow inputs goiiif* into the standard shops  (resource elements) on 
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tho basis of full capacity utilization, while the second is the décomposition of 

individual products into not standard-shop-hour inputs of different kinds. 

143. Inter-country comparisons can be readily accompli shod by means of a uniform 

definition of standard tasks;     at tho same time,  the  adaptation of plans  to local 

conditions  is facilitated "by the flexible handling of the machino parks   of the 

standard shops associated with .^iven standard tasks.     Thus,   the proportions of 

capital and labour inputs vary between countries as  a nore  or less highly auto- 

mated technology  is chosen for the performance of standard tasks.    This  has no 

effect  whatever on the input  coefficients of tho second phase;     it merely modifias 

the  input coefficients of the  first phase systematically  in the one or the  other 

direction.     In a similar manner,  the total yearly capacity  of the standard shop 

is also adaptable  to local  conditions within technological   limits.    If desired 

it  is  even permissible to associate within a single  country more than one kind 

of standard shop with a given standard task.     In this case  it becomes easier to 

describe the variety of    xistin.r productive resources,   and at tho same  time the 

decision concerning future  investments can also be undertake! with consideration 

given to a broader range  of possibilities.     For example,   the decree of desirable 

mechanization and automation can be decided endogenously within the programming 

model  rather than being prejudged by the one-to-one  association of standard tasks 

and resource elements  (standard shops). 

144. The most  important  groups of resource elements  aro:     foundries,   sub-classifie 

into cast  iron,   stool,   and nonferrous;     forces,  comprising both free and die 

forging;     stamping shops,   covering diverse cold-forraing operations;    upsetting 

shops,   covering screw machining and related processes;     machine shops;     welding 

and boiler shops;     heat-treating units;     and assembly shops.    Following this kind 

of subdivision,   considerable material covering fifty-throe  resource elements and 
7 

thirty-three product-group decompositions is available  in  tho UNC study. 

145. This material contains the results of many nan-years  of labour by  an 

engineering-economics research to.am and offers a useful  point of departure for the 

application of the  approach indicated above,   even though  the objective   of the UNC 

study was not  planning for the nector but the estimation of the effects  of capacity 

losses  .and major restructurings of production. 

146. The groups of resource elements outlined above will bo complemented below 

by a group of so-called "organizational" resource elements, discussion of which 

is,  for the sake of convenience,  postponed until Section 3 of this summary. 
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147.    In the oourae of programming; the sector, the coucept of resource elements 

is applied to investment decisions baaed on given total demands, that is,  to the 

allocation of scarce  investment resources to the establishment  or expansion of 

^iven standard  shops.     Thu3,  in a developing country,  the procedure beçir s with 

an estimate of total  demand;    this  is  translated into net-standard--shop-hour 

inputs by means of a breakdown of the  respectiva products,     The total  of these 

shop-hours is compared v/ith the- lower  limits of economical   operation for each 

resource element,   and the orders of magnitude of potential reasonable  invest- 

ments are immediately  clarified.     There will be some resource elements whose 

total  input requirements  implied by the structure   if product demand do not  come 

iV to more than perhaps  two or thrco  per cent of minimal yearly capacity;     thus 

economical investment  in such resource elements - usually the heavier and more 

specialized ones -  is  out  of the gestion.     Contrariwise,   there will also exist 

certain other resource  elements for which the sum of input requirements  is a 

multiple of their usual yearly capacity;    the total scale of operation of these 

resource elements can therefore,  within a tolerable margin of error,  bo regarded 

as a continuous variable.    This permits the application  of normal  (convex)  pro- 

gramming and the determinatici! of conventional shadow prices to this  part  of the 

over-all task.    Finally,  there will  exist some resource elements whose total  input 

requirements fall  between the above  two extremos;     the   really difficult  combina- 

torial  problem will   therefore be restricted to the  latter ones, 

148. In countries where pre-existing capacities are significant the concept  of 

resource elements  lends itself better to the analysis of now investments than to 

the satisfactory description of existing production potentials.    In such cases, 

instead of increasing the nimber of variants of resource elements for tho  sake 

of improving the description,  it is  also possible to take a direct census of 

existing capacities and to establish a correlation between the costs of production 

in real resource inputs (singly or in groups, statistically or by engineering 

estimates) and the  scale of operation of the respective production units. 

149. Proceeding in this manner,  when total demand within the country  is  trans- 

lated from products  into resourco-eloment   inputs  oxprossed in net  shop-hours,  the 

latter total is  subtracted from the  net  hours corresponding to available capac- 

ities;     thus the  programme of  investments io based only on those roaource- 

element  requirements   that  exceed  the  precisely determined pre-existing capacities. 

It   should be noted that   the correct  measurement  of capacities does not  require 

that the nature  of existing shops coincide with the definitions of standard tacks 

and shops;    thus  it  is entirely permissible that  the capacity of an existing shop 

.s¿B.-.-.aEK-aia*-.-c»;.-: 
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be subdivided between the available not hours of two or more standard tasks. 

In this way the description of existing capacities gains greatly in flexibility 

without thereby contributing in the least to the difficulty of analysing new 

investments in the manner indicated before. 

150,  So far the application of resource elements to the task of programming 

has been discussed on the assumption of fixed total demand.  This simplification 

is not only a convenience of presentation but may also play an important role in 

the actual planning process, because the determination of the production, invest- 

ment or foreign-trade implications of given total demand assumptions is far 

simpler tftan allowing total demand to vary in response to export potentialities 

or other factors that tend to increase the seriality of production.  Thus the 

prospects for the early practical application of this approach are far better 

in its simplified form, which involves selecting for study a few a priori inter- 

esting combinations of product demands, and subsequently putting into execution 

the combination that turns out to be most favourable.  Here choice is based on 

a modest number of alternatives, notwithstanding the theoretical possibility of 

finding an even more favourable alternative by means of a systematic programming 

approach. 

Description of products 

151. While the concept of resource elements (standard shops) cuts across the 

diversity of thu means of production, it is still necessary to apply a similar 

simplification to tho diversity of products before the latter will lend them- 

selves to a programming approach.  The basis of description here is the concept 

of a typical product which must bo decomposed into resource-clement inputs as 

well as direct material (metal), subassembly and component inputs on the basis 

of detailed engineering information-.  Since it has buon deemed advisable to 

distinguish about one hundred branches within the sector , an average of six to 

ten products per branch will already impose a task of nearly one thousand de- 

compositions. Although by no means a light task, this is two to throe ordere of 

magnitude below the number of individual producta likely to be of importance to 

coontries in the range cf development that is of primary interest to the project. 

In addition to these products it is necessary to distinguish within each branch 

a variable number, of thuj order of one to two hundred listed products, that jointly 

form what in termed the long list for each branch.  The description of these 

listed products is undertaken paramotrically on the basis of limited information, 

leaning mostly on the seriality of production. 

s,4 
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152.    This is done as follows.    For the description of a listed product, data 

are sought only for specifying qualitative similarity to a given typical product, 

for total yearly demand and possibly for one additional parameter quantifying 

wight  or size.    The decisive datum is the exact seriality,  since the net etandard- 

d¡^p-hour inputs required for producing such a product can be parametricaliy 

corrected within the seriality range  of a given resource element, (for example,  a 

range of 250-1000 for a "medium series").     In this way the precise component and 

resource-element  inputs of a relatively small  number of typical products can be 

,;eaeralized to a group of products whose number is ten to twenty times greater, 

tad this can be accomplished in a simple and convenient manner that  is throughly 

;' miliar to engineers.    It  is particularly noteworthy that the resource inputs 

• >f individual products on the long list  are not based on some arbitrary averaging 

process  but  are estimated individually within a reasonable margin of error. 

;Yv     One  interesting feature  of this procedure is that the use  of a limited 

number of typical products for parametric  cost estimates,   in the analogous form 

>f parametric pricing formulas,   is a well known procedure in the planning of 

administratively determined prices within large enterprises as well  as within 

-tional  planning organizations.       Cost estimating for commercial bidding purposes 

ie likewise well known to be based on analogy,  with the degree of sophistication 

7 tying from crude rules of thumb to large bodies of statistically organized and 

••orre 1 at ed information being brought to bear on a given problem in an almost 

scientific  fashion. 

l')A.    The third concept required for product description is that  of extrapolated 

products and is based on the hypothesis that the listed products within a branch 

-n bo ordered in accordance with their rising costs of production per unit of 

¡filing or transfer price, provided that  the prices of all flow and stock typo 

resources,   intermediate products,   components and subassemblies,   as well  as the 

prious  of all  finished products are given.     Considering that the most  important 

products within the total demand of each branoh are treated as listed products, 

their recource  inputs are estimated and thus,   given a sot  of prices,   their produc- 

tion oosts per unit of output value can be established within a reasonable margin 

f error.     Since in each branch the  listed products can be expected to cover the 
f'^rwhelming fraction of the value  of total demand,  it is anticipated that their 

• st trend can be generalized to the numerous remaining products  of the branch by 

boarie of a modest extrapolation.     The margin of error of such a procedure can be 

•looked easily by reference to a few piiut branches.    The extrapolated products 

re thus those contained in the extrapolated portion of the cost distribution 
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that is drawn up by reference to the listed products alone. In other words, the 

total volume of demand of the branch, calculated at disposal prices, is taken as 

the abaoissa of a graph, while the cost per unit output value of the listed pro- 

ducts is taken as the ordinate. The graph is drawn up by ordering the listed 

products in the séquence of ascending costs per unit output value and plotting for 

each listed product its production cost per unit output value against the cumul- 

ative volume of output for the branch. For example, if the listed products should 

oover 85 per cont of the total volume of demand in the branch, then the graph can 

bo extrapolated from 85 per cent to 100 per cont, by a visual continuation of the 

trond. Moro sophisticated methods of extrapolation would hardly be justified in 

viow of the considerable error of the data. 

I55. The abovo procedure prosupposos a number of concopts that have to do with 

the task of programming.  The appropriato prices assignable to rosources depend 

on the projected combinations of tho larger fixed costs, while the disposal prioos 

of products are tied either to the export and import prices of tho world market, 

to the barter ratios of trade agreements or to tho production and utilization 

potentialities in other sectors. The sequence of product ordering within a branch 

depends on what standard-shop capacities will be available in tho plan period as a 

result of investment decisions and also on the technique chosen for the production 

of a commodity if there exists more than one alternative in this regard; moreover, 

this sequence is strongly dependent on total demand, commodity by commodity, since 

the raising of tho jeriality of a given commodity by standardization or increased 

exports leads to a reduction in production costo and consequently to a shift 

within the sequence of product ordering. In practice the task of technological 

description cannot avoid taking its departure from some existing or anticipated 

sy-rtem of prices that permits proceeding with the branch-by-branch oxtrapolation 

indicated above; subsequently, in tho course of tho programming effort that is 

based on this technological description, it becomes ovident if these prices that 

have been provisionally accepted ox ante are approximately correct or strongly 

distorted. In the latter case the procedure must be repeated with revised prices. 

Organizational standard tasks 

I56.  It in convenient at this point to complement standard tasks associated with 

the resource éléments discussed under the heading resource elements abovo, which 

refer to mochonicnl transformation processes, by the following organizational 

standard tasks: (a) product design, (b) production engineering and cost oontrol, 

(o) the planning and programming of production, (d) marketing, (e) technologioal 

research and development and (f) general administration. 
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1,7.    The concept of resource elements can bo generalized to this group of 

standard tasks,  except that the  oraphasis of resource requirements is not on 

plant and equipment but  on technical specialists.     For example,  the standard 

.-.hop associated with product  dosign comprises a balanced group of engineers 

representing different  specialties,   draftsmen,   computing technicians and office 

r-.t  i'f that  can deal with all  tasks of product design within a group of products 

>r a branch of production;     thocse personnel arc  complemented by the requisito 

number of typewriters,  desk computers,  drafting equipment,   and current resource 

inputs such as heat  .and light.     Organizational standard tasks  show two differ- 

j-icos as compared with standard shops associated with mechanical transformation 

processes,   oven though these aro  a matter of degree  rather than cf kind: 

(   )     the  inputs required for production, measured   in net hours of resource de- 

cent  use,   are largely independent  of the seriality  of the process of physical 

production;     and (b)     the required inputs are characteristic not  so much of a 

single product but  of a whole  group of products.     The  first  observation can be 

restated by saying that the respectivo inputs  arc   approximately fixed.    Nonethe- 

less,   a formal  correspondence with resource elements of the mechanical trans- 

form: ti on type can be readily  outablished,  that   is,   the average  input  can be 

-ivon as an inverse function of seriality.    The  second observation can be modified 

to state that  the inputs  of organizational standard tasks do not  dopend exclus- 

ively on the production of a single commodity but   jointly on the production of 

several  of them.     A mathematically simple case  of  such point  dependence is a 

i'Lxed inpux   (embodied for example  in research and  development work)  that  creates 

the possibility of beginning the  production of an  ontirc group of commodities. 

158.    The significance of organizational standard tasks is very great  from the 

point  of view of the planning methodology of the   sector,  because  (in keeping with 

the;   two observations of the previous paragraph)   they markedly decrease production 

coats.     For example,   in the  agricultural machinery   industry the  tasks of product 

design,  research and development  and maintenance  of contact with the market  in 

order to serve  its quantitative  and qualitative requirements effectively,   all re- 

luire the  establishment  of a largo group of »specialists.    The reduction of the 

uze  of such a group when serving a smaller total volume of demand is either im- 

possible or can be undertaken only by seriously lowering the quality of the output. 

However,   in the farm equipment   industry as in many   other branches of the sector, 

i'jw quality not  only represents  a direct economic   loss,  but  since  it goes hand in 

¡"-'••rid with a technological  lag behind loading world  standards,   it critically under- 

".mos the possibilities of export.    The only apparent way to circumvent this 
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problem is to rely upon imported techniques; this, however, results not only in 

a loss of foreign exchange and in dependence on foreign tochnology but also de- 

prives the country of the favourable external effects that result from the 

activities of a continuously operating group of specialists. 

159. Theso considerations are counterbalanced by the fact that the creation of 

adequate groups of specialists for the individual branches of production require« 

suoh large amounts of productive skills that are in limited supply that the 

possibility of economical production in many or most bronchos of the sector Ì3 

vitiatod except in the most highly industrialized and largest countries.  Smaller 

countries must either specialize and thereby significantly increase the length of 

their production serios over which the fixed costs of a group of specialists can 

be distributed or be prepared to suffer the harmful consequences of high costs 

and/or low qualities, 

160. An important part of the planning methodology outlined herein is, on the one 

hand, the description of the requirements of organizational standard tasks for the 

production pro-esses of given commodities <and branches of production and, on the 

other hand, the solution, within a tolerable margin of error, of the difficulties 

oonnocted with programming under increasing returns, so that the most favourable 

direction and extent of the required specialization within the sector may bo 

specifiod with a reasonable assurance. 

C.  The rosoiirce-elemont concept 

161. The present major section of thin chapter is devoted to a detailed explor- 

ation of the analytical problems raised by the concept of resource elements. It 

largely follows and expands the summary exposition of resource elements given in 

Section B above. 

Definition 

162. The resource olomont concept was developed in the course of the UNC study 

after years of experimentation with the estimation of capital, labour and other 

input requirements directly into end-products.  It was found that the aggregation 

of the great variety of capital equipment into self-contained resource groupings 

was the essential conceptual tool that permitted an adequate representation of 

technology within the sector.  The resulting resource elements are defined so as 

to comprise the primary and auxiliary machines needed for a basic process, to- 

gether with an amount of building construction that is expressed in terms of 

floor area. 
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"The o raplexes of capital  so formed arv intended to sorvG a threefold 
fonction within the penerai framework of input-out analysis: 

(a)    to contribute toward the estimation of capital input  ooefficients 
for a wide rango of machinery itéras; 

~ ' (h) "to provide a basis for measuring the inputs incident  to their 
own expansion  (viz.,   capital expansion coefficients);    and 

(o) facilitate the estimation of fio'- inputs incurred in the 
10 production of selected "representative"  ond-productsl 

A unit  of capital  is   understood hero  to  embrace the "bundle" of individual 
equipment  itcns  anaociated  on the average with certain well-defined pro- 
duction activities  or sets  of operations.     Por practical purposes this 
aggregation of individual  pieces  of capital   is accomplished at  actual 
levels  of operation corresponding for the most  part to the production shop 
or m some cases to  the plant  specializing in  a particular process output?0 

163.    The data required for the  definition of resource elements were  taken in the 

UNC study entirely from    published Soviet  source material,  particularly  of the 

engineering and industrial  type.     In fact the  studies were in large  part  in the 

nature  of experiments  in the use  of scattered "technico-economic" data appearing 

in comparative abundance in these  sources,   in lieu of acaree statistical  inform- 

ation. It will of course be a groat deal easier to define resource elements 

»hen any published material  can be complemented with on-the-spot   investigation of 

Productive facilities;     the  fact  that  it has been feasible in the UNC  study on the 

''•uns of published material  alone gives reason to hope that the definition of re- 

source elements will be a readily manageable research task in connexion with the 

'•"untry studios to be undertaken as the sequel to the present project. 

164.    In its last and still  incomplete stage,  the UNC study distinguished fifty- 

three resource elements,  as shown in Table rV-I.12 
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Table IY-1 

Reaourco elements distinguished by the UNC study 

Number of rosource .^ 
Production procosB clement 3 formulatod 3 

Froo-forging process 8 

Die-forging process 2 

Mixed five-forging and dia-forging procès« 1 

Cast-iron casting process 6 

Kalloablo-iron casting process 1 

Stool casting process 3 

Non-forrous casting process 3 

Precision casting process 1 

Stamping 5 

Upsotting 3 

Machining g 

Tool-making \ 

Assembly (including crating and painting) 7 

Hoat treatment 4 

Stool fabrication (welding) 2 

53 

165. Among the rosourco elementa still missing at the termination of tho UNC 

study, spring-making has in tho meantime boon oovorod in a report written for tho 

Unitod Nations by ono of the original authors.   Tho following procossos aro 

among those that have not boon covered: electrical equipment (wiring, insulation, 

armature), auxiliary processes (storage, repair, intra-plant transport, utilities, 

laboratory), mino,.- production shops (eloctroplatin¿;, woodworking) and organiz- 

ational functions (design, engineering, production planning, marketing, rosoarch 

and development, general administration). 

166. Each reaourco clement is characterized, •*  as far as possible, by a minimum 

number of crucial atributes. These generally includo the six following: 

(a) the seal,, of operations;  that is, the avorago annual capacity of the 

rosource element with r   witrl work regimen (gonerally two shifts daily except 

for unusually heavy facilities operating on a three-shift basis)}  ("0) the pre- 

vailing seriality of eutput (or repetitivoness of production lots);  (c)  the 

products and jn some cases kinds of machine parts typically associated with partic- 

ular resource elements (these are specified, though not exhaustively.);  (d) 

part size (this is introduced in the resource element definition via the maximum 
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t   of part handled.     Tho nodal, that  is the no.t froquont rango of weights 

w -vor considerably loss than the naximun.    Por foundries,  tho nodal range  is 

'   a  tioally between 1  per cent  and  IO por cent   if tho maximum weight17); 

t'l>or-spaco,   -.a  a r-uido ta tho estimation of construction requirements;   and 

! '   *h.  oguipnont   profilo  of oach resource element  developed in consideralo  but 
'   ry M'f  dot "i 11. 

¡".     Variants of  basic  processes that   .are defined as sopar ,to  resource elements 

¡M   th., IJNG  study aro based on those crucial  attributo«.     Tho needed number of 

/n ,nts  is,   however,   loosened by the   fact   that in practico  sono  of tho attributo« 
>r    found to bo correlated. 

K.H..     In  tho oourso  of tho UNC study tho  number of variants  has  boon sharply  ra- 

¡••i.^-d.     In oarlior versions,   for oxanple,  more than sjvonty-fivo  foundry processes 

wr; distin/oiishod  in unit   and anall-c jrios  production alón«19.     This has ultim- 

ai ley  boon reduced to only  two foundry  resource elements   in   those eoriality classes?0 

It  ir.  not  inpliod that  tho estimation  of these avocato  foundry  shops or resource 

l.nonts was easier than  tho detailed proliferation   >f casting processes which wo 

undertook for heavy machinery;     actually  tho   rovorse  is true,  that   is,   the t.wlc of 

i  finition (averaging)   proved to bo more  difficult  in the  global   approach though 

i.r.b-bly in itsolf Ione accurato.     Whore  th.   tremendous economies of research   time 

•'•:'jr  n-ro  ln  thc  ,,ph^e  II"  aspect  of the  pro bloc.     With  thu  shop  fomulation  we 

•'i  treat the weight   of castings  in a ^iven conmodity virtually   is - unit  and   at 

i nt  distinguish betwoon  a limited number of notai  types,   for example cast  iron, 

•-•at  steel non-forrous.     ^y contrast,   the  "old" process definitions required thc 

:r. kdjwn of product  weights into as many as  seventy-f i v.j  different kinds of 
" stings. 

Corresponding sinplifications have  been  achieved with respect to tho forcing 
and machining processes as well  as  in...   stamping and upsetting.     In all 
likolihood the  altered framework  for machining has violdjd the neatest  r«- 
search efficiencies  .and without,   it  appears,  sisifi, ant  changes in the 
accuracy of tho  results.    Wh   l  we  have  .lone in thir   vo-~  has boon to abandon 
the "chips-removed"  technique for deriving machining i íputs.     Instead   Jf 
estimating these requironents for  -  highly differ->nti vod  set of machine 
tool types and sizes we have placed rollano^   >n direct   (though adjusted) 
Soviet data relating to the  total  nachinu-hour needs  of various conmodi ti es. 
These aggregate nach i no-tino  inputs,   in  turn,   w,. have   ass >ci-tod with com- 
plexes of or chine  tools of   -ivon  oapacitios... .    Thoso   (resource)  elements, 
as in the case  of casting referred to above,  aro duoigned te handle a broad 
ranges of structurally similar coranodities, homogeneous  as to size class and 
aoriality.    Hence tho whole machining requirement can bo disposed of,  •o-to- 
speak,  in one application. 
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169. I« sum, tho rosouroo eloaant conoept it n -jomproœise between two opposing 
requirenonts: 

Idonlly,  the study aims at the formulation of internally homo.^neous ro- 
sourcc elements,   but  at the san. time practically it  roquiroe'thr.t  thoy 
bo comparatively few in nuaber ....    A. a rough ml. of thumb, we have 
sought   to encompass the  total  of machine-building activities  in somothinfr 
undor seventy-five-  ..laments.'-'- 

170. As dofinod in the  UTJC  study,   the rusource-element  concept is  ¡subject  to 

threo limitations which will  be relaxed in  the prosent project: 

(a) By «assumption no  inter-element  substitution is allowed....22    This ig 

a nooossary limitation of input-output  analysis  that   can be roalxed whan more 

powerful proerr/miiiff techniques,   for example linear or integer programming,  are 

adoptod.     In practico the  relaxation of this limitation moans that  alternative 

patterns of resource element   inputs  into an end-product become adroissiblo.     Thus 

a crankshaft nay be produced by either forgia/; or precision casting,  each  followed 

by machining.     Thesu two modus load te two alternative  input breakdowns  for tho 
orankshaft. 

(b) Continuing from the preceding quotation,   ...except  as a comraodity 

undergooa chancos in the seriality of production  (in which case,  as wo viow it, 

it  bocoraus  a different  commodity).22 

If substitution  between resource .dements  is excluded by dofiniton,   thon the un- 

avoidable  substitution between resource elements  of different  seriality  in rospons 

to ohanf?os  in demand must  be redefined as  a change  in the nature of tho product. 

Am discussed above, the method of the UNO  study will  be extended in regard to 

•oriality by  introducinr secondary corrections. 

(c) Within each élément...  product  substitution is considorod to bo  000- 

plcto.    That  is,   a particular element  is  deemed to bo  capablo of producing any of 

its "own" products with equal efficiency  (the meaning of "homogeneity" as wo uso 
tho terra above).   " 

It  io not  necessary to maintain thin assumption   in its  rv:id  fona as used in tho 

U»C  study,   even though for  its purposes  it yields  a £ood first  approximation.     Tha 

authors rronorally presume  individual estimating error margins of up to 20 per cont 

for the study as  a whol..     This would be  entirely satisfactory for the proaunt 

projoct. Exactly because the first approximation is ^ood,  however,  secondary 

corrections can be introduced at the cost    ,f only slight effort by moans of simple 

miltiplicativc factors that take tho entire structure of a recoures element as 
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nrod -aid raoroly adjust the estimated fraction of thoir o*pacity that is 

izod in producing a particular output.    The scriality correction rofurred to 

h    preceding ppj.a51.aph  la of this  typo;    analogous corrections can bo intro- 

'  f?r complexity  in forain;:,   for precision in machining and,   in fonerai,  for 

^   <f a  resource clement for  a product mix that  is slightly different  fron 

•?••:  f >r which the resource element  is taken to have boon dosi/mod. 

.•;t".~OS 

.24 

:.    The  advantage of the resource olsnont concept,  sono of whioh have already 

•n iuplicit  in the previous discussion,  include the eitfit  discussed below. 

(a) The resource element concept offers a means of representing the almost 

•ndj-;ss sot of orruipnicnt combinations which produco the ,-reat variety of products 

..f the sector by mo.-ns of a United  number of "average" or  "typical" combinations?' 

(b) The  fact that   inputs and outputs are expressed in physical terms 

aparatos  technological  infomatiun  from pricing information  and makes it possible 

f     transfer  information on  potential production processes directly from one 

anbry to  another.    Two qualifications  to this second point  are,   however,  necessary. 

(i)     Note  the emphasis  on "potential» production processes.     A technology 
adopted to one country ~iay bo  feasible in another from the  engineering 
point   of viow but be  highly  inefficient  economically, 

(ii)  The  avera^in^ process implicit  in resource element definition may, 
in a hidden way,   incorporate  characteristics peculiar to ono country and 
that   are  non-transferable.     This risk must be  specificali*   carded against. 

(c) Seriality is handled explicitly by moans   of the classification of ro- 

- -urce elements,   e^on though not  in  sufficient  detail   for the purposes of the 

posent project.    The description   in tnis  re -ard can,   however,   be  improved. 

(d) Tho  qonvortibilit.y   -f notalw irking capital   from one use to another is 

hi-blighted...   This nay  bo  particularly  useful  for underdevoloped regions whore 

th.   likelihood  of i..,w rotors   .if output makes  it   important to disclose practical 

osibilities   for combining the production of products usually produced in separate 

;'-..u litios   in highly industrialized countries.     For example,   it nay be feasible 

LnteTrate   (on the basis   of similarity  in many of the constituent processes, 

•i  e mscquontly in capital  equipment)  the production of a variety  of piston-type 

•-hiñes and mechanisms,  such as intomal-oombustion engines  (diesel, ^soline), 

•üni.0,  compressors,  steam encinos,   etc.     An alternative approach such as for 

< -n>Uj the  (definition of)  capital requirements ideally designed to produco one 

i-product would not in itself suggest such possibilities for intogration.    Suoh 
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intonation may woll make feasible n project which sizo of tho market and capacit3 

coats would otherwise precludo. 

(o)    A considerable amount of institutional rigidity ja avoided by tho 

separation of major processes  into separato resource elements.... This permits 

considerable flexibility in reconbinin^ t-> suit various needs and alternativa 

systems of industrial  organization.^ 

In particular, this  loaves open tho question of horizontal and/or vortical, 

intonation either according to patterns obsorved in the industrialized countries 

or according to other patterns that mi^ht be more appropriate to developing ones. 

(f)    The resource-element  concept sinnolifies tho collection of information 

and the reconciliation  of fra/*montary data.     Intermediate concepts auch as  this 

may appear superfluous  from a purely analytical  point  of ^iow because they  are 

eliminated from the  analysis at  a subsequent  sta/ro.    In the present  instance,  for 

example,   they disappear in tho course   if a matrix multiplication that  carries 

their levels int > capital and flow inputs.     Nevertheless, they can be indispensable 

in practice,  since they  often orrespond to  the  categories by which the original 

information is easiest  to collect.     In addition,   they permit  tho focusing of 

attention on a limited number of variables  at a time,  thus facilitating tho re- 

cosnition of basic connexions am-m/- the data.     Finally,  they croate broad classes 

of phenomena within which statistical roTularities can reveal themselves,  whereas 

in working with una.—ro-atod information such as  coefficients  of material  or 

labour inputa directly into .- particular product,   the data are   oft on so few that 

any potential relationships amon.- then aro masked by the accompanying random 

variations.    Thus  in the UNC study,   earlier attempts to  evaluate directly the flow 

inputs into classes  of individual end-products have mot  with serious  difficulties, 

whereas tho achievement   of the same  objective  in an indirect manner,   through tho 

intermediary of the resource element  concept,  has boon successful and has permitted 

tho compilation and urbanization of a lar;To body  of empirical  information. 

(>T)     The resource  clement concept is a convenient means  of brimrinp- together 

statistical  and engineering information.    In tho UNC study,  for example,  the deter- 

mination  of resource  element  inputs  into typical   individual products within an 

industrial  branch is undertaken principally by en.-inoorin/- lochniquos,  amon,- thorn 

tho study of product  blueprints,   of shop layouts,   equipment lists .and porsonnol 

classifications.    This  analysis is then complemented by estimation of a weighted 

avoraiîo   jf individual  products for tho purpose  of representing the industrial 

branch as a whole, with the weights derived from statistical sourcos. 
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26 An altornativo approach, usod by Mirkowitz and Röwo       for deriving material, 

L-.b-iur and oquipmont input coefficients for the sector is based largely on data 

.f the. census typo,  and engineering estimates aru su^-ostod by tho authors only 

r r tho  purposes of secondary corrections.     This method is useful  .and accurato 

¡n tho  caso   .f structurally  stable  and well-studied  coiDraios such as that of 
thli "nitud St^^ß  ^ Africa.     Its applicability, however,   bocios severely iiraitod 

*h.-n   jithor considerable structural change is taking place  -;hich renders statis- 

ti y.l  coefficients rapidly   obsolete,   or when statistical  data sources are few and 

unreliable,   as  is the case with  all but  a few countries  and in most regions within 

individual countries,    When working with developing economies,   one uust  cope with 

1-th structural  instability  and a lack of reliable data.     In such situations,   tho 

o i;.i.,inod oivineorin^-statistical   approach to requirements  estimati on,  used in 

¡mriojcion with resource elemente,   appears t -> be considerably superior t . an 

-tt.opt   at transferrin,.? statistical information from   me  country  for which it   ia 

•iv liable,  such as the United States  of America, to another country for which 

it is n;t available.    Thus,   for planning and prgrammin/*   of the raetalworkin- and 

,ii aiieerin.T products sector in situations of economic development where structural 

chan-es   are of contrai interest,   tho combined on^inciorin-j-statisticnl approach 

nie p-3sible by the resource  element  concept  is decisively superior to an approach 

insert largely   >n statistical  data. 

(h)    The res ourco-elonont  concept,  even while maintaining a unique pattern 

r process inputs int > end-pr 'ducts (as in tho UNC study)  nevertheless introduco! 

considerable de-rree    f flexibility into tho investigation  of ecmomie capabil- 

ities by  allowing: substituti m between the kinds of output  that  can bo   obtained 

fr n a /riven resource element.     Thus the yearly capacity  of a foundry or a foroTO, 

•xpressocl in tons  of   output,   is  reasonably c nstant   for pieces of .amorally 

equivalent complexity and unit  weight,  produced under conditions  of comparable 

-vera '0  lot size.    This concept thus permits dealing with the overwhelming majority 

f trivial substitutions between standard raotalw >rkin,; machinery  operati mg by  the 

-Leiientary method   >f creating an  a.-rro/yvtod concept.     When alternative  input 

r-'tterns  are subsequently introduced (substitution between resource elementa) 

".ttenti  n can be centred   m a relatively small number  of critical  substitutions 

with <ut    overwhelming the n del with a fi   od   ,f detail. 

.^r i'Lus  ,and .ambitalities 

L1'.'.    Th.. pr biens inherent in the uso of an a^arü/^itiye concopt have boon pointod 

ut previously.    Actual production shop« in a country vary oonsidorably, and tho 
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uso  :f an avarfwjo for raproBontin.-* a particular type of shop abstracts from tho 

factors which aro responsible for this variation.    Thus ovon if tho a/^o-rito is 

reasonably representative  of tho conditions  of the country fron which the data 

wore derived,  this variability makes  it necessary t ! proceed with caution in the 

transfer   of  lata fr ;ra   ;nc cuntry t    another.     In the 1JNC study,   in particular, 

the reo .urce el emente were defined t ; represent  avérai e nditions  in the Union 

of Soviet S.cialist Republics fr the purposes   )f capability  analysis.     There cm 

be no presumption that those data will  directly  fit  the conditi no  of the devel- 

oping countries,  particularly in attempting t » use thon fur purposes   <f costing 

and p»ogr«oain^. 

173-     Before ,<; in.; on t) a detailed discussi ,n of the analytical  problems raisod 

by the resource-element  concept it will be instructive t0 quote  at  length from a 

toclinical   opinion written f,r the present  project/"7    This paper reflects the 

point  of view    f engineers and managers  geared t 0 United States practice and 

ffives a most ."raphic illustrati* of what  .any attempt at a manageable tochnical- 

oconomic description  of the sector must  entend with.    In this particular view 

the seond and third levels   ,f detail  (fully quantified oro-Tammin^ data as com- 

pared with detailed project  engineering)  have not  been separated;     this fact 

accounts in some measure  for the picture   ..f apparently overwhelming complexity. 

In studyin.; this  epini n the reader should keep in mini that,   in the present pro- 

ject,   resource  elements are su; rest od for  a description at the  second (not the 

third)  level  of .lotail,   and it  is thus  accopted that their m >dular character 

necessarily involves an  approximation.     It   is  anticipate;! that any cost  estimates 

based  on such a nodular description will  be toa hi-h because    >f a  lack ef proper 

adaptation of techn 1 wy ti the particular individual productive  conditions that 

are boin,* considere.:.     Conclusions  dr~wn  fro such a descript i-.n  are t 0 be taken 

as merely indicative  and nust be reworked in the  curse of a sequential  decision- 

making pr cess through the introduction  of a lar.;o amount   ,f technological re- 

finement corresponding to the third level   of detail. 

on this point. 

28 
Hare      should loo ccnsultod 

The res .urce  elements provided by the University   of North Carolina (UNC) 
study cmsist    >f typical Soviet  sh ps on^a^ed in tho manufacture of hoavy 
equipment  an1, s .mo consumer items.     It  is desired in this study to make 
use of information from the pri r IEIC  study s.» that subsidiary inputs, 
ns estimated  in tlu, UNC study  i\ r lab >ur,   utilities,  etc.   ..n  a per pound 
of   output basis,   can be used a.',-ain  in this Unito! Nati  ns Study. 

Two facts are apparent  fnn a   Tonerai  survey   of the UNC resource elements. 
Thoy are basically c ncerned with the manufacture of heavy  items,   such 
as machine tools,   industrial equipment,  c .'nprossors,  etc.,  with lesser 
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emphasis on consunor items, such as bicycles, typewriters ami the liko 
M>reovor, ovun when Ion-; runs aro indicatori for a rivon shop, it would 
appear that by Unito«! States standards m.ass  soriality is  never reached. 

United States 
D lesi^-n of products,   rostin,,   »fton on bulky castings  (where 
practice would loan t     lighter stampings pr due od with ra re exotic tooling) 
is insistent with the  UNC res »urce elements  but n t with competitive 
w>rld techno,! o.y as     f 1967,   a p,0t  r t    be considered when Plannin- for 
export.     Similar comments -nay be made about  the  substitution   »f matorirls 
o. ;.  aluminium f,r ir,n   md 0 oppor,   plastics   f or steel and aluminium,   the 
use of transfer machines  -ml automated machine  tools,   etc,     Thus the 
typical  ah-pa  crested  in the UNC  study are   in a  sense  irrelevant  t; 
current  (.esif71,  nanufacturo,  and soriality  in the w.rlo  c  nsumer market, 
alohou.ii they mi/;ht  well  bo suitable  f ,r the   limitod manufacture   ...f heavy 
equipment  1 -cally  or  f -v  limited export. 

Second and moro distressing than the UNC emphasis <n honvy items made  in 
short rana  is the concomitant  lack of onphasis  on --ssembly techniquo and 
assembly res,urces.     To- make the distinction  in practice,   note that tho 
Soviet  shops were  sot  up  t     make  in   one  place   all  ..f the  parts required 
i^r a divert item,  whereas,   m the contrary,   in n,re  advanced -»orations 
of amass character there  is always a ma-pr make- »r-buy decisis in dosi• 
and manufacture.     In short,   tho number   if resource elements and typos       ° 
considered by a United States designer .and manufacturer is much larrer 
.and more varied than the   list   of res »urce el ononis proposed in the UNO 
stucy.     In practice,   each part of a product  dosi. 71 is scrutinized for 
manufacturing method,   est,   .and alternato source of supply.    United States 
corporations are   often ir.thloss internally in  inaiatili.- on the least  ex- 
pensive source whether it  be their own shops,  departments,   .and subsidiarios, 
or those of   »thers.     Indeed,  many United States firms manufacture only  a 
few critical  parts,   and purchase all    thers -  a practice which is highly 
sensible m a well  articulated economy.     Such .an approach to the production 
of a final product prevails   .ver a wide  spectrum of both c msumor and 
industrial   -oods,   and,   in terms    f the  present  project,  means that the 
number of resource el  -, .-its available t > tho United States   industrial 
planner ran.-es to the   ML  usands .and tens of thousands,   rather than to tho 
restricted number of resource elements pr>pJSod  for the UNC work. 

Before continuing   it   is worthwhile to n »to h^w the United States plannor 
can handle  so wide a ran 70   >f diversity - which seems an  insuperable 
obstacle for the present  work.    The secret   is  emphasis upon a particular 
product desio-n,   or ,T"up   of dosi-ns,   so that  detailed specialization of 
tho planning function  is possible.     Thus,  within a ,;iven product    poupin.-, 
United States practice  calls f xr not  only product  specialists,   but  product 
part specialists,   .and  often further specialization in the  detail   ,,f part. 
Thus,  an electrical manufacturer may have a specialist  in  relays,   a further 
specialist  m industrial  relays for power control,   and yet   .another special- 
ist in electrical contacts  for such relays.    At  tho  final  sta-e,   the' 
specialist will have at his disposal a complete picture of the det-iled  re- 
source elements available  to him,  not   only in  the U.S.   but   in the  world. 
And he will be entirely capable  of handlin..; the ran ;e  of re source a available 
at  his level  of specialization - which is so -rreat  that rolativuly few 
alternative a ounce remain in his  list   of possibilities. 

With such a hierarchy  of specialists,  however,   the manufacture,• firm as a 
wholo can handle «a cornucopia of potential sources,  which are co-ordinated 
by the structure of the planning function.    This approach to the probi on 
of production is one of tho major secrets of United States productivity, 
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bocauso it porraits ¿rroat flexibility in tho introduction of now tochnolo^y, 
in tho reduction of costs, and in truly mass manufacture. 

Roturninf; to tho probi on of assembly, it follows that with a wido ranf-e of 
•ourcos for component parts, whether intornai or external, tho final cul- 
mination of officiant production resides in officiant assembly. We take 
it for ¡granted that the components for a riven desi ji  can bo made to 
•pacification. The remaining planning is for the combination of the variety 
of parts made or procured, for the test of the finished unit, for its 
packing, and finally fur its distribution.  These latter resource noed3 
aro virtually emitted from the UNC resource list, yet they remain as major 
in/jrodientB in the completed product, and by United States standards are 
Ofton tho most critical. 

For example, in mass production tho balanced flow of assembly, finishing, 
tostin/;, packing, and material handlin.; to finished inventory is one of 
tho higher-level planning atops in the United States manufacture.  Often 
major bottlenecks can be expected in oach of these steps, any one of 
which could halt tho production process.  Thus, extraordinary sums are 
Bpont by United States firms on, say, hi;;h-speed spray paint in/; and bakin-j 
production lines, automated tost in,; facilities and test planning, packa/rinr, 
innovation and material handling, and tho co-ordination of semi-finished 
and finished inventories. 

This form of pi annin--; and co-ordination is often totally lackinr, in foreign 
productive facilities; the assembly operation proceeds on a hand-fit basis, 
in Bhort runs, often without adequate inventory commitments, cost and 
quality controls, or material-handling facilities. And, it would appear 
that tho distinction between hit-or-miss specialization in the utilization 
of available resource elements and the lack of well-plannod and controlled 
assembly operations - versus the contrary counterparts in an advanced toch- 
noloo^r - is a major resource' element in manufacture which must bo token into 
aocount before calculations of export potential can be made with confidence. 

It is not difficult to admit that in tho world market tho picture of sin/;lo- 
•hop voraus integrated manufactur-procurement-asscrabiy operations, with its 
associated hierarchy of planning and control, is of major if not critical 
importance. 

However, it is not so easy to foresee how developing economies can exploit 
the relatively ephemeral resource elements implied by the highly complex 
technological alternatives of planning .and control upon which advanced manu- 
facture is based.  Indeed, to encompass in one scan all of the possible 
resource elements which could be considered in planning; for the manufacture 
of a list of -products, as yet undefined specifically, is a combinatorial 
impossibility - even for products made of metal. These combinatorial diffi- 
culties are, of course, compounded when tho ran.;o of specificity is widened 
not only from a specific -roup of products but to international rather than 
ro/^Lonal constraints.  In short, the question raised by a shift fr >n re ;ional, 
one-shop production to the exploitation of world-wide resource elements and 
markots is one not only of hardware capability and allocation, but one of 
allocating technical specialization in organization and control. And, as a 
limiting factor, or as a potential asset, this "software" capability is at 
loast as important - if not more so - than the "hardware" capability avail- 
able to a developing economy.  Unfortunately, the ran^o of possibilities 
for differential dia¡gnosis and specification for a ¡jiven  economy in the soft- 
ware area. - the ran.-e of possibilities for orfanizational development in 
rolation to prosont status - is far creator than a study of hardware alono' 
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would indicate. Yet, it is difficult to sco how hardware problems can bo 
divorood from software problems when development is in process. 

The dilemma in selecting resource oloncnts, thon, is compounded not only 
by the much wider ran;o of hardware specialisation to ho found in competine 
world technologies, hut also by the competing -,r.-anization.il capabilities " 
encountered by  the developing economy.  To-other these two forms of 
capability c »mbino to produce not only a completely unmanageable list of 
resource element forms (equipment combinations, technical skill combinations, 
and realizable organizational combinations), but also resource elements for 
which data arc essentially unavailable fir proojramuin,; purposes. 28 

Fdlowin,- Hare's critique above from the peint >f view of the technician 

-na-:er, it will now be attempted tj explore the analytical roots of the 

litios. 

Sanitations of the resource-element c :nccpt under the objectives of the 

¡jjv_.  It is convenient to be,:in with the empirical case study that has boon • 

My carried out, oven though its purposes differ from those of the prosont 

(-.) The flexibility of resource elements in representing a wholo class of 

r. notion activities by implied intornai substitution is obtainod at the oxponso 
1 , r 'uot-mix problems. Many actual shops are significantly spocializod to tho 

-f products they produce .and in defining • ;onoral-purposo re source-element s 

••: :• ir, both a tendency to overestimate the average amount of machinery that will 

PMiLureJ. and, conversely, to overstate seriously the dc^oe' >f substitutability 

' !.. t oxists within oach resource element.  For machinin ' resource elements, for 

x'in;de, it has been written that tho decree ;f overstatement rises sharply as 

the soriality characteristic moves fron unit to mass production.  Shops of the 

1 otter typo are characterized by a lar;<Tc proportion of .specialized equipment which 

oan !)o employed for a ran^e of products much narrower than that attributed to tho 

rus>urce clement.  Even shops made up exclusively of •-onoral-purposo machine tools 

f the sane size can differ widely in terms jf the mix of tools by functional typo. 

'Hie machine hour capacity ;f an element is therefore strictly applicable only to 

the end-product for which it was destined. 2^ 

¡The same is true, possibly t o a lesser extent, of other resource elements. The 

nuy;oBtion is made in the UNO study that this problem mi::ht be handlod by tho use 

•f correctinn factors that take into account the reduction of substitutability. 

ilunerical factors that vary from 40 per cent to 90 por cont are offered as oducatod 

•U0330S concerning the actual ranr-;e of roducti n.2^ 

l)n'J wrV of handlin.; the product-mix problem is to increase the number of rosourco 

• 1 ononis and to narrow the definition of each; this, however, loads back to tho 
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srxic difficulties that havo boon experienced already at an oarlior sta^o of tho 

UNC study. A possible compromiso mi.^ht bo to handle specialized, outsize and 

othorwiso acareo machinery itons and thoir auxiliaries as separato resource 

clononts.  Only the actual rosearen experience t: be ,;ained in the country studiot 

onn decide at which peint tho optimal e onpr mise sh mid he drawn between product- 

mix problems n thu .no hand and an undue number of resource- elements, on the 

othor.  It rai^ht be advisable t raise the target fi.aire f r t )tal resource- 

olomonts fr .m seventy-five t perhaps tw - hundred, 

(b) A seo.nd source >f  err ¡r in the UNC study is the use >f  the same o> 

offioients for average capital requirements versus expansion (representing most 

modern practice). This problem is nut expected t. create serious difficulties 

in the developing countries» 

(c) A sh rtonin,; >f the UNC study in its terminal but unfinished state 

was the existence f ;aps in the e -/vorace jf res;urce elements. This jf course 

should not be charged against the concept f resource elements, but will nono the 

less require attenti m in the country studies.  Of special interest are the or.^an- 

izati .nal functi ons v.Mch have Veen frond t. abs irb as much as 15 to 25 per cent 

of total m. noy e >sts in the UNO study,, 

I76.  Limitati ne >f  the r.s.'urce elements e oncept as U3ed in the UNC study when 

transferred t  ther o -antri-s •  Und r this heading w.. o nsider features of the 

resource element o rioept -3 used 111 tho UIÍC study that \I¿TJ  appropriate t ¡ the 

purp .-ses >f th".t study :<ut whieh oréate ;>r dlems >f transfer *f techn.de,y from 

one country t • an ither. 

177«  The sizes,  r . >utput eapacitxes £  res arc elements were set at approxi- 

mately the average ;f such p.h 00 in the S A/it Ifni.n.  This datum was not con- 

sidered critical in the UNC study niñee it, was felt th-.t pr perti nality could 

be assumed f^r a c ,-nsiderabl~~  ran ;e f capacities, ~n<\  als., that very small 

additions >f new capital were unlikely in s» larr
-e an ocon>my."   In application 

to smaller oc >n imi en and particularly t >  th.se of developing countries, however, 

scale effects become critical. The lata if Gallik sh M  that even in the Union of 

Soviet S >cialist Republics there is a c nsidorable increase of efficiency (mea- 

sured in terms ef labour productivity) n t ,nly with lot size, but also with the 

scale of the producti n sh *p r the entire machine-building plant.   In those 

relationships sh p er plant scale is a separate .and independent variable in 

addition t >  lot size.  In general, there is a systematic shift in tho assortment 

and cost >f capital equipment with tho scale of tho shop or the plant. Por tho 
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purp ses of this project it is of crucial importance to quantify this relation- 

ship in the country studies or at least to determine an approximate minimum 

,.o n >nic scale fjr various resource  ¿lomento. 

178.     The process  c jntent   of s .ne   jf the resource  elements is not  as "pure" as 

-:i ;ht   be desired,   in that m.>ro than  one distinct  process was  incorporated in the 

,;ane resource element.     Examples of this arc die-cast in ; and permanent raould- 

a.atin," of non-ferr.us metals,   fre^  and dio-f r^int;.    Thin...  is due t.. several 

••--Mis j s :     the  desire t    reflect  3 rviot  practice;     data availability;     and tho need 

t    restrict  the number   >f res   urce  elements. 35 

17'j0     Certain institut i  ;rl o  riditi  ns are   incorporated int 0 the definition of 

Hu. UNC resource  elemento.    3 vi.;t netalworkin. ; plants have historically tended 

t    bo highly inte -rated,  as c aprjo!,   f r oxrjiiplo,   with plants  in the United 

States,   and until  very recently little reliance was placed o-n the purchase of 

<-. i-.p nents    r services  from specialized plants.     This tendency brought  about 

"captive" facilities f >r nearly all  components including fasteners  and other 

standard parts as well as for such services as machinery repair,  tool-,  pattorn- 

am1. die-raakin,~ and utilities,     T> the extent that  this  is explicitly visible in 

the UNC study, no  difficulty is encountered.    H wovor,   in many cases this 

inte.-ration is implicit   in the  definition  of the  resource elements. A compar- 

alo decree  of integration mny  or may not be appropriate to the developing coun- 

tries to which process tochn.ilo,;ies  are to bo transferred;    however,  while only 

nj set   of coefficients  is available, no critical approach t, this matter is 

/.GSible. 

ISO.     It is instructivo in this regard t^  cite the results of a sin ale spot 

•; nparison of tho UNC data with equivalent  production practice in the United 
•37 

otates.    A consulting report commissioned by the United Nations      compares tho 

IT'Ceso  inputs required for tw •> technically highly similar ¡-ao. line on-ines,  as 

sh >wn  in the UNC  study,   as against   one   detained  from engineers  famili-ar with the 

toohndpy    .f the United States.    TJ  bo.,-in with,   the notai  c  ntent     f the  finished 

en.''ine,   as reported in the UNC  study,   is  approximately  ?i) peí' coat  greater despite 

c sparable perf'mance  specificati .-as.     This reflects a difference  in dosici 

practice  (and pessibly  durability)  that  d ,es n t   in  itself affect  the  definiti <n 

f resource  elements.     In addition,   however,  the  metal   1  ss^s  reported  in  the UNC 

stody  are  .als- 10  per cent higher.     The   other principal   inputs are  VKjry ci-se  ti 

••eh   ìthor ^>n a per-on ;ine basis,  with the  except in   >f three  classes -f labour 

(nachininc,   auxiliary,   junior service personnel)  that  are si.;jnificantly hi,-fcor 
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as «h:>wn in the UKC studyj    whilo conversely, electricity cjnsunpti>n is very 

much higher (almost double) in tho ORBO    f tho Unitod States.37'38   This reflect« 

a higher do^rce   >f nochanizati.n   >f auxiliary functi nc in that c ;untry as well 

as a closer approximation   >f mill  shapes and    f tho    utput    >f preparatory pro- 

cesses t.- tho final shape,   result in.-; in loss nachinin; there. 39 

181. In ^onorai,   ace ¡rdin ; t    0,-11 ik,  Soviet mot-ùw >rkin.; facilitila tond ti 

lnpfío-gcilu  operativa;      ,n the    ther hand,  seriality  La pr-bably 1 w in c>mpariso 

with tho Unite! Static,   with  a concomitantly 1 wer 'lo TCL    f 3pecializoti ,n./*u 

182. Tho resmrco-olocent c mcept  in rol at i >n t    cjst  m-1 offioiency studies. 

The  first  problem  in this c-nnoxi >n c mcerns cv^-r.^.     Under tho capability 

objectives     f th,. IJNC  study,   stool   and n n-f.rr us r Ilia- pr cosses were rut 

covered since they were  c msidored as  fallin ;    utside tho 3ect r.     In cost  .and 

efficiency studios,  hiwovur,   there  aro si-nificant  trade- ffs with those  pr.cossos 

that require attenti n.     FT example,  the  an >unt     f nachinin; t> bo d:-ne   m a 

piece   tf rjund bar at ock depends up.n the  nuribor   if standard sizoe    f this  st ock 

that  are available;    if there  are many,  a size cl .ae t    tho final dimenai >n can 

be selected.    There is  thus  a trade-  ff between tho number    f different kinds 

of stick produced by r Hin.; in tho  primary notai  sect er where variety increases 

cost  .and the an-oint   >f machining t..  be   Imo in the   aetalworking sector. 

183. The  Boo mil  pr.hlem c mourns a; ;Tú-ati >n.    The -le Tee   ,f a,;pTe.;ati >n employed 

in the UNC  study  is inadequate  t; e -pe with pr blems     f cat   and efficiency unless 

tho method io revised .and extended.     A.STU -ati .m pr-biens that  force such a re- 

vision enter at  three   'iff.r.nt   levels described bel'-w. 

(-)    The l^vol    f end.-; r   '.acts.     The  su,; rested extension   >f the UNC method 

to cope with this   lev  1   ••!'      ;;r. ;-ti  n  involves  c Aiplemontin/; tho narrow Sot  of 

typical product <J  a v.r.   '   m  the I WG  study by a Ion- list .and an extrapolated 

portion of the  pr >dunt   ass rtrient   in  „ach  pr-"lue ti ve branch. 

(b)    The  l,vol     f  n 3 .uro., elencate,     Sunnarizin ; and extending noverai 

points made  in precodin • a oti.  na,   th..   pr biens that   iccur here have t) d- withi 

(i)     inadequate  a' ./tat i  ti   >f hi.-hly   a;; Te-atei resource  elements t 
specialize:   ; r ¡biot   -an rtnienta; 

(ii)   inadequate adap>ti <n    f such resource  elements t     specific sorialities, 
complexity levels  and precisi n requirements   'T particular products; 

(iii)  loss    >f doscripti n   ,f technical  pr »Cess detail by havin.; mixtures 
of different  processes represented in a sin ;le rcüjurco element} 

(lv)  loss   of doscripti .11  ->f p tential variability in capital and flow 
inputs of ro3 ¡urce elements that  differ in scale but are representad 
by a sinde  a- Tentad el emenl and 
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(v)    lugs  if roprosontati n   >f thu risible adapt-ti :>ns in thu pr «luotlvo 
facilitius t; 1 icr.l o nditi ns,  vi-  capital/lab >ur sul gtituti m~ and 
other moans,  duo t    tho   lufiniti n   'f a iin ;lu ru urcu dunont  f ;p 
a aivun cmMnati n   )f tochn 1    ;ic:l  characteristics r"tk,r th-n the 
definiti n    f alturnativos t akin * int    -\cc imt  su<-h adaptati na. 

; 5.1.     P ints   (i)    -al (il)  can  1: u  handle  Py sue n '. ; ±y c rr.cti>ns th-t  -'just tho 

•i ct  claims     f particular    utputs  up n th,,  c\p-.city    f an - • -r-otud rus -mrco 

; riunt,   tho   intomai  3tructuro     f which is  -gsm. . t     '^ r>  natant.     Thu  rullag- 

li Lty     f thu  resulto will   '.j;>uii '  up n h >w el. .30  tht.  initial   (uno ,rructoil)  approx- 

i , U n w mid havu liuon.     Only th.. caxntry otuli.a and  tboir  applicati na t    o m- 

r »     ^vol  pmunt  pr '-rarx.ii: taska will ruvjal wh,.th.r    r n 4 th-j aar ;in   .f urr r 

. H;it  in tho su-.-ustad  lovol     f r.s urcu-uk.nunt  ?.. ;. Tu vti n (naintainin.' thu 

J'l      •jv.ctivu    ¡f appr-xinatuly  suvunty-fivu  ruß >urco  olu.iuntn)  is aduquntu f r 

a,    r-.•quirotnonts    f practice 

!    .     P int  (i-ii)  has net  1-uun   ¡f   Tu't  inp-rtance  in  thu UtfC study.    Adjustments 

¡   Mr;  rus^urcu-ulumunt  o .-ncupt  ;;ivon thur, w ul '   ;>u ruquirod  primarily  in thu 

fi'iiti n   ,f suparatu rua ureo  olumunts  ft t. >1-    pattern-  and diu-raakin,: fUlJ 

:   r mturnal  repair survicus,   sincu rust    f tli.se  auxiliary  pr-cuosus aro  iooludad 

ni  th,.,  IJNC rus/urco-jlunent dufiniti ns. 

;•'' ,    P int  (iv)  roquiror,  an inp >rtant  jxtunai n   >f thu off »rt  in dufinia: ro- 

irc   ulurnonts.     Scalo offocts must  uithur ' u  aco-untod f r uxplioitly (fune ti ora- 

lly  rulrtirv: ros ,urco  inputs  t> th-.  3oal,;    f thu  ruo >uroo clamant,  that  is,  by 

i ..din -uiohin,-- fixud and vari alio parts   >f inputs)    r at luaat l>u trücun intu aooount 

,/ n; uci.fyin,: ruas'>naMu  1  wur uc in nie limits    ai acalu. 

;'/.     P'int  (v) r-injs    n ìRBIU     f sufficiunt  inp rtanou t > inorit  ehü suparatü 

L.Mi.Bsi n that   f  11   ws. 

•''"'•     Thu 1 jvul    f o :; it -.1     nl   f'l  w  incuta.     1 * TO -ati n pr bluaa -it  this luvol 

r.   iuhurunt   in th     -1   ssif!."• ti  n  ad. rntud  f r diffuruut  clausus    f maohinury 

-i:  t, r.iaku up  tnu r.-aurc,   ..l^i.iunta  -,rr'   f »r thu   liffuront   lab ,ur, naturial  and 

Ui-.r  fl w inputs  that   thuir    ; ^rati >n  jntaila.     Lack    f   lutaci at  this  luvol  intur- 

r .;•> with thv,  p-r.pur c atin ;    f thusu  inputa.     In particular,  thu  uxpansíun    f 

t.    rua JUTOU  uluniunts thunisolvus ny,  t. e oiiu uxU.at,   inv.-lvu thu appraisal   >f 

'i.ntic pr /ducti n p >3sibilitius f.r th-- kin Lu   >f nachiriury thuy umpl ^yj    thu 

;  w  Inputs  Inv.lvu ¡ir djluns    f rus jurcu all cat i n within tho uc.njqy that must 

rulatud adoquatuly tj ucun-r^y-widu pr.j'xaanin.r apprjachos. 
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Cwital-labow substitution and lcoal «dyfli*^ 

l89*    C^it,r.l-l^b >ur substitution within resource oloaonts.    Capitol-labour 

substitution  in the sect  r takes ;,lac>;  àrinarily thr.u/Th tho doo-roc of raochnn- 

irvti  n and aut iaaU .n    f tho jr   luetic  f-eilities and tho  organization of tho 

typical quuuin- process     f pr.duuti n shops.     B ,th    f those aro reflected in tho 

dufiniti n of r»3 >urco olenientr,:    their machine  park and their labour inputs. 

I90.    The mutual substituti n   »f machines   <f difforont dorroos   jf aut raation and/ 

or difforent  working methods has boon studied f ,r tho  process ,f raachinin;.     Sinoo 

tho investment c ,sta    f metalcuttin.; achine  t    »Is dif for Pinone oach > thor,  tho 

respoctive capital-labmr ratios can be derive-: on the assunpti -n that   mo worker 

por shift will bo asci^ed  t> each machino.     Such a study has boon porf moil by 

Kur« and ¡tanno (1963),     us in/7   -ri..Inai data    f Markowitz anJ R wo obtained from 
4? 

onsinoorin-": estimates. Kurz .and Manne found that tho capital-labour sub- 

stitution proooes c;uld be  adequately roprosuntod by a Cobb-Douglas production 

function of tho form 

Q-a. K0-5    .L0-5 

t 

wh&ro g is  output, g ia capital, L is labour,  and ¿ i* a proportionality factorf^ 

fha unit olaaticity  of substitution characteristic of such a function moans that 

a 10 por cont riso in tho  price  „f capital relativo t > labour will result  in a 

10 por cont  drip in  tho ust   >f camtal,   provided that  tho t >tal  output  rotnainB 

constant.    The nunorical  value   >f tho lab JUT and capital oxp <nent3    f the  function 

indicate the  share     f these   fact .rs in tho t .tal  :>r.duct und-r ideal  e ripetitivo 

conditions,   estimate.:  as  exactly oqu.-l  (50-50)   f r the present sas..     Sinco  thoso 

data wero derived frei the  engineering characteristics    f vari us typos   ;f machino 

tools suitable f »r inakina* specific out3 (for example,  an   mtsido circular cut)  tho 

rosults .are tranoforablo  f r >m tho Unite;! States t ,    thor e luntries pr-videi that 

they fall within the ran,-e    f the    ri.'inal   lata.^ 

I9I.    Amther study    -f capital-lab ur substitution,   ala ) in machining,   is that 

of Boon  (1965),      wh .Qe study was aimed at detorrainin,; which machine t;>l was 

optimal  (in torma   -f minimum capital plus  labour cost) fer porf .nnin,-; a numbor 

of machinia. • tasks.     He undort »,k hi3 calculations f >r a wide ran ~o    f relativo 

prices,   adequato for characterize ; conditi ns  in  uninluotrialized,   seiai- 

industrialized -jaC. highly  industrialized countries,  .and als 3 t • >k int ) account 

lot-size variations.    Hi concluded that the hi ;her the precision requirements  in 

production and tho lar^r the sizes of the work pioco, tho rrroator tho rostrictioa 
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46 
: ,   ,h ico of technology.        Thus if it can bo assumed that countries in early 

t   -..a    f economic dovei upment will  start  or oxpnnd motalwerkin^ product i on for 

sinplur smallar tasks rather than f r tho c implicated   >r very lar/;o tasks, 

• :i:;  implies that thoir chicos f ,r capital-lab. »ur substituti m will bo wider 

•.. :i the ch icos facin.- tho n ?ro industrialized countries.47    This    bsorvatiin 

•...•t  he qualified by tho fact  that,   for   .no quart or of all tasks,   flexibility was 
f   ..i'. t - exist    >nly at  small  1  t  sizos,  while for another quarter,   it was  found 
r.ly -t  lar.-o 1 .t  sizos. 

No      B••• -n,   liko Kurz and Manno, makes tho  simplifying assumptions of  one-shift 

-r-ti^n,   a   mo-to-ono rati    botwoon workers and machines .and full machino 

¡Ulizati-.n.     Qu tho  first count his  rosults  overestimate tho  dovrroo t> which 

Uaal capital  intensity differs between developed and underdeveloped countries? 

r: th.  second count,  they underestimate  it,   while tho effects     f the third 

nsumpti n may ."o either way. 

(a) If we allow f >r continuous  rather than ono-shift  operation in tho undor- 

!ev,l pod countries in order tj improve capital utilization,  unit capital osta 

'r ,   t-. loss than    no third,  representing an eleraont of ^roat  additional flexibility 

ni ^pi tal-lab our substitution« 

(b) In the United States and  other highly industrialized countries,   avail- 

1    machine time  is reduced by the  fact  that there is less than one w >rkor 

:;ru -nod t ) each machine;    thus  in the queuing process characterizing machine shop 

.«.riti.ns,   idle machines will typically be waiting for workers  (wh >so time  is 

t'Uly utilized)  to  become available t ,  operate them.    Conversely,   in developing 

entries cu Tú than   me worker can be  assi.'Tied t ,  each machine  in order \> make 

• wr.- that machine capacity is more fully utilized.     Thus  in actual   iporatin.^ 

r etico the amount   of capital per worker is  ;--reater in tho United States and less 

in the underdeveloped countries than estimated by Boon, thereby tending to widen 

th..   -a;   between the  optimal tochnol—ies. 

(c) Whether indivisibilities arc more  important in the United States   >r in 

th., underdovol jpod countries in reducing full utilization   ;f machinus depends on 

h w efficiently the sector can be planned in an integrated fash i n in tho  latter 
1 omtrios.     In tho United States the dispersal   >f capacity between separate  entor- 

nas tends to reduce average machine utilizati >nf  while  in the underdovol  pod 

mtries  limited markets create an inherent   limit   in rrny lin.s,   in  ~d 'iti  n t•> 

<hich there may also  exist a capacity-dispersal problem for thu  same reason as in 

'•'-• United States and as observed,  for example,  in the notalworkin/: sector 

HI 
ÍI 

Ä*3 

'  ti 
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193. Other mechanisms.    Capital-lab our substitution oan, to a losser degroo, 

also take placo via throe other mechanisms: 

(a) Given alternative production methods (alternative resource-element 

inputs) f >r producing the samo product,  there is an opportunity  for choosing 

more or less lab mr-  (or capital)-  intensivo technologies; 

(b) Given alternativo possible product  dosi^as for realizing riven tech- 

nical specifications,  the dosi.^n can be adjusted t J use more  or less labour- 

(capital)-  intensive technologies  in its production; 

(c) There  is a possibility uf product  substitution in final or intermedia' 

uses in response to price (or allocation)  signals reflecting -greater or losser 

labour- (capital)-   intensity. 

194. Capital-lab mr substitution is a way in which resourco elemento can bo 

adapted to prevailing 1 ;cal conditions.     Depending on the relative scarcities of 

these factors,  generally reflected in their prices, the productive process is 

organized in such a way that  it economizes on one relative to tho othor to a do^j 

that can be readily determined either by means  of market  (or market-like) procosi 

or by proiTamnin.; studies. 

195« Local adaptati ns by other than cap it al-lab our substitution. In addition 1 

capital-labour substituti n there are -thur ways in which the productivo process 

is adapted tj 1 .»cal C mJiti ms. These are reflected either in the definition of 

the resource elements    >r in their mutual relati >nships within larger structures: 

(a)    Scale.     The  scale   -of individual resource elements  and of entire  facto] 

composed of these can vary in response t 0 the siae of tho market  served.     While 

largor scale entails  significant  economies,   in small markets  it  may be preferable 

to foro-'jo some  of these economies rather than t .> have no domestic production at c 

(°)    Specialization -  into-ration wjth retard to output   (horizontal 

intonation).     This  is  a-in  a phetiomen .11 related t> the size   .,f the market.     In 

lar^o ones,   individual  res mr e elements   and  entire  factories  can be adjusted in 

their basic desi,71 t;  a relatively narrow ran.;e    f product   outputs;     in small 

markets,   on the contrary,  resource elements and factories must be desired for a 

wider product  assortment.    This moans fore ;oin>7 some of the economies of special- 

ization, but  this may  a -am be preferable to having no domestic  production at al] 

Note that acalo  and   specialization aro inversely related.     Specialization may be 

increased by building smaller plants turnin-  out more homogeneous products,  while 

scale increases  intcfratud facilities at tho expense of a wider product assortmer 
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-'here is every indication that,  at tho BíZCS of tho markets found in the dovalopinc 

: untrius,  scalo offoots arc strongly dominant ovor specialization,50 sinoo scalo 

1'f.ots become overwhelming at  amali scales,  giving riso to the approximato 

.finition of "minimum economic  scales". 

(°)    Ov^rl^ between resource elements.    This is an aspoct  of tho problem 

f roswee element spooialization.    Tho loss specialized oach resource olomont  is, 

t.h,.- n-To a r-iven semi-fabricating operation will bo capable of beinp- carried out 

y different rosouroo elements.     In the UNC study,   for example,  thoru is a lar/ju 

•v ,-rlip of size classos.     Por example,  tho larger for-os can handle most  of tho 

ut put of tho smaller ones,   .and tho smallar ones likewise can handle a ;;oud part 

f tho output  of tho larger ones,   since the avera-a weight  of parts handled is 

•/ iT much below the maximum.     This leads to substitution between resource elements 

in the production of the same nominal  output.    This  is not the  same as substitution 

iMoh as between forano; and oast in/; in the production of crankshafts. 

T'ho  problem of overlap becomes  troublesome when txho  scalo of each resource element 

within an overlapping class  is too small to be considered economical   for a small 

!ev~l jpin.~ country.    For example,   total  demand may not  admit  for-TOs distin.-uished 

'y several size  and soriality  characteristics.     Due to tho overlap of the pro- 

lactin capabilities, of these• resource-<±lementgf  however,  it mi^ht bo possible to 

.otaMish ono or two for ;es that  could handle a far broader ranr;e  of sizes and 

atrial it ios than tho typical  ran. ;o of the product  assortment  on which tho resource 

,:letr.ont had originally been defined.     If secondary corrections are systematically 

-/•plied to a l,or.;o part   if the  individual products which make up tho product 

3sortment  of the integrated for.;e in the developing country,  tho resulting 

..atimates can be reasonably accurate. 

In   onerai,   if the machine park of productivo facilitios is regarded as flexible, 

the problem is to select the  optimal number and optimal composition of such facil- 

ities.    If too few are built  there will bo a loss of efficiency,  since these 
f"ointio3 will not be well  adapted to any particular ran,;e  of sizes  or serialitius. 

If t >:> many are choson,   their adaptability will be much better but they will  suffer 

from diseconomies of small  scale.     The optimal structure depends   m tho solution 

•f a non-o >nvox programming problem.     There is thus a clear anale.y between this 

".spoot of the overlap problem and specialized versus broad product  assortments 

characterizing a productive  facility;  except that  in tho present case the critori m 

'f specialisation is not the nature of tho product,  but  its size and seriality 

characteristics. 

^f"l».#I.M»- 
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Some overlap betwoon resource elomonts in retard to sizo, seriality, and product- 

OBBortment classes is desirable at all times, since it results in an increased 

flexibility in the productivo process. If there wore no overlap at all, the 

probability of running into bottlenecks would be .-freatly increased as a consequon« 

of unforeseen fluctuations in donand and production.  This flexibility, however, 

is achieved at the expanse of reduced specialization and adaptability of a re- 

source element to a specific clans of 'nitputs. 

i'1)    Spocialization-intcrration with re.-rard to resource elements. This 

refers to the doproo of vertical inte.Tati m of the productive process. Does a 

factory have shops for producili- win ^r parts such as nuts and bolts at a relative] 

small scale or does it -purchase them? Docs it perform its own repair and mainten- 

ance operations with special machine tools that have a low rate of utilization? 

Does it have shops with \ar -e minimal capacities, such as a heavy for,;e, that is 

only partly utilized? Does it make its own tool dies and patterns? These ques- 

tions have to do with the scale and utilization of individual resource elements. 

Solf-sufficiency is inversely relate.-1 tj the scales of resource elements as well 

as to the typical lot sizec for intermediate producta :  the more self-sufficiency, 

the smaller will be the 30-lor, an.1 ] :t sizes impilo1.. 

(0) Over-all organization of the productive process; bipolarity. In the 

industrialized e mitri ..u orditoti a within th.; oeot >v   is typically >r ;anized 

around specific pvduat lin al )uo''Ll.< Tina]turad machinery and ship 

Even though tker. >r.. m-n.y enterprise that specialize in the production of soini- 

fabricatos by a -iven pr <eesr¡ (c »mraercial foundries, upset tin : sho-ps) and there 

is an extensive network of subcontracting, the c >ro of 'the predo: ta ve process is 

undertaken in vertical integration between product-oriented, activities (design, 

assembly, marketin ;, product research and development) and the major semifabricant 

processes (foundries, ferpjs, machining, et cetera).  In the automotive industry, 

for example, the manufacture of motors or of lar.po stampings is typically under- 

taken with captive capacity, while the manufacture of such items as lights, 

batteries, sparkinp-plups, carburettors, mufflers or trim is subcontracted in 

whole or in part,  In the doveiopin- countries, on.  the other hand, the scale of 

demand may not justify the maintenance of heavy captive capacity in any . 'iven 

industry defined, by a specific class of products such as automobiles, but may 

surest instead th~ organization of the sector around facilities such as foundries, 

forpos or machine shops BJ as to serve a wide variety of end.-product a.  The con- 

trastino- pull toward organization by end-products versus organization by major 

fabricating processes will bo referred to as the b i polarity .of the sector. While 
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th. locic of organization around fabricating processes "under tho conditions of 

the levolopins countries is very clear,  the contrary pull is far from ne^li^ible 

•.nd centers on organizational functions  (doai.^n,  en.;inoerin.;).51    Product dosicn 

f r increasingly economical  and efficient   service of customers,   for example,  in 

Ticultural machinery or machine tools,   is closely involved with marketing ox- 

:-.jrionou and thus tends to pull in the direction of organization of the sector by 

rr'duets.    At tho same timo,  ^fjotive d^i^n (o. :.  modular dosirji of a product 

lin.) nust bo based on intimate day-to-day familiarity with the production process, 

thus exorcising a pull  toward the  intonation of  fabricating processes with design. 

1 :)t''    gm;Jstad method for handlinj_tho_p_rj.blem of capital-labour substitution and 

--':•.:t.^.ion in defining resource elements.       H >w shall resource  elements be defined 

f.r  the purposes  of piami in- .and pm.-^nrunin,; of the  sector in  developing countries, 

tn  tho  face of the wide ranr;o   >f variability .-uid the adaptation problems inherent 
m  tho c incept? 

Dì.    It  is sur;.;ested,   first,  that the concept  of a resource clement be differ- 

entiated from the concept  of a standardized function or task which can bo physically 

in. -died in a number of standard shops  (resource elements)  differing somewhat 
va-in. • each other. 

1 )*.    Secondly,   it  is  su/-¿;estüd that  in the  initial planning .and programming 

;,ir)ach for a country only une sin/;lo resource element  should be dufined for each 
fit-,m lard task. 

l')9.    Thus in tho  first  instance the problems of capital-labour substitution and 

1  od adaptation are  to be decided ¿oc ante,   by means of informal   judgement.    This 

, v.,-orient  is to bo based on tho results  of the country studios.     Each of these 

studios will  result  in the dot. /rip4; i ou   -f a set   of resource elements  adapted to 

the countries  in question,   and will  in addition rive qualitative  or possibly quan- 

' itativo  indications  of the ranr;o  of variation that  is to be  found in these 

' ''intrios.     If resource elements in tho  different pilot cjuntr- studies are defined 

••    correspond to the same standard task,   there will result  a number of different 

i 'oaLiy adapted variants of the same resource element from which a unique sot can 

•••; chosen to approximate the local  adaptation to the conditions of a particular 

'ovol jpinr; country. 

d'->u.    Four problems are raised by this approach.    They are:    standardization of 

t-asics;    efficiency  of model resource elements;    adoquato ran^e  of variability; and 

i'-, 'loos pr-ejudtfomont  of the results of a broader planning approach.     They aro 

'isidorod below. 

f ! 

I 
1Í 
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201 • Standardization of tasks. Tasks aro combinat i one of tüchnolo.^ical function 

and characteristics that underlie the individual resource oloments. Tho proposod 

approach depends on such a standardization of tasks oven whilo it pormits tho loa 

adaptation  jf resource elements. 

202. In particular,  tho technical characteristics to be standardized in order to 

dofino a task include:     (a)     principal technical   characteristic (free-  or dio- 

forcintf,  iron,  steel,   or non-ferrous casting,  et  cotera),    (b)    size class,  and 

(c)     scriality class.     Peaturos subject to locaL   adaptation and thus excluded froi 

tho definition of a task comprise-:     (a)    capital-labour substitution,     (b)  scale, 

(c)    product assortment,   and (d)  overlap with related resource eloraonts. 

203. In the country studies the  effects of scale  are  to be functionally describe! 

if possible; a typical product  assortment  is  to be  selected,   or alternately 

several typical product assortments may bo r-ivon.     Tho  flexibility achieved by 

tho ,,-ivon de,;roo of overlap between resource eloraonts  is to be evaluated quali- 

tatively. 

204. It  is of course evident that this vory process of standardization of tho 

number and kind of tasks will somewhat reduce tho sharpnoss with which tho rosoun 

element concept reflects local conditions in the countries in which tho pilot 

studios aro to be carried out.     In some pilot country  studies it mi.-;ht  otherwise 

perhaps bo better to define a lar 'or number of resource elements,   in others a 

smaller number.     It also rai,;ht be desirable that   the  exact combinations of techno- 

logical  characteristics defining a task be  adjustable. 

205. There  is no reason why a country should  refrain  from defining an alternato 

sot  of tasks in addition to the  standardized <>noa.     If it did so,   the standardized 

set would thon serve  for  international comparisons,  while the more  sharply do fined 

ono mi.^ht  bo used for additional  experiments  in pro;-rammin,7.     Since   it  is in .any 

oaso an essential  part   of the  present  approach to  insist that all  te. hnical des- 

criptions be based  on a data-synten concept  p. Tiittin ; frequent revision and re- 

definition due to reasons  inherent  in their subsequent   pro ;raramin - uso  (completai^ 

independently   >f tho  issue of international comparisons),  there is no loss of 

effort  in workin • with a double set  of resource elements.    On the contrary,   it is 

a useful  exercise  in testing the flexibility    f the toch ical information system. 

206. In defining the standardize.! set of tasks  f ->r country   -tudies,   it will be 

useful to keep in mind the already available UNC  set,   since the  initial   two studie 

would in that case complement the UNC resource elements representing quite differ- 

ent local conditions. 
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?°7.    Efficiency of the modo! rosouroo elements.    How can one know that tho re- 

s urce elements derived from tho UHC study or tho ones that will result  from tho 

.-  untry studies will not  suffer  from serious built-in inofficiencios?    IB  it not 

ratuitous to assume without  further tests that the  existing productive facilities 

ir,   my   ;iven country are locally  adapted with a perfect  decree of efficiency? 

• ' .nooivably the practice in .any /--ivon country rai^ht   suffer from varying rigidities 

th-.t prevent the  full exploitation   ,f known technological nltornativos.     If model 

r;-, urce elements were to be based  on such ririd prácticos thoy would bo burdonod 

,ath  the inefficiencies of their sources. 

."•M.    There is no doubt that this  factor will load to eorao errors in tho sußf-*estod 

- ; r 'ach.     The  error can be reduced  in some cases whore the source of inefficiencies 

is   dvious and the description of a resource element  can be based on an enfjinoGrin.; 

otiraato of improved practice rather than on the provai lin/;; unsatisfactory practice. 

It would however be dan ;erous to f-;o too far in this direction since  it  is  often 

hard to jud,-;o beforehand whether tho  su^-ostod improvement  is really feasible or 

•duthor it  is moroly based on wishful thinkin. ;. 

?09.     Inherently more difficult   are  the cases of inefficiency that  are not  even 

r. c j/^iized as such,   for the very  reason that there  is no standard with which to 

o imp aru existing practice adequately.     One of the major dividonds of tho suf>70stod 

m...th/d of approach is precisely that  itB systematic  ion^ran^o application will 

r suit in settin.; up alternatives based on standardized international comparisons 

*ath which exist in,; practice  in  individual countries can be compared notwithstanding 

th.,  admitted shortcomings of standardized description. 

<'l '•    Adequate  ran ;e   ;f varia1 ili+.y. • Will tho UNC  study and tho country studios 

' .atwv.,.n thorn oovur   . sufficient  ran -o of local adaptations to permit choosing a 

••:.t    f rjs mrcc  .jl omenta t J represent  conditions  in  any developing country?    Would 

it  rut  be  useful   to  include a developing country amon,:; the countries  in which the 

firnt  pilot  studios are i:  bo conducted? 

'""iL,     In answorinr; these questions the considerations of efficiency discussed under 

the previous hoadin*; are of decisive  importance.     It would be very dangerous to 

as o modol resource elements   .n practices known to bo burdened with the major 

irrationalities that aro characteristic of the mot al working sector in many devol- 

pin-- countries.    Por thi3 reason the countries  for pilot studies wore selected 

fr :n amon.; countries with a higher de.,Teo of economic development but which were 

object to the market limitations within tho sector that aro also found in tho 

-•-vvjljpin/j oountrios. 
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212. It may bo objected that tho institutional conditions under which oconomic 

doveloprawnt takos placo are part and parcel of the problem and either cannot or 

should not be subtracted fron it. To this wholly legitimate objection tho only 

possible answor is that tho philosophy underlying tho entire method of approach 

•Ußßosted in this study, as clearly indicated before,53 is based on carrying as 

far as possible the separation of the "basic ran.-o of economic alternatives" built 

• on the assumption of an invari eat, internationally transferable core of potential 

tochnolory, from secondary cultural-instihational limitations.  It is not ar.Tuod 

that the latter be disregarded, but rath.r that they be treated as constraints 

to be imposed on tho basic ran-o if economic alternatives.  This is the roaBon for 

tho insistance on remvin- then fron the description of tochnolo,y. 

213. It still remains a valid criticism, h >wevor, that th. ran ;e of local adap- 

tations will be too narrow. An inescapable dilemma appears to exist in this ror;ar 

ono either applies not fully appropriate resource elonent variants chosen from a 

limited but more reliable ran-:e or me widens the ran.;e at the expenso of contami* 

atin/; the model resource elements with serious irrationalities.  The su/^estod 

approach opts for the first alternative.  Once a completo pro.TamninT technique is 

established on the lasis of this techn, lo-ioal description it will be possible to 

study the sensitivity of the results t  any reasonable ohan -es in resource-element 

coefficients that ni-ht ' e .xpectod as a result , f the (unrepresented) local adap- 

tations to the conditions of the developing cou.ntr.es, and thus tho error inherent 

in the approach will be readily measurably  Opt in.- for th.. other alternative woulc 

result in an uncertain and undufinabl,- d .-roe ;f misrepresentation. 

214* Mooc'loss prejudgement ,f the results of -. 1 reader ore -raiamin - abroach. 

Would it not be possibl, t  avoid the exercise ,f su', j,..ct ive jud -ornent in the sol- 

ution of a unique o,t -Í res >urrv elements f-.r represents* the adaptation to tho 

oonditions of a country \y ineludm; multiple variants of a :TLven resource element 

amonp- the activities of a programming model?  If a model formulated for developing 

country X were to include technically feasible alternatives from the UNO study as 

wall as from the pil vt country studies, th.n tho optimizing procedure appliod to 

auch a model would automatically discard all alternatives found to he inappropriato 

in tho li,-ht of the entire prosammo for the sector and tho country, thereby elimin- 

ating the need f ;r subjective prejudgment of the issue. 

215. This criticism is valid in offering a more peworful procedure as a standard 

by which the sa--ested. approach is to by judged, but tho improvement at least in 

tho initial stages of the project is not felt 13 bo worth the additional complexity, 
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In Vo rdcr-lxno cases it is always possible to ropoat tho untiro programming pro- 

cedure with a rovisod sot of resource elements. 

revisionai classification of standard tasks 

;:lr,.     It was pointed out  in tho  previous soction that tasks underlying individual 

resource elements need to be standardized between pilot studies even while local 

•adaptations of resource elements within these standard classes of tasks are to 

' ; explicitly permitted.     In tho  following,  a provisional classification of tasks 

is   riven that  is based on thu UNO  study an*1,  is submitted exclusively as  a basis 

t  r an initial approach to the  country studies.^ 

,17.    At the same time and for tho  same reasons it  appears desirable to  standardizo 

Mi.,   ascription  of tho capital-equipment content  of these resource elements.    Here 

tn.o U7JC classification is tho only av-ilable starting point,  since no furthor work 

.- luld be undertaken within tho  prosont  study. 

.55 •i" Rosourco element  classification-' 

(r-) F"r^n "- ^-H^w UNO classification. Whore this is Inadequato, it has 

^,n su.--esto*1/ that additional resource olements be provided to givo moro floxi- 

•ility to (iie-f ir.:in.: as WJII as to separate free- and die-forcing in some of tho 

<M>: resource elements. "As developed, the resource elements reflect tho high 

Tvlianco on free for-ina;, and the relatively low use of presses with opon and im- 

.r.JüGion dies in the Soviet Union". 

(l¡)    Castin/%    Follow UNC  classification.    Gallik suggests adding; a resource 

• dînent for "simple,  virtually unmachinod casting such as manhole covers and 

nowa ;o pipe  fixtures",   as well as the separation of die casting and permanent-mould 

Jan tin-;, 

(c)    Machining.    Follow UNC  classification.     Howover,   should a precision 

'.Iir.iension be  added  for subclassification?    To do so would change the machino  park 

considerably.    Tho  exact precision requirement for a product can bo handled by a 

' -rrootion factor based on comparison with average precision of the typical product 

euq    however,  having more than one precision class would permit  assi-ning a pro- 

jet   first  to such a class in a rough way,  as is done  in the case  of seriality. 

ouico  the termination of tho UNC  study a major technical  innovation has  taken 

1 oo  in machining,  namely tho rapid spread of numerical control.     This does not 

t'foct tho classification of standard tasks but nay make  it desirable to intro- 

'uoo  alternative resource elements for this particular process. 

ft: 
ir 
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(d)    Stamping.    Follow UNC classification. 

(ü)    Upsetting.    Follow UNO classification. 

(f)    Heat treatment.     F:>11 >w U1IG classification.     It should bo underatood 

that tho coefficients for resource oloraonts iv,  v and vi in tho UNC study aro 

known to be of very poor quality, 

(n)    Steel  fabrication  Íwelding),     Follow UNC  classification. 

(h)    Assembly.    P'/ll )w iliiC  classification. 

(l)    Auxiliary processes.     The following are not  includad in UNC olaMifio 

rxtion hut their inputs noy at  tinus be  included in UNC coefficients:    Patturn- 

nwking;    tool-  on1  die-raokm ;;     repair services;     storage;     intra-plant  trrrispor 

plant  laboratory services  ami  quality-control  services. 

( j)    Resource elements  for certain industries not  covered by UNC gtudy: 

oloctrical industries  (wiring,   insulation,  amature);     shipbuilding (ways);   and 

others.     The questions of how to  identify missin : resource  elements remains opon 

(k)    Organizational resource  elements (for overhead-type activities): 

design;     engineering   costiti-,   estimation;    production  planning;    marketing; 

research and development  and   -crierai  administrai -n. 

219«    Resource  elements fjr related extra-sect )rai activiti eS, ortain major 

processes in the  primary metala  sector are interre 1 at .d  with sectoral processo« 

by way  of mutual   trad^-.-ffn.-"     These are the followm ;:       (a)    ingot casting: 

steel;     (b)  ingot  castina:     non-ferrous:     copper ond  copper alloys;(c)  ingot casi 

non-ferrous:     al urn i nidori and aluminium alloys;     (d)     rolling steul;     (e)     roll in? 

non-ferrous:     copper and copper alloys;   (f)    roi lin ;:     non-ferrous:    aluminium ai 

aluminium alloy 3. 

220.    An open  cpiestion is whether .on attempt should bo modo to cover each   of thoi 

processes with resource elements  in detail comparable to that of intrasoet oral 

processes?    The classification is  after all arbitrary,   and problems of standard- 

ization encountered with ingots  and rolled shapes  are   exactly analogous  to  stan- 

dardization problems with somifobricotos falling within the  sector as convention/ 
60 

dofined for the  present  project. Source notorial  on   the  above casting and rol] 

processes is more  .abundant  than  for nietalworkmg processes  in general.     A procasi 

analysis type study coverin ; the  former is available whose raethodolo.gy could be 

readily adapted to the needs of the present projoct. 
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:n. The pro«ant major «action of this report cover« thy detailed exploration of 

the analytical problems of product description and docoraposition into input«. It 

-unerally follows and expands the summary exposition contained in Section IV-B. 

Definitions 

:;?.    Given a sot of resource alomante,   thu next task of pro^nmin,: for the sector 

;r,  thu  decomposition of a ,jroup of typical  products for each branch  into  sub- 

• ssembly,  componont  and resource element   inputs.    The  Ljvoi  of use of each ro- 

5 >iroa element must bo ;Tivon in physical  terms (tons,  shop-hours)  p,.r unii,  oí  a 

specific  individual ond-product;     for example,   in a detailed  breakdown of input« 

int>. a specific gasoline en^no, the number of tons of casting,  forjin^,  stamp- 

ing,  welded fabrication and upauttin^  (fastunors),  ac well  as the total number 

f tons of parts rocfuirin,? heat troatmont,  must bu specified,   and those tonnage 

estimates must be complemontud by figuras  for total machino-ahop hours (machining) 

and square-moter-year«  (assembly floor-spn.ee).    Those levels  of reaouroo-elomont 

•ase can be compactly summarized by  a column of coefficients  that aot  in many ways 

like a conventional activity vector uxoopt  that  for purpose«  of coat and efficiency 

studies  it cannot be .assumed that  the levels of inputs vary  linearly with the «oalo 

,f production,  since economies of scalo must be taken into account,  both in regard 

t; lot  size and to the  scale  of the resource olemonts utilized. 

223.    The product to which the decomposition into subassembly,  components and 

resource-element inputs is applied is not  an average but a «ingle highly «p«oific 

individual product,  identifiable as to year and design,  technical specification« 
et cetera. 

In the UNC study,  for example, auch an end-product is  the ZIL-120 gasoline engine 

whose process level (resource element)  inputs are given in Table IV-2.    The inputs, 

•AS usual  in the UNC study,  have been normalized to 10OO metric tons of engine 

output.     Given these process   level   (resource «lament)   inputs,   the primary capital 

and flow inputs can be  derived usin* the   input   coefficients  of the  set of resource 

elements  previously defined.     These  primary  inputs are   listed   in Table IV-3.63 

- >4.    A specific  individua,   product  such  as  the ZIL-120 gasoline engine is referred 

to as a typical   product.     In the UNC  Btudy   the  typical   products are utilized to 

onetruct   "representative products"  for each branch by a process of weighed 

•weraging of their resource-element  input   levels.    A representative product  is 

trias a statistical aggregate and is used to characterize statistically defined 

Masses  of products within each productive branch.    In diesel  engine manufacture, 

I 

r * 

I 
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ftWll Involi Ptr thouaand tona of ?IL-120 colino angina 

Procoss 

Di« torgínp; 

Stamping 

Upsetting 

Foundry$    cast Iron 

Rasourco ulomunt 
QOCÌO 

F9 

S5 

Ü3 

C3 

Foundry:    aluniniua, oangnaoso 
zinc and %lloys C13 

Machining H5 

Boat-t roatmont 

Huat-troatmont 

Hoat-troatmont 

Holloa StuSl^ 

Assonbly 

m 
H2 

W3 

Unit  of 
noasuTüoont 

10 metric ton 

10 motrie ton 

10 motric tori 

10 notrio ton 

10   »otrlc ton 

10-^ offuctivü   1 
•aohino hours^/ 

10   mutrie ton 

10   motrio ton 

10   motrio ton 

IO   »etrio ton 

10   square metor« 
por yoar 

Process 
codo 

\ 
-25 

A33 
A38 

A60 

*71 

*F3 

*90 

Procès« 
IfYftl 

.1603 

.0361 

.017« 

.3345 

.0575 

.4375 

.5051 

.3104 

.0380 

.3500 

.106 

è/ 

i    UK Study, op. oli.. pp.III-92-95, IV-3-5, 13.    Assoiibly not listed 
in source ta alilo, p.IV-13;   input levol derived from IV-24. 

The unit of measurement  for machining has boon normalized by multiplication 
by a factor of 100.     In this way coefficients of equal order of magnitude 
Mill reflect  th<   samu ordur of magnitude in costs. 

Duplicatas flow inputs into forging,  stamping and upsetting,  plus 30jl 
(latter possibly an error). 
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•ali 
Typa of flow or 

jtffattC 
Forging production labour 
Btaaplng production labour 
Upaatting production labour 
Caating produotiao labour 
Maat treatment production labour 
Maohining production labour 
Aaaaably production labour 
Auxiliary labour 
*?n#tn««riiu; and taohnloal paranatal 
Herioal  and off io» paraonaal 
Junior aorvlaa paraonnal 
TStal  labour 

rïoTï 
XäSl 

•te.) 

Tlaotrioity 
,'onvantional  rual 
3taaa 
•"!»apraaaad air 

•'•:«*4l 
Sollad forgln* at «al 
ìolled ataal (bara,  al 
i'if-iron 
M 1 iyin# Ingots 
'^rrmiB sorap 
Jon-farroue aorap 
Alloying additiv«* 
Othar •»tarlala 
fatar 
"haaioala 
Lubrloanta 
'odUnt (oonoantrata) 
Dtaa 
'utting toóla 
"aaauring toóla 
Jiff» and firturae 
Hoat-tra»ting flxturaa 
Jaw aaad and olay 

:>and blnd^ra 
>1ag-for«ing 
lefraotorlae 
^laotrodaa 
Paint 
Paint aolTant 
Vood (orating) 
OaDltall     raaouraa a; 
Dia forging 

Stamping 

'ipastting 

Foundry i    oMt iron 

Pountoyi    al loya 

Machining 

Sloat traataant 

Haat traataant 

Haat traataant 

•»»«ably, painting, oratlag 

"rc^i   tflK river, SBk'SiX't W-t**i## 

Prooaaa fron whioa 

r 
t 
o 
c 
I 
II 
A 

All 
All 
All 
All 
AH 

All 

prooaaaaa 
parooaaaa« 
prooaaaaa 

no mm 
no M 

r 
aw 

0 
c 
0 
0 
0 

I 
• 
I 
0 
0 
a 

•5 

0Î 

«J 

•5 

n 
m 

•} 

A5 

Im 
ï41 
•42 

*5 

•48 

Vo 

•71 

•72 

•73 

Onit of 

-hour 
-hour 

•aa-hour 
•»n-hour 
•an—hour 
•an—hour 
•an—hour 
•an-bour 

•an-hour 
•ao-hour 
•«n-hour 

hour kilowatt 
kilograa 
kilograa 
oublo notar 

•»trio ton 
••trie ton 
•atrio ton 
•atrio ton 
•atrio ton 
•atrio ton 
•atrio ton 

oublo aatar 
kilograa 
kilograa 
kilograa 
kilograa 
kilograa 
kilogram 
ki logran 
Ici logran 
kilograa 
kilograa 
kilogram 
ki logra« 
kl logras 
•atrio ton 
•atrio ton 
•atrio ton 

1 539 
2 419 
1 072 

31 816 
44 780 
30 474 
11 542 
78 159 
26 040 
12 270 
6 426 

254 537 

1 U5 012 
769 502 
628 478 

2 296  319 

208 
62 

587 
63 

318 
2 

23 

20 596 
113 865 

2 073 
1 098 
2 455 
Ì 031 

264 
1 893 
7 378 

1 947 000 
46 126 

108 854 
96 189 

863 
10 

6 
28 

•M at» If-4-ll. 

par oant of normal 6.99 
•onthly oapaoity 
par oant of normal .90 
•onthly oapaoity 
par cant of normal I.53 
•onthly oapaoity 
par oant of noraai 10.01 
•onthly oapaoity 
par oant of normal 34.50 
»onthly oapaoity 
par lent of normal 83.}} 
•onthly capacity 
par lant   »f normal 14-09 
monthly oapaoity 
par oant of norma] 44.87 
•onthly oapaoity 
par oant of normal 106.28 
•onthly capacity 
par oant of noraal 29.17 
aonthly oapaoity 

î í 
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for examplo,  the categories «light«,  -medium- and »heavy« were established on thi 

basis of a statistical survey.    The task then was to construct a representative 

product for each category.    In the caso of light diesels it was first  ascertainec 

that these  included automotive,  aviation and  tractor diesels.    Data wore availab] 

only for the  latter type,   but  tho coverage was doomed satisfactory since automoti 

diesel were  known from statistical sources  to represent  only about  tan per cant 

of the total.    A tabulation of thirteen different designs was thon prepared,   givi 

the year of production and technical  specifications  for each.    These data revéale 

a trend toward a reduction in the weight-to-horsepower (kg/hp)  ratio.     Detailed 

parts data were available only for one of these,   the D-36 engine with a relative 

weight of 20 kg/hp and  weights for tho most   important parts and/or subassemblies 

also available for the  3MD-55 engine,   with a  relative weight of approximately 

10 kg/hp.     The  resource  element   input3  W: re  then derived   for these  two   typical 

products,   and  coefficients  for a représentât ivo light diesel engine were con- 

structed on the basis of the assumption that   the process  levels per ton of tho 

&-36 engine was representative of process levels per ton of tractor diesels with 

a relative weight of l8-22kg/hp (or broadly those produced  in 1958),  and  that 

process levels per ton of the engine SMD-55 «ore similarly representative of the 

tractor diesels with  relative weight  of around 10 kg/hp (which were  estimated to 

be coming into production  in 1959-60).     The  statistical weights used   in the 

aggregation (85-15)  were  estimates of the share of each category   in the  total 
tonnage of the branch. 64 

225.       Representative products are useful for capability .analysis but  are unsuitat 

for efficiency, cost  and programming- studies  such as that which the present projec 

intends to pursue.     Por this reason th.  present  analysis  follows   the IJNC method or, 

up to the decomposition of  typical products  into subassembly,  opponent,   and 

resource element inputs  (determination of process levels)   but parts ways with  it 

thereafter.    Th    typical  sample product  shall  be used not   in defining statistical! 

Wogated  representative products but  in constructing,  on the basis of demand,   a 

sequence of products  lined up approximately  in the order of increasing production 

costs pur unit of output value,  using for this purpose a -long list" of product, 
in each branch. 

Research techniepe of tho UNC etudv 

226.      In the :JNC study the decomposition of typical sample produots 

....entailed  first,   the determination of the not distribution of processed 
metals.    Tho  latter were expressed, necessarily,  in terms consistent with 

.      the outputs of resource elements  (process activities)  
The second step  in  this typical pattern was to convert the net processed 
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metal input, to a groes (pre-«aehining) basis hy moans of givon or estimated 
coofficionts of motal utilization.    The pertinent coefficients of utilization 
for our study are summarized [in Tabic IV-4,  reproduced from the UNC study]. 
Having determined tho rocpiisite gross processed metal inputs,  the calculation 
of implied flow and capital roquircmonta followed in tho ucual caso by 
applying the  previously estimated inputs per unit   of procese activity [i.e. 
the  resource element capital and flow inputs]  and  summing for all processes! 
This  loft tho residual non-processed  items,   purchased from other soctorB,   to 
be determined according to the   Individual commodity analysis,   i.e.,  in groator 
or leaser aggregation according to data availability." 

'•21. Tho research method utilized to establish process  levels had three variants: 

party-by-part  .analysis,   (b)  d.roet derivation of proceas  levels on tho basis 

f literature sources and (c)  analogy. 

",     In  a   fow instants   tho  basin  proems  distributions  w ^  developed  piecemeal 
through a part-by-part analysis.     Ti is proceduru  itself has several variants 
aÌ    ?,,    Ch pr0Vud fairly  Lib°rious but in the main,  economical  of the  timo 
of skilled porsonnel.    What  was   involved,  essentially,  was  the detailed 
stripping and weighing of the elements of a given machine  according to 
process origin.00 

:.t times tho  recruired data were   found  in product catalogues containing wights of 

kirta  and metal or process dosignations;     usually,   however,   bueausj of  incomplete 

Htn,   considerable  part-weight   information had to bo developed  from engineering 

Irvings and  then grouped by engineering assessment   into relevant  process categories. 

The latter technique was  found extremely if not prohibitively slow when 
applied to whole machines;     on tho other hand [it  was possible]  to utilize 
graduato assistants effectively   in li-nited undertakings of this sort. 66 

¡.     Process distribution3 were  found at  times directly  in fixe  literature,  either 

'  r subassemblies or for complete  products or product groups.    At times such oo- 

¡TiTients were appliad  from nore global sources on classes  of products. 

analogy was used in part  or whole for "data-scarce" commodities by borrowing 

• • I   id justing data referring to comparable Soviet machines and,  as a last resort, 

trun   Ini tad States models. 

auch scarce data as wore available relating primary  inputs directly to specific 1 

i-products wore used as a check on the two-phase derivation via resource elements, 

;i w.jre  occasionally userl  to supersede  tho  latter.67 

.     All   of  th« foregoing roferrod to  resource element   levels that depend on gros* 

-:ht  of the part.    Kachining.   assembly, and heat treatment process lovels required 

¡ai   estimating tochniquos, 

(a)    Machining inputs had originally been related to chips removed, that  is, 

the  difference between gross and net weights of the part.        Though this teohi- ri 
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nique of estimation wa« abandoned for machining, the gros»-not ertimat«« ar© itili 

essential for the purpose «pollod out in the previous section, that is,   for going 

fron part weights as aasomblod to gross part weights prior to machining that dotara- 

mino cast in/?,  forging,   et cetera resource o lam ont  input levels.    Tho  final tech- 

nique for ostimating machining input  levels was based on "several  dozen sources" 

by difforont end-product  classes,   including technical norms,   special technical 

studios,   and related  reference»;     it  involved  a direct   estimato of offoetivù 

machine-hours based on  those  literature sources. 

(b)    Process lavóla for assembly "were derived in relation to machining 

inputs as weru corresponding magnitudes (flow and capital)  from the pertinent 

machining resource element.,. .they represent a mixed reliance on norraing and «•>- 

pineal  evidence. 

(°)    Heat treatment  inputs were estimated partly on the basis of aggregativa 

data supplied in Soviot   sources,  but mainly by means of specific engineering 

analyses.     The  latter  involved establishing the  percentage  of each kind of pro- 

cessed metal  in .an ond-product  undergoing heat   treatment  (allowing for repeated 

applications)  and subsequently a breakdown by major classes of heat-treating tech- 

niques (normalization and hardening,  gaseous cemontation,  surface hardening). 
72 

71 

These estimates are known  to bw burdened with considerable error. 

Modifications and alternatives 

233. The priant pal modification of the UNC research technique is  based on th# 

additional degree "f  freedom afforded by doing 3uch studies in tho country who»« 

date underlie  the work,    uid  being able to complement  or suporsedo publi»hod souro«» 

by  original   observations. 

234. The part-by-part   approach is thus much muru broadly  feasible than was the 

case  in the UNC study.     At  the samo time,   it  is  indispensable to devise  research 

methods designed to cope  with   the burden of detail  that  this approach  imposes. 

235. fliven the specifications of a machine,  the  first tar.k is to  identify each 

part as to kind of metal  and process of origin.     In view of the very large number 

of parts  in a complex machine,   this  is no mean  task.     For example,   in a detailed 

analysis ef sixteen Soviet rnetaleutting machine   tools  the average part   count  was 
7 1 

ovsr 800. A good working procedure  for economizing the time of highly  trained 

persons in performing this task is   to havo them  cheek off the  individual   parts on 

the specifications with  a coded set  of coloured pencils;     thereafter the weight 

of each part oan be calculated by research assistante of considerably  l«ss«r 

training.        At least   initially,  the colour-coded check-off must be done by ex- 
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venced »echanical engineer«?    rnntwllj such of thi» work could be taken over 

specially trained fraduate enginssrinf students whose performance would still 

,/- to be oupervised by the  senior engineers.    Another task requiring a high 

'rrti! of technical competence  is the estimation of the gross-to-net weight  ratio 

r   I liferent  parta as well  as effective machine hours  for machining requirements 

>  heat-treatment specifications.     Purchased parta such as motors can be  identified 

reference  to  standard   lists. 

•..     A suggested shortcut  of the part-by-part approach is the grouping of parts 

different  functional  shapes  such as axles, housings,   gears and fasteners;    then 

.<.   t  estimates  of process  origin,  machining timo,   weight  et cetera can be re- 

- ''..Ml   to  the  most  important  rnombors   in  f^h -l^r   pi is   tw    or  three  other member 

u.oiler sizes and/or complexities.     This permits an  approximate estimation of the 

•>...r members of the group without  che time-consuming individual  inspection and 

i   .s.rement  inherent in the  fully detailed procedure.     This method can also be 

•.led upon in estimating secondary corrections   for resource element   inputs  in re- 

mi   to aeriality,  complexity  and precision which are discussed below.     The origin 

'   :his suggestion is a verbal  account  J of an estimating procedure that  is used 

••'•   th* Union of Soviet Socialist Republics   for defining the production costs *f 

••••< machine designs within an  accuracy of some 20  per cent.     Such estimates are 

r-¡p;ired for supporting appropriation requests for subsequent more detailed and 

>     .rate production analyses,   and their preparation is  taught at engineering 

ri "MB at  the equivalent   of the Master of Engineering level of instruction. 

.     Among the  other approaches used  in the LÍNC study,   the utilization of diract 
:,:"gs  of process level   inputs wherever available   from previous technical  studies 

•V course  to  be recommended   insofar as   its reliability  io comparable to the 

•'ft-by-part  estimate,    estimates by analogy must   be  restricted insofar as possible, 

>•'   Af is also done  in the UNC   study. 

There are  at  least   two  additional  potential  costing shortcuts that could be 

<; i 'red as to their applicability to the project  which were not  included in the 

¡'   itudy,  namely,  shortcut  cost estimates  in industries where bidding is a coonon 

rvtice and whera they are  related to subcontracting. 

•'.     In some branches of the  sector bidding on .jobs  is  a comoon practice.    This is 

rM-ularly true  of branches   connected with construction,   as on oil  refineries, 

>   r  plants  and chemical   plants on which  bidding may at  times be international. 

-amo applies to major pieces of custom-made equipment  such as hydroelectric 

<r  lnes and generators,   or oertain categories of railroad rolling stock.     In all 

j ! 

h 

. í 
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of these cases the preparation of bid« muât be undertaken on the bwii of «ajor 

•pacifications without relianco on detallad part-by-part designe, and ehortcute 

are used as a matter of normal technical and management practice. Much can be 

learned from a detailed study of those estimating procedures.  Their use is 

nevertheless limited by the fact that m many cases the coefficients refer to 

valu« rather than to physical inputs;  in other words they implicitly incorporate 

assumptions concerning one particular set of price ratios,  Whether or not this 

aggregated information can bo divided into price and quantity components will 

depend on the particular case. As a minimum, such estimating procedures can be 

used as independent checks on the quality of the technological descriptions 

arrived at by means of the part-by-part approach. 

240. In industries wheru subcontracting i<j .: -minou the contracting enterprises 

will generally know the production costs of their subcontractors to the penny. 

It is said that automobile manufacturers in the United States drive bargains based 

on this knowledge to within one tenth of a cent per piece on long production runs!6 

The estimating methods habitually employed in these industries would be instructive 

if they could be obtained, possibly through consulting engineers familiar with 

these industries. 

241. A special case of importance to the developing countries is the large dis- 

tribution enterprise that contracts the manufacture of its merchandise with many 

different producers.  The big mail-order houses in the United States have such a 

policy and are said to bo ablo tu estimate the production costB of the merchandise 

offered in thoir catalogues with gr-jat precision.  Since their operations cover 

not only the United States but a number of developing countries, particularly in 

Latin America, access to and international comparison of their estimating pro- 

cedures for the largo number of items falling within the n.etalworking and engin- 

eering products sector w aild be most valuable. The relevant producta include not 

only consumer durables and semi-durables (kitchen equipment, hardware), but also 

hand tools, farm equipment, bui 1. dors' hardware and the like. 

Advantages versus problems and ambiguities 

242. The basic advantjgo of product décomposition is that it permits the pieoinf 

together of joint requirements for resource element capacities that originate in 

many different individual products and •'¡hoir parts. This is the all-import ant 

justification of the technique; all of the problems and ambiguities to whioh 

it gives rise must be weighed against this overriding virtue. 
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-    ^W ftWWWWon ••* »lttm*tivesT    The productive techniques that 

be used for manufacturing a product need not be unique.    AB mentioned before 

.   -ase in point,  an autonhile crankshaft  can either be  forged or precision 

*   prior to machining     Depending upen these  two alternativos,   tho  sane product 

.   havu two different   breakdowns  into process  levels.     This does not  croate 

:íl ",ílar diffic,i""«  •°e tho  framework of analysis is generalized from input- 
*:-t   to a more powerful  programming approach. 

:;      ^d-products,  suh^omb^s._parts.    Only the simplest unassembled products 

u   be  representad  by a singlo  iiat  of process  level, (resource eloaent  inputs). 

!   'r,,re are  subassembly of different hierarchical  orders and parts within each, 

•'.'-  -f thr,Bf}   1 JV.,iy   -n,n  i, ,   r.re.ttod  -.a  ,n  ond-orod^t   in   Us  own  right  and must 

"   r,   bo BO  treated  in  order tr   reflect possibilities of partial  domestic manu- 

^r« complemented by  imports  or standardization and modular design.     Thus,   for 

•rple,   tho same orbino,   clutch,   brake assembly,  battery or whatover can bo used 

different kinds  of automobiles  and possibly  oven  lorrios,   tractors,   and Indus- 

si,!   angines and the  saine standard individual   fasteners  (parts)  will   typically 

•.s-3d sector-wide  in a great many different  products.     It   is thus not  easy to 

!"-ide what  should  bo  treated as an  individual  product   for decomposition purposes. 

, faticai   (though analytically not  completely satisfying)   procedure   is to da- 

•   not  only a list  of typical  sample end-products to represent  production possi- 

li lUos within a sector (seo next  section)   but  also a list  of subassemblies and 

¡rt.s  that  are  to  be  treated  independently. 78 

r .     Whichever set  of sub-parts  of a composite  and-product   is treated as a unit, 

<  representation  by  a single  set  of process  levels  ia possible only  if each 

•irt  within tho unit  can  be uniquuly represented;     otherwise  there   is  a combin- 

ed   proliferation of alternative  procoss-lovol   input p. tterns.     If  there are 

•>¡.y   J   few significant  combinations,   these  can  be enumerated as such,   but  if the 

•i^:r of alternative  combinations becomes at  all   large   Lt   is preferable to treat 

N • sub-parts having several   input-pattern variants as   individual  products in 

ir  own right, 

U''     Coefficients. o_f metal  utilxaation.  The  determination of these coefficients 

••r.'iot  be regarded as a straight  technical   problem subject  solely  to engineering 

-igement.     The amount   of metal  removed by machining from bar or othoi   stock 

,-nds on  the variety  of bar sizos and other shapes produced in the primary mitais 

'T;     the  amount   of machining to bo dono  on  forgings and castings depends on 

•loseness of tolerance achieved  in these  preparatory processing steps.     In 

'-  if  those  cases  ther ¡   u  a trade-off between   the metal   losaos  and resource 

II 

: t 
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input« due to machining and tho added resource input« required for producinff a 

wider assortment of primary shapes or closer tolerancos in preparatory processing. 

In practice, none the lose, thiti trade-off will necessarily have to bo handled 

implicitly, at least in tho first dofinition of the problem;  later, it can be 

added as a complimentary sensitivity study built -round tho initially derived 

results.  To take explicit account of tho required resource-element and product- 

input variants appears, nt luast at thi? sta^o, to be intolerably burdensome. 

2*1'    Pre-claasifiontion of process inputs. Inputs into ond-producta necessarily 

•ust be pro-classified in accordance with the sot of pro-dofined resource elements. 

Pre-olasaification categories in tho 1,'jiC study include typo of product (typical 

products characterizing a resource; element), size class and seriality class. 

Further pro-olasairication eategonee that mi-ht bo included in futuro resource 

«louant listi are precision and complexity of part producaci.  In the UNC study 

th« pre-claasification works in tho following way. Let us suppose that one is 

analysing the production of a 2.9-ton turret lathe that has 896 aeoarate individual 

parti.   Tho resource elements chosen to represent forging, casting, machining 

•t cotera inputs of this turret lathe would first of all have to cover parte for 

•aohino tools mon?,  their listed output assortments.  Since in the UNC study ther« 

i« no distinction between most rosource elementa of the same size and seriality 

olaa« by type of product assortment, it is necessary to make sure that the one 

variant thr.t is givoñ is actually appropriato.  Mow for selecting the size class, 

the criterion is the maximum weight <>f  1  pirt;  thus it is necessary to estimate 

th« sxact weight of the heaviest forcing, casting, naoûined part or whatever. In 

the case of machine tools this is undertaken not on a part-by-part basis but using 

the following additional statistically-derived information:  "Assume maximum 

weight of cast part of a machino tool to bo between 20 and 40 per cent of the total 

weight (the heavier the machine tool the smaller the percentage share of its 

heaviest part), and l/i of maximum weight of cas+ parts to bo the maximum wei«ht 
HO 

of forged parts."   The given turret lathe has approximately a median weight 

aaong the sixteen machine tools listed in the reference,0 therefore an estimating 

factor of 30 per cent is appropriate for maximum weight of casting, giving 370 kg| 

accordingly the maximum weight of forging is 290 kg.  Positing further a seriality 

class of "ornali series" it is thus possible to select Forging Resource Element 

Mo.4 (heaviest forcing, 320 kg), Foundry Resource Element Mo.5 is the best among 

poor choices, sincj it is '»medium" rather than "small" series, and its part-size 

is toe large (500C kg, although 1000 kg maximum part size would be more appropriate 

but is available only in 'mass" seriality). For copper castings, the choice is 
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;> poor. Only ti*o roaource olomonts are dofinoà for this alloy group; one 

• >) high in soriality, the othor in part size, Por machining, the fit is con- 
1 •',/ botter: Machining Ho3ouroo Element No. 3 is the preferred choice with 

•id medium" serios and maximum rough weight of part, 2 tons. 

', should be noted that the underlying assumption that all similarly pro- 

i parts for a given ont'-product are handled in the same resouroe eloment; 

forged parts are not ¡subdivided by size cicce and distributed between larger 

•mailer forges, and liLiwiao for operations such as casting or machining, 

i • is a consofraence of tha institutional sot-up encountered by the UNC study, 

riiy that production is organized around and-p-oducts rathor than around the 

M rod processes fo:.- different end-products. As a result, each resource element 

:-. to have a brord rango of cipabil.Lti.tis, and the def-rou of capacity utilization 

: irruís on the product assereni ;nt. To the extent that production (as in a devel- 

[ ng country) can be organise^ moro closely around the processes rather than 

r>'md the end-products, the typical rosourcc eloment can be defined with a con- 

;H;rably narrower range of capabilities, and the estimation of pronö8s-lovel 

nputra can be made more independent of the exact size, soriality, precision, or 

>r.pl ixity distributions characterizing a given product assortment.  In othor 

r'ls, the UNC material contains resource element definitions that make the close- 

;n of the description of technology highly dependent on working with approximately 

'•••   same product assortment for which the resource-element definitions were 

riginally derived. In  revising the method for application to developing countries, 

' i* therefore convenient to -standardize on a somewhat larger numbor of resource 

, rionts, more narx"owly defined primarily by size class than the UNC study, and 

m-dee capacity and flow input corrections as described below. 

mdary corrections 

' < The principal drawback of the unmodified UNC approach from the point of 

• ".v )f cast, efficienoy and programming studios is the fact that onoe an end- 

»iact is associated with an input originating in one of thf pro-classifiod 

i mts of a fabricating process (that is, a resource element), the numerical 

¿Tut-ide of the process level, wnenuver expressed in tonnage torme, is propor- 

. 'Lilly tied to the gross weight of the fabricated parts,  fhus once tho castings 

' or end-product (as in the cane of the illustrative turret lathe of the previous 

ti >n) are associated with Foundry Resource Element Mo.5, all capital and flow 

ut.; from that point in the casting process are taken to be proportional to the 

•nage of castings produced, ragardlesa of tho number, complexity, tolerances 

. s aize distribution of the cast parts going into that particular end-product. 

' t 
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Moreover, given the seriality class of the resource element that déterminée 

ite exact machine park and flow inputs, variations in the seriality class are 

likewise suppressed. 

250.    The purpose of this section is to suggest a way of taking such variations 

into account without going to the opposite extreme of defining, as at an earlier 

stage of the UNC study,  as cited before,  seventy-five variants of unit-and-small- 

series casting and similarly for other processes.    The basic assumption will be 

that the machine park of a resource element is  taken as fixed once the size, 

seriality and possibly the product-assortment class,  if specified.    The exact 

fraction of output capacity that is utilized and the exact  flow inputs can, none 

the less, be freed from the ties of rigid proportionality to tonnage output by 

introducing simple corrections factors that are interposed between this tonnage 

and the input requirements. 

251. Seriality.    Prom the point of view of developing countries and their limited 

markets,this is the key correction.    Within a given seriality class such as 

"medium",  the capacity of each resource element must be standardized by reference 

to producing at a stated,  known "base" seriality. 

252. The simplest way of setting up the information required for this correction 

is to start  by calculating total available yearly "effective hours" of each re- 

source element similarly as is done in the UNC study for the case of machining 

resource elements. These yearly effective hours arc summed for different 

machines,   (a) These are,   in part,  determined technologically;    that  is,  they 

cannot exceed the maximum defined by continuous operation,   allowing for reason- 

able down-time for maintenance and inspection purposes,  (b)   In part,   limits are 

olearly introduced by institutional conditions such as the number of shifts, 

holidays, or work-relief time allowed to workers.    Once the technologically feas- 

ible maximum effective hours are known,  adjustments can be readily made to  take 

into account country-to-country variations in institutional  conditions.   (<•)   in- 

herently more difficult  is the estimation of a third,   intermediate category of 

deductions from the yearly effective hours,  owing to various delays  that  are 

more or less closely tied to the structure of production.     These include worker- 

fatigue allowance,  tool breakage,  material shortages,   time lost duo to scrap or 

defective parts,  waiting time for cranes,  absence of tools,   unplanned repair, 

labour absenteeism and failure to observe proper procedures.       (d)    A final cate- 

gory of deductions is planned underloading,  that  iB,   Che less-than-complete 

utilization of productive  facilities that is foreseen as a result of indivie ibilitie 

in the productive process.     This category must be divided into two main parts. 
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The first comprises an allowance for the inherent lack of perfect balance between 

the capacities of the various machines that malee uu a productive facility,  in 

producing all parts of the product assortment,  and the consequent impossibility 

of keeping all machines operating at all  times even apart  from the earlier men- 

tioned factors.     The  second   is that  planned underloading .arises from indir-idibil- 

¡ty in a productive  facility (resource element)  as a whole,   that  is,   the fact that 

it has a minimum economic acale measurable  in terms of total output.     Unless this 

Tutiimuni economic scale is  small   in  relation to   total demand for the capacity of 

.j i ich a resource element,   the unevenness of investment will reflect  itself in a 

rluctauting but  at times marked  anderutilization of capacity that can be clearly 
;oro3Pon  in the process of planning,     m  allowing for a deduction from the yearly 

time fund it  in  essential   to  exclude the  lax ter kind of planned underloading and 

uake a deduction only  for  the former one,   sinoe otherwise a key step in the  pro- 

-r;imming process,  namely the appraisal   of capacity utilization,  becomes submerged 

in  the definition of  resource element capacity rather   than being handled explicitly. 

?l;3.    The exact number of effective hours of capacity that  ìB utilized per ton of 

resource-element output must now be related to  the exact  seriality (lot size). 

This relationship can be kept quite simple.     It may talee  the form of an approximate 

fixed set-up time (in  effective hours),  regardless of seriality,  plus a variable 

naudling-plus-prooessing time proportional  to seriality,  or the sum of these two 

fffeetive-hour requirements then characterizes a whole series of a single output. 

his can be referred back to a por-ton basis by dividing through by the total 

tonnage of the  series. 

?rjâ..    The most preciso way of using this method would involve estimating a 

separato set-up time  (including tear-down time)  and marginal  (per-unit) handling- 

pi ufj-processing time  for each individual product,    This wovld,  however,  iroose 

ut excessive burden or  the research procedure at  least   Initially and is therefore 

not recommended.    Rather,  the assumption of approximately valid uniform sot-up 

•uid marginal effective-hour requirements  is suggested as the basis of deriving 

secondary corrections.     The  latter can always bo  adjusted up o:^ down informally 

:>n the basis of judgement when some additional qualitative information happens 

to be available  in regard to a particular series;     for example,  that  a given 

product  requires an unusually high or low set-up or marginal time,  or that  two 

>r more products produced one after the  other have similar physical set-ups re- 

sulting in a significant shortening of the  full  set-up time wnon changing from 

one  to the other. 

,i ; 

! 
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255»    In order to translate tho principio of this approach into a correction 

factor,  all that is required is to standardizo the soriality of a given resource 

element,   for example,   of "medium"  seriality, at a fixed numerical level»    Let us 

suppose that tho standard seriality is fifty units.     In this case one adds tho 

(uniform) set-up time plus fifty times the (uniform) marginal-time to obtain 

total effective hours  lor inu standard serio3.    Division by tonnage yields por- 

tón effective-hour requirements  for the standard series.    The correction factor 

sought  is tho ratio of per-ton effective-hour requirements for a non-standard 
q -5 

scries,  divided by the same  for the standard series. Such correction factors 

can be tabulated or graphed for easy reforanee. 

256. Comments on tho seriality correction.    As noted previously, the assumption 

underlying tho correction procedure  is that inputs aro first  pro-classified into 

a sariality class,   for example,   "medium",  for which tho corresponding resource 

element has a given fixed machine  park adjusted to the  range  of serialities 

occurring within the given class.     Corrections do not  affect this assumed machine 

park,  only the  capacity requirement per ton of output,, 

257. The correction is based on fixed and marginal requirements that are assumed 

to be,  first,   independent of other production requirements,  and second, uniform 

between different outputs.     The first assumption is weakened by tho known variation 

of set-up and tear-down times according to whether tho  set-ups in a sequence are 

physically similar;     tho second is an approximation suppressing the known 

variations between products. 

258. The seriality correction as   considered here tacitly assumes that capacity 

and input requirements per ton aro  independent of the weight  of tho part produced. 

Since this is patently not  correct,  the accuracy of the seriality correction 

suffers unless a weight (size) correction of a similar nature is simultaneously 

applied. 

259«    Weight  (size) and other similar oorrootions.    The device used for this 

purpose can be exactly analogous to tho seriality correction.     Capacity require- 

ments are standardized for a part   of given weight  (size),  and the correction 

factor is calculated as the ratio between effective hours per ton of actual work- 

piece and effective hours per ton of standardized workpiece,     Tho numerical 

estimato of the  correction factor has to be based on aji empirical correlation 

between size of the piece and total  effective hours.     Corrections for complexity 

of part produced,  for tolerance (or closeness to final  dimension)  and for hard- 

ness (workability)  of metal  can be handled in an analogous manner. 
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26O.    Correotion. for product assortment.    This correction cannot be made as 

exactly (or in as sircplo a manner) as the foregoing ones.    Supposing that the 

uaohine park of a resource element  13 approximately balanced" for a given product 

•:ssortraort,  the production of pieces that  hpvc machine-input requirements widely 

divergent  from that  characterizing tne average assortment,   can unbalance the 

over-all  input needs  of various 'cinds  and incoase the unavoidable underutiiization 

.'f capacity.,    As mentioned earlier,   corrections  for this  factor have  been suggest ad 

i;i  the IJNC study for uachining resource elements,   with the strongest  corrections 

( ;roa.test unbalance and therefore,  greatest   increase in claim on nominal 

capacity)  occurring in  the case of resource  elements designed for high soriality. 

. 

J» 

rical testing of the methodology: Llloctrical 
machinery and ecpaipnient__indu.stries 

26I. This major section reports on tho reealis of an effort to apply the method- 

ology worked out for fui1 y quanti "i ed programing data on a pilot bas i 3 to tho 

problem of technical-economic description In poxected branches of the metal- 

Tirking and engineering products seeto:%  All data are from United States sources. 

"aj products selected for treatment aro:  (a) electric motors and generators; 

(b)  transformers;  (c)  electrical distribution arid control apparatus. 

,.V.>2.     In each case an .attempt is made to find the characteristic input require- 

ments, the machine park and bhe labour and material flows needed for production 

of a given product.  Per each product tho methodology requires the definition of 

table of capital and. flow-input coefficients based on -,'os lurce-olemont utili:s- 

• tien,  For the most part, it has not yet been possible to produce this desired 

t-->ble as an end result,  A well-defined, pro-existing set of resource elements 

nut-it be at hand before coefficients cf this type car: be estimated. At thi.3 time, 

tit.; problem of defining resource elements, particularly the ones characteristic 

T those branches nut covered by tho University of North .Carolina study (as was 

the electrical good branch), is still a matter of discussion.  In the course of 

tais report, however, it vr.ll bo indicated where the data are helpful in dealing 

with the problems posed by the mothodologv and where they are not. 

?6l.    For purposes of general orientation with regord to the position of the 

•lectrical goods branch within the sector, the reader is referred to a classific- 

ation of branches given in tho Appendix to this chapter. 

1 ì 
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Electric motors and generators 

264. Product liât:    motors and generators.    Given a set of resource elements, 

what determines which typical end-products shall he decomposed into resource 

element inpiits?    Specific individual producta must be chosen to typify a class 

of products within the branch so that they will be representative of a very 

broad spectrum of the different products found in the branch.    A product list is 

constructed for this purpose, 

265. The product list  is meant to represent the entire spectrum of products in 

a particular 3ub-branch.    The closest approximation to suoh a spectrum is the 

listing provided by the  1963 Census of Manufacturers of the United States 

Department  of Commerce.     The Statistical Department  of the National Electrical 

Manufacturers Association (NEMA), which is the industry trade association in 

the United States,  also provided some data.     The Commerce Department data are 

better because they provide more coverage and greater refinement.    This is 

because more manufacturers report to the census than belong to the association and 

also because the census  asks for and receives more detailed data than does the 

association. 

266. The number of produots was arbitrarily set at two hundred.     It was hoped 

that  these  200 products would include 8O-9O per cent  of the volume and/or value of 

the  spectrum of products.    Products were included on the basis of a combination of 

volume and value by giving equal weight to volume and value.     If a product was 

too  low in volume and value it  was excluded.     This gives a bias in favour of high 

seriality and high value and,   by the same token,   a bias against  low seriality and 

low valuo and is thus a bias  in favour of large markets and import substitution. 

The  orientation of the product  list therefore leans toward potential export  in- 

dustries.     The census lists a range of products broken down by seven-digit 

Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) classes rather than specific individxial 

products.     For the present purposes,  however,  it  is necessary to obtain the 

specific individual products within the given range.    Fortunately,  industry 

standards covering motors and generators are available.    The Motor and Generator 

Standards of IRMA, MG-l-63 wore U3ed to obtain the exact  sizes  (product ratings) 

within the range.    ThiE procedure is sufficient where the products are manufacture! 

to industry standards but will  not suffice  in any branch where the product3 are 

manufactured without industry standards.    In the latter case, more time will have 

to bo spent to achieve the same degree of precision in choosing the correct 

products.    The product list for motors is 3hown in Table IV-4. 
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Motor product list 

Universal motor;» 

10 mhp & 
V) mhp 
J'; mhp 

'•,[) mhp 
lAo hp 
¡A? hp 
i/8 hp "•   ••*"• •  - i ••*•*'• •• 
l/6 hp ,_^: 

i/4 hp 
!/3 hp 
1/2 hp 
3/4 hp 
]      hp 

Direct-current motors and generators 

!      mhp 
!. '3 mhp 
'[ rnhp 

rnhp 
1 '' mhp 
1 j mhp 
0 mhp 

Vj mhp 
iA'O hp 
i/l2 hp 

1/6 

1/4 

:/A 

hp 
hp 
hp 
hp 

hp 
hp 

A11 ernat ing-current shaded-pole mot ors 

mhp 
:. ;_-"; mhp 
i . j    mhp 

mhp 
.j    mhp 

mhp 
1 mhp 

';   mhp 
mhp 

'''> mhp 
¡ '.) mhp 
: ''.5 rnhp 
i<> mhp 

"•*) mhp 

';  mhp 
mhp 

•10      mhp 

Alternating^current 3hádéd-p0le motors (cont.) 

l/20 hp 
I/15 hp 
1/12 hp 
l/lO hp 
1/6 hp 

I/5 hp 
1/4  hp 

Other alternating current motor« 

1 mhp 
I.5 mhp 
2 mhp 
3 mhp 
5 mhT; 
7. !; nhp 
10 mhp 
15 mhp 
25      rnhp • 
35      mhp 
1/20    hp 
I/12    hp 
1/8      hp 
1/6      hp 
1/4      hp 
1/3      hp 
1/2      hp 
3/4      hp 

SjftKlo-phatiu ialegral-horsüpower motors. 
open frruTic,   1800 rev/min. 

1/2 
-3/4 

hp 
hp 

Polyphuou   integral-horsepower motorB. 
open fra-iet   i800 rev/min. 

1 hp 
l-l/? hp 
2 hp 
3 hp 
5 hp 
7-1/? hp 
10       hp 
15 
20 
25 
30 
40 
50 
60 

hp 
hp 
hp 
hp 
hp 
hp 
hp 

1   Ì 
ï \ 

',   ! 

; Ì 
i \ 
1   ! 
i   \ 

:» 

f 
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Table 17-4 (continued) 

Polyphase integral-horsepower motora. 
open frame. 1800 rey/min.  (< ^oont.) 

75 
100 
125 
150 
200 
ÍÜO 
300 
350 
400 
45Ô 
5OO 
600 
700 
800 
900 

hp 
hp 
hp 
hp 
hp 
hp 
hp 
hp 
hp 
hp 
hp 
hp 
hp 
hp 
hp 

1000 hp 
I25O hp 
I5OO hp 
I75O hp 
2000 hp 
2250 hp 
25OO hp 
3000 hp 
35OO hp 
4000 hp 
45OO hp 
5OOO hp 

Direot-current motore and veneratori 

1/2 hp  - 
3/4 hp 
1 hp 
I-I/2 hp 
2 hp 
3 hp 
5 hp"   - '-- "  "  
7-1/2 hp        *   "   •     ' 
10 hp 
15 hp 
20 hp 
25 hp 
30 hp 
40 hp 
50 hp 
60 hp 
75 hp 
100 hp 
125 hp '• :-•"•>- 
150- hp 
200 hp 
250 hp 

Direot-ourrent motore and ««aerators (oont.) 

300 
400 
500 
600 
700 
800 

hp 
lip 
hp 

hp 
hp 
hp 

Gasoline engine-driven generator sete; 

Direct-curront output 

1 kW 
"3.5 kW 
7.5 kW 

Alternating-current ovftput 

500    V \ 
3/4     kW 
I-I/2 kW "       ~ ".'" 
2 kW 
2-I/2 kW 
3-I/2 kW 
5 kW 
7-I/2 kW 
10 kW 
I2-I/2 kW 
15 kW 
30 kW 
65 kW 
115 kW 
170      kW 

Diesel engine-drivon generator .sets; 

Direct-current output 

50 
150 

kW 
kW 

Alternating-current output 

3 kW 
12 kW 
30 kW 
40 kW 
50 kW 
60 kW 
75 kW 
100 kW 
I50 kW 
200 kW 
300 kW 
400 kW 
600 kW 
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Table IV-4 (continued) 

Other motor-generator sots; 

Alternati.is-current 

1/12 hp 
-•/4 hp 

Direc t current 

1/20 hp 
1/6 hp 
1/2 hp 

Integra L horsepower: 

Alternating-current output 

4-I/2 kW 
25 kW 
100 kW 
ITO kW 

Direct-current output 

4-I/2 kW 
25 kW 
100 kW 
320 kW 
48O kW 
640 kW 

; i 

\ i 

\ ä 

a/   The symbol mhp represents "millihorsepower". 
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ag . . . .. .<... . .. . -••. 

267. Motor construction.  Figure IV-1 shows an exploded view of a typioal 

electric motor. The particular type of motor represented is a polyphase, integral- 

horsepower, squirrel-cage induction motor with an open frame, drip-proof enclosure. 

The exploded view is a pictorial decomposition of the components of the motor and 

should be referred to in reading the following text. 

268. The main components of an electric motor are the stator and rotor assemblies. 

The stator assembly is the stationary portion of the motor and the rotor assembly 

is the rotating portion. Figure IV-2 is a design tree of an electric motor which 

shows how a motor is broken down into its functional oomponents. 

269. Squirrel-cage motors derive their name from the shape of the rotor assembly. 

Open-frame construction of the protective enclosure means that the frame and 

"brackets are supporting structures and that the motor is self ventilating, with 

no restriction to ventilation other than that required by mechanical construction. 

Drip-proof construction means that covers have been added to prevent falling 

liquid or objects from entering the motor. These covers may be built integrally 

with the enclosure. 

270. The frame structure supports, surrounds and rotains the stator. The stator 

consists of a sheet-steel core built up of laminations with slots in which in- 

sulated coils are placed. The coils are so grouped and connected as to produco 
On 

a rotating magnetic field when connected to a source of electric power»   The 

frame structure also provides the mounting foot by which the motor is fastened 

in place, usually by bolting to a stationary or sliding base. The base-plate 

is not considered as part of the motor but as LUI accessory. 

271. The ends of the stator coils are brought out through an opening in the frame 

structure whore they aro connected to the motor leads, which provide the source 

of power. The connexion of stator and motor leads requires mechanical protection. 

A motor terminal box is attached to the frame structure for this purpose. 

272. End-bells (shields) or bearing brackets are bolted to the ends of the frame 

structure to support and locate the motor bearings in which the shaft rotates. 

273. The bearing brackets have ventilating openings through which air is drawn 

into the motor by the cooling fans mounted on each end of the rotor. Ventilation 

prevents overheating of the motors. 

274. The rotor, like the stator, is constructed of steel laminations, with the 

electrical conductors consisting of metal bars placed approximately parallel to 

the shaft and close to the rotor surface. Those bars are short-circuited by 

A 
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being connected at each end of the rotor by a solid ring of copper or brass. 

Tho completed rotor assembly is fixed to a rigid shaft with a slot and key, 

completing the rotating portion of the motor. 

275»     Partis and processes.    Table IV-5 indicates the processes used to produco 

the main components of an induction motor.     In each caso,  the "most critical" 
fifi 

process is indicated by the number "2" in the tablo. This process is usually 

tho  first process  in a sequence.    The alternative activities (Al, A2,  A3) shown 

in the columns of this table are for increasing ranges  of horsepower sizes such 

;is small, medium and largo motors,    For example,  in the  first column,  tho frame 

of a small motor would be formed of shoot  steel or aluminium,  that of a medium 

size motor would be cast of iron or aluminium, while a large motor would have 

its  frame made of welded steel. 

(a) Enclosure construction.    The frama has usually been mado of cast iron 

in motors of sizes up to 200 horsepower.     Cast aluminium is being usod more and 

more duo to its botter heat dissipation,  lighter weight  and also because of a 

decrease in the price of aluminium relative to that of steel.     Fabricated steel 

is often used in motors of largor horsepower and in those of low speed. 

The  frame or housing of an electric motor can bo formed from sheet metal,  cut 

from  steel or aluminium (tube-stock),  cast   in iron or aluminium,  or wolded and/or 

bolted from plates and angles.     The frame must have holes (for attaching hard- 

ware  and for mounting on a baso)  drilled and roamod,  or threaded and mating sur- 

faces must be machined and polished.    All tolerencos must bo checked,  beforo 

finishing by plating or painting. 

The ball- or sleeve-bearings aro invariably purchased parts.    The end-brackets 

can be cast,   formed or welded   while the motor terminal box is pressed or cast. 

(b) Stator core.    The stator core  is  mado up,   in part,   of laminated steel 

punchings,  usually  0.014 to 0.0?3 inches  thi'-k,  stacked   together.     These lamin- 

ations may or may  not be  insulated with  a  coating  oí varnish,     Tho   1 aminations 

ire  mado in a high-sperai  press   by die-stamping silicon  nteol   «trip  fed   into  tho 

press   from coils.     The  Lamination;.; ar^   notched (by   the   «tamping  process)  so  that 

the   stack of  stator-oore   i .-imi nations  nan  ho   aligned   to  permit   the  insertion  of 

the   stator windings.     Togathor  the  stank  of  stator  aimmations  and   inserted 

stator windings make up a pro-wound stator  core.     This  assembly   is   then pressed 

into   tho contro frame in such  a way that  an air space remains between the stator 

ani  frame for ventilation purposes. 

i  ! 
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Notes 

(a) Only direct production resources are listad. Overhead resources are 

not included. 

(b) Production of larger-sized motors ofton entails a chango in the mix of 

resources (processes) required for producing a component. This shift 

is indicated in a qualitative way by the specification of alternative 

activities for the production of each component, namely: 

Al - activity of producing the components for a motor rated in the 

lower horsepower ranges; 

A2 - same, middle horsepower ranges; 

A3 - same, highest horsepower ranges (larger than I5OO hp). 

The horsepower rating at which a different activity is required will 

not necessarily be the same for all motor components, so thax the ranges 

within which a given activity is likely to be employed are only indicated 

in a rough, qualitative manner ("lower", "middle" and "highest"). 

(°) Source: Information gathered from technical and commercial sources. 

See the sample worksheet in the appendix to Chaptor IV. 
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Stator windings consist of insulated conductors formed into coils and inserted 

in the aligned slots of tho stator laminations.     Additional insulation is placed 

in the slots before the insulated conductors arc  inserted.    Coil-winding machine? 

axe used to form the coils.     Insulated copper wire is fad into a machine  which 

automatically forms the wire into coils.    The coils are then automatically spread 

to the proper size and shape.    The coils are inserted in the slots with wedges 

of insulation.    Slot  insulating and coil inserting can bo done separately but  it 

is best to use i special  stator winding-inserting machine to perform tho combined 

operation unless the production soriality  is quite small.    The assembled stator 

is then dipped in varnish under vacuum impregnation and baked in an electric oven. 

There may be multiple dips and bakes for greater reliability. 

(c)    Rotor assembly-    Tho rotor laminations are stamped out in the  same 

pro ss motion as tho  stator laainations using the  centre portion of strip which 

is removed in forming the stator.    The rotor-core stack is built up in a manner 

similar to that used for the stater-core stack.     In small motors the  lamination 

is of one pieoe;    in larger motors,  each lamination Ì3 made up of several  seg- 

ments which are fitted together. 

Copper, brass or aluminium bars are used as the rotor conductors and are short- 

circuited by end rings.     The bar3 are welded,  brazed or bolted to the rings, 

although some manufacturers die-cast aluminium alloy bars integrally with the end 

rings as a single part.     It  ics not necessary that these bars be insulated from 

tho laminations.     Cooling fans are either separately attached or integrally cast 

with the rotor.    In small squirrel-cage rotors,  the bars,  end rings and cooling 

fans are of aluminium cast in one piece rather than being welded together. 

The rotor-core stack keyed to the shaft, together with tho rotor bars,   end rings 

and cooling fans,   constitute a rotor assembly.     This entire assembly must   be 

tested for rotational balance before it can bo assembled into tho completed motor. 

The shaft can be machined  from bar stock or made by centreless grinding. 

276.    Product decomposition.     It has proved nearly impossible to obtain  satis- 

factory product-deoomposition data from either published or commercial  sources. 

It was necessary to canvass sources in manufacturing,  and oven here tho volume 

of reliable data has boon relatively small   considering the number of inquiries 
89 

made by letter or telephone. 

277«    The decomposition data that h¿ive been collected consist mostly of weight 

measurements of motor components.    Those data,   which are a samplo from the 10 hp 

to"3000 hp range,  are displayod in Table IV-6. 
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278.    Individual components are typically not equivalent to the outputs of single 

resource oie-monts.     The definition of a component as distinguished from, the output 

of a single resource element depends on how resource elements are defined (and 

vice versa).    For  instanco, the stator coro  could be considered as the output  of 

a single resource  element if it were reasonable to envisage one whose task was 

to produce pro-wound stator coros.    The stator core consists of laminations  and 

coils,  so that,  as  shown in Table IV-6,  two critical processes arc used to pro- 

duce the total assembly:     (l)    die-stamping and (2) winding.     Prima facie,  it 

is illogical to combine then inte a Stator-Core Resource Element.     Of course,  tiiir 

decision cannot be made without  consideration of other products which might  con- 

ceivably use  both  of these processes.     So  instead of treating the  stator coro as 

an integral,   indivisible component,   it must be decomposed into laminations and 

coils.     Conversely,   only in a universe of relatively simple products can resource 

elements be defined independently of product decomposition.    At  least a rough 

decomposition of the moro complex products will have to be made in order to ensure 

that no critical processes romain hidden. 

279«     Electric-motor decomposition has highlighted some other problems  (already 

discussed in the theoretical sections of this chapter)  in relating decomposition 

data to resource-elements, namely:     (l)  the  definition of material-flow require- 

ments and (2)  the  definition of stock requirements in terms  of machine  capacity 

used in the manufacture  of a product.     Product  decomposition data by material   and 
90 weight  can answer most  questions under the  first  of those headings      but not   under 

the second one unless,   for given material composition,  process requirements can 

bo completely specified by means of a one-to-one relation to weight,  and unless 

any other part parameters aro either a function of weight  or are not  significant 

to the process.    In the  simplest  case,  where a process is specialized to the  pro- 

duction of a certain part of given size and shape,  the wcight-to-process require- 

ment relation is unambiguously one-to-one.     In the general case,  however,  a procos 

(a machine or related group of machines) not  only produees a whole range of sizes 

of a given part but may also produce several different parts.     In this case the 

sufficiency of part-weight as a measure of process requirements must bo examined 

critically.     It  is moreover questionable whether any single parameter will suffice 

to measure process  requirements. 

28O. Figure IV-3 shows finished weights of motor parts as a function of horse- 

power rating. Proni this information mat erial-input coefficients can bo readily 

derived if an adjustment factor is appliod for wastage of material in process. 



Tima* IV-3 

Finlrtwd wight« of motor parte a» a function of motor horsepower 
for open drip-proof polyphasé induction motor« run at 1800 rev/mi'n 
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It ìB possible to estimate the adjustment faotor in many cases by comparing 

part dimensions with standard metal stock sizes. This procedure has been illus- 

trated for the motor shaft. 91 

281. Machining the shaft is a process of raotal removal (cutting chips of metal 

from rough stock).  If, following the University of North Carolina (UNC) study?2 

weight of chips-removed is usod as a measure of machining requirements, the ad- 

justment factor, when multiplied by finished weight of shaft, will serve to 

measure process as well as metal-usage. For the other processes used to produce 

motor parts, such as casting the frame, no metal-usage coefficients were estimate 

to compare with those in the UNC study. Manufacturers were reluctant to supply 

data from which estimates of material lost in process could bo made. 

282. Weight and material composition may not be the only part-parameters that 

are critical for the processes used to produce a component0  Fortunately, in the 

case of motors, these parameters are reasonably close measures of the process 

requirements of most motor parts. For example, a set of casting resource elements 
93 

has been defined.   The process used to produce motor housings in the 10 hp to 

I5OO hp range is primarily iron casting. The output of the UNC casting resource 

elements is given in terms of tons of castings (of given size and complexity 

class). Therefore, the part-weight of the frame servos as a measure of both the 

metal and the process requirements for its manufacture. The case of stator and 

rotor core (steel-alloy) laminations is somewhat less satisfactory. These lamin- 

ations can bo punched out together in a Binglo stroke, just as a washer and its 

hole can be out in one motion. The weights of the laminations have been combined 

and their total plotted as a function of horsepower.  The total weight of lamin- 

ations is however a rather ambiguous measure of the process used to stamp lamin- 

ations. The number and diameter of laminations per motor should be specified, 

since the capacity of a punch press is measured by the number of stampings of 

a certain size and thickness per hour. Weight is only equivalent to "number of 

stampings" if a punch-press is used to produce a single size and gauge of 

stamping, since in this case weight is proportional to the number A'  stampings. 

If a punch press is capable of producing several different sizes and shares of 

stampings, thon weight of stampings is not an indication of the degree to which 

press capacity is used.  In the UNC study, this problem is handled by estimating 

capacity (process) usage coefficients for a typical component or semi-fabricate 

and thon calculating correction factors to adjust for variations in component 

siBe or complexity.  If the variation from the definition of typical product 

bocomos too largo, then the component in question must bo manufactured by a 
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different process, tnat is, a different-resource elementi- In the case of lamin- 

ations, for a-glven-gstoge-of atool alloy, it would be necessary to specify one 

jthor parameter (diameter) in ordor to determine the number of core laminations 

from core weight. 

?."•'}. What parameters are required in order to doscribe the ceil winding process? 

l'ho stator winding is produced on a winding machine, and the number of hours it 

takes to produco a winding on auch a machine -s dependent m  the wire gav ;e and 

the number of coils in the winding.  Weight of copper in the winding is thus in- 

sufficient to determine the time necdai to produce it, since weight is roughly 

proportional to the product o*  ^.ro-gaugc (pour.-: ' por foot) and the number of coils. 

A,;ain, in addition to weight, another parameter must be known.. 

/M.     The above discussion indicates some of the problems involvod in deriving 

haractoristic input requirements fror, part-decomposition data in the case of 

olectric motors. Part or component weight is only one of the critical para- 

motors, but it is one which, while necessary in every ca^e to permit the computation 

if material inputs, nay, in many cases, be insufficient or even irrelevant in the 

specification of process requirements.  The resource-element approach as developed 

:?o far is based on the assumption tnat a single parameter can be used as a measure 

>f process usage.  The viability of this assuir.pti on hinges on the degree of spec- 

's'] ization of process to part, as seen m the case of stampings.  To the extent 

that resource elements are of a moro general-purpose nature rather than of a 

specialized one, it will of-con be necessary to measure mora Than one part para- 

! tor in ordor to ostinate correctly the process requirements of producing tho 

:--!.rt, or at least to provide a reasonable correction factor for tho estimate 

asod on part-weight alone,  In tho cour::- <••?  further work on product decomposition, 

•i will be desirable to re-examine machine-tools and manufacturing procosres in 

s-'dor to determine which parameters should be measured in addition to, or instead 

>r, part-weight. Much of this information can probably bo obtained at little' c03t 

'rom the manufacturers of machines wh.i.ch produce metal end-products, especially 

smce manufacturers supplying this information would be describing the operating 

•haracteri3tics and requirements of their product rather than disclosing confidon- 

lial manufacturing information. This source of information has not yet been 

.'xploited. 

•ip. Machine requirements,  The ri^ht-hand column of Table IV-5 gives an indi- 

:-'tion of the types of machines used in motor production. A machine park capablo 

••»' producing IOC motors of fractional horsepower, 75 of 0.7r) or 1 hp, 40 of 5 hp 

r ?•} of 10 hp daily is shown in a United States International Cooperation 

y i 

1,1 
l!:î 
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Electric Motor Manufacturo; 

Tool and Equipment Requirements 14 

Item 
75-t°n press 
40-ton press 
20-ton press 
5-ton press 
Forming rolls 
Latho 
Drill-press 
Metal-shear 
Mica-undercutting machina 
Coil-taping machino 
Coil-spreader 
Arbor press 
Weighing-scale 
Spray-gun 
Vise 
Insulation-formor 
Air-compressor 
Screw machine 
Rotor -coil winder 
Stator-coil winder 
Winding head 
Powor hack-saw 
Gas welding kit 
Electric arc-welding machin« 
Spot-welding machine 
Powor buffer 
Power grinder 
Hand-truck 
Testing equipment 

a. Dynanomctar 
b. Stator-winding tester 
c. Growler 
d. Voltage testor 

Work-bench 
Spray-booth 
Baking-oven 
Varnish vat 
Cleaning vat 
Dust-collector system 
Parts bin 
Expendable tools 
Hard-tools 
Motor-truck 
Conveyor section 
Overhead conveyance system 
Armature extractor 

Offico equipment 
Desk and chair (sot) 
Piling cabinet 
Drawing board 
Typewriter - • 
Adding machine 
General fixtures 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 

•3 •' 
3 
1 
2 
1 
3 
3 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
6 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
5 

2 
1 
1 
1 

(as required custom) 
1 
1 (oustorni 
2 (custonii 
4 I custom; 

(custom) 
'as required) 
.as required) 
kas required) 

1 
300 feet (estimate) 

(custom) 
1 

4 
10 
2 
2 
1 

allowable 
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94 
administration (ICA) source,  and reproduood here as Tabic 17-7. The important 

question, which cannot be answered at this time, is how this machine-park 

changos, that is, what additions and substitutions are made as motor manufacture 

shifts to larger sizes or higher seriality. 

236 „ The machine-park given in this ICA source is contingent upon the following 

three assumptions: (a) the plant is operated on a one-shift basis, (b) only 

skilled labour is employed and (c) casting or forming of the frame, ond-shiolds 

•and baso is subcontracted. 

287. The cluster of machines shown in Table IV-7 cannot be considered as 

"motor resource clement" for two reasons: (a) the considerations givon imply 

that the machine park must change significantly in order to manufacture much 

larger motors, and (b) the resource element, as constituted, contains two pro- 

cesses (stamping and machining) which are input to many products besides motors. 

Those processes should be defined as separate resource elements, sinco variation 

in the definition or requirements of those tasks due to changes in size of part 

or soriality are liable to effect significantly the composition of the machine 

park.  If casting and machining are excluded from the motor shop, we are left 

with a core of processes peculiar to the production of electric motors and which 

cluster about the resources of winding (the stator), stamping (the rotor and 

stator core) and assembly (the rotor and the motor no  a whole). 

288. Flow requirements. Figure IV-3 above gives approximations of the weights 

of metals needed per motor component for a range of horsepower sizes. Lacking 

estimates of the proportion of metal lost in process, this is as close as one 

can come to coefficients of direct primary materials used to produco motor 

components. 

289. Estimates of indirect materials and direct and indirect labour requirements 

for the manufacture of motors rated at 10 hp or loss can bo found in the afore- 

mentioned source and have boon reproduced as Table IV-8.   Those estimates are 

consistent with the nauhino-park .and production soriality assumed by the same 

source.  Unfortunately, the indirect material requirements arc given as aggregate 

30-day stocks and cannot be manipulated to yield the indirect material flow re- 

quired per motor.  The labour requirements are associated with production flows 

distinguished according to labour specialization, which in this case happens to 

correspond closely to type of process, as this table shows. Thus, this portion 

of the data, after 3orne re-working, could be used as the basis for labour-flow 

coefficients of a "motor resourco element". Suoh coefficients would bo limited 

t Î 

il . 
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***** *•*«»* 
Superintendent 

Tool «ita dl« maker 

Kaohine operator» 
a. 
b. 

ekilled 
e«ml-»killed 

Winder« 
a. 
b. 
o. 

•killed 
••ni-Kkilled 
beginnen 

Plniahers 
a. painter* 
b. oven operator 

final aaeembler» 
a. »killed 
b. «emi-ekilled 
o.       beginner* 

Welder« and braserà 
a. skilled 
b. naohine operator (apot-tealó**) 

Ina peo tora 
a. «killed 
b. eerai-akilled 
o.      beginner* 

Material handler* 
a. group leader (expeditor) 
b. a**l»tant» 

¡MiA"?0* 1ahmir 

Shipping and reoeiving olerk 

Peaking and packaging olerk« 

Truok driver 

Janitor 

Plant engineer 

tff*9t wnoiw«l 
Book-keeper 

Secretary 

File olerk and general 

Offloa boy 

flTir rimirami94 

Approximate labour hour« required for the production »f 
the indloated number of unit« per day of «»10» of the 
following horaepower rating« 

1/6(100) 1/4(100) 3/4(75)     1.0(75)     5(40)       10(25) 

8 8 8 8 8 8 
8 8 8 16 24 32 

16 16 24 40 40 48 
16 16 16 24 32 32 

24 24 40 72 96 120 
8 16 32 56 80 90 
8 8 16 16 24 40 

8 a 8 8 16 24 
8 8 8 8 16 24 

16 16 16 24 32 40 
8 8 8 16 24 32 
8 8 8 8 8 16 

8 8 8 24 32 46 
8 8 8 8 8 r. 

8 8 16 16 32 40 
8 8 8 16 15 24 
8 8 8 8 8 8 

8 8 8 8 8 8 
8 8 8 24 32 32 

1 8 8 16 16 32 
8 8 8 16 24 32 
8 8 8 8 •   8 8 

• 8 8 8 8 8 
8 8 8 8 8 8 

8 8 8 a 8 8 
8 8 8 8 8 8 
8 8 8 8 8 8 

8 8 8 8 8 8 
8 8 8 8 8 8 
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by tho fact that it is impossible to tell to what degree, if at all, they would 

romain valid beyond the specified horsepower range. . It is interesting to note 

that the machine-park defined in Table IV-7 is sufficient to manufacture the 

full range of l/6 to 10 horsepower ratings, and the only effect of shifting from 

>ne manufacture of one size to a different one is to alter tho seriality of 

production.  It is evident that at some point in the process of moving beyond 

this range to the manufacture of Inrger-sizcd motors, not only a quantitative but 

-• qualitative change in the type of equipment or processes used will become 

necessary.  Lacking further information, this type of shift is only denoted in 

: rough fashion by the alternative production activities for some motor compon- 

ents shovm in Table IV-6. The 3000 hp motor, especially, is shown to roquire a 

, nlitatively different mode of manufacture from any of the smaller sizos, since 

" ny of tho components arc fabricated by welding., 

11'•  The ¡.¿Toots of te'jiinolo.ncal advance and engineering design on electric 

>t.or manufacturing r-guirenuritu 

(p-ì  Chan'-:)ü l;1 ••t)l'il •^i.Jit,  Standards for motors have existed for decades, 

.t advances m t .T-lir.oi ,(>y -orvUrmo tc change the construction and production of 

Mn;se ubiquitous deviens.  Sleetric motors are an excellent example of how 

a-ìterial input coefficients can change caused by technological improvements. The 

Pliability of newer materials (primarily insulation materials that can withstand 

i-'igher temperatures) have made it possible to decrease the amounts of materials 

required to produce a motor of a given horsepower rating.  This is shown in 

l-'i guio IV-4 as a function of tho decreasing total weight of motor. Motors wero 
95 

re-rat od  by the National Electrical Manufacturer? AsFociatien (N5MA) in 1953 

rid again in I964.  The frame assi.cimonts for open, 40-cyclos polyphase induction 

outers  riin at I.8OO ruv/min wore chañad as shovm in Tallo TV-9 and Pig. IV-4. 

Insulating materials constitute but a minisculo proportion of total motor weight 

determine the temperature at which a motor can bo operated and hence how 
1 • >mpaotly it can bo built;  therefore improvements in insulation efficiency have 

'ed to considerable reductions in the weight of tho motor-housing, laminated 

eros, conductors and some decrease in the length of shaft for e given horse- 

power rating.  In recent years, aluminium has been substituted for both steel or 

iron (in tho housing) and copper (for rotor conductors).  What is the significance 

of these observed technological changes for countries hoping to develop motor- 

oanufacturing capacity, especially for export? Technological improvements arise 

oontinuously, but (at least in the case of motors and in the Unitod States) they 

only appear in production discontinuously, after a considerable time-lag. 

1: ! 

.1 i 

•••I 

!" 
1, 

i' 
[ 

V 
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(1) 

Table IV-9 

Welaht-horeepower relatlonahips in different time perioda 

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Prior to 1953 

Horsepower 
rating at NMA 
I8OO rev/ Frame 

min size 

1 203 

1 1/2 204 

2 224 

3 225 

5 254 

7 1/2 '284 

10 324 

15 326 

Weight 
(lb) 

75 

85 

95 

110 

150 

I85 

245 

270 

1953 to 1964 

NMA 
Frame 
size 

182 

184 

184 

213 

215 

254U- 

256U 

284U 

(7) 

1964 to present 

Weight 
(lb) 

NMA 
Frame 
size 

Weight 
(lb) 

48 143T 33 

57 145T 38 

57 145T 38 

97 182T 49 

105 184T 60 

157 213T 93 

190 215T 98 

255 -254T 157 

Sources;    (a) 

(b) 

The weights  listed in the columns  (3)  and  ('j)  are from 
Charles C.   Libby, Motor Selection and Application, 
McGraw-Hill,  New York,  i960,  Table 4-1P,  page 178. 

The weights listed in column (7)  are  from General 
Electric Co.  Catalog N0.HEKO32I,  page 107  (July 6, I964) 

*   • • ',, t \ * 
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Titear* IY-4 

OjtrtV-lwrftPOWW ralationahipa for KBtA atandard aotor. ia 
alffarant tiaa parioda (ra-rating due to changing Uohnolcwnr) 

!• 

Bortcpower at 1800 rav/ain 

Souroa;    tabla IV-9 

IT 
!• 
,;. 
ÌÌ 1 

lf<i 
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Figure IV-4 shows that major improvements in motors have boon atatndardizod 

at intervale of about 10 to Yj yoars.    Therefore it would be advantageous for a 

developing: oountry to enter the raarkot  just after a tochnological improvement, 

auoh as a re-rating had manifested itself in order to avoid the disadvantage of 

producing with considerable plant  capacity tied to obsolete processes. 

(b) Component changes: the shaft. The previous section showod changes in 

the total woights of motors caused by advances in technology, A similar analysu: 

can be made for the individual parts that comprise the motor. As an example, 

oonsidor tho 5-hp motors shown in Table rV-9 above. The diameters of tho sha ftp. 

of these motors (not shown in table) are unchanged because tho load requirements 

(5-hp at 1800 rev/nin) remain tho samo. Only tho length of shaft decreases with 

changing technology.     Tho weight  of the  shaft therefore varies only with its 

approximate length.     Prior to 195} the over-all length was 20-1/8 inchssi    Prom 
98 

I953 to 1964 the length wa3 17 inches,       resulting in a saving of 15 per cent  m 

the weight  of the shaft.    After I964 the  length was 13-3/4 inches,       resulting in 

a further saving of 19 per cent  in the weight  of the  shaft.     Translating these 

percentages into woights,   the figures become 14 lb prior to 1953,  12 lb between 

I953 and 1964 and 10 lb after I964.    The significance of these changes for pro- 

duction requirements  is discussed below. 

(c) Chips removed in machining the motor shaft.     It is necessary to know 

tho amount  of chips removed in order to estimate tho direct material  input,  the 

machine hours and the labour time  for producing the  shaft.    The following method 

shows how it  is possible to estimate the amount  of stool bar stock that is re- 

moved in machining tho motor shaft. 

Industry standards and manufacturers' catalogues give the length of the shaft 

and also the diameter of that portion of the shaft which extends beyond the 

housing.    These data are insufficient for the present purpose since the shaft 

diameter is larger at the bearings and also where tho rotor-core stack of 

laminations is koyed to the shaft.        (in the   interest of simplicity,  only the- 

core stack will be considered,)    It is necessary to estimate tho diameter at 

the core and tho stack length.    The dimensions  of a rotor lamination were taken 

from Libby. Tho shaft diamotor at the stack was  1-3/4 inches and the stack 

diameter was 6-I/2 inches.     Using a rule  of thumb that tho stack length equals 

the stack diameter,102 the  stack length is 6-1/2 inches.    The diameter beyond 
1C 

tho housing is given as 1-l/S inches,  while the  over-all length is  20-1/8 inches. 

The bar stock before machining has to be  at least 1-3/4 inches in diameter by 

2O-I/8 inches long. 
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jy rcferonoa to tho geometry of tho shaft,  it is roadily determinad that  the 

original bar stock must havo weighed at  least two thirds more than tho  finishud 

¡nnft.    Tho exact  amount  of additional weight depends on the small amount  lost 

i:. nutting tho work-piece  from stock lengths  and the amount  lost  in machining 

•fio  rough finish  of the bar stock.     This  latxor losa depends on how close tho 

r stock diameter is  to tae maximum shaft  diameter.     The availability  of a largo 

••.-.Rortment of stock diameters will decrease the los-   on machining but will  in- 

reaso the cost  of inventory,    /in economic balance must be struck between the 

, increasing and deoroasin.: costs. 

n°    Sources of decomposition data and data collection methods.    Tho data were 

••Hooted in three ways:     (l) by telephone conferences with experts,  (2)  by 

r, course to catalogues-  and documents and   (3)  by inspection of end-products. 

V„     Tho first  step was to contact  the  irduatry trade association in the olec- 

;rical-goods branch to determine whether published data were available.     NMA, 

m fortunately,  had only  commercial,  not  technical,   data -and oven these were 

•^published.    NEMA therefore referred the authors to individual manufacturing 

•ompanies who,  hopefully,  would co-operate in the search for data. 

J!.     The second stop was to conduct  a library search principally at Tho 

ngineering Societies  Library in New York,  N.Y.,   to determine if there wore 

u;/   published data unknown to NEMA.     This study was  conducted because  it   seemed 

Morodible that  there  should be no published decomposition data on so important 

brandi of the mctalworking industry.     The results  of the librar;'  search were 

•¡^appointing and  confirmed the  lack of such published data.    There was  some 

u-of-date information  on fractional-horsepower motors and also some useful 

::i format ion on manufacturing processa.     A listing of material required  for an 

it-of-date fractional-horsepower motor is givon in Table IV-Ì0.     This has 

' ;on done  in order to  indicate precisely what  data are required so that  data 

¡:irevealed by this  search might be brought to light. 

<"i'U    The third stop was to contact the  individual manufacturing companies and 

licit  their co-operation.    Catalogues were  easily obtained by telephone request 

•  the local   sales  representatives.     These catalogues give total weights,   prices, 

photographs and descriptions of manufacturing processes and materials used. 

:! rwovor,  they do int   give part weights  for decompositions.     Sales representatives 

• •re willing to estimate part weight,   but their estimates were limited  to an in- 

sufficient number  of parts and were very inaccurate.     For example,   one  3ales- 

ui estimated the weight  of tho shaft  of a 100-hp motor as 1 per cent  of total 

U 

V. 
1 s  , 

$ 

•ight, while another estimated it as I5 per cent. 
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Table IV-10 

WlWHS fef if^entpfor 
g 1/6 HP induction motor 

^^^zend covers (aluminium) 
1 outer casing (aluminium) 
2 bearings (gun metal) 
2 lubricator rin^s (brass) 
2 lubricator covers (aluminium) 
2 rotor spiders  (aluminium) 
2 rotor short-circuiting rings  (copper) 

8 dozen stator stampings,  as specified 
8 dozen rotor stampings,  as specified 

Stalloy 

yire and insulating material; 
1 1/4 lb ¡To.   ?5 S.W.Cr,   copper wire,  enamelled and single 

cotton-covered 
1/2 lb No.   32 S.W.G.   copper wire, double cotton-covered 
6 ft. No.  8 S.W.G.  copper wire,  bare 
1 sheet 10 mils  (O.OIO  in.) leatheroid,  10  in. x 9 in« 
1 sheet vulcanized fibre,  32 mils (0.032 in.) thiok, 

size 6x3 in o 
6 yards cotton tape,  I/2 in,  wide 
2 yards 5-erop flex 
2 in. ebonite rod,  1  in.  diameter 

^Mkffiftallic material: 
1 foot 9/16-in.   round bright mild steel 
1 foot l/d-in.   round bright mild steel 
3 inches 1/16 in,   brass pin wire 
1/2 inch 3/16 in„   round bright mild steel 
2 mild steel nuts, tapped 1/2-in.,  26 thread« per tnoh 
3 mild steel bolts,  1/4-in, diameter,  3 3/4 in. long under head 
3 l/4-in.   Whiteworth nuts for the above 
2 7/l6-in.   steel  washers 
2 3/32 x 1  1/4 in.   split-pins 
Small quantity of tinman's solder, Chatterton's compound« 

oil-resisting varnish for windings, and paint for motor 
metalwork 

Molloy, Edward, ed., Praotioal Design of Small Motors and 
Transformers. Cheaioal Publishing Co. Inc., New York, 1940, 
page 106. 

k 
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295.    Lottere were therofore sent to persona at the factorías who,  according to 

the salesman,  could supply decomposition and other data.   A data-collection work 

i-,heet in tabular form (see Appendix Table IV-2) was includod to increase 

uniformity" and""compliance with' the requests.    These" lo'ïters elicited generally 

negativo replies to the effect that the data wore either proprietary or that 

'.hoir collection would be very difficult and would bo an imposition on busy 

production inert.    However,   the data are  in fact not proprietary that degree since 

inyone who wishes can purchase a motor,   take it  apart  and weigh the    part. 

When this was  pointed   out to one  electrical manufacturer,   it  found  it easier 

(,-md probably cheaper) to present  to the project a small motor as a gift rather 

than to supply the part weights.    Nevertheless,   it  is true that manufacturers 

have difficulty  in collecting data,   since only the person responsible for a long- 

' ories production run is interested  in estimating part weights.    The degree of 

ntimating accuracy required depends on inventory levels of materials out of 

which the parts are made,  and as long as  inventory levels are adequate, there is 

;K> need to know the part weights. 

?>)6.    Even though part-weights data are not readily available at the factory, 

a visit there  is worth-while because production men, unlike salesmen,  can make 

reliable estimates.     However,  factory visits were generally not made,  since they 

ire expensive and require travel.    The telephone was used as a less expensive 

alternative oven though a groat many calls had to be made in order to get 

concrete information  in place of estimates of but limited reliability.    Many 

calls were needed bucause many manufacturers did not co-operate.    However,  a 

few individuals were willing to be helpful,  and part weights by individual motor 

horsepower rating could thus be assembled. 

Transformers 

2V7.    Product   list.    A product list (Table IV-ll) for transformers has been 

constructed from Unitod States Department of Commerce  (USDC)  statistics in 

exactly the  saino way  that a product  list' was constructed lor motors.   (See section 1 

(g) of this chapter.)-    It  is a list-of about  200 products of the  branch that is 

grouped according to   the USDC classification categoric and  whicn comprises at 

least 80 per cunt  of the United States  transformer market.     Identification of 

significant  individual proouct items under the USDC  catu^orv-h.-.adingf; was 

accomplished by reference to the product-catalogs of several  United  States 

electrical manufacturers.    Each transformer is distinguished  by a kiiovolt- 

unpore designation which is a widely used reference unit in th^ industry,       and 

also by the primary and secondary voltages. 

>i 

f 

Î. 

. 
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Table IV-ll 

Transformer Product List 

Control, signalling, doorbell and toy transformers, control transformers 
single-phase enclosed 

m rating 

O.25 
O.5O 
0.75 
1.00 
I.50 
2.00 
3.00 

O.50 

0.75 

1.00 

I.50 

2.00 

O.5O 
0.075 
0.100 
0.150 

O.O25 
O.O5O 
0.075 
0.100 
O.I5O 
0.200 

Primary 

I2O/240 
I20/24O 
120/240 
240/48O 

600 

24O 

24O 

240 

24O 

24O 

600 
600 
600 
600 

Voltago 

Slaglt-pñaso. nonenclosed 

115 
230 
460 
460 
460 
460 

Secondary 

12, 32, 120 
32 
32 

120/240 

I20/24O 

120 automobile 
transformers 

120 automobile 
transformers 

120 automobile 
transformers 

120 automobile 
transformers 

120 automobile 
transformers 

I20/24O no taps 
I20/24O no taps 
I20/24O no taps 
I20/24O no taps 

24 
115 
115,230 
115,230 
115,290 
115,230 

General-purpose transformers (dry typo) loss than 600 v., 
single phase 
 B ^~Z Voltage 

3 
5 
7.5 

10.0 
15.0 
25.0 
37.5 
30.0 
75.0 

100.0 
167 

Prim; •H. 

240/480 
240/480 
240/480 
240/480 
240/480 
240/480 
240/480 
240/480 
240/480 
240/480 

Secondary 

I20/24O 
I20/24O 
I20/24O 
I20/24O 
I20/24O 
I20/24O 
I20/24O 
I20/24O 
I20/24O 
I20/24O 
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Table IV- -11 (continued) 

leas than 600 v 

yolt.age 

» &L&&M Primary Secondary 

3 •48O Y^f 208 Y/120 
6 48O Y 208 Y/120 
9 48O Y 208 Y/120 

15 48O Y 208 Y/120 •4 
30 48O Y 208 Y/120 .' 

45 48O Y 208 Y/120 
75 480 Y 208 Y/120 i ' 

112.5 48O Y 208 Y/120 í 
150 480 Y 208 Y/120 il '' 

225 4Ô0 T 208 Y/120 
300 46O Y 208 Y/120 i 

500 48O Y 208 Y/120 ': * 

Lifting transformers 
street distribution Voltage 

Kilowatts Primary                             Secondary 

2400                                   2160 6.6 A 

f 

10 i; 
15 24OC 2160 20    A Î 

20 7200 6480 6.6 A •**. 

25 7200 648O 6.6 A ii ; 
30 7200  648Q 6.6 A 

:!; 

Watts Mercury-vasour pallaste 
i| 

400 Single-lamp High reactance and regulated output J 
250 Single-lama High reactance 

\: 175 Single-lamp High re ao tane e 
425 Single-lamp Reactor-type 11 
700 Single-lamp Reactor-type 
700 S ingle-lamp High-reactauoe î i 

1000 Single-lamp Reactor-type lì 
1000 Single-lamp High-reactance ? I 

1000 Single-lamp Regulated output hi 

400 Two-lamp ~ li 
425 Two-lamp r 

/otd.• • «• 

• î! 

Ì. ' . 
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Table IV-11 C< îontinued) 

Power and distribution traías formers 

Less than or ecjual to 15 kVA,    and • 
less than or equal to 15 kVA 

ìSà 
Voltaic 

Primary Secondar:/ 

3 24OO/4I6O 120/240 Single- •phase,  dry-type 

5 24OC/416O I20/24O Single- •phase,  dry-type 
IO 2400/4160 I20/24O Single- •phase,  dry-type 

15 24OO/4I6O I20/24O Siri£jle- •phase,  dry-type 

9 24OO/4I6O I20/24O 3-phasc- 5, dry-type 

15 24OO/416O 120/240 3-phasf 3, dry-type 

25 24OO/4I6O I20/24O Single- -phase,  dry-type 

37-5 24OO/4I6O I20/24O Single- •phase,   dry-type 
50 24OO/4I6O I20/24O Sin^le- -phase,  dry-type 
30 24OO/416O I20/24O 3-phase 5, dry-type 

45 24OO/4I6O I20/24O 3-phase ), dry-type 

75 24OO/416O "     I20/24O Single- -phase,  dry-type 
100 24OO/4I6O I20/24O SittßlG- •phase,. dry-type 
167. 24OO/4I6O I20/24O Single- -phase,   dry-type 

75 24OO/4I6O I20/24O 3-phase r, dry-type 

112.5 24OO/4I6O I20/24O 3-phase î, dry-type 
150 24OO/4I6O I20/24O 3-phase ;, dry-type 

from 169 to 500 kVA inclusive, single-phase, dry  type 

250 24OO/416O Y I20/24O 
250 24OO/416O Y 240/48O 
250 72OO/1247O Y I2O/24O • 
250 72OO/1247O Y 240/480 
250 72OO/1247O Y 24OO/48OO 
333 48OO/332O Y I20/24O 
333 ^Où/3320 Y 240/48O 
333 7260/132OO Y I20/24O 
333 7260/132OO Y 240/48O 
333 72OO/1247O Y 24OO/48OO 
333 72OO/1247O Y 2520/5O4O 
333 13200 I20/24O 
333 13200 240/48O 
333 13200 24OO/48OO 
333 13200 2520/524O 
333 22900 240/48O 
333 22900 24OO/48OO 
333 22900 69OO/72OO 
333 34400 24O/48O \ 

333 34400 24OO/48OO 
333 344OO 69OO/72OO 
333 438OO 2.4OO/48OO 

333 43800 69OO/72OO 
/otd, • • • • 
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Table IV-11  (continued) 

Power and distribution  ¡.rmoT-r-iora  (continued) 

From 169 tJ 'jQO kV;, i,i-;l;.;;v -, 1 :¡ -t_ -h'i:;o, dry type (continued) 

kVA 

333 
333 
333 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 

225 
225 
225 
225 
225 
225 
225 

225 

225 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 

Primary uocndary 

670OO 24OO,   4300, 2^20, 504O 
67OOO 24O/48O 
67000 69OO,  7200 
2400x4300 I2O/24O 
2400x4800 2.40/48O 
7260x13200 Y I20/24O 
7260x13200 Y 24O/48O 
72OO/1247O Y 24OO/43OO 
72OO/1247O Y 252O,  5O4O 
13200 I2O/24O 
13200 2.IO/48O 
13200 24OO,  48OO 
13200 2520,  524O 
229OO 240x480 
229OO 24OO,  48OO 
229OO 69OO,  7200 
34400 240x480 
34400 2400, 48OO 
344OO 69OO, 7200 
438OO 240x480 
43800 24OO,  4300 
438OO 72OO .  .... 

67OOO 240x480 
67OOO 24OO, .48OO Single-phase 
67OOO 69OO, 7200 Single-phase 

24OOA 240/48OA 3-phase 
416OY24OO 208Y/120Û 3-phase 
416OY 2-10x480 3-phase 
4160Ä 2O3Y1120 3-phase 
7200¿ 240x480û 3-phase 
12000A 240X480A 3-phase 

I274O Y/7200 
13200 Y/7620 

208Y/12O 3-phase 

I247OY or 
240X480A 3-phase 

I32OOY 
13200, 13Ö00 240x480 3-phase 
24OOA 240X480A 3-phase 
416OY24OO 208?/l20£ 3-phase 
4I6OY 240X430 3-phase 
416O& 208Y1120 3-phase 

48OOA 24OX480& 3-phase 
S32OY/48OO 208Y/120 3-phase 
832OY 240X430û 3-phase 
72OOA 240x48a 3-phase 

.( s 

h\ 

"i 

î 

If 

II 

/ctd. 

1 -rr.<î ¡3£zsias!smp.isi3&r? 
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Table IV-11 (continued). 

Power and distribution transformers (contimi«dì 

From 169 to 500 kVA inclusive,  single-phase,  dry type (continued) 

kVA Voltage 

Primary 

300 12000A 
300 12000A 
300 I274OY/72OO 

•I32OOY/762O 
300 13200 or 

I38OO 
300 138OO or 
500 208Y/12O 
500 2O8Y/12OA 
500 240x480 
500 2O8YLI2O 
500 240x480 A 
500 2O8Y/12O 
500 240x480 A 
500 240x480 A 
500 24OO A, 48OO A 
500 208Y/120 
500 240x480 A 
500 2400 A, 48OO A 
500 240x480 

1/ r - admittance 

Secondary 

240x480A 
2400  ,4800A 

208Y/12O 

2400A, 48OO A 

3-phase 
3-phase 

3-phase 

3-phase 

208Y/12O or 
24OO A 
4I6OY24OO 
4I6OY 
4I6OY 
48OO A 
832OY/48OO 
832OY 
7200A 

12000 A 
12000 A 
I32OOY/762O 
I32OOY 
13200 

240x480 3-phaee 
3-phase 
3/phase 
3-phase 
3-phase 
3-phase 
3-phase 
3-phase 
3-phase 
3-phase 
3-phase 
3-phase 
3-phase 
3-phase 
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^8.      Parts and processes.    A transformer,  from the mechanical point of view,  is 

a relatively simple device consisting basically of a laminated magnetic core and 

, current-carrying coil.     The coil usually surrounds the  core (core-type) but 

¡ico,   the core may surround the  coil  (shell-type),     Th,   basic unit  of core and coil 

;    usually mounted  on a supporting form and   enclosed by  a housing or container. 

r'ir higher power-rated units,   the container will be filled with oil  to facilitate 

• halation and cooling of the transformer parts.    Oil  insulation  is  .advantageous 

* >r use in high-power units for two reasons:     (a)  oil circulates   in convection 

rronts,   facilitating heat transfer from the coils,  and  (b)  its   insulating effect 

: : self-healing after coil  insulation breakdown, 

'>',       Only  a few basic  processes are used to produce transformers.     These processes 

uv  relatively unchanged  over most of the branch.     In sequential   order,  they are 

;.;   follows: 

(a) Transformer coils ire wound by a winding machine.     Fractional kilovolt- 

i:n pero-rat ed  transformer coils  can bo wound  several at a time on multiple winding 

a.chines with capacities as high as a dozen coils,  attended by a single operator, 

Lti a matter of 15 to 30 minutes.     Coils for transformers  rated larger than 2 kVA 

•mit be wound one  at a time.    The winding process which  can be used   is determined 

o.v the transformer rating,  as follows:105 Up to 0.3 kVA - multiple winding machine; 

),L -  2 kVA - cither single or multiple winding machine;   over 2 kVA -  single 

winding machine only, 

the coil   is wound,   insulation is  inserted between successive layers of wire. 

/. common typo of insulation usud for this purpose  is a glass-composition sheet 

•vith an asbestos base.     Asbestos  or fibreglass spacers  -.re also inserted between 

layers at  intervals  to dissipate heat. 

(b) After winding,   the coil is dried  in an ulectric oven to ensura that no 

"¡oisture will be trapped   in the  coil by the next  process   (dipping). 

(c) The coil  is then immersed  in a vat of varnish until it has been thoroughly 

impregnated with it.    The varnish coating has spucial heat-resistant and electrical 

characteristics. 

(d) The varnish is allowed to drip dry,  and the coil then is re-baked until 
'h...- varnish  is cured. 

(e) The coil  is given a preliminary (turns-ratio)  test.    This  is necessary 
K-cause the voltage transformation depends on the ratio of the number of turns 

'f secondary to primary windings. 

.'{••• 

?.   ! 
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(f) The ooro is formed by stacking silioon-stool lamination« whioh have 

boon stampod out on a proas. 

(g) Tho components are assembled and finished. 

(h)    Final electrical tosta  arc given before storage  or shipping. 

300. Product décomposition.     Data on tho weights and material composition of 

transformer componont parts wore  obtained from manufacturers and consultants. 

301. TL^ weights of copper (windings)  and stool (coro)  A,*  a sampl« of various 

transformer sizes are given in Table IV-12.     These figures confirm the rule of 

thumb given by a transfomor-design consultant;    namely,   that weights ratios 

between the copper and 3teel used in a transformer are  (approximately):    4:1  for 

kVA ratings under 3 kVA,  3:1  for kVA ratings 3-60 kVA,  and 2:1 for kVA ratings 

over 60 kVA. 

302. The decomposition data of Tabic IV-12 are plotted in Figure  IV-5;    those 

graphs tend to confirm the rules  of thunb given above.     It  will be necessary to 

collect  data on transformer sizes Larger than 60 kVA in order to test the rule 

that a 2:1 steel-copper ratio continues to hold true  in the higher ranges. 

303. As noted earlier,  there has been a marked trend in transformer design and 

manufacture towards Substitution  of materials and reduction in unit weight.    More- 

over,  this trend is continuing,   so  that decomposition data will have to be revisad 

every  few years.     Decisive  improvements have arisen from the use  of better in- 

sulating materials which have boon developed through the  commercial research 

activities of the  largo chemical   companies or,  more recently,  as by-products  of 

military and space research.     Materials  such as paper and bakélite,  long used for 

coil-separation,  have been displaced by composite materials such as asbestos- 

fibreglass,  and these may bo displaced in turn by newer chemical composites.     Turn- 

to-turn insulation,  traditionally of enamel,  varnish or tho like,   is gradually 

being taken over by "solidablc polyurothenes",  which aro plastic compounds saturated 

with solid particles that improve heat conduction and reduce temperature expansion 

coefficients.    Some largo-sized transformers,  which were traditionally oil insulated, 

aro now being redesigned with dry  insulation by epoxy or polyuretheno plastics. 

The significant aspect of such developments fron the point  of view of costing is 

that improvements in insulation  allow large reductions in the weights of other 

materials used.    Insulation itself comprises only a small  portion of unit weight 

(loss than 10 per cent) but  an improvement  in insulation can lead to significant 

roductions in the weight of copper used. 
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^S,. kVA rating 

Component ^s. 
partG^V 

0.Ö02 0.01 0.1 O.1) 1.0 1.2 48 60 

Copper wiro 0.049 0. i 4 1 . 0 I.') 2.5 Ì.O 226 1080 

Coro   1-iminationß G.Ì46 0.7 s,? %b 12.0 14.0 679 2173 

Housing ; .o '•'! 

Insu L "it ion '- " >. 0 

Source:    Consultants and Ajnjc Transformer Co.,  Bronx,  N.Y. 
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Ì04.    As in motor design,  in transformers thore has boon somo substitution of 

-luninium for copper, mostly in the rango of heavy powo-r transformers.    The uso 

f nluminium conductors allows a considerable cost saving for equivalent electrical } 

-rfornanco.     This substitution,  however,  requires a completo redesign of tho unit, f 

.1  tho design change will not usually bo profitable  for a small  firm producing ! 
¡..   small  series. I 

.'.,.     Other material substitutions  have been made in lamination manufactura,  such 

the use  of nickel  or of alloys with high nickel content,   but  the high cost 

'•  these materials has thus  far restricted them to military applications. 

Resource  element requirements.     The question arises whether a separate 

transformer resource clement" should be defined,106    The distinctive process  in 

.- -isformer manufacture  is coil-winding«     This process  is peculiar  to transformers 

,,<   that it   is not used  to produce components for any other product.     Thus the 

-hui.; used to wind coils for electric motors cannot  be used to wind transformer 

ils.    Nevertheless,   it may be desirable  to construct  a general   coil-winding 

• • nource element  since all coils undergo tho anno subsidiary treatment  after 

aiding;    namely,  dipping (or insulating)  and baking;    moreover a common set of 

/ raneturs  (weight and number of coils)  can be used to characterize all coil- 

•ii'iding operations. 

1 7.     In order to define a coil-winding resource olemont,   it is necessary to have» 

) labour requirements per unit output (kilovolt aroporos); (b) a list of tho 

i • >ls and machines needed to produce the products .and (c) a measure of machine 

.opacity (that   is,  hours per kilovolt  .ampere). 

i'^.    Current  data cover only the first two of those.     Labour and equipment ro- 

¡uremjnts  for a small transformer plant have been found in a published source,107 

•id  are  reproduced directly in Tables  IV-13 and IV-I4. 

The  labour requirements are given according to skill categories including 

se needed to produce only windings.     A winding resource olemont would require 

lers,  an even operator,  a vat operator and an inspector.    The labour-hours for 

h jse skills,   shown under "Direct Labour" in Table IV-13 can be adopted  as labour 

- quireraents  for a coil-winding resource  element which produces coils for snallor- 

;i:/,ed transformers and motors. 

•10.    The machine requirements given in Table IV-14 arc illustrated in the original 

.'urce by a transformer shop layout   (Figure IV-6 below)  which is quite similar to 

:to shop layout  (Figure IV-7)  of a snail local manufacturer        of control and 

•;•>'} 
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& 
Table IV-13 

Latour R»gulr«aontB for Transforaor Manufacture 

Skill 

Direct labour 

Superintendent 
Winders 
Assemblers 
Painter 
Ovon operator 
Vat operator 
Testers 
Inspector 
Material handlers 

Indirect labour 

Shipping and receiving clerk 
Packing clerk 
Truck-drivor 
Janitor 
Plant engineer 
Design engineer 

Office personnel 

Bookkeeper 
Secretary 
Typist 
Pile clerk 
Office boy 

Approximate labour hours for production of 
the indicated number of units per day of 

the size transformers indicated 

Fractional kVA 1-10 kVA 

(100) 12) 

8 8 
8 40 
24 24 
a .8. ....... 
8 8 
8 8 
16 8 
16 8 
8 8 

8 8 
16 8 
8 • 

8 8 
8 8 
8 8 

8 8 
8 8 
« 8 
8 8 
8 8 

Source:    International Co-operation Administration, Technical Inquiry Service, 
Electric Motors and Transformors, February I960, pp.4?-42. 

' «u*•••' 
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Table IV-14 

Requirements of Toole and Equipment for Transfcaaer ifemufaoture^y 

Item 

Multiple-winding machino 
(10-12 windings) 
fractional 

Winding machines 
(for 1-10 kVA) 

Bake ovens 
Varnish vat 
Overhead conveyance system 
Conveyor section 

Spray booth 
Spray gun 
Hand-tools 
Electric arc welding machine 
Vacuum pump 
Hand-truck 
Oil-pump 
Motor-truck 
Scales 
Testing equipment 
Turns-ratio test equipment 
High-potential test equipment 
High-frequency test equipment 
Polarity test equipment 

Number required 

.custom, 

.custom] 
custom] 

kcustom) 
300-500 ft. 

5 
2 
3 
1 
1 

1 
1 
as required 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

f 

Source:    International Co-operation Administration, Technioal Inquiry Servio», 
Electric  Motors  and  Transformers,   February I960,  pp.44-4i>. 

a/ 
-/     Product  assortment  is  identical  with the one given in Table IV-13. 

M 
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Finura Tf-6 

Sanol» (à) «hop layout for transformer manufacture 
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Source ;  International Cooperation Administration, Technical Inquiry Service, 
Electric Motors and Transformers, February I960, page 52. 

Hate:   The plant coverB 10,000 square feet. 
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Piffye IY-7 
HlBfl* (B) «hop layout for transformer manufacture 
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Source: Factory visit, Ajax Transformer Co., Bronx, New York. 
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general-purpose transformers that was visitod. The only significant difference 

is that the ICA plant does not have a stamping facility to produco laminations 

and therefore purchases these parts. The local manufacturer , a producer of 

transformers rated at 1 kVA or higher, reported that he purchased laminations 

for transformers rated less than 10 kVA but produced his own for larger sizes. 

This practice is consistent with the ICA set-up. For purposes of resource element 

definition, however, it is not possible to include the stamping process in a coil- 

winding resource element. 

311. Transformer design. Some estimates of design cost have been obtained. Cost;, 

of design and quality control usually constitute about 5 P^r cent of the cost of 

a mass-producod transformer. It is feasible to carry out the redesign of an item 

if the estimated design cost is no more than 10 per cent of the estimated pro- 

duction cost of the item. This figure, supplied by a consultant, agrees with 

that of a small manufacturer who estimated the design of a custom transformer to 

be 8 to 10 per cent of its total cost. Generally, design- and quality-control 

costs of custom-made items of soriality less than 50 units can become as high 

as 15 por cent of total cost. 

312. The data search.  The data for the transformer branch came from three 

sources: (a) manufacturers; (b) a consultant and (c) a plant visit. About a 

dozen manufacturers, most of them within a radius of 15O miles of New York City, 

wore canvassed, primarily via telephone. As in the case of motors, only a small 

proportion of the telephone inquiries wore in any way fruitful.  The New York 

Public Library, the Engineering Societies Libre^ry and the libraries of the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology were checked for published data;  but in 

most cases the only material that could be found was either manufacturers' sales 

material (brochures, catalogues) or highly technical engineering design information 

Electrical distribution and control apparatus 

313. Product list. Au a starting point, the I963 United States Census of 

Manufactures data on the "Switchguar .and Switchboards" and "Industrial Controls" 

industries was considered th •  universe of the products composing the branch. For 

oach listing a dollar value is given, and from this it is possible to determino 

the percentage of value of a specific item based on the total value of the industry 

At the outset it was decided to aim for approximately 200 listed items for re- 

presenting the branch.  In I963, the Switchgoar and Switchboards and Industrial 

Controls industries had a reported value of shipments of $1.5 thousand million. 

Dividing this figure by 200, a cut-off figure was determined below which a category 
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f products would not be considorod. This figure is $7-5 million and represents 

•V; P^r cent of tho total industry valuo. In all, 10 categories wore thus 

1iminatcd from the I963 Census of Mrumfacturos listing leaving 42 categories 

• ) disaggregate into a list of 200 specific products.  Tho approximate numbor of 

eoifie products to be allocated to each census category was ascertained by 

•••loulating what percentage of tho whole a category represented .and then 

.•¡Ltiplying 200 by this percentage. For example, duct busways had a reported 

7-IMO  of shipments of «Hi million, which ia 2.1 per cent of the total industry 

• Luo and should thus be limited to 2.1 per cent of the 200 products, or approx- 

..v. t o ly four specific it oris,  In this way a provisional listing was initi«+«d, 

i/'u  A thorough examination of industrial catalogues quickly revealed that a 

• :;oful selection of typical products from a category can only be accomplished by 

; ,-rsons who have a working knowledge of the industry.  An attempt was made to 

;>proach large companies for assistance in verifying the coverage of tho pru- 

'i.ninary list and choosing typical products.  The results are encouraging but 

ve so far provided no more than a beginning. 

i';. At one of tho large companies, for example, contact was made with a special- 

ist, in switchgear. Although ho tried to bo helpful the amount of specific in- 

formation he supplied was meagre.  In the first place, ho found the concept of 

• Looting typical products from a product group difficult to handle, since his 

,\oic function is to recommend specific equipment for a specific task.  Ho fools 

tn-'t the switchgear industry is too specialized for an easy choice of typical 

roducts.  In tho second place, the area of his experience proved limited, and ho 

ejferrod to other sources for most of the categories discussed. Primarily, this 

ant a supply subsidiary. At this subsidiary, another contact was able to supply 

r information, but there were times when this secondary source did not have the 

•i':t\;ssary information available.  This may have been due to his lack of familiarity 

/•'it,h tho product group or to the fact that the product group cannot easily be 

" -;.resonted by a few typical products,  uaturial such as panclboards, distribution 

o tchboards and power switching equipment are reported to bo items that are made 

order and thus would not be easy to represent by typical products. 

'•„  In order to overcome this difficulty, other sources of data were investigated 

. interviewing trade association representatives. An interview with the executive 

oretary of the Spring Manufacture Institute (SMI) disclosed that this organization 

;•:• at this writing trying to gather data regarding tho metal content of each typo 

; spring, by metal typo and weight, and tho soriality (length of production run) 

ÀâéàT 
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of oach spring.    This interviow disclosod a résistance on tho part of manufacture 

to supply such information and rovoalod that tho trado association was attemptinr 

to counter this resistance by moans of a third-party arrangement.    Ad explained 

during the interview,  one party would have a lint of companies,  each with a number 

and another party would have  information sent to it by each company on the basis 

of its number.     If infornati on fron a given company were found missing,  the  first 

party would bo askod to roquost that company to send in tho desired information. 

Ify this procedure,   the SMI would obtain tho desired information and the .anonymit;/ 

of tho  companies would be protected.    The results of tho attempt of SMI to estnblu/ 

this system wore noJ; known when this report was written. 

317«    Another interviow was  conducted with an official of tho Copper Development 

Association,  which is primarily interested in publicizing .and promulgating tho us*. 

oí' copper.    The  figures ho  had on the use of copper,   aluminium and steel  were 

aggrogatc fiaros which were token from the 1963 United States Gonsus of Manufactur 

However,  the person interviewed expressed confidence that consultants could be 

found for assembling data on product decomposition. 

318. Conclusions concerning sources of data and data collection methods.     The 

results are encouraging but  not satisfactory,  primarily because there are big  japs 

and question-marks in tho preliminary long list   (Appendix Table IV-1) which has 

buon composed to date.    This branch,  owing to tho great variety of products,  will 

bo difficult to describe adequately by the approach 3u far used.    Undoubtedly, 

if enough poople are approached the results vili  improvo,  but this raises  +.he 

question of the required time and effort.    Thus  far the persons in the industry 

who provided information have granted interview time as a favour during company 

business hours,  and the  ti&e they   could devote  to  tho task was,  of course,   limited. 

One person could only be of .assistance in the morning before office hours. 

319. Tho efficacy of this rosoarch procedure,  which depends on interviews by 

oconomic researchors,   is seriously open to question.    This material  is presented 

horc primarily to indicate the need for reliance,  from the outset,  on consultants 

who aro  fully qualified technically.    One informant believed that,  with a few 

phone  calls to strategic individuals whom he knew personally,  results could be 

forthcoming very rapidly,     Another theoretical  possibility is enlistment  of the 

aid of a large corporation which could formulate a provisional product list much 

more quickly and accurately than a researcher alien to the field and could have 

any product rapidly decomposed if so dosircd.    The utilization of a third-party 

approach through trade association channels,  similar to tho current SMI project, 
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might also be considorod. These possibilities., however, depend on a degree of 

voluntary co-operation that is seldom forthcoming. If it is essential to have 

assurance that the necessary tasks are smoothly accomplished, the only reliable 

strategy is to abandon the usual channels of academic research and to invest 

in the project thé resources needed for tuo systematic retention of highly 

qualified industrial consultants. It is at the same timo indispensable to doal 

with persons who have sufficiont flexibility to be able to operate within tho un- 

accustomed conceptual framework impoeod by tho needs of tho sootoral planning task. 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER IV 

1.    Provisional classification of the 
activities of tho metalworking sector 

for purposes of technical-economic description 

The provisional classification presented here is intended for the purposes of 

technical -economic description of the sector by moans of typical products and 

listed products as discussed in the body of this- chapter. Tho same classification 

is also intended as a framework for the technical-economic description at a semi- 

quantitative level, to be disoussed in Chapter V. 

Tho classification has noon prepared "by the Export Industries Section of the 

United Nations Industrial Development Organization in co-operation with the 

present study. The purpose of adding yet another classification to the several 

major and innumerable minor ones already in existence is to facilitate a reasonably 

uniform coverage of those activities of the sector that are of major interest to 

developing countries, by means of typical and listed products. Existing classi- 

fications are patterned either on the classifications serving purposes of industrial 

statistics in the highly industrialized countries (such as tho United Nations 

International Standard Industrial Classification) or are aimed at the description 

of trade (such as the Standard International Trade Classification). 

The present provisional classification provides 13 major groups and 93 branches. 

The sources of the classification were tho major United Nations classifications 

mentioned above, national statistical classifications and classifications used for 

planning the sector by means of material balances in centrally planned economies. 

A noteworthy feature of the classification is tho provision of major groups, 

among others, for farm machinery, construction and mining machinery, chemical 

processing machinery and equipment, food processing machinery and equipment, textile 

and shoe machinery, and household and service machines, each of which represents 

a logical focus of attention from the point of view of developing countries. 

It is anticipated that this provisional classification will be revised as 

the technical-economic description of the sector progresses. 
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Appendix Table IV-1 ¡i i 

Provisional classification of the activitioB of the metalworkin* sector 
into 13 major groups,  comprising 93 branches 

Major Group A - Manufacture of Metal  Products  (l6 branches) 

1.      Tin-cans and other tinware manufacture 

a) metal cans 
b) milk shipping containers 
o)  other tinware 

2«  Hand-tool manufacture 

a) wrenches 
b ) hammers 
c) screwdrivers 
d) pliers 
e) shovels 

3»     Edged tools manufao-frore 

a) scythes 
b) adzes 
c) paper-cutting die 
d) planes 
e) can-openers 

4«  Handsaw and saw-blades manufaotur» 

a) heavy hand-saws 
b) hacksaws 
c) carpenter's crosscuts 
d) woodworking power-saw blades 
e) metalworking powor-saw blades 

5«  Cutlery manufacture 

a) knives '•} 
b) knife-blades 
c) razors and razor-blades Í 
d) scissors and scissors-blades i 

6«      Furniture and builders • hardware manufaotur« ' 
i:: 

furniture hardware | 
door locks * »' 
radiators j 
stoves ; 
window hardware r j 

...... j 
I 
II 

! ! 

h 
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7.  Transportation equipment hardware manufaotur« 

a) marine shackles 
b) aircraft hardware 
c) motor-vehicle lock units . 
d) railroad-car hardware 

S»  Structural and cheet-metal work 

a) metal doors and frames 
b) staira and staircases í¿ 
o)  store fronts 
d) cornices - * 
e) ventilators 

9«  Boiler shop manufacture 

I) 
"boilers 
tanks 
i)    light tanks 

ii)    heavy tanke 
o)      gas cylinders 

10. Metal-stamping manufactura 

i%)      spoons 
b) stamped and spun hospital utsnslls 
o)  aviation equipment stampings 
d)  agricultural equipment stampings 
•)  radio and television stampings 

11. Bolts, nuts, rivets and screw machine manufacture 

a) bolts 
\>) nuts 
c) rivets 
d) screws 

12. Lighting fixtures manufacture 

a) incandeßcent lighting fixtures 
b) incandescent portable lamps 
o) motor-vehicle headlights . • 
d) flashlights 
e) airwiy lighting fixtures 
f) kerosene and gasoline lamps 

13. Mail and spike manufacture 

a) steel wire nails 
b) steel wire spikes 
c) steel cut nails 
d) steel cut spikoo 
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14«    Wire manufacture 

noninsulated wire cables 
upholstery wire springs 
precision mechanical spring» 
composito cables 

15«    Stool springs manufacture 

I  I 

al 
b 

°] 
dì 
e, 

helical automobile springs 
helical  locomotive and railroad-oar springs 
leaf automotivo springs 
leaf tractor springs 
leaf locomotivo and railroad-car springs 

16*    Safe and vault manufacture 

a) firc-rosint'int  Bafes 
b) burglary  resistant safes 
c) safe-deposit boxes 
d) bank security lockers 

Major Group B - Machine Tool   Industry  (l2  branches) 

1.       Boring and drilling machines   industry 

a) horizontal boring machines 
b) vertical  boring machines 
o)      precision boring machinos 
d) vertical drilling machines 
e) radial drilling machines 
f) multiple-spindlo drilling machines 

2«      dear-cutting and finishing machinos industry 

a) goar-hobbing machines 
b) gear-cutters 
o)      gear-lapping machines 
d) gear-tooth grinding machines 
e) gear-boring machines 

3»      Grinding and polishing machines industry 

a) external  cylindrical grinding maohines 
b) internal cylindrical grinding machinos 
o)      surface grinding machines 
d) boring machines 
e) lapping machines 

; :¡ 

(¿i 
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4m    Lathee industry (except woodworking lathes) 

a) bonch lathes 
h) engine lathes (swing dimensions) 
c) automatic between-centre lathes 
d) automatic  3crow machines 
e) turrot lathes 

5»     Special machine-tools industry 

a) bench and hand-milling machinés 
b) bod-typu milling machines 
c) centering machines 
d) shapers 
e) sawing machines 

6.    Mot al working presses and forging presses industry 

mechanical   inclinable presses 
mechanical end-wheel pn sses 
mechanical vertical arch-fracie pressas 
i) 500 tons and under 

ii) 501 tons and over 
d) high-speed automatic presses   "' " "*'*" 
e) hydraulic txnd pneumatic presaos 

i) 500 tono  and under 
ii) 501 tons and over 

f) manual presses 

7«    Forging machines  industry 

a) steam and cair hammers 
b) mechanical hammers 
O;    headers and upsetterB 
d)     swaging machines 
o)    bulldozers 

8.    Shearing, bending and forming machines industry 

a) 
b¡ 
c, 
d 

manually driven shearing machines 
power-driver shearing machines 
manually driven bending and forming machines 
power-driven shearing and forming machines 
welding and cutting acetylene apparatus 

9»    Powor-drivcn hand-tools industry 

a) electric drills 
b) electric hammers 
c) electric saws 
d) pneumatic drills 
e) pneumatic hammers 
f) pneumatic saws 
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10.    Cutting rools, die* and jigs industry 

a) "broaches 
b) drills 
CJ reamers 
d) gear-cutters 
©) special dios and jigs 

11* Precisión measuring tools industry 

micrometers 
gaugos 
oalipers 
dial indicators 
comparators 

12« Woodworking machinery industry 

aJ sawmill equipment 
b) lathes 
o) planing machines 
di surfacing machines 
e) sawing machines 

Major Group C - Power Engine and General Industrial Maohinery (5 braaohsi) 

1»  Steam—engines and turbine industry 

a) steam-engines 
b) steam-turbines 

i)   •• - - . 
ü \  characteristics 

N  iii ) 
O)  hydraulic turbines 
d)  steam-turbine generator sets 

i)   u 
ü \     characteristics 

x  iii) 
e J  hydraulic turbine generator seta 
f)  gas turbine generator sets 

2.  Internal-combustion engines industry 

a)  gasoline engines 

ii )  characteristics 
iii 

b)  diesel,engines 
o)  gas engines 

»! . 

j 
i 

* 

i) | 

i s 
íl ü 
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3«  Nuclear reactors industry 

a) . power reactors * 
i) thermal reactors I '[.. 

ii) intermediate reactor«       , 
iii) fast roactors -,'••-'•' 

t)      research reactors 
c) cooling system . . #i 
d) control system 

4*  Pumps and compressors industry , 

a) pumps *  '»»y' 
b) air compressors /> ,V,I 

.) I     characteristics , 

o)  gas compressors 

.. I      characteristics 
n ) , 

d)  Mowers and fans 

5«  Bearings industry . ^ ;/   % 

ball-bearings * 
roller-bearings    ........... 
mounted bearing» 
i ) ball 

ii )roller 

Major Group P - Transportation Equipment Industry (10 brancha«) 

1,  Passenger automobile industry 

a) passenger automobiles 

,.\ characteristics 

iii) 
b) engines 
c) carburettors 
<i)  pistons 

2«  Trucks and buso« industry 

a) trucks 

ii) characteristics 
iii) % ' 

b) truck trailers 
c) automobile trailers 
d) buses 

•   «•      #'*«i 
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3»     álroraft industry 

a) airoraft 
i ) commercial typo 

ii )    sport type 
iii ) military type 

b) aircraft engines 
c) aircraft propellers 

4*  Shipbuilding and shiprepairing 

5. 

; 

o) 

non-propcllod ships 
self-propelled ships 
i )  other than military„ 

ii )  military 
ship repair 

Boat building and repairing 

a) boats 
i )  non-military 

ii )  military 
b) boat repair 

i )  non-military 
ii )  military 

6«  Looomotivo industry 

j 

o) 

steam locomotives 
diesel-electri3 looomotivo» 
1 (  characteristics 

ii ) 
industrial locomotivos 
i ) diesel-olectric type 

ii )  electric type 
mining locomotives 
locomotive tenders 

?•  Railroad equipment industry 

a) passenger-train cars 
i) coach 

ii)  sleeping 
iii) dining 

b) freight-train cars 
i) box 

ii) flat 
iii) tank 
iv) refrigerator 

8,      City transport industry 

a) street-railway cars 
b) trolleybuses 
o)  subway cars 

Ii t 

, * 

^ ï 

«I.' 
' 'r 
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9«     Motoroyolss and bioyolaa industry 

motoroycles 
motorscooters 
motorbikes 

d)      bicycles 

10»     Elevators and conveyors industry 

a 
b 

o) 

elevators 
escalators 
conveyors 

Major Qroup E - Farm Machinery and Bcruipmsnt Industry (3 branch—Ì 

1»      Tractors 

a) wheeled traotors 
i) 

b) garden tractors 
o)  track-laying tractors 

characteristics 

2«  Soil-preparing and cultivating farm naohinsry 

a) ploughs 
b) barrows 

rollers 
corn-planters v 

broadcast seeders 
sprayers and dusters 

3«  Harvesting and dairy machinery 

a) 

a 

combines 
i ) pull type 

ii ) self-propelled 
corn-pickers 
dairy machines 
i ) cream separators 

i i ) other dairy machines 

Major Qroup F - Heavy Machinebuilding Industry U branohss) 

1*  Metallurgical machinery 

converters 
ladles 
ingot moulds 
casting maohines 
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2»     Foundry machinery , \ 

oore-making machinas I 
moulding machines 
blast-cleaning machines 
foundry machines 

3»      Industrial furnaces and ovens industry I 

•)      electric industrial furnaces 
i)    metal melting 

ii)    metal  processing 
b)      fuel-fired industrial furnaces >, 

i)    metal  melting ' .   ¡ 
ii)    metal  processing ;! 

o)      industrial ovens j 
i)    electric - Ì 

ii)    infra-red •• I 
i 

4»      Rolling mill machinery 

»)      rolling mills 
i) 

ii ) characteristics 
iii) 

b)      rolling-mill  equipment 

Major Group G - Construction and Mining Machinery  (4 branch«! 

1«       Construction machinery  industry 

a) contractors wheeled tractors * ,,, 
b) cranes !!| 
c) scrapers '-!i , 
d) graders f{ ' 
e) road-rollers .,{£ 

'à *< 
2.      Mineral crushing and sorting machinery indurfery 

crushers 
grinding machines 
mixers 
dimension stone cutting machines 

3«      Mining machinery  industry 

a) drilling surface machines 
b) drilling subsurface equipment 

in; 
"if 

4*': 

a) coal-cutting machines 
b) continuous mining machines '^ 
c) creeper underground roaders ' 

Oilfield machinery   industry 

1 

'*ì 
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Major Group H - Electrical Machinery and Equipment Indus-try (12 branch««) 

1«  Motors and generators industry 

a) fractional-horsepower motors 
i) under O.O^hp 

ii) O.05 - lhp 
b) integral horsepower motors and generator« 

i) Bingle-phase 
ii ) polyphase induction 

1 - 50 hp 
50 - 500 hp 

iii ) synchronous 
1 - 50 hp 

, 50 - 50O hp 
over 500 hp 

gasoline-englne-driven generator set« 
diesel-engine-driven generator sets 
wind-driven generator sets 

2«  Transformers industry 

a) power and distribution transformers 

.. I characteristics 
11 ) 

b) specialty transformers (under 600 V) 
0)  power regulators 
d) "boosters  -       -       • *•" 
e) reactors 

3»     Eleotrical distribution and oontrol apparatus industry 

a) distribution switchboards 
b) switches 
c) circuit-breakers 

.. \    characteristics 

a.)      power switchboards 
e J      relays . :»,;,-Wt 
f) fuses and fuse equipment ^~'i~~%;'Cl"'    :;V. 

4«      Welding machinery industry •      l¿í;       t¿ 

a) arc-welding machines ,
V

J; 
• \                                                               .           - "~-m •'-'' í"';•'*       ,* 

.. ( characteristics -, 

b) arc-welding electrodes, metal ^ 
0)      resistence welders                                              **, 
d) speoial welding apparatus \ > 
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%     Ä«otrical measuring instruments industry 

*)  integrating instruments 
i ) watt-hour meters 

ii) demand meters 
b)  test equipment 

i) oscilloscopes 
ii) volt-ohm-miliammeters 

iii) microwave test equipment 
iv) radio-frequency measuring equipment 

6«  Bleotrical appliances industry 

ai fans 
b) water-heaters 
OJ cooling appliances 
d) heating appliances -      ... , 
e) electric irons 
f) household ranges 

?•  Engine electrical equipment industry 

a) 
b 
o J 

d) 

ignition-harness  sets 
battery-charging generators for internal-oombufltion engin«* 
cranking motors  for internal-combustion engines 

i) passengor cars and light   truoks 
ii ) heavy   trucks  and tractors 

iii) aircraft,  engines 
condensers 

8«      Electric lamps  industry 

a) large irridoscent lamps 
b) miniature irridescent lamps 
o)  electrical discharge lamps 

9»  Radio and television sets industry 

a.) home radio reco Ivors 
bi portable radio receivers 
o) photographs 
d) Television receivers 
e) radio and television transmitters 

10«  Electronic tubea industry fi 

a) cathode ray tubes, television piotur« tub«! 
b) transistors 
o) diodes 
d) other electronic tubes M 4* 

; í 

I 9 
1 I 

¡ ì 
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11«   Telephone and telegraph equipment indu«try 

a) telephone sets 
b) telephone svritchboards 
o) telegraph apparatus and equipment 
d) radar equipment 

12«    X-ray and therapeutic apparatus industry 

medical X-ray units 
dental X-ray units 
industrial X-ray units 

d) ultraviolet health-lamp fixtures 
e) cardiographs 

Mtjor Group I - Chemical  Processing Machinery and Equipment  Industry {lQ branches) 

1*    Petroleum refinery machinery and equipment industry 

a) petroleum pumps 
b) petroleum refinery 
o)  benzene-producing apparatus 
d) benzol-producing apparatus 
e) gas-producing apparatus 

2« Pulp and paper-mill machinery industry 

pulp-mill digesters < 
pulp-mill grinders 
pulp-mill deckers .,:,.'•' 

d)  paper-mill machinery 

3» Paper machines industry $''t- 

a) foundriniers 
b) cylinders ;   - V  . 
c) calenders ** 
d) bag-making machines 
e) box-making machines 

)'    ' 4« Printing trade machinery industry <U 

a) letterpress 
b) offset lithographic 
o)  typesetting machines 
d) electrotyping machines 
©)  bookbinding machines 

%    Plastics-working machinery industry -v 

ai  compression-moulding machines 
b)  extrusion-moulding machines 
e) injection-moulding machined 
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6* Rubber-working machinery induetry 

*) mill-mixing machines 
b) calendering machines 
o) extruding machines 
d) vulcanizing presses 
e) tire-building machines. 

7« Cement-making machinery industry 

a) natural cement machines 
b) hydraulic cement machines 
e)      high-temperature cement machine« 
d)       fi"bro-cement machines 

8#    Olass-making machinery industry 

a) bottle machines 
b) laboratory giass-ware machine« 
o)  window-glass machines 
d)  industrial glass machines 
o)  electric bulb blank machines 

9« Chemical-processing machinery industry 

a) distillery apparatus 
b) purifiers 
o) condensers 
d) centrifuges 

10» Clay-working machinery industry 

a 

o) 

clay-tempering furnaoe 
clay-brick machines 
clay-tile machines 
clay-pipo machines 
stove-lining machines 

Major Group J - Food producta Machinery and ifruipment Industry (4 branches) 

1.    Dairy and mi ik-^jroduots plant lnaohinary industry 

a) bot 11 i n;T ,,¡a< :h i • ry 
b) pasteurisers 
o)  oheese-making Machines 
d) cheese  presses 
e) cream separators 

2«    Bakery machinery  industry „     ' 

a) flour-mill machinery 
b) grain-mill machinery 
c) dough-mixers „, 
d) bako-ovens 

í  r 

, '>? 

If 

,T ^^^^^^^«t 

*\  f    " 

31 ̂  
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3« Ibod processing maohinery industry 

sugar-plant machinery 
fruit and vegetable canning machines 
bottling machinery 
i) filling-capping machines 

ii) bottle washers 

4« Cigarettes and cigars machinery industry 

a) cigarette-making machines 
b) cigar-making machines 

Major Group K - Textile and shoe-making machinery industry (3 branches) 

1» Textile fibre-to-fabric machinery industry 

a) garnetting machines 
b) picker machines 
c) carding machines 
d) combing machines 
e) spinning and twisting maohines 
f) winding machines 

2« Text ile-fabric machinery industry 

a) power looms 
b) knitting machines 
o) weaving machines 
d) braiding machines 

3# Shoemaking and repairing maohinery industry 

a) hide-, skin- and leather-preparing maohines 
b) shoe-making machines 
o)  shoe-repairing machines 

ItÜOT Group L - Offioe and Store Machines Industry (4 branches) 

"•* -1¿*- Computing machines* industry V 

a)  adding machines 
i) electric 

ii) non-electric 
calculating machines 
punch-card-system machines . 
cash registers 

2« Typewriter industry 

electric typewriters 
non-electric typewriters 
special and automatic typewriter« 
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3» Electronic data-processing machines and computers industry 

a) analogue machines 
b) analogue machines with added memory | 
o) digital computers ( > 
d) electronic data-processors § 

4«    Scales and balances industry 

a) railroad-truck and motor-truok soalsa 
b) retail and commercial scaleB 
o) household scales 
dì personal weighing scales 
e) laboratory precision scales 

Major Group M - Household and Sorvicû Machines Industry (6 branches) 

1. Household washing-machines industry 

a) fully automatic washing machines 
b) semi-automatic washing machines 
c) non-automatic washing machines • 
d) driers 
e) ironers 

.2«    Laundry and dry-cleaning machines industry 

a) washers 
b) extractors 
c) drying tumblers 
d) laundry presses 
e) dry-cleaning prossee '...., 

3«    Sewing machines  industry 

a) household sewing-machines 
b) industrial sewing-machines 

i) 
ii ) specifications 

iii) 

4*    Vacuum cleaners and other household equipment industry 

household vacuum cleaners 
industrial  vacuum cleaners 
other household cleaning equipment 
i) u * • ..( characteristics 

5»    Refrigeration machinery  industry 

a)      household refrigerators 
ii gas 

ii } electric 

Í el : 
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b)  hone and farm freezer» 

.. (   dimensions 

0)  industrial and commercial refrigerato!« 

¿J dimensions 
11 

6m    Clooks and watches industry 

a) electric clocks 
b) spring-wound clocks 
0)  men's wrist watches 
d) women's wrist wetohos 
e) pocket watches 

2»   Worksheets for thè decomposition of electric motora ' 

The actual worksheet  for a 200 hp,   open drip-proof polyphase  induction 

motor run at I8OO rev/min  (frame 445)  is reproduced on tho following page as 

furnished by General Dynamics Corporation,  Avenel, New Jersey, December  1966» 

Data were furnished from tho same source for the following sizes of motors: 

horsepower frame size 

400 507 
800 685 

1500 688 
3000 808 

fturt weights are tabulated in Table IV-6.    The prooesses used to 

produoe these parts are shown in Table IV-5. 

Ï 
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Notes to Chapter IV 

1 Referred to in previous chapters as the UNC study.   Se« Chapter I, note  (3). 

2 Except for some engineering-type information borrowed very occasionally 
from sources in the United States of America when a oritioal data gap was 
impossible to fill otherwise.    See Soviet Planning Study No. 7, ££2_-cit.t 

p. III-5C. 

3 The description given hereafter haB been based,  in addition to the original 
study,  on the foliowing papers: 
(a) 0. Gallik, Explorations in the Development of Pre-Investment Data for 
the Mathematical Transformation Sector,  United Nations Centre  for Indus- 
trial Development consulting, report;  abridged version reproduced for the 
Expert Working Group on Industrial Development Programming Data,  meeting 
of 17-19 May 1961,  Document  IDP/EWG.6,   12 May 1961,   (dittoed).     (Page 
references are given to original report.) 
(b) United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America,  op.  cit., 
Chap.  II, note  (34). 
(c) T, Vietorisz, Metalworking Process Analysis and Industrial Development 
Planning, International Business Machinée Corp, Research Report No. RC-715, 
Yorktown Heights,  New York,   29 July 1962. 
(d) T. Vietorisz,   "Alternative approaches to metalworking prooese 
analysis",  in A.S. Manne and H.M. Markowitz, eds.,  Studies  in Process 

'      Analysis:    Economy-Wide Production Capabilities,  Cowles Foundation Mono- 
graph No.  16,  New York,  Wiley,  1963,  Chap.  15. 
These sources are quoted passim as required. 

4 See Chenery  (1955), Chenery and Kretschmer  (1956),  op.  cit.,  both in 
Chapter II, note 35« 

5 See Chapter III  (B)  Indivisibilities and economies of scale. 

6 The standard task as here defined does not coincide with the definition of 
a standard task as used by Markowitz and Röwo in their study of machine 

, tool substitution possibilities.    (See chap.  12 in Manne and Markowitz,   ods., 
Orucit.).    Markowitz and Rowe worked at  a far more detailed level of 
aggregation;   for example,  they distinguished their standard machining tasks 

"* by'geometrical contour shapes. 

7 Op.  cit.tsee Chapter I,  note   (3),  also the United Nations supplement to 
the cited p+ndy,  op. cit.,  Chapter II,  note  (26). 

8 See proposed classification in part  I of the Appendix to this chapter. 

9 Por a detailed exposition of the technique  m a national planning context, 
see D. Szabadits,   Parametric Price Construction  (in Hungarian), Economic 

'   and Legal Publishing House,  Budapest,   1965. 

10 UNC,  Soviet  Planning Study  No.  7,  op.   cit.,   p.   II-l. 

11 >   See note 3  (a)  Gallik,  P.I. 

12 UNC, Soviet Planning Study No. 7, op»  cit., p.  II-?.    Tool-aaking is 
shown in this table but is aotually not included in the report. 
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13 Production processes are described individually and their exact 
terminology is defined in UNC, Soviet  Planning Study No.  7,  op. cit.. 
Chapter II.    Forging is defined in the UNC study as the application of 
pressure to heated metal to form roughly finished parts.     Free forging 
and die forging are distinguished by the fact  that the latter uses 
specially shaped moulds  called dies  in applying the pressure,   while 
the former id essentially a mechanized and greatly enlarged version 
of the hammering of hot metal in a smithy,  except  for the  fact  that 
not only hammers but  also presses are used in applying the pressure« 
Casting (in a foundry)   is the pouring of metal   into molten specially 
prepared moulds called "patterns" that are made of sand or of metal. 
Stamping,  as defined in the UNC study,   covers a variety of cold-working 
metal processes including all punch-press,  squeezing and cutting 
processes„    Upsetting is a variation of the  forging process  in which 
metal parts are formed into desired shapes in dies affixed to special 
upsetting presses and then finished on. various  types of equipment which 
are primarily automatic or semi-automatic in nature,  fasteners  (bolts, 
nuts,  cotter pins,  washers,  rivets,   screws,   etc.)  being the main parts 
produced by this process. 

14 United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America,  op.   cit., 
Chapter II,  note  (26).     This reference also contains valuable previously 
unpublished appendices by the original authors of the MC  study to the 
definition of all major resource    clement groups,   and an analysis of the 
product classes falling within the shipbuilding  industry. 

15 UNC,  .Soviet  Planning Study No»  7,   op.   cit.,   pp.   IÍ-1 to  11-33.    Most  of 
points   (a)-(f)  are taken from this source, 

•^      0pt| cit.,   p.   11-6,  for example,   for forging,   presses over 1000 tons were 
assumed to work three  shifts.    Normally 2330 hours per year per shift was 
considered  the available time-fund for forging, 

17 Op.   nit.,    p.   11-59. 

LB Gallik.   op,   cit.,p.2. 

19 UNO,  Soviet  Planning Study No. 7,  op.  cit..   p.   1-5, 

20 Op.  cit..  Tables 11-29 to 11-42,  pp. 11-66 through 11-94* 

21 OP* cit.,   p.  1-6 to 1-7. 

22 Op.  cit.,   p.   II-3. ' •       ':   .  '     : 

2} Op.  citfl,   p.   1-7. 

24 Gallile,  op. cit., p.  2 (passim)« 

25 Op.  cit.,   p.   8. 

26 Op« cit.;  see note (4). Chapter I« 

) t 

I  • ; 
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27 Consulting report entitled "Critique of resource elements", "by 
Professor Van Court Hare of Columbia University, dated November 30, 
1966.    This was the first contribution of Professor Hare to the project» 
He suggested certain simplifications of the overall teohnical-economic 
description problem that eventually lead to the development of the 
semiquantitative programming data approach of Chapter V. 

28 At this point  the consulting report goes on to make suggestions about 
possible simplification procedures cited in note (27). 

29 UNC, Soviet  Planning Study No.  7,   op,  cit..   p.  II-98. 

30 Since this error is inherent in any modular description of productive 
facilities within the sector, it can be handled properly only within a 
sequential decision-making process.    See Chapter III, sections A-3, 
B-3 and B-4. 

31 See Chapter IV, sections B-3, C-l, 

32 Gallik,  op,  cit., p,  13. 

33 Gallik,  op. cit,, p. 9 (passim), 

34 Op, cit,,  Tables 1 and 2,   pp. 6-7» .«-- 

35 OP» cit..  p. 19. 

36 Op, cit,.  p.  8. 

37 Arthur D«  Little, op, cit,. Chapter II, note  (27)» 

38 Gallik (op, oit.) pp. 12-13 and Tables 3-4. 

39 These results were consonant with the findings of Seymour Melman in 
"Aspects of the design of machinery production during economic development", 
United Nations,  Industrialization and Productivity Bulletin No.  8 (1964), 
p, 67,  on relative prices of labour and electricity versus relative labour 
productivities in a number of countries, 

40 Gallik,  op,  cit.,  p,  11. 

41 Kurz and Manne, op,  cit«.  Chapter II,  note (48). 

42 Op. cit,;   see Chapter I,  note  (4). 

43 Q = output  (pieces per daily 8-hour shift), 
K = capital  investment  (thousands of 1962 US dollars), 
L » labour input  (number of men per 8-hour shift). 

The unit elasticity of substitution typical of the Cobb-Douglas function 
was confirmed by an independent  estimate of the elasticity of substitution 
treating the latter as a variable parametor.    The estimate of this parameter 
was .989 with an excellent correlation coefficient,  and the estimates of 
the other parameters were also very close to the ones obtained on the 
basis of the simple Cobb-Douglas function,  indicating that the original 
specification of such a function was essentially a good one.    Soe Chapter II, 
note (48) .Kurz and Manne,  p. 676). 
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44 On the basis of one shift, the range for all machining operacions is 
from • 200 per worker to $ 450,000 per worker.    With multiple shifts there 
is a corresponding reduction in these figures.    This overall range  is 
of course much too wide for individual machining tasks.    The throe 
widest ranges observed  (one shift basis)  were:     (l) Task No. 91: 
Screw thread,  very small,   scmi-prccision) ;   $ 200  (sensitive and upright 
drills,   single  spindle),   to Î 22,000   (automatic screw machine,   single 
spindle,  £ -  3   in.   bar capacity). Task No.   78; Drilled hole, very small, 
semi-precision,   long run;   $ 200  (sensitive  and upright drills,   single 
spindle),  to  £ 3,^00  (automatic drills,   l-io stations,  up to 7   in.   stroke); 
(3) Task No,   2:   flat  surface,   no contour,   small,   semi-precision,   long 
run;   $ 700  (grinders:  disc,  snag, bench,   under 10  in. diameter work),  to 
$ 26,000  (automatic chucking machine,   under 16 in.  swing,  single spindle), 

45 Boon  (1965),   op.  cit..  Chapter II, note  (49). 

46 Op. cit.,  p.   30. 

47 Op. cit.,  p.  1% 

48 °P» oit.t Table 4,   pp.  12-13,  Patterns  II and III. 

49 See United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America,  Some methodological 
problems...   (1962),   op.  cit..(nota  (34),  Chap. Il)  for a comparison of 
actual capacity in the machine  tool industry in Brazil with two  estimates 
based on the data of the Markowitz-Rowe  study  (op.   cit.)   and the  UNC 
Study   (op.  cit.).     See Chapter I,  notes   (2)   and (3). 

50 See the above  argument by Melman,  op.cit..   (note  39)  especially  pp.   63-64. 

51 See the listing of organizational functions among the processes not yet 
covered in the UNC  study,  Sec.  IV-C-1  and Sec. IV-C-5.    See also the 
summary discussion of the role of organizational standard tasks   (i.e., 
standard tasks defined for representing organizational functions)  in 
section B-3. 

52 See section C-4,   subsections  (c)-(i). 

53 See Chapter III,   section C-l. 

54 The experience gained with semiquantitative  programming data (see 
Chapter V)  indicates  that  the suggested list  of standard tasks may be 
subject   to revision as further semiquantitativo materials accumulate 
covering substantial  portions of the  sector. 

1    i 

55      One of the senior  participants of the  original UNC  study,   in a report 
written  for the  United Nations concerning the applicability of  the UNC 
material  to développent   programming (Oallik,   op.  cit.,   pp.   H-15)   has recom- 
mended raising   the   number  of resource   elements  to   improve   the  estimation 
of investment   requirements.     iti  particular  he  ¡3 argent od:     a.     taking 
fuller  account   of   tue  seriality   variable;   b.     reducing  the  range   of  applica- 

»       bility   to  end-products;   c.     ascribing more   homogeneous   technological 
processes   to  each.     The   third  suggestion,   re ¡cur ; .ig only   »¡uior  7iu«i 1 f ications, 
does not raise   the  number  of resource  elements significanti;/.     In  regard to 
seriality a different suggestion is made  for   tnc  preaont   project.,   namely 
the device oí   handling exact sorialities   by   secondary corrections;   still, 
a small  increase in the major seriality categories would do no harm. 

is 
Is 
Í 
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The suggestion concerning product-assortment narrowing is rejected, 
sinoe in developing countries it is often necessary to integrate the 
fabrication of intermediates for a great many diverse end-products, 
outting across the horizontal  integrations usual for the industrialized 
oountries.    Instead,  specialization to product  assortment  is to be 
treated,as one of the local adaptations;   in reporting locally-adapted 
resource éléments,  however,   the additional freedom is provided that 
moro than one typical product assortment may be given,  i.e., two variants 
of the  same resource olemcnt Jjased on different product assortments may 
be reported,   instead of just one standard variant» 

56 Gallik,   op. cit., p.  15. ..-• _   ,, 

57 The potential of numerical control in the metalworking industries of 
developing countries has been explored in T. Vietorisz,   "The potential 
of the computer and high-speed information-processing techniques for 
industrial development",  United Nations Conference on the Application 
of Science and Technology for tho Benefit of the Less Developed Areas, 
Geneva,   1963,  Conference paper D/185.    Also in "Science,  technology and 
development",  United States paper prepared for the same conference. 
United States Government  Printing Office,  Washington,   I963, Vol.  4, 
pp. 103-117. 

5.8.,....Gallik,  op. cit., pp. 13,15« 

59 See section C,  part 3-c. 

60 Classes 35-39,  International Standard Industrial Classification, 

See Chapter I,  section A.     •    . •... 

61 T« Fabian,  "Process Analysis of the U.S.  Iron and Steel  Industry",  in 
Manne and Markowitz,  Studies in Process Analysis  (1963),  op. cit., Chap.9. 

62 See section B.    Por a concise discussion of the need to distinguish 
between  lot-size and rosourco-element-scale economies,  seo Gallik, 
op. cit..   pp.   5-7 and Tables  1-?. 

63 For all resource elements  except machining and assembly,  the flow inputs  in- 
to  1h«    «nd-product  arc obtained by multiplying the coefficient of the 
resource-element input into  tho end-product  (from Table  II-2) by  the 
coefficient  of the flow input  into the resource elements  (tables  given 
in UNC  Study,  Chap.  II).    Capacity utilization percentages arc derived 
"by dividing the coefficient  of resource element  input  into the end-product 
by the normal monthly capacity of the resource clement.    For machining, 
the UNC  tabulation of flow data is  inconsistent,   since  flow inputs are 
not on the basis of the same unit   (effective machine  hours)  in which 
input requirements arc expressed,  but on the basis of full-capacity 
utilization;   therefore,  the  foregoing flow-input computation procedure 
must be  modified by dividing through by yoarly effective machine  hours 
of the resource element.     Percentage of capacity is  computed normally. 
For assembly,  flow inputs are not directly proportional to level  of 
utilization expressed in square-meter years,  and a special  computation 
is required for deriving these   (see UNC study,   op.  cit.,   pp.  11-147-159), 
Percentage of capacity is again computed normally. 
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64 UNC Study, op. oit., pp. III-I8 to III-23. 

65 Op. oit., p. III-5. 

66 °P« oit., p. III-5B. t 

67 Op. cit.. pp. III-53 to III-5D. i 

68 In previous UNC publications: Soviet Planning Studies No. 5, 5A, 6. 64. 
op. cit.; see Chapter I, noto (3). 

69 UNC Soviet Planning Study No. 7, op. cit.. p. III-51. 

?°  °P» cit" P. ITI-5P; B«O also tables 11-68, 11-69, 11-70, pp. 11-157-159. 

71 °P« cit.. pp. 5F-5G and Table III-2, p. 5-G. \ 

72 Gallik, op. cit.. 13, 15, 

73 United Nations Economic Commission for Latin Amerioa, op. cit.. note (l4)i 
Chapter II, note (26), pp. I83-I87.   ! 

i 
74 This suggestion is due to V.N. Vaiilev of United Nations Centre for S 

Industrial Development who has also been the souroe of a number of other 
valuable suggestions aimed at rationalizing the research procedure, to 
be attributed below. 

75 V.N.   Vasilov,   verbal communication. 

76 Verbal communication by a former small suboontracter who,   in the meantime, 
has been successful in another branch of the Boctor. ; 

77 Incidentally,   these firms would also be prime sources of information 
concerning the  structure of demand within some branches of the sector, 
in considerably more detail than available in conventional  statistics. Jl 
The probability of obtaining this  information  is,  however,   not rated î,; 
as high. [I 

78 It would seem to bo more esthotically satisfying not to prejudge thie 
issue by the very definition of a list  but to allow the model   itself 
to decido which  items should be treated individually and which should 
be merged into  the description of a composite product.    Throughout the 
programming approach there is a recurring need for such simplifying 
prejudgements without which the complexities of programming the sector 
would be  utterly  dumbfounding. 

79 United Nations Economic Commission for Latin Amerioa,  op.  cit., note (14), 
P. I84. 

80 °P» cit.« P. 183, I84. 

81 °P. cit.. P. H-9T PP« 147-150; Markowitz and Röwo (1963), op. oit.. 
Chapter I, note (4) pp. 338-344. 

Ï 
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82 Percentage of time loaaes due to various of those reasons (except the 
firBti  are cited in united Nations Economic Commission for Latin America 
(196I),  og^^oit., p.  149.    Thoy aro typioally of the order of 0.5-2 per oent 
for oach category and add up to some 12 per cent in the illustration cited. 
This excludes planned underloading which was almost  20 per cent  in.the 
same caee.    For worker fatigue,   sec Markowitz and Rowe  (1963),  op.  cit., 
p*  34, 

83 Total and average effective hours are calculated for a series as follows: 

TÏ =  a -r b.S 
AT =   (a + b.S)/t.S 

where a - sot-up time,  effective hours 
*       - ¥ • marginal time,   x,e., handling plus production time, effective hours 

M » length of 3criea   (lot  size) 
t a weight of  a unit  of end-product,  tons 
7 « number of effective hours per year available from tho given 

resource element 
TT » total timo  for series,  effective hour3 
AT » average time for scries,  effective hours per ton. 

©•noting concepta referring to the standard 3eries by b'wed symbols, 

AT =   (a + b.'VvI    • 
Correspondingly, capacity utilizations are: 

Ç. = Aï/l    ?    £ = M/l' 
From the last  two equations, C = £«AT/5T, 

where AT /AT is tho required correction factor whioh is applied to the 
capacity utilization per ton characteristic of the standard series. 

84 UNC study, piwit.,   PJ   IT-98. 

85 A classification of all the branches of the metalworking sector is 
given in  the Appendix to Chapter IV,  part 1.    Tho electrical maohinery 
and equipment  industry is  listed as Major Group H*    Tho work covers the 
first three br-':,:cc-   ^ +,--í^ -injor group en a pilot basis.    The ooverage 
is not exhaustive, 

86 References on motor construction include the following: 

a   Andorsen,  Edwin P.. Andel's Eloctric Motor Guide,  Theodore Andel & Co., 
Now York,   I965; 

b    Libby, Charlen C.;  Motor Selection and Application, McGraw-Hill, New York, 
~    I960; 
c    Liw3chitz-Gar-ink and Whipple,  Electric Machinery,  Vol,   II, A.C. Machine, 

Van Nostrani,  New York,   1946; 
d    Ponder and Del Mar,  Electrical Engineer's Handbook, Electric Power, 
"~   John Wiley * 3on3,  New York.   1949; 
o    Puchstein and Lloyd,  Alternating Current Machines,  John Wiley & Sons, 
""   New York,   1942. 

87 Figure rV-1 shows a three-phase induction motor;  its powor source inust 
be three-phase alternating current«. 
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88     This part of the technical-economic description is closely related to ì   *' 
the semiquantitative programming data discussed at length in Chapter V. I 

See sub-eection  (h)   for a description of the data-collection procedure 89 

90 

91 

Some flow input requirements may bo of the overhead type,   suoh as heat 
and light. 

A technique for estimating tho adjustment factor of the motor shaft is 
illustrated in sub-section  (g),   part  (iii) of this chapter. 

92 °P«  cit»i   (3°e  note   (3), Chap,  i),  Soviet Planning Study No.  5,   pp. 409, 

93 Op.  cit. 

94 United States Government, International Cooperation Administration, 
Technical Inquiry Service, Fractional and Small Horsepower Electric 
Motors and Direct Starters for Squirrel Cago Motora. Washington. T).C. 
June 1958, PP. 22-23.   ' 

95 Re-rating means assigning a higher standard horsepower rating to a 
motor of given physical (frame size) dimensions. 

96 The definition of a 40°C, polyphase induction motor has the following 
components! An induction motor is one in which the stator winding is 
connected to an alternating current power source and the motor winding 
carries induced current. A polyphase motor has more than one stator winding 
- usually three. A 40 C motor is one which develops full rated power 
when the insulated conductor temperature is permitted to rise 40 C above 
an initial 40 C ambient of the operating environment. 

97 Libby, op. pit., p. 131, Table 4-76. 

98 Libby, op. cit.. p. 130, Table 4-7A. 

99 Machine Design, Electric Motor Reference Issue. Penton. Cleveland. 
December 16, 196% p. 6, Table 1. 

100 See Figure IV-1 for an illustration of the various diameters on a shaft. 

101 Libby, cp. cit.. p. r35. 

102 This approximation results  in minimum volume per horsopower, which is 
the criterion for minimum cost. 

103 Libby,   op.  cit.,   p.   131. Table 4-76 shows that  for frame  254 the 
diameter   "IF is   I-1/8  inches.    By  adding twice   "(MA)" to  "(N-W)" 
the  overall shaft  length iß  calculated as  20-1/8 inches. 

104 The kilovolt-ampere   (kVA)   is a measure of the power output  of a transformer. 
Lighting transformers are also rated by kilowatts  (kW).    A kilovolt-ampero 1       • 
is exactly equal to a kilowatt  if the phase angle between the current and                   g 
the  potential equals  zero.    Motors and transformers change the phase 
angle of a current;   lighting fixtures do not. 

i 
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105 These data were originally reported hy kilowatts. 

106 No "transformer resource element" is listed in any of the University of 
North Carolina studies. 

107 United States Government, International Cooperation Administration, 
Technical Inquiry Service, Electric Motors and Transformers, February 
I960. 

108 Ajax Transformer Co., Stillwcll Avenue, Bronx, New York. 

* *'**-#  •*=* %, i%r  * • 
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V. SEMIQUANTITATIVE PROGRAMMING DATA; 
CONCEPTS AND PILOT EMPIRICAL WORK 

320. The semiquantitative level of technical-economic description adopted in this 

study has grown out of a critique of the resource-element approach. While this 

critique initially appeared to imply that this entire approach should be abandoned, 

parallel work on both the concepta and the empirical data-gathering tasks of both 

the semiquantitative and the fully quantified levels indicated that, far from 

being mutually exclusive, the two levels are complementary and mutually supporting, 

both in regard to the data-gathering effort and in regard to the logic of pro- 

gramming. This represents the latest thinking in respect to these problems at 

the time the present report is being written and is accordingly embodied in the 

presentation of the key features of the project in Chapter III. 

321. The semiquantitative level is a level of general orientation and of the 

initial formation of concepts and classifications for the subsequent more detailed 

work. The logic of this level is that of the initial organization of an infor- 

mation system and is introduced as such below. 

A. General considerations 

322« The moot significant texts in the field of mathematical programming and 

resource allocation are those that expound theory. Their pages of proof and explana- 

tion relate the manipulations required to reach an optimum allocation of limited 

resources by adjusting the mix of activities or alternate uses to which the 

resources can be put, so that a specified formula, called the objective function, 

is made as large (or as small) as possible. 

323. Invariably, a certain sameness pervades these works. All of them assume the 

resources available, the activities to be mixed and the objective function that 

will rate the success of any trial allocation are given at the outset. Even 

texts represented as being practical and filled with examples, necessarily begin 

with a given but limited set of facts. 

324. In short, we are deluded, All of the literature on programming, begins in 

the middle of the problem. The definition of resources to be considered, the 

activities to h« juggled, the scale of success that will rate our results and 

^empare our trials at pLe-cutting are pre-ordained.  We are committed to a set 

of définitions and a problem structure that inexorably Lead to a given result; 

wp cannot know, because the authors do not tell us, how the fundamental first 

commitment was made. There are no handbooks on how to begin programming. 

!• Ì 

I 

! 
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325, Nevertheless, the essence uf the programming problem lies not in crank- 

turning, although the importance of that ability is enormous, but in the formulation 

and definition of problems. It is the purpose of this section to examine the 

fundamental problem of starting a programming analysis, with special reference to 

the metalworking industries in developing nations. 

The basic classification and combinatorial problems 

326. To soe the distinction between the pre-set problems and the textbook case, 

let us consider first three sots of symbols, or three fundamental classification 

groups, as defined by the programmine procedure:  (a) a set of possible resources, 

which may or may not now be available to us, but whicli represent potentially 

useful tools, material?!, and skills; (b) n similar sot of possible activities, 

which in reality represent technologically useful clusters of resource application 

(in specific ratios), most frequently described by an end-product, or intermediate- 

product name; and (c) a final listing of possible formulae for evaluating success. 

327. Each of these three lists must be available to provide, in combination, the 

starting point for the process of programming. If one or more is missing or 

incomplete, we have an undefined or incompletely defined problem.  In general, an 

alternation or reorganization of one  or more of these lists will alter the 

results of the programming effort. Moreover, the way in whioh these three major 

lists above can be detailed presents the investigator with an initial complexity of 

classification and combination for which he is not prepared.  Indeed, the variety 

of consideration at the outset - the range of possibilities available for 

classification and simplification - is infinitely greater than the variety of 

computation required in the procedural phase of analysis for even the most extensive 

programming tableau. 

328, A simple example should convince the reader of this all-important confrontation. 

Let us consider an electric sign composed of a square of 4OO light bulbs arranged 

in a 20 x 20 grid. Let each of these bulbs be controlled by an individual electric 

switch, so that any bulb, or group of bulbs, may be turned on or off by the 

selection of a switch position. Since there are 4OO bulbs, each of which may be 

either on or off, the number of different patterns that may be displayed on this 

board is 2   or approximately 10i. No draughtsman oould ever draw all of these 

possibilities, no investigator could ever try or see all of them, and even the 

fastest computer available, showing the patterns automatically, could never complete 

combinations, or patterns, is the entire combinational possibilities. Por 10 ^O 

a number greater than astronomioal: the best estimate of the number of atoms in 

the known universe is 10 . 
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329. Nevertheless, this crude electric sign is a simple affair when compared to 

tho patterns,or combinations of, say 1,000 resourco elements which might be con- 

sidered in combination as shops, productive units or work centres. Tho same 

argument holds for activities, or productive levels for given end- and by-products. 

The potential for grouping components, sub-assemblies, and ovon final products 

represents a similar combinatorial impasse. For example, how many different 

hous holds could be constructed from the products listed in the widely available 

cátalo crue of the great American mail-order house of Sears, Roebuck A Co.? l 

330. "hi* „wt discourse on the potential variety of combination shouldJ*nvince 

the reader that certain drastic measures must be invoked to simplify tho •pro- 

gramming problem to human, or even computer capability. The simplification pro- 

cess - which uses the steps of elimination, grouping, threshold discrimination, 

partitioning and the like - appears both during the actual programming computation, 

after the problem has been defined as best the investigator can, and in tho initial 

phases of problem formulation. As we have seen, by far tho greatest amount of 

mmplification is required ;it the outset. 

initial simplification procedures 

UL The most obvious form of simplification of the list we have disoussed ie 

•'.intimation, that is, restriction of the lists for resource elements, activities, 

xml possible objectives to a sub-class of what might be considered. 

<}2.  Tn the case of an economy, we may simplify the resource-element list, or at 

Least its range, by considering only one industry, mctalworking for example, 

leaving the other industries for later. This implies a similar constraint on tho 

activities listing and possibly on tho list of objectives as well. This is tho 

first simplification procedure employed in the present study.2 

ìV3. A more difficult decision arises when the detail within the mctalworking 

resource (and activity) list must be specified. From the myriad combinations, wo 

seek a list of resource elements whicu has several requirements: ^ 

(a) Extiaustivenons. Tho list should provide a complete scan of tho metal- 

working resources presently or potentially employed in metalwork production. 

(b) Bxcliisivjncss. The elements of the list should, Lo the degree possible, 

not overlap, s<> that m  the computation phase of analysis modest adjustments-in 

resource element capacity can be evaluated. 

(c) Clarity. The list must be readily understood by both those who supply 

data and those who must interpret the results of the analysis. No great study of 

. 
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catalogues, dossiers or footnotes should be required to interpret re.ouroe-element 

designations. Furthermore, the elemental names chosen should be sufficiently 

general that they are universally understood in different languages. 

(d) Combinatorial ability. The detailed resource categories should be 

stated so they are amenable to later grouping or partitioning as the need arises. 

Since at the outset the investigator cannot know hiB final needs, he must 

provide some flexibility for la.or modification. 

(e) Usefulness for planning. The detailed resource categories should also 

be stated to agree, at least by  transformation, with known statistics, economic 

classifications and trade data to provide both realism and practicality to the 

end result. 

(f) Stability.» To provide a meaningful and generally useful result, the 

categories chosen in the detailed listing must be sufficiently stable in description 

and content from time to time and place to place that the results of analysis may 

be transferred fron the time and place of analysis to applications after the analysis 

is oomploted. 

334. A brief consideration of these specifications for a resource-element list 

suggests that reliance on specific machine names or shop configurations in one 

country or at one time may be neither transferable, clearly understood, nor stable 

aa technology and practice change. Shops, moreover, would not bo mutually exclusive 

in their capabilities or make-up. They would vary from place to place and would not 

bo known to an information source without extensive cross-roference. 

335. Although a discussion of this type could bo continued, little more argument    y 

would bo needed to suggest a hierarchy of resource-element description that has     f 

the required characteristics, 

B* Description of the sector by semiquantitative programming data 

A hierarchy of resource-element descriptions 

336. The most unchrjiging and most general classifications for a list of productive 

facilities will be found in the functions performed by given tools, processes, 

and methods, for example, metal-reraoval versus metal-forming.  In outline form, if 

"mstalworking processes" is the ¿onus, me tal-romo val, metal-forming, metal-fastening, 

etc., all become inferior „species or sub-classifications which can be made both 

exhaustive, and reasonably exclusive. Moreover, such categories are highly stable, 

internationally understood, and incorporated in most production tests. 5 
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337. Continuing in the same way, specific ^tai-renoval prooefl.ee become Bpeoioe 

of the class "metal-removal", with turning, drilling, boring, reaming, broaching, 

grinding, oto. boooming sub-sub-classifications.    Purthormoro, under "turning« the 

detail may oontinuo to hand lathes,  semi-automatic lathee,  fui ly-aut ornati o lathes, 

oto., and within eaoh of those sub-sub-sub-oatogories to specific equipment model 

numbers, as may bo roquired for local oustom or specific implomontation, 

338. Summarizing,  the hierarchy of classification would appear as: 

I.    metalworking procossos 

A«    metal-removal 

(l)    turning 

(a)    hand lathos 

(i)    Warnoy &   Swasey Model XXXX 

339.    With this arrangement, any level of generality desired can bo obtained,  so the 

list of productive facilities may be constricted or expanded as desired.     Moreover, 

data organized on  this basis can be coded  for later case  of extraction,   combination, 

sorting,  and  programming by  hand or  by  computer.    As an .additional advantage,   an 

investigator car, 00IL00I,   information about   tho relation between fundamental   process 

types and spool fie   ond-products  from  informants who have different degrees   of 

3pecific  knowledge and  later organise  the   results of the data collection on  a oon- 
3istont  basis. 

HO.    A two-lovcl  hierarchy of listings  of productive  facilities 13 shown  in Tablo V-l 

1 the lar^o fold-out  sheet)  as rows to the  loft. 

Í41.    ThiB  two-love I  hierarchical   classification   is closely related to the  concepts 

>f standard task and rosouroo-elenont   that  were developed   m Chapter  TV,   but   it 
coincides with neither of th.>so      Vhr. im.,n~ „<> *u    *      , tmso.     int.- lower of the two levels corresponde moat closely 
to standard tasks,   since at  this  stage  of data-organ 1 sat ion  the  functions   (processes) 

specified  in  the  lower   level  arc not   tied to  the  specific  machine park that  defines 

1 rosource-oioment.     AB compared with standard tasks,   the  rows  cf Tablo V-l  show 
two main differences: 

(a)    The weight  clase of output  handled is  not opacified but  is  left   Lmplioit. 

Since   information concerning tho net weights  of the  individual  products has  been 

collected,   it should   be readily possible,   at  a later stage,   to break down oaoh 

standard task into weight classes corresponding to approximate oomponent weights« 

The present undifferentiated form is convenient,  since  it  leaves open the issue cf 

i li; 
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Rssouro«! required for the •amifawtur« of sow typical »»tal prodnots 

(5) (24) (31) (38) (8) 

Smll motor 
(intonai 
tuition) 3 hp 

long run 
Outboard 
motor 3 hp 

16 In. Chain- 
Portable 
sewing- 
aaohine 

Piston 00m- 
preaaor 2 
oy lindera, 
100 lb/in? 

Medium-short - 

Va. 
1000 
1120 
1200 
1205 
1250 
1265 
1270 
1700 
1720 

2000 
2100 
2200 
2210 
2300 
2400 
24IO 
2600 

3000 
3100 
3200 

4000 
4100 
4300 

5000 
5110 

6000 
6200 
6300 
6310 
6400 

7000 
7120 
7400 
7520 

8000 
8210 
8500 

9000 
9100 
9190 

95OO 
9560 

Matal-foraliur 
Porge, dia (2) 
Casting, iron (6) 

aand 
Casting, non-farroua (3) 

di« 
Caating, praoiaion (l) 
Praaa, draw (tub« ato.) 
Press, band  (brake«) 

Metal-removal 
Turn (lathe) 
Bora (drill) 
Rasa 
Grind 
Mill 
3hapa (plana) 
Tap (inaida thread by dia) 

Matal-Putting 
Praaa, anear 
Praaa, punoh 

Heat-treatment operation« 
Furnaoe 
luenoh 

Fattening operations 
Mute/bolts 

Finishing operations 
Dip (to olean,  prine) 
Spray,  paint   (ahort run) 
Spray,  paint  (auto-lina) 
Elaotroplate 

Final asssmbly and paoklna: 
Hand (long-run paced) 
Standard performance test 
Semi-automatio packing 

Materials handling 
Conveyors  (automatic) 
Transfer machine 

Purohaaed items 
Eleotrioal motors 
Eleotrioal auppliaa - other 

Servio« fonctions 
Sub-aasembly oo-ordination 

(orltioal) 

I 
I 

t 
I 
1 
1 

i 
1 

1 
1 

I 
I 

I 

1 
1 

1 
I 
1 
1 
U 
1 
1 

I 
I 

I 
S I 

1 

1 

1A 

& 
t 

i I 
I 

ta 

i 

l 

9570  Tool- and die-making 

Motea1 

Produot 
Product 

Produot 

¡5)1    A - Copper aluminium alloy» B - Chrosja plat« piston 
24): A - Dia-oast aluminium total unit; It - Hob gears for transmission 
31)« A - Nagnesiua frane 
38)1 A - Buy plaatio parta 
8) 1 A - DM 3 hp gaa «otor or 2 hp eleotrlo motor - no tank aaaaajbly 

t. 

••••ÉÉiaaÉaalHiMaHtfiia 
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(12) (13) (14) (4) (3) 

Ko. 

1000 
1120 
1200 
1205 
1210 
1250 
1?55 
1265 
1700 
1720 

2000 
2100 
2600 
2610 

3000 
3100 
3200 

4000 
4100 

5000 
5100 
5110 
5210 
5400 

6000 
6200 
6300 
6310 
6320 
6330 

7000 
7100 
7120 
7400 
7500 
'.'520 

QOOO 

ti 300 

«210 

•woo 
91 (X) 
H 10 

•)] 20 
•H 90 

)SCXi 

'1560 

9570 

RMOUTM 

¡florg», ÏÏ« (2) 
Casting,  iron (6) 

•and 
mold 

Casting, non-farroua (3) 
a and 
dia 

Press, draw (tubs sto.) 
Press,  band (brake«) 

Metal-ramoval 
Turn  (lathe) 
Tap (inside thread by dl«) 
Thread  (outside thread by dl«) 

Metal-outting 
Press,  shear 
Frees,   punch 

Heat-treatment operation« 
Purnaoe 

Faateniitf: operations 
Self-tapping aorewe 
Nute/bolts 
We 1 d,  s po t   {1 on(*-run ) 
Deeipned   (oatoh,   interlook,  plug) 

Finishing operations 
Dip  (tn  olean,   prime) 
3pra,v,   paint   'short-run) 
ijpray,   paini   ;'n,u.,_] me) 
»pray,   vitrenoB nrifusel   (short-run) 

oprn,v,   vi'ren.s  eiifirael   (auto-lin«) 

Final aaaemhU   and packing 
TSñTTshort-run",   -ir. pace,   light) 
Hand   ( lunF-r-in,   ,).i"nrl Ì 
standard   peri'Min/un-'*  test 
Hand   revik     KH irt-r in,   no  pace,   light) 
^>em¡-aut imat tc   parking 

Mataríais  standi in 

KUotrlo   KL«otrio   30 In. «u     Watar-ptnp Sink« and 
"lo*»—      oloth««        kitoh«n      (o«ntrlfug«l)      tub« for 
irjrw       washer rang« «hort-run     washing aaohlnes 

I 
I 
I 

1 
1 

1 
1 
i 
i 

if " on ve.v '•> rn   ' man ua 1 
''iinvB'/ori-      lut..»natio) 

l\u-chan6d   i lams 
ITI e n t. r i oa î   m >t ore 
Xìeitrifì.-tl    MMtrols  (simple) 
ivle^trioal   controls  (oomplex) 
Eleotrioal   supplies   (other) 

¿ervioe  funstions 
Sub—asaembly oo-ordinatlon 

(critical) 
Tool- and die-making 

I* 
1 

IB 

I 

U 

It 

t 

I 

1 

t 

I 

1 

1 

u 

I 

1 

)   » 
i   • 

Mot««: 

Product (12)i A - Buy fan-biada« 
Product (13)i A - Secpienoe timer and «leotrlo valdesi 6 - Tranaalaalon partas Bay «alta 
Product (14)J A - Buy olookt B - Light plug 
Product (3) J A - Vary deep draw; B - Anneal (uaually in steps) 

I! 

l'ail' MF—»- a&X:***.... 
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•e. 

1000 
1500 
1700 
17» 

2000  M»t«l-ranoyal 

Metal-outting 
Preae, shear 
Pr««B, punch 

Hatal-forMi« 
Roll (tub«, «hap«) 
Praea, draw (tuba «to.) 
Praaa, bend (brakes) 

3000 
3100 
3200 

4000 Heat-treatment operation« 

5000 Fa« taning o parai ioni 
5100 3a If-tapping aerava 
5210 Weld,  spot  (lon^-run) 
5320 Braza (silver solder) 
5400 Designed (catoh,  interlook, plug) 
5500 Olua 

6000 Flnlahlng operations 
6200 Dip (to clean,  prime) 
6310 Spray,  paint   (auto-line) 
6330 Spray, vitreous enamel  (auto-lina) 

7000 Pinal aasembl.v and packing 
7120 Hand  (lon^-run,  paoed) 
7400 Standard performance  teat 
7430 Oritioal adjustment needed 
7440 Critioal asBembl-,  equipment neadad 
7520 Semi-automat ic.  packing 

8000 Materiale handling 
8210 Conveyors  (automatic) 

9000 Purohaaed items 
9100 Kleotrical motors 
9110 Eleotrioal controls  (airaple) 
9190 Eleotrioal supplies (other) 

95OO Service functions 
955O Produotion sequence (oritioal) 
9560 3ub~aosembl,v oo-ordlnavtlon (oritioal) 
9570 Tool- and die-making 
958O Jigs and fixtures 

Ttfffv-19 
(1) (18) (2) (41) (40) 

Matai De-lux« 
Refrigerator                             oabineta 30-drawar 11,000 Btu 

12 ft3        Refrigerator   («xoluAing etaal air- 
lonff-run           2 ff5                 ainka) oabinet oonditioner 

2 
8 
1 1 I 1 1 

i t I t 1 
1 1 1 1 1 

t 1 1 
1 X f t 
1 
t I 1 
t 1 

t I I 1 
t I t 1 
1 1 

1 I I 1 
I I 
at a» a 
VÊ u 

1 1 

1 1 I 1 

10 IB 
I 1 
i li t 1 

Hot—i 

Produot 
Product 
Produot 
Produot 

¡l)i A - Soori B - Vaoimat 0 - Motor ooapraaeor 
18)1 A - Vaouuat B - Motor ooapraasor (this anali unit aajr be asde iatamalljr) 
2)i A - Door» B - Aaaaaibly jig« 
40) t A - Critioal fin aaaeably.    Hot and oold oolle aub-aaaaaiblyt 

B - Buy aotor ooapreasor unit 
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(13) (M) (U> 
1690 H Complet. 

20 la.      portabl« hot-alr 
tank for      10 in.x 10 la. portatola   alaotrlo haatig« 

air, watar     light flxtara        fan        haatar 

Raaouros 

Casting, non-ferrous  (3) 
dia 

Roll  (tube,  shapes) 
Press,  draw (tubs eto.) 
Presa,  bend  (brakes) 

Me tal-remo val 

Metal-outt lüfi 
Press,  shear 
Press,   punch 

Wo. 

1000 
1250 
1265 
1500 
1700 
1720 

2000 

3000 
UOO 
3200 

4OOO 

5OOO 
5100 
52IO 
5?20 
5400 

6000 
6200 
6300 
6310 

7000 
7100 
7120 
7400 
7420 
7520 

ßooo 
8210 
830O 

•WOO 
9100 
9110 
9190 

95OO     Servioe functions 

1 
I 
1 

Heat-treatment  operations 

Fastening operations 
oelf-tappi np screws 
Wold,  spot  fton^run) 
Weld.   continuous 
Designed   n-atnh,   ¡nterlook,  plug) 

FiniahinK opérations 
Dip  ito clean,   prime) 
opra,v,   paint   (short-run) 
opraj',   pamt   Íauto-line) 

Final assembly   and  packing 
líand   (short-run,   in pace,  light) 
Hand   (lon^-run,   ;mced) 
Standard  performance  test 
Critical   teat   needed 
Semi—SAI tora« tu-   packing 

Materiale Handling 
Conveyors  (automat 1c) 
Trucks  (lift,   pallóte,  bins etOi) 

Purchased i teme 
Rleotrioal motors 
Bleotnoal   controls   (simple) 
iileotrical  supplies  (other) 

t 

t 

i 
I 

1 
1 

i 

t 

i 
li 
I 

1 
1 

I 
1 

1 
1 

I 

1 

1 
1* 
u 

1 
i 

I 

1 

I 

1 
I 
u 

Notes: 

Produot 
Produot 
Produot 
Produot 
Produot 

(9):   A-Laak 
(17): A - Lamp aookat and glass 
115) i A - Thermostat 
(16): A - Thermostat and svitoh¡ B - heating alaaant 

A - Oaa valvas and oontrolsj probably buy rainy fan «ni« (11): 

Ï 
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»o. 

1000 
1400 
1900 
1600 
1700 
1720 

2000 

3000 
3100 
3200 
3300 

TABU V-l« 

(23) (25) 
Aluminita 

oo»t 
13.5 ft 

Aluainiua 
unit 

(20) 

AliMiniv 
•kill«« 

(21) (35) 
Aluainiua     D*-luz* 
ladder ironln* 
16 ft board 

flrtal-forairur 
Bxtruiion (tubas, «hape«) 
Roll (tub«,  «hup»») 
Draw (tub«, wir«) 
Preis, draw  (tubo ato.) 
Praia, bend  (brake«) 

Metal-removal 

Metal-outtlng 
Prei«,  shear 
Praia,  punoh 
Saw 

4000     Heat-treatment ODTstlOM 

5000     Faateni"* operation« 
5120     Riveta 
5400     Des i pied (oat oh,   interlook, plag) 

6000 Finishing opérât ione 
6I3O Brulh and polish 
63IO Spray,  paint   (auto-line) 
639O Spray, other finishaa than above 

7000 Final aBBembl.y and paoking 
7100 Hand (short-run,   no pao«, light) 
7120 Hand (lon^-run,   paoed) 
7420 Critioal teat  needed 
75OO Hand-paok  (ahort-run, no pao«, light) 
752O Semi-automatic  packing 

8000 Materiale handling 
806O Manual  (simple wheels and skidi) 
82OO Conveyors  (manual; 
83OO Truoki  (lift,   pallets, bins eto.) 

9000     Purchased items 

950O     Servio« functions 
958O     Jig« and fixtures 

1A 
I 

I 

I 

1 

u 
IB 

I 

I 

t 

I 

t 

I 

I 

Hot««» 

Produot 
Produot 
Produot 
Produot 

,23)1 A - B«y fosa float«, 
23)1 A - Buy «rtrmted 

(20)i A - T«flon 
.21) t A - Usually pwnh«««rt 

wood traaaoai. 1 - leak 
•ad o««t 

I 



No. 

1000 
nao 
1250 
1260 
I5OO 
1700 
1720 
I8OO 

2000 
2100 
2610 

5000 
3100 
3200 

4000 
4100 

5000 
5100 
5110 
5220 
5400 

6000 
6130 
6200 
6210 
6300 
6310 

7000 
7100 
7120 
7510 

7520 

8OOO 
8O6O 
8200 
8210 
8300 

9OOO 
9100 
9190 

95OO 
958O 

(26) (29) 

Contractor's 
1/2 la« alaotrio    whaal- 

drlll       barrow 

Raaouroa 

«SUBE! 
form rga, di« (2) 
Casting, non-ferrouB (3) 

mould 
Roll (tube, shapes) 
Press, draw (tubs eto.) 
Press, bend (brakeBj 
Wind (motors, transformara ato.) 

Metal-removal 
Turn (lathe) 
Thread  (outside  thread by dia) 

Matal-outline 
Press,  shear 
Press,   punch 

Heat-treatment operationa 
Purnaoe 

ffrateninp: ojierations 
>eif-tappirip screws 
Nuts/bolts 
Weld,   continuous 
Des ifned  'oatoh,   interlook, plu«) 

Finishing   iterations 
Brush  and  rmlioh 
Dip  (lo  ninni,,   prime) 
Dip   (to  Í iinsh i 
Spray,   p-vmt   (short-run) 
S pra¿ ,   pa 1 n t     ant o -1 i na ) 

Final assembly and paoking 
Hand   (short-run,   no  p>.oe,   light) 
Hand   (lon^-run,   pacai1) 
Hand—paok   (unit   and  shjrt-run, 

no  wie«,   heavy ) 
• ¡emi-autorna'ic   ;>ackiiii: 

Matonaia  handling 
Manual   (simule  whop .a  and  skids) 
Oonveyorn   (manual ; 
Convey ora   ! aut-iraat10) 
trucks  (lift,   pa] Latti,  bina ato.) 

Purchased  1 tema 
Rleotrioal  motore 
¡Neotrioal  supplies  (othar) 

Servios functions 
Jigs and fixtures 

2* 

1 
1 

i 
I 

t 

1 
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(32) (33) (39) 

Coapoat 
•111 
3 hp 

III 

Cannlstar 
vacuum 
oleaner 

1 hp 

I 

I 

I 

I 
1 

i 
i 

I 
t 

u 

t 

t 
I 

if. 

Motas» 

Produot 
Produot 
Product 
ftpoduot 
Produot 

(26): A - Integral motor 
(29)1 A - Usar assembly} usas purohasad whaal 
(32)1 A - Boy 3 hp gas motor and whsels 
(33)< A - Buy «heels and bearings 
(39)1 A - Citad unit usas fiberglass but othar* us* dram 

H t *  1 

if 

I1 > J 

if i.*J 
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le. 

1000 
1120 
1900 
17» 

2000 
2100 
2200 
2300 
2400 
2500 

3000 
3100 
3200 

4000 
4100 
4300 

5000 
5110 
5120 
5í20 

6000 
b?00 
6?10 
6300 
6310 

7000 
7100 
7120 
7400 
7510 

7520 

8000 
8060 
8210 
8300 

J000 

9500 
'Í580 

(27) 

J la. 
VlM 

(26) (30) (3T) (42) 

Hand      10 u. 
•BOTOl 

llrtal-for«liur 
Torf, dl« (2) 
Roll (tub«, «hap««) 
Pr«aa, band (brakes) 

M»fl-r«mov»l 
Turn (lath«) 
Bor« (drill) 
Orind 
Mill 
Broaoh 

M«tal-outtimr 
Press,  shear 
Pr«s«,  punoh 

H«at-tr«atm«nt operation« 
Fumao« 
Quench 

Faataning operation« 
Nuts/bolts 
Rivets 
Weld,  continuous 

Finishing operation« 
Dip (to clean,  prim«} 
Dip (to finish) 
Spray,  paint   (short-run) 
Spray,  paint   (auto-line) 

Final assembly and paolcing 
Hand (short-run,  no pao«, light) 
Hand (long-run,  paoed) 
standard performano« test 
Hand paox:  (unit and short-run, no 

heavy) 
3emi-automatic packing 

Materiala handling 
Manual  (simple wheels and «kid«) 
Conveyor«  (automatic) 
Truofcs (lift, pallet«, bin« «to.) 

On—n«l«l     0p«n-end 
hand truok  wranoh «et 

t 

I 
t 

t 
t 

I 
I 

2A 

t 

I 

I 

t 

» 
t 

Puroh—d items 

3«ryio« funotion« 
Jig« and fixture« 

Hot—i 

Rrodtaot 
Produot 

28)i 
30)« 
42)i 

A - 
A - 
A - 

»a/ baaila 

has box 
I B - Bay 3 h» gaa 
to ani aiaa 

l'I; 
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standard task clarification by weight until considerably more data are collected 

on typical products in many branches of the sector. In this way the semiquantitative 

data organization facilitala the definition of proper standard task categories for 

.uibsequent fully quantified ompirical work* 

(b) The seriality class of output from a process is not specified but is 

a,ain left implicit by reference to the Boriali* characterizing a given product as 

Usted in an activity column. The remarks made under (a). abe ve apply to thi* 

case in an analogous manner. 

^.  In order to avoid confusion with either the standard-task or the resource- 

Clement concepts, the rows of Table V-l will be referred to simply as »resources-, 

^his designation is convenient since it corresponds to the usual interpretation of 

-itivity-analysis models as describing resource inputs into specific activities. 

i-ho reecurcea corresponding to the rows of Table V-l are then processes (or 

I recessing functions) used to characterize production facilities at a rather high 

Uvol of generality within the hierarchical classification. 

W. Although the hierarchical approach to the organization of productive facilities 

in not now - indeed, in general, the hierarchy of classification and structure 

mggested is common to systems such as the Dewey Decimal System used in libraries 

-Mí Standard Industrial Classifications used in government statistics - its specific 

xtonrrion to the organization of preliminary programming data has r.ot been exploited 

••''-«loly, if at all. The advantages of such an approach here, however, are the same 

< those generally found in information-retrieval situations involving mass data 

• .es, plus those inherent in research flexibility and data-collection from diverse 

'.rofossional sources. 

-14. At the same time the hierarchical approach exhibits here, as elsewhere, some 

oil -recognized shortcomings. Foremost among these is the ambiguity of classification 

boo. there are several classificatory criteria which ^ive rise to mutuali, inconsistent 

'nidifications.  In the present case those shortcomings arc not significant at the 

."/ol of generality represented by Table V-l.  At a moro detailed Level a différent 

ind of problem arises, in that tnoro will typically not ox ist a ono-to-one corros- 

•i.lenoo between processing functions and productivo faciUUes. Thus it LP   true 

••'t fin the illustrative hierarchy presented above) a lathe of a ¿nvon model may 

required for the performance of a given turning operation; but if the workpioco 

heavy there will also be a requirement for hoist« or other materials-handling 

nupmont. The resource-element concept is an attempt to quantify ouch complemon- 

iritios; in addition, however, it also creates a higher-level aggregate in that, 

if 
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for example, in machining many kinds of metal-removal processes (turning, drilling, 

planing, milling, etc.) are brought together into a single shop that defines the 

resourco-element.    This higher-lovel aggregate, however, does not coincide with a 

higher level  in the    hierarchical classification given abovo.    For operational 

purposes we shall use the concept of resource  (in the sense of a metalworking 

process or function)  as defined above  for use in Table V-l. 

Some special problems in activity classification 

345»    The resource listing structured as above can bo made both relatively exhaustivo 

and complete,  both stable and clear,  and both flexible and useful in planning. 

However,  a more difficult assignment  faces the coder when he looks at possible 

activity lists. 

346.    This is so,  because designers of products have  exploited the principal of 

combinatorial variety by using many combinat ione of production processes,  and many 

combinations of common parts to produce from a small list of resources a cornucopia 

of end-products, which could be considered activities. 

347«    This result poses at least two major problems for the investigator:     (a) he 

must find a way to group products and thereby reduce the number of activities to 

a reasonable total;   (b)  he must contend not only with commonality of components and 

resources consumed but also with the seriality of product ion, that is,  the changes 

in tooling and design that would follow the specification of longer or shorter 

production runs, 

348.    One approach to this twofold problem is via the roui.o used in specific 

manufacturing practice,  namely, the decomposition of many assemblies into their 

components,   sub-assemblies, materials requirements and machine-labour requirements, 

with summarization at each level of roq-uiroment  in assembly.    This so-called parts- 

explosion or resource-explosion problem ìB a standard data-processing task in 

industrial factory planning but, because of the detail involved,   only  the more 

sophisticated firms  such as the automotive industry  in the United States 

have mastered it.    Most firms pay for lack of such detailed organization by in- 

creases of in-procoss  inventories,  work halts,   and 3inalar disturbances;   indeed, 

the cost of such detailed planning is often justified only by extremely high 

seriality in a competitive economy. 

349»    Tho techniques  of decomposition for electric motors are illustrated in 

Chapter IV of this report.    However,  it should be noted that the resources re- 

quired .for a detailed decomposition study of even a short list of typical products 

is extensive if it attempts to be exhaustive.    The analyst again faces the 
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combinatorial dilemma described at the beginning of this chapter.    Evon with 

unlimited financial resources,  the time factor would romain,  and technology would 

change faster than a truly exhaustive decomposition study could bo completed. 

In other words,   the analyst cones  to  the unyielding basic  theorem of planning 

and control;   namely,   the  inputs and corrections made  to a process  must be at least 

as rapid as  the variations and changes to bo controlled or ho is doomed to failure, 

350. There are,  howover,  levels  of control that can  bo exploited.    Just as a 

hierarchy of resource classification permits flexibility  (as well as the other 

classification virtues described),   a hierarchy of product types,  or activities, 

also permits  a multiple-stage or sequential approach to programming. 

351. If the  over-all aspect of planning that must bo comprehensive is handled at a 

lesser level  of detail, with the more detailed planning handled selectively at 

successively  lower levels of control,   it   is possible  to adjust the capabilities 

of the  planner-controller to the  demands  of the  task at  hand.     In  short,   it is 

possible,  using a combination of analytical approaches to have both general and 

comprehensive   planning at one level,  and simultaneously to have detailed and 

specific planning at selected lower levels, and on a consistent basis. 

\rj2.    The subsequent discussion describes how this principle can be applied to 

Lho taotalworking field in particular. 

The semiquantitative resource/ac tivity matrix and its virtues 

S*)\.    Many  of  the  problems of resource  listing are overcome  by resort to the 

hierarchy  of description described  previously.     Since  the  listing at the higher 

levels  of the  hierarchy require  few categories,   and since  the detail of the 

listing can always be consistently expanded by adding further lower  levels,  the work 

done initially to construct a crude table of resources versus activities is not 

wasted but rather serves as a guide to  further investigation. 

554.    Because  of the great commonality in the components of finished products, 

however,   it  is difficult to isolate categories of products that produce clear-cut 

blocks of resources and activities.    Hero wo must resort  to a partial separation 

if classes,   hoping to achieve,  to the oxtent possible,   the desired'characteristics 

•if a classification scheme. 

V'/u    The matrix of Table V-l suggests a mechanical route to the desired 

classification and partition of activities.    If a large sample of products - one 

that shoxvs  the detailed checklist  of resources needed to produce them - can be 

obtained quickly and cheaply and if this sample is representativo of the metal- 

working sector and its various branches,  then various mechanical sorting and 

¿Li. 
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grouping procedures can bo ueod to construct product groups or product prototypes 

that will bo useful for planning.    Moreover, wo can by this means scan only those 

products that have some immediate interest, should an extensive sample be beyond 

our resources.    Temporarily,  both finished end-items and components aro considered 

a& activities;  they arc both shown as columns  in Tabic V-l. 

356.    Ease and speed of data collection.  By restricting the variety of data 

collected about  a given product and its resource elements to a checklist   (indicated 

in Tafclo V-l by a "1"  for a needed resource and a blank for an unused resource in 

the manufacture of each product),  we can provide a large scan of possible  products, 

collect data inexpensively,   as described hereafter,  and produce a table which has 

both immediate quantitative possibilities and the potential for later refinement 

of selected resource activity blocks. 

*57.     In Table V-l,  the checklist aspect of display provides two semiquantitative 

guides to activity importance as well as a check of need.    A number "2" is    inserted 

for processes which are considered in some sense critical to  the production of a 

given product.    In this notation,   the definition of critical may bo related to one 

or more of several criteria:     mass seriality,  current  technology, complexity of 

product,  or difficulty of assembly and test operations.  In addition,   lettered notes 

are provided for a resource activity cell when further information is  pertinent. 

Those notes are provided briefly at  the foot of each product  column. 

358. Scif-prouping activity clas-ses.  It ia interesting,  before wo go on,  to 

describe parenthetically how 3uch a table can be used to provide a mechanical 

self-grouping of products by their similarity   (with respect  to resources required 

in their manufacture). 

359. Por this purpose,  consider the much-simplified resource/activity matrix, 

often called an incidence matrix,  or binary matrix,  shown as Figure V-l.     (Por 

simplicity,  we  temporarily drop the criticality designation,  and technical 

notos as shown in Table V-l.) 

360. Using such an initial source document, it is now possible by very simple 

means to perform a number of quantitativo manipulations which, although as yet 

highly unrefined,  provide us with ranks 01  product and resource similarity. 

361. For example, wo may now compute an activity/activity or product/product 

similarity table, as follows.    Take each column of Figure V-l and find the number 

of "matches" botweon its elements and those of the other columns of tho figure, 
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Figure V-l; A resource/activity 
inoidenoo matrix, showing a list 
of resources as rows (l,2,3...«) 
and a list of products as columns 
(A,B,C ). This basic form 
is followed in the examples that 
fellow. 

Activities 

A B D E 

1 

2 

3 

1 I 1 l 

1 i i l 

: l 

Figuro V-2; An activity/activity 
similarity matrix. 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

A B c D E 
i.. 

2 1 1 <° 2 

1 0 i 2 

1 1 > 1 

? ! i •' 2 

o 
1  

3 

0 u 8 10 Column totals 

whore a match is defined as an equal cell incidence of "Is".     (Mathematically,  this 

corresponds to matrix multiplication of Figuro V-2 "by its "transpose",  that is,   an 

quivalent  table with rows and columns  interchanged.)     The result,   shown as 
:¡guru  V-2,   demonstrates how one product or activity  is  related to another by the 

amber of common resources employed in production. 

''•2.    Fijare V-2 is read  by first noting the numbers on the diagonal,   which give 

he number of self-matches,   or the number of "Is" in a given product  column, 

"•uling  to   the right,   xn any given row,  we see  the number of resources  required 

' >r  that  given product's  production that are also common  to  other products;  for 

¡cample,  product A roquirod 2 resources,  which are also required by products D and E, 
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Only one common reeouroo (not necessarily the son») appears for products B and C. 

Thus, by a simple count of common resources,  products D and E aro more similar to 

product A thon are products B and 0.    This measurement  is one of many that could 

be used«    It haB at  least one defect,  namely,  that it does not indicate which 

products could be made  if others also could be;   for example,   consider the difference 

between products B and C,  pi von resources  1  and  2.    However,   this deficiency can be 

overcome by other simple manipulations, and the product/product matrix does provide 

one way to group products by commonality of resources required, 

363«    Continuing by analogy,  a resource/resource table may be produced,  as shown 

for the example of Figure V-l  in Figure V-3.    Here we have counted the matches 

between one row and all other rows of Figure V-l.    (Mathematically,   this corresponds 

to the multiplication of Figure V-l by its  transpose.    Again,   the interpretation 

is the same.    Wo see  that process  2 is more  similar to process 1 than to process  3, 

in the sense that more products  in our list  require the common resources 1 and 2 

than 1 and 3 or 2 and 3. 

364.    Thus,  using the concept of similarity matrices or tables, we may group 

mechanically,  for the  initial listing of resources and activities,  those which 

are mutually common,   specifically by rearrangement of the rows and columns of 

Table V-l to produce blocks of "1" entries. 

365»    One method of creating such blocks meohanically is to produce a table, 

such as Figure V-4,  which reorders the rows and columns of Figure V-l by the 

similarity sums Df Figures V-4 and V-3.    Thus,   if the numbers computed for the 

resource/resource matrix of Figure V-2 are added,  striking a column total for 

each column and if the row entries of Figure V-3 are added across for each row,striking» 

a row total for each row and if,   in addition,  a new table is constructed with 

rows and columns réarrangea, in order of their scores in this computation  (with the ¡ 
i 

highest-scored columns to the left,   the highest-scored rows above),   then we    have 

a now table in which resources and activities of highest commonality,   as previously 

defined,  will appear in the upper left corner of the new table.    The  result,  Figure 

V-4f  shows a grouping of resources and activities as suggested.    In such a table, 

the products having the greatest number of resource requirements will  probably, 

though not necessarily,  appear to the left;   resources entering the greatest number 

of products will usually,  though not  necessarily,  appear at the top.     Although 

Buch a mechanical manipulation of the data does not guarantee a clean partitioning 

of the data into separated blocks  (which may be considered independent for later 

analysis )_ it does point  generally to the products  that require the greatest number 

of resources  (to the loft) and the resources of the greatest common uso (to the top). 

L. 
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Suoh a display not only has immediato use in suggesting resources of great 

generality, but also in suggesting "easy" versus "difficult" products.    Por a 

given row,   indicating generality of rosourco-nood by  its rank,  the oasior 

products will usually appoar to  the right,  the moro difficult ones to the left. 

]66.    Other manipulations of this sort may be .advanced,  given the semiquantitative 
data of Table V-l or Figuro V-l. 

Figuro V-3: A resource/resource 
similarity matrix. 

1 

2 

3 

4 > > 

i A 

i I 2 

9 

7 

5 Row total« 

1 

2 

3 

Figuro V-4: The reordered incidence matrix 
of resources and activities.    The rows and 
columns aro ordered by the total-similarity 
scores shown in Figures V-2 and V-3. 
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1 1 . 1 
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Fi ¿raro V-',. :  A .empiri non of resource counts 
for   the complete resource activity matrix, 
by activity,  varus the  same  count  for a 
constrained resource list,   as described in 
the  text.    Equality uf count   indicates feasi- 
bility;  difference  in count  giveo number of 
resources  lacking. 

A B D w. 

2 ? L ." ì 

2 1 ! ;• i 

~ 

Full matrix 

Reduced .matrix. 
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367. Feasibility checke. The semiquantitative reBouroe/activity matrix may also 

be uBed for feasibility checks and to compute a comparative count of needed but 

unavailable resources.    Although the index thus produced is simple,  it is 

informative and permits quick comparison of needed versus available resources. 

368. For example,  us±ng the simplified resource/activity matrix of Figure V-lf 

compute the column total  for each column.    This will  be a simple  count of all the 

resources required to make a given product.    Next,  make a list  of the resources 

available presently,  for illustration,   say resources 1 and 2,    Extract these 

rows from the  full resource/activity matrix to produce a constrained matrix,  and 

again strike a column total.    The result  of applying these steps  to Figure V-l is 

shown in Figure V-5. 

369. If the full matrix and constrained matrix column totals are equal for a 

given product,   then all  the resources required for that product  are available, and 

a scan across  the product  listing will  produce all of the feasible products, 

with respect  to the resource classification.    Such a check is,  of course, a 

preliminary feasibility check,  that is,   we are only assured that   the right kind of 

resources are  available,   not the specifically correct capacities.    The crude approach 

does indicate,   however,  where potential  capability may lie and is  necessary for 

further refinement and quantification. 

370. In the  same way a comparison of the scores computed for the  full and con- 

strained matrix columns given an indication of the number of missing resources for 

products that  are not at  first, feasible.    The lesser count for these products 

specifically  shows  the number of resource categories  lacking, not which ones. 

Again,  however,   such a quick comparison,   with its large possiul»    ¡scan indicates 

generally which products aro likely candidates to be added to the  list of feasible 

products.    In other words,  a product that requires but one resource that we do not 

now have is a more  likely candidate than a product for which we  have noie of the 

required resources;   one possible ordering is according to the deficiency, 

371»    Furthor extensions of such applications are possible,  such as the introduction 

of criticality,  weighting and normalization of scores,  although they are not  con- 

sidered here.     Our purpose has been only to indicate some of the  useful properties 

of a semiquantitative resource activity matrix per se. 

Immediato Practical Uses 

372.    In short,  data collected and presented in a semiquantitative display euoh 

as Table* V-l provides a inastar file of large scope that oan be constructed easily 
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and inexpensively,  that can be used to find resource and activity similarities 

and that can provide initial feasibility ohooks and scales for rating candidate 

products and resources, 

373. Using this initial screening approach,  the investigator is able to get a 

comprehensive scan of possibilities,  then direct his attontion to a smaller number 

of interesting possibilities, which must be investigated in further detail.    Moreover, 

by noting the criticality and special notes,   the seoond-stage investigation is 

further directed to areas of special  interest.     Thus,   in its own right,   the 

presentation in Table V-l  is a useful diagnostic  tool. 

Further refinement of product classification 

374. As larger lists of activities aro added to Table V-l,   the problem of oomnon 

components and sub-assemblies enters the picture.    This is so because not only 

commonality of resources,  but aleo commonality of components and sub-assemblies 

may be of interest  in marketing,  design, and selection of feasible activities. 

375«  In viewing the sub—assembly problem,  two forms of "treeing" processes are of 

interest, the first the  decision tree,  and other the "requirements explosion" tree. 

See Figures V-6 and V-7. 

376«.    The decision tree,   shown in Figure V-6,   illustrates the hierarchy of choioes 

in a seloction process which leads eventually to a specific design or instanoe 

of that class of objects which would satisfy the general objective at  the apex 

of the tree.    Thus,   if the general objective were to provide flexible ground 

transportation under the  constraints of certain terrain,  environment,  etc., we 

find at onco  that certain functions must bo filled;  for example,  a prime—mover is 

needed,  there must be some method of control  for direction,   speed,  etc.,   there must 

be some physical way to  contain 'he passengers and so on„    There is ossentially no 

choice at this first stop.    Next,  however,   each function may have many modes of 

implementation,  so alternative choice  is possible.    For example,  the alternatives 

for a given -function may bo different  sub-assemblies;  when the sub-assemblies 

performing each function are combined,  they produce a product meeting the general 

i'equirements  stated. 

377.    The more detailed tree of Figure V-7,   called a design or "explosion" tree, 

provides more detailed information,   but is usually without choice.     It  is usually 

the result of a sequence  of decisions,  as in Figure V-6,  and is used to describe a 

specific group of products as they have been specified for production.    The purpose 

of the tree is to evaluate,  in detail,  the volume of lower-level resources noedod 

once -a finished product-mix has been agreed upon,    Figure V-8 shown the matrix 
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equivalents of the» troo of Figuro V-7.    When matrix [E] is multiplied by 

matrix [A]  (in that order), we have matrix [C]f  the parts list for the two 

end-products.    The extension of this computation is shown in Figure V-9.    There 

the product mix for  the final products,  500 and 200 respectively,   is converted 

into a parts requirement by a further matrix multiplication.    This type of com- 

putation is often a routine production-planning task for inventory control, 

machine loading and the like. 

378.     In terms of our previous discussion,  Table V-l,  the resource activity matrix 

is more analogous  to Picure V-7  than to Figure V-6,  since it  is assumed that,  at 

the level of generality illustrated,   design specifications have been fixed by the 

world market.     In addition, using the incidence-matrix format  of Table V-l, no 

exact count has boon made of the  level of component or sub-assembly use  in the list 

of finished products presented,   and  indeed components,   sub-assemblies and finished 

products have boon  listed in Table V-l as activities without  distinction. 

379«     In sum,  planning goes forward in two,  not  necessarily  independent stages, 

as illustratod by the trees of Figures V-6 and V-7,    However,   at the detailed 

planning level, wc  lean more toward evaluation of chosen plans,  rather than at 

the comparison of alternatives,   so the deterministic, choicoless tree becomes 

relatively more important. 

380. Furthermore,   if our initial  purpose is only to detect  the incidence of commonalit 

between resources  and possible  activities,   thon the approach of Figures V-7 and V-8 

permits us to treat   the  sub-assembly  problem as  either a series of tables,   in which, 

for example,  components would be considered resource inputs  into sub-assemblies,  and 

sub-ass ombl i es as resource inputs  into finished  products,   or as a table of direct  plus 

indirect  inputs,   showing the elemental resources going into a given independent column. 

In the  latter case,   all  columns   in the basic   table would show an incidence entry for 

every pertinent resource whether  that  incidence occurred directly or indirectly. 

381. This explanation should further explain the rationale of Table V-l,   in which 

sub-assemblies,  finished products and even components have been commingled.     In it 

wo have attempted  to show a completo  incidence chock-off,   as would be necessary for 

such a grouping»    Although the contribution of sub-assemblies  is lost   in this 

grouping for a given item (a defect which can be remedied by c   istruction of higher- 

level tables as desired)  the chock-off is complete and doos give    he comprehensivo 

scan needed in one  table. 

382. Thus,  even though finished products and sub-assemblioo are shown together, 

product families and inherent similarities by rosourco element will not be lost. 
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Figuro V-6z    A decision or option "-tree".    A gonoral mothod or objective 
is proposed.    Aoceptanco of that proposal requires the fulfilment of  
given functions,  shown in the half-boxes (or.  in the case of risk 
situations,  may require the listed functions).    At the lowest  level, 
we see that  the stated functions may bo alternately performed by two 
or more ohoioes of mothod.    If the tabic were continued,  so would the 
choice - requirement hierarchy.    Decisions aro made to solect  a full hox| 
necessity or chance determine tho functional requirements. 
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Figure V-7:  A deterministic design "troo".    Two ond-products,   denoted by 
P.   and P2 are designed to be made from throe sub-assomblies,  which in turn 
arc designed for production from four common products,  or parts.    (Only 
design arrows from the first product and sub-assembly aro shown for clarity.) 
No choice  is available in this  "explosion" after tho initial  family of" 
design has been made. 
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Figure V-8: A matrix display of Figure V-7.    Matrix A shows the number of 
sub-assemblioB of each kind entering each final product.    Matrix B shows 
tho number of parts of each kind entering each sub-assembly.    When multi- 
plied together,  following the rules of matrix multiplication,  this parts 
list is  "exploded",   giving the detailed relationship between parts and 
final products.    The idea may be continued to go from parts to machino 
and man-hour resources,  etc. 
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Figure 7-9; Computation of "exploded" requirements by matrix multiplication. 
Multiplication of the master parts list by the mix of finished items noedod 
produces tho elemental requirements, which by extension of the same process, 
can be converted into elemental machine, man-hour, and material resources. 
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383« After selection of general product families (and therefore resources 

elements), however, the multi-level analysis will bo required to assess the 

breakdown in manufacturing otages, avoid duplication in any decomposition 

studies and servo as a do3ign guido to alternative decisions of the type 

illustrated in Figure V-6. 

384. As a rough illustration of the higher-stage incidence table, see 

Figure V-10. 

c« Combining; full;/ quantified and semiquant itati ve data by levels 

385, Based on what has just been said, the incidonco matrix, Table V-i, is 

useful in producing a wide scan; so that products or activities, may be clustered 

by common resources needed. This v.-iil produce, although roughly, families of 

products«  It can bo readily determined, for example, that certain products differ 

from each other by £• <: 11 degrees that can often be accounted for by a variation in 

purchased parts, trim, etc. For example, a basic metal-product clustor may be found 

to be centered about the metal cabinet business The addition of purchased electrical 

parts produces small home appliances, and the further addition of a deep-draw 

process - to produco sinks and tube - leads to the production of washers and 

dryers, kitchen sinks and the lik-3«. 

386»    Similarly, product clusters will bo found centered about the piston pumps 

compressors, small internal combustion enginess refrigeration equipment and hydraulic 

items all employ essentially the saine processes in their construction. Small rota- 

ting machines, such as jet water-pumpt, motors, generators, alternators, and tne 

like require the same initial procosses, with differentiation in the final stages 

of manufacture, for example, inserting laminations and windings in a motor or 

generator. 

387r     When such forms of production grouping have been defined, with much of the 

variation being taken up by nurchased items, it is possible to consider seriality 

of the product group, devoting attention to the specific tooling required for various 

production levels of the group typo0 
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Figure V-10: Part dwoription vgrju. final P«^* *-j2fi0n-   ^ 
;dteT3HT«iation« are dafinedinthe column at the right. column designations are defin 

Small stampings 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

Motal cabinets 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 

Electric motors 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 

Compressors 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 

Deep-draw items 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 1 1 

Electrical controls 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 

Electrical parts 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 

Die castings 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

7    , 8 Final products (Columns) 

1. Kitchen cabinets 

2. Eloctric fanE 

3. Electric heaters 

4» Household electric 
c  n *  •   x     mixers 5. Refrigerators 

6. Air conditioners 

7. Kitchen sinks 

3, Washing machines 
(automatic) 

388. The route to further refinement lies in noting, from hero on, the character- 

istics that are sharod versus those that distinguish the isolated product groups. 

By inspection of ro-shufflod incidence matrices, it is usual to find that one or 

moro resources is a "liaison" resource between product clusters. These common 

links provide routes to growth from production of ono  cluster to another and ¡should 

bo sought here. At the higher levels, inspection of sub-assembly tables will often 

show sub-asscmblios as these liaison resources, with perhaps easier detection. 

389. The refinement now follows a divided approach: (l) the development of more 

quantified programming data for a prototype of each product cluster, and (2) the 

quantification of programming data for the liaisor products or product clusters. 

At first, this furm of refinement must bj restricto i  to fairly high-level groupings, 

or else to products within each group that may be considered typical, for example, 

to crude coefficients between the basic metal operations (forming, removal, fastening, 
ctc») versus product families on a pcr-ton or a per-unit basis. As a matter of 

experience, something on the order of a 10 x 10 or a 20 x 20 matrix is considered 

as a reasonable start in this direction by the author of this section. 

390. In other words, based on the manipulations, ranking, grouping and other 

semiquantitative investi .gâtions now under way, we could reasonably hope for a 

relatively small table for which some crude (one or two significant figures at 

most; perhaps order of magnitude only) coefficients could be estimated. Upon 

this base, the programntrg analysis could proceed in stages to greater refinement. 
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D» Procédures for developing semiquantitative data 

391. The data for Table V-l worn collected in three ways:  (l) by conference with 

experts, (2) by recourse to cataloguée and documents, and (3) by inspection of end- 

products and factory visits. 

392. As noted elsewhere in this report, although the factory visit is the quickest 

source of information in depth about a given product and is recommended for data 

collection once product groups have been defined, it is also expensive and re- 

quires travel. Some difficulty in making visiting arrangements may also be ex- 

pected. A next alternative, employed here, involved visits to distributors or 

jobbers who stocked the end-products described. Those distributors are not 

usually familiar with component detail, but they do have catalogues and parts lists 

on hand and can answor a range of scmi-tochnioal questions on machine operation. 

393. The catalogues and parts lists that might be obtained by visit or corres- 

pondence usually show total product weight and price, with a listing cf parts. 

Part weights are usually not shown, and parts photographs are not given. 

Customarily, one or more photographs of a product and its accessories are provided, 

as in the Sears, Roebuck catalogue and in equipment catalogues for machina tools, 

etc., although some component specialists have parts catalogues with pictures. 

394. We stress the availability of photographs or assembly drawings for end- 

products and sub-assemblies since the availability of those materials pormits 

intelligent questions of a specific type to be posed for exports who may act as 

consultants. Total weight and price figures, in addition to photographs and a 

brief description of special features, also serve to establish the range of 

possible production processes that cou]a have boon employed m a product's manu- 

facture, thus permiting a check 0^1  expert statements when combined. 

}95. We should note that experts in the tooling and production area, like many 

engineers, find it difficult to generalize.  Thus, we found it impossible to hand 

an expert a list of resource elements and a list of products and let the expert 

croato incidence entries on his own. Typically, the expert will think in terms of 

a narrow ranero of product types, s.  short list of machinas with which ho is closely 

familiar, or fear iu  generalize to avoid mistakes. This is particularly true of an 

i.nter-iod iato level of detail, which is precisely level needed here. 

v^,. on the one hand, the expert is able to give complete manufacturing details for 

t few products or processes; on the other, to give brmd generalizations ("stamping»* 

are replacing forgings in this type of product"). Thus, if detailed information is 

nought, the number of experts needed approaches the number of activities considered. 
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At tho other extremo tho process and trend information obtained is not oven semi» 

quantitativo  (although it is important and interesting). 

397. Sinco discussions with exports appeared to be tho only feasible way to collect 

semiquantitative lata quickly and inexpensively for this study,  a combination of 

approaches was used  in formulating interviews and collecting data.     First,   an 

expert was located who was known to have some  specific design,  production,  or 

planning experience  for a given group of products,   perhaps farm implements or 

refrigerators.    The  nan was  interviewed briefly by  phone to determine his specialty, 

if any,   and tho sub-group of specialization,  for  example, hydraulic  controls for 

tractors.    With this  information,   a list of products was nado up that might be of 

interest both to the  expert  and for tho study.     If possible,  photographs of those 

products with a short  description,   price,  and weight  wore assembled before tho 

interviow.    Tho resource element   list was also  made  available,  although usually 

not shown immediately to the respondent expert;   to avoid confusing him the whole 

of Table V-l was never dispi^vjd. 

398. The interviow then proceeded typically with tho quostious shown below. 

(a) What are some of the characteristics  of your industry? 

(b) What are some of the more important  processes, if any,  that  set your 

industry apart from others? 

(c) What special groups of processes within this industry are most 

familiar to you?    Please describe  them generally;   the  sequence of steps,  types 

of machines used,  etc. 

(d) Here is a photograph of a product in tho class you have mentioned; 

can you tell me what  forms of tooling and machines are required in its production? 

Are there any special sub-assemblies?    If so,   please doscribo their make-up and 

manufacture. 

(e) (The oxpert will havo warmed up by this time and can now be given more 

products from tho pro-cons true ted list.)  Wc have now reviewed a number of products 

and their detailed manufacture.    Are there any other products like them you can 

think of?    If so, what are they and how are thoy similar, or how do they differ, 

from those wo have already done? 

399. An interviow of  this  type will generally not  extend, at one sitting,  more than 

an hour or two at most, so the interviewer should always request further evidence 

in case of nocoasity, gathor up hia documents,  and dopart before his welcorao is 

worn out. 
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400. During the interview, the interviewer is making several kinds of notes. 

(a) Notes on general process types and clusters mentioned and described 

by the expert. 

(b) Notes on product, families and their composition in production and 

marketing. 

(c) A chock-off against his resource list   (Table V-l).    • 

(d) i\ny peculiar engineering,  design,  testing,  or assembly techniques 

or trends  that aro mentioned» 

401. Some  care is needed to guide the export's thought to tho level of generality 

desired,   to oiake sure that  the torras used are understood and to avoid wandering talos 

about  old associates,  obsolete but  interesting nethods and the politics of a givon 

organization. 

402. Unfortunately, there is a vast difference  in tho time and cost required to 

collect semiquantitative data of the type described above  (which may range from 

$5~&10 per activity in volume)  and the time and cost requirod to collect standard 

hours and material standards per unit for a givon product run size,  and thereafter 

to investigate tho tooling and other changes required for variations in run size, 

or scriality.    Because the lattor  typo of information requires consultation with a 

far greater number of experts  who are now exploiting their professional knowledge 

- and may  indeed have to do some looking-up on tho ir own account - the cost of 

analysis for a thorough job can jump one-hundredfold  (to tho 35OO-$1000 range  per 

product or activity).     (Those arc   Lho consulting rates in tho New York area;it may 

therefore  pay to look for sources f )r a volume  of detailed product  investigation 

beyond the  semiquantitative data collection elsewhere than in the United States.) 

Thio  ir: another argument  for selecting carefully tho prototype products or product 

clusters  to  be detailed by semiquantitative means. 

403.  Several  interesting side-lights emerged from expert  interviews.    First,  the 

exports used could not  easily  follow tho volume of detail  in tho UNC  studioa, 

found the nomenclature and shop composition "strange" and could often not identify 

n stated machine  in one of the  shops in the Soviet Union with an American equivalent. 

Por example,  a "cam-operated press"  in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics is 

often called a "knuckle nress" in the United S cates - a distinction between 

necnanical  and hydraulic presses  is  indicated in either case.    Slight  changes  in 

terminology and machine description sometimes proved confusing,   allowed down the 

lata collection,  and in general proved damaging to the interview.     Indeed,  the 

lata from the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics often alarmed the respondents 
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by raising visions of international intrigue.    We abandoned any mention of the 

previous work in later interviews, with improved interviewing efficiency, 

404» The importance of vocabulary choice  in interviewing - as well as classifica- 

tion of activities and resources - also became apparent  in the interviews conducted. 

For example,   if an expert is asked to describe the steps required in the manufacture 

of gear trains and transmissions  (a critical product group requiring extreme pre- 

cision tooling),  he will  usually respond in terms of the second-level classifica- 

tion in the resource list of Tablo V-l,   namely casting,   broaching,  turning,   hobbing, 

grinding,   jig bore,  hcat-trcatnont and annealing and the  like.    If pressed to  the 

next  level of detail,   the expert may be  able  to provide   the name of specific 

machines of each typo  in shops he has  seen.     In most cases he will not venturo 

(or be willing to  provide without  the specification of a detailed product  mix) 

any statement  about   production volume,   either in run  length,   pounds,   or dollars. 

Conversely,   given a specified product mix,   the expert will not be able to  say at 

once what selection of specific  tools  (at  the level of manufacturer's model nuriber) 

should be chosen  to make up a suitable shop.    Two reasons contribute  to this 

inability.    First,   the new level of detail  presents an engineering problem with 

many alternatives;   second,  the respondent   is now brought back to his habitual 

level for precision and is generally not willing to make off-hand guesses.     In 

short,  the question produces a project,  not  a short answer,  and the whole scalo of 

investigation is changed by movement  to  the next  level  of detail, 

E,    Empirical materials 

405»  Within the scope of the present  study only a modest  amount of testing of 

the concepts and procedures developed in Sections V-A through V-D could be undor- 

taken.    Data wore collected on a pilot basis for a limited range of products,   in 

order to construct  the  incidenco matrix shown in Tablo V-l  and to test  the     amount 

of time and effort needed for a given coverage of industrial branches.      This work 

is continuing at  the present writing within the broader United Nations project of 

which this Study  is a part. 

An empirical resource/activity matrix 

406, The chiof results of che empirical work have boon prosontod In Tablo V-l, which 

contains 42 oolumns,   each representing an individual product.    Table V-2 lists 

these products according to left-to-right  column entry in Table V-l,    Weights 

range from 0,5  lb through 6l8 lb.    The Soars,  Roebuck and Co,  stock number,   taken 

from the Philadelphia Mail Order House Edition 232P (Spring through Summer I966) 

has been provided for reference to photographs and further descriptive information. 
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Book price« are al«o shown for the products selected, together with á short 

description, rewritten to indicate some tooling and material detail. 

407. The selected products are representative of a wide rango of manufacturing 

processes in the metalworking industries.    Electrical,  plastic,  and similar 

component parts are assumed to have  been purchased or made in a subsidiary 

facility, as are necessary fasteners,   springs,  drive belts,  and similar stock 

components.    In many manufacturing processes  involved in the products described, 

a much wider range  of parts and materials such as extruded aluminium shapes 

will  also be purchased by many manufacturers and,  depending upon available 

tooling, many component parts will be subcontracted,   for example,   initial foundry 

steps to a rough casting.    Large  integrated manufacturers will produce all of 

the  necessary component parts,   including fasteners,   but such a firm would be 

a giant in its industry. 

Table V-2 

Product Explanation for Table V-l 

Column     Typical Sears, 
number     Roebuck stock 

number %J 

2. 

3. 

1.       W46P66221 

M65P179ON 

H65P5933L2 

4,       W42P2504H 

32P2231L 

Shipping weight, 
(pounds) 

312 

94 

m 

35 

Rotai1   (book) 
cost 

(öS dollars) 

¿99.95 

45.95 

42.95 

IO5.OO 

63.50 

Short 
description 

12c 3 ft    refrigerator- 
freezer,   frostloss, 
standard trim,  3caled 
compressor 

66 in.  wall cabinet, 
white shoot metal,  for 
above  sink 

33 in.x22 in. dual-bowl 
white stamped kitchen 
sink wi oh faucets and 
fittings 

Jet water-pump,  centric 
fugai,   for 3O-5O lb/in", 
uses  1-hp electric motor 
(included) 

Small   intornal-cura'jitGtio,; 
engine,   Briggs k i'tratton 
3 hp heavy  duty,   }600 
rev/min copper-aluminium 
die-cast  plated piston, 
1 oyl.,   4-oycle 
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V 

Tabic V-2   (oontinuod) 

Column      Typical Soars, 
number      Roebuck stock 

number —' 

6.        42P12633 
42P12692 

7.       W42P1358C 

8.       30F15206N 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

W42P3179» 

P42P84203N 

W42P78271N9 

W26F6870W 

W26P6470N 

14«       W22P733460N 

15.      MP8135H 

Shipping weiriit 
(pounds) 

0.8 
0.5 

18 

m 

im 

icfj 

618 

164 

mi 

«ff 

Hotail (book) 
cost 

(US dollars) 

.20 

.13 

4.95 

224.95 

50.00 

79.95 

299.00 

134.95 

189.50 

149.95 

37.95 

Short 
description 

3/4 in. gal stoel "tee" 
3/4 in. gal stoel "elbow" 
(typical very-long-run 
plumbing-supply items) 

Cast-iron floor drain, 
8 in., with integral trap, 
(typical short- to medium- 
run plumbing item) 

Contractor's piston air 
compressor, 100 lb/in , 
2 cyl, includes pressure 
tank, controls, 3 hp gas. 
motor (see Col.5) on 
whools. 

Pressure tank for water 
82 gal, uninsulated, 
glasslinod, tapped inlet/ 
outlet 

Hand-cast iron stove for 
wood and coal (Franklin 
typo) 

Complete forced warm-air 
heating system, 75»000 B'tu 
for small home, includes 
furnace, ducts, returns, 
controls, registers, etc. 

Electric clothes-dryer, 
automatic, with timer and 
controls, motor Mower 

Electric clothes-washer, 
automatic, sequence timer, 
drive motor, hoavy 
vitreous-coated deep-drawn 
wash-tub, scaled trans- 
mission, electric water 
valves 

30 in. Gas cooking stove. 
oven thermostat, clock, 
light electric outlet, 
die-cast burners, cast- 
iron supports. 

20 in. portable fan, 
I/12 hp motor, thermostat, 
3-speed switch 
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Tablo V-2  (continued) 

Column      Typical Sears, 
number      Roebuck stock 

number —' 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

16.        34P7165 

17.        32P3240C 

18.       34P7390H 

19. 11P2428 

20. IIP551 

21. 30P42542N 

3P5924N 

6P36145N 

6P6092H 

F28P49198NP 

921102 

Shipping weight 
(pounds) 

9.5 

10 

Retail (book 
cost 

(US dollars) 

18.95 

7.95 

97.95 

E.25 

2D 

2.89 

1.78 

22.95 

m 

150 
135 actual 

39 

I84.50 

210.00 

107.00 

m 

5.8 

299.00 

44.44 

Short 
description 

I65OW Portable electric 
heater,  fan,  thermostat, 
safety switch 

10 in.xlO in. Recossed 
lighting fixture,   for 
oailing,   in terminal  box, 
with glass 

2 ft    Refrigerator for 
office or ice cubes,   no 
deep draws,  plastic 
interior,  compressor  type 
(imported from Japan) 

Cast-iron skillet, 
ll-3/4in. with polished 
inner surface 

Aluminium skillet  10  in. 
with Toflon coating 

16 ft Aluminium ladder, 
medium loads,  6 rivets 
each rung,  extrudod 
"I-beam" rails and rungs, 
rope and pulley. 

Spirit duplicator  (Ditto 
type)  for office,  manual 
but heavy duty,  with 
automatio food 

6.050 Gauge aluminium 
boat,   13 ft-7  in.,   takes 
to  15 hp outboard motor 

3.5 hp Outboard motor, 
die cast aluminium manual 
start,   1 cyl.,  magneto 
speed control,   remote   tank 
to 7 m.p.h. 

Alumini lui truck camper, 
converts  pickup  trunk   to 
s«all  hiui3o,   r.aftity-tflass 
window«,   di>   in,   ;nde 

Commoro 1 al-f-r-yi«    l/?_   in. 
electric  dn. 11,   full   ball 
and need lu  boaritì("S, 
geared chuck,   reduction 
gears,   aluminium—alloy 
housing,   3/8 hp at 
3OO-5OO rev/min 
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Tablo V-2 (continued) 

Column      Typical Sears, 
number      Roebuck »took 

2J 

29. 

30. 

31. 

> r 

35. 

number 

2?.        99P5181L 

28.       99P8295L 

Shipping weight 
(pounds) 

42 

Retail  (book) 
COBt 

(US dollars) 

Short 
description 

99*871113 «4 

W99P9139» 

10P9184L2 

49 

27 
24 actual 

32.  32P7500» at 

33.  H4FÎ510S W 

34.  11P7013» 

11P5624L m 

"18. 2(3" Bonch vixe,  5 in.  jaw, 
forged from stock, Acme 
screw,   platod handle, 
screw,  nut 

4«77 Round-blade,   hand-shovel, 
forged and tempered, 
blade 9x11  l/2 in.,  wood 
handle 47  in.   (Govern- 
ment Specification 
GGG-S-00326C) 

$26.22 Contractor's.wheel- 
barrow, 5 ft, 500 lb 
capacity,   ball-bearing 
tyre,   one-piece seamless 
drawn tray,   l/8 in.  steel 
legs 

613.50 18 in.  rotary lawnmover 
with cast magnesium frame 
3 hp gas motor 

149*95 16 in.  Direct-drive 
gasoline chain-saw,   rollor 
tip bar,  dio-cast 
magnesium frame,  4 l/2 hp 
S.A.E.-rated motor 

97.50 3 hp Compost  mill.     Uses 
standard gasoline  engine, 
direct drive to rotating 
versus fixed bladoa,   ;m 
whoels 

119.95 Portable cement nixor, 
can be towed,   24 in. 
stool drum,   2 bladjs,   2 
paddles,   2 l/2 £lJ mix 
in 60 sec.,  uses l/2 hp 
electric motor included, 
roller-bearing wheel 

24.88 30 in.  Bar stool,   2 l/2 
in. steel column,  welded 
legs at base,   adjustable 
(tapped)  glides,  chrome 

. plate foot rest,  ball- 
.   bearing swivel,   4 bolts 

to vinyl seat 

12.99 De-luxe ironing board, 
hexagonal tube logs, 
perforated steel table, 
wheels,  foot adjustment 



Table V-g  (continued) 

Column     Typical Soars, 
number      Roebuck_stock 

numbor 

39. 

41. 

42. 

36.   11P740O 

Shipping weight 
(pounds) 

2.5 

Retail (book) 
cost 

(US dollars) 

9.67 

37.       99P8727K Ì9 •19.44 

38.       W20P25985L2 54 139.95 

20P674OL 

40.       W47P6619JÍ 

3P60852N 

9P4455 

m 

85 

^ 2t2 

38.88 

244.95 

39.95 

5.13 
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Short 
doscription 

Stainloss-steel flatware 
(knivos,  furies,   spoons) 
for tabic,  ¿4 piece 
service for 6,  various 
ombossod designs 

Commercial-grade hand 
truck, wolded steel tube 
and strip,  ball-bearing 
wheols,  puneturoproof 
tires,  to 600 lb. 

Portable Bowing-machine, 
with zig-zag feature,   in 
plastic case,  electric 
motor with accessories 
(die-cast parts),   from 
Japan 

Cannister vacuum cleaner, 
1 hp,  fiborglaas body, 
vinyl trim,  tubing and 
plastic attachments 

Do-luxe 11,000 Btu air 
conditioner,   thermostat, 
humidiatat,   zinc-dipped 
parts,  plastic  trim 

30-Drawcr steel  cabinet, 
for filos 

ó-Picce open-and wrench 
set, drop-forged,   then 
broached,  nickel-chrome 
plated alloy-steel 

J Taken from the Philadelphia Mail-Order Boute Mition 232P (Spring through 
Summer 1966), 
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Additional empirical materials 

408. The data-collection effort at the semiquantitative level readily yields 

assorted additional technical-economic information as a by-product that can often 

be obtained at negligible marginal cost.  Such information may include orude 

quantitative data on gross product weights and weight distribution between 

components and sub-assemblies,   special  processing and tooling information, design 

and marketing considerations,  and other related material. 

409. As an example of this kind of additional empirical materials,  a variety of 

detailed technical-economic data concerning refrigerators is presented below: 

Product :    Refrigerators 

Specifications 

Cubic ft.   rating 
Gross weight   (lb) 
Reference model # 

Cost each (US dollars) 
Compressor/motor hp 

5.2 
125 

Spiegai M78X8462 

150 ' 
1/8 

Weight analysis in pounds (estimated) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Box assembly 
a. main box assembly 
b. door assembly 
c. tray and fixture 

Refrigeration assembly 
a»  compressor/motor 
b. cold coils 
0,  hot coils 
d. plumbing 
e. refrigerant 

lleotrical assembly 
a»      thermostat assem. 
b«      door switch 
c. light 
d. cord and box 

Packing assembly 
a. carton and filler 
b. wood sled/frame 

40 
15 

4 

25 
6. 
6 
7 
1 

8 
3 
1 
1 
3 

8" 
5 

9.1 

IfarT" 
L69âl015ROO 

170 
1/5 

Hü 
30 
10 

"fe" 
10 
10 

4 

15 

12.3 
315 

SeajTKÎ6P66220H 

200 
1/4 

183 
T30 

43 
10 

» 
12 
12 

-i°- -li. 
1 
2 
5 
0 

10* 
20 

Gross  total   (pounds) 

Added features; 

125 225 315 

Por automatic ice-cubemaker, add 20 lb and $50| for frost-free feature add 10-20 lb 
and $20-$?0. For increases in size over 12 ft , add approximately 15 lb/ft3 and 
$25/ft3, "Special colours other than white, panel inserts, and high-style units will 
run 10-20 per cent higher. 
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Range of unit size; 

United States sales indicate breaks in production sizes as follows:    3-7 ft^ 
(considered small size) use about l/8 hp motor/compressor, gross 100-170 lbs; 
9-13 ft     (considered average,  medium,  or typical United States unit)  use about 
1/5 hp motor/compressor unit,   gross  200-300 lb;  above 14 ftj in home size 
(consider large)   uso about 1/4 hp motor/compressor,  gross 300-400 lb. 

Manufacturing details: 

1.     Metalworking 

Tooling varies largely depending upon run-size and style.    For 
standard 12 ft-* refrigerator,  run is typically 3,000-5,000 per week.    Model or 
style may be changed after two or three days, with sequence of progression scheduled 
to use as many common parts as possible (e.g.,from standard to deluxe  of the same 
model without change in cu.ft.). 

Typical machines for manufacture follow: 

Front door/s 

Bottom, back eto, 

Fraise 

Arpansion/compresaion 
units  (stamped 
ooil units) 

Trays,  inserts, etc. 

2,000-ton press 

200-ton press 

2,000-ton press 

50-200~ton pre«« 

50-200-ton pre«« 

(required for doop-draw 
and volume production) 

(possible because flat 
shapes) 

(usually 1/8 in.steel in 
small parts,  made when 
large press is otherwise 
idle) 

(larger press for multiple 
units) 

(depending upon multiple 
units desired at one time) 

2. Motor/oompreBsor 

3. Tubes and fittings 

4» Electrical control assembly 

Purchased or supplied by subsidiary 

Purchased or suppliod by subsidiary 

Purchased or suppliod by subsidiary 

Special processes required. A brazing operation (u3ing silver solder or 
Bimilar procedures) often required in some designs of stamped compression 
coils. Expansion coils, often o; aluminum, require special assembly 
procedures, or if tube instead of stampLng, special fabricating and 
bending processes. Critical to the construction of the box arc two 
finishing processes for sheet metal (not detailed u, the resource elements): 
spray painting and its associated priming operations and vitreous enamel 
operation.-, with associated spray, bake,and handling processus.  The over-all 
speed of production often rests with those critical steps.  In r.ioct. 
operations, a combination of spot-welding and shoet-iact U screws is 
with assembly on a conveyor production Line.  in r,he ar.nemhi.v ; r ;-• : 
critical 3tep is the installation of the front door;;, win h nucf c^. tightly 
against the frame. Test door3 are usually fitted early ir, uiL.esuiy to 
assure squareness of the frame, which is reworked if aot square.  Refrigeration 
units are pretested before reaching assembly, but installation uoually demands 
vacuum equipment and instrumentation at the assembly point. Packing operations 

assembly 
used, 
¡-, a 

•nui 
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are usually an integral part of the production line and, as in most 
appliance installations, the efficiency of terminal packing and material 
handling must be geared to the production line to avoid massive in-process 
inventories, damage, etc. 

Design considerations 

Several special design problems aro worth noting« The trend in the 
United States is toward larger boxes, frequently replacing smaller ones in the 
home. Thus, desigiers tend to "ork to old outside dimensions if possible so that 
now units will fit into cabinet areas already constructed for former units, 
(In the United States, kitchens usually conform to a 36 in. modulo.) An increase 
m the cubic feet of sxorago is obtained by using thinner walls, better insulation, 
and decreases m the size of refrigeration components. 

A similar design compromiso affects unit weight. The refrigerator is the 
heaviest appliance in the average homo. Since American families often move, often 
live in apartments and often want to move the refrigerator for cleaning, the prob- 
lem of handling the finished unit in delivery and later use becomes important. 
Small weight is desired. However, because moving often misalign doors, rendering 
the unit worthless, the frame must be sufficiently rugged to reduce the likelyhood 
of such damage.  As a result, frames are usually heavy welded units. Weight re- 
ductions in stamping, via structural bends, use of angles and gussets, etc., become 
important. Similarly, internal box detail, trays, shalves, fixtures, tend to bo of 
plastic, aluminum, and similar materials, with bands for stiffness rather than 
weight. 

Finally, designers usually have a limited, number of motor/compressor standards 
with which to work (ranging from l/8, through 1/5 and l/6, to 1/4 and I/3 hp ratings), 
Design practice is to use the "maximum design" box for a given motor/compressor 
unit to give the maximum cubic foot rating per purchase dollar.  This may be at the 
expanse of higher operating costs for the mo tur/compre s s or, but since cost is a 
determining factor in sales, such practices are uften employed. 

varia t.ions in design often loan to a tv l'i and special convenience features 
that offer higher profit margins (compared to a basic unit) but which do not mater- 
ially alter the basic design structure. Thus, variations in hardware, colour, trim, 
internal shelf design, and special features such as automatic ice-cube makers provide 
the designer with means for price-building without major reorganization of fe manu- 
facturing process.  (This route to product variation is common to all appliances, 
cabinets and other household items,) 

The long runs inherent in product 
efficiency in the stamping, painting, 
developing countries, other forms of c 
purchased motor/compressor units. If 
can be obtained, than first attention 
compressor units or to compressor unit 
notes on compressors in producta (l), 

ion in the United States aro required for 
assembly and packing operations. However, in 
abinet production might be considered, using 
not-purchased parts external to the economy 
should be given to construction of motor/ 
s driven by purchased motor assemblies.  (See 
(l8) .-nd (40) in Table V-l.) 
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^     !5#!ïetÎfrîllyî the nUmber °f combinationB possible through the combination 
of the DM molecule, which determines hereditary traits,  is 22,400,000,000. 
Fortunately, all of these instances do not appear on our planet today. 

2/     The dangers in even this first step are evident with substitution of materials 
- plastic,  say,  for steel - the constraint to all-metal end-products may give 

LÎX!Î°•Î    PíntUr^ °í+
the evd"USeS t0 WhÍCh entir9 •& of metal components 

ÎSKÏ! Î Can be overcome by carrying a miscellaneous category 
ol'bther resources" and "other products". 

^     ï?aî*kewhît.f°UT entire3^ clear»  we ^strict our discussion to the resource 
list.    What  is said,  however,  also applies to the remaining two lists, as 
shown below, ' 

M     lOT lfUîther/îpa"Bi°n 0f thiS f0rm °f re^oning for the more general reader, 
see Chapters 4-8 of bystems Analysis:  A Diagnostic Approach,  by V.C. Hare. 
Jr., harcourt,  Brace and World,   Inc.,  New York:  March,  I967. 

¿/     For example,  see A.R. Dooley et  aU,   "Casebooks in Production Management: 
Basic Problems,  Concepts and Techniques",  John Wiley and Sons,   Now York: 
ly64. 

6/      From  the activity  standpoint,   an  erid-produet  made  by   two  different modes ' 
because  of serial i t.v,   dosi/rn,   substitution of materials,   or custom,   must be 
described as a distinctly  dit forent   pair of activity  specifications,  a 
requirement  which,   eont,rary   f ,   the   , nvest, ^tor'c  hopo,   greatly  expands, 
rather than contract.;;,   his   list    »f  possibilities. 

1/      The  similarity  of   t.hm  data ordini-..vati on   t. e   input-output   tables  of the 
conventional,   kind   should   he  obv.ouB.      «nie   not  -lolloped   m  detail within 
the   present   study,   the   key   t.„   the   s.ystomat.10  handling of  components  sub- 
assemblies   ¡3   th»  »tnlc^-  of  treating eroduets whether end-products,   sub- 
assemblies  or  -onponentr,,   both   -ti;   input   resound  ;ui,j   Hs   production 
activities.     Treot.Mi   in   thin  manner,   a   t-souroo  artiviu-   tafle   wilt   have 
two  major  irrouPs  of   resources:      (;,.)   fuial   und   ¡nformediato   products 
includila; eud-,produofn,   ;;uh-asso„,fI i,-c   and   component»,     -ach   of   which  can 
be   produced   endogenous! v   n>   ;it.,. -, Vl ,,,,,,.   ,f,n]rrini.   , n   t.h,    t;)M(>.   and   (b) 

primary  roinur,,^   (standard   task:;)   that   do  »ut.  -„-cur au  output   from any 
actiVLt.v   e!    t,h,    tulde.     "hen  handled   ir,   this   fashion,    meute  must   be 
distinguished   from  outputs   by   algebraic   Rlffl.     All    inputs  arc   taken   to 
be direct,   mputs  only, 

.      ,  ^  tal,l,:  an ""ncfru^tod  will   have   m   "1nfer~industry "  pari   corresponding 
to   (a)  aboyo  -m(i  ;i  'Value  added"  part   corresponding  to   (\,)m     ¡n  a puroiy 

hierarchical   deoompoc 1 t ion  cucii  ae   that  of  Kiguro  V-Y,   the   m ter-industry 
part will   be  roarran^oahlo   info   trianular   form.     In  order   to  ^t direct 
plus   indirect  activity-level.   requirements  corresponding  to  any   pattern of 
demand,   the   inter-)ndusfry   part,   of  the  matrix  must   be   invested  endogonously; 
direct  plus   indirect   requirements   for   primary   resources   (processes)   follow 
from the above   inverno. 

When alternate  ways  of  performing a  function exist   (as   m a design tree 
such as Fifi-,   V-6)  we must  pass  from an   input-output   format   to  a linear 
programming format.     In all of those manipulations,  howevor,   the 0-1 
incidence  indication is  to be preserved, without further quantification. 
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VI. GUIDELINES iiOg COUNTRY STUDIES 

410. This chapter attempts to focus the experience gained in the course of 

the project on the provision of ¿-uidelines .for two country studies to be 

undertaken in Israel and in Hungary. While the staff of the project col- 

laborated in the preparation of the country studies, thoße are being handled 

as independent parts of the broader United Nations effort in the field of 

production and expert planning for the metalworking sector. Exploratory 

work is under way in boxh countries but was at a too early stage for coverage 

in this report. 

411. 'Diis chapter has two principal parts. Section A offers an outline of 

the principal tasks to be undertaken, comprising a preliminary stage of 

semiquantitative orientation on the basis of simple listings of major pro- 

ject and process categories, and a quantification stage. A third stage of 

programming proper remains to be covered in work subsequent to the present 

study. Section B  covers the techniques for executing country studies.  It 

offers suggestions for the statistical Groundwork that must be laid prior 

to detailed questionnaire surveys, discusses the organization of question- 

naires, offers suggestions for techniques of product decomposition and demand 

serialization and indicates a method of using the technical-economic des- 

cription of the sector for trial programmes. 

412. The techniques of information fathering discussed hero are focussed 

primarily on the needs of the country study in Israel and in other countries 

with mixed economies o In Hungary and other countries with centrally planned 

economies*some of the information that is discussed here as being subject 

to solicitation by means of questionnaire surveys may be readily available 

at the Ministry of Metallurgy and Machine Building or in the individual 

state enterprises to this extent the task is simplified. It is anticipated, 

nevertheless, that the pre-existing information will not bo complete even 

in the latter countries, and thus the questionnaire technique might prove 

useful as a supplement to the information that cari be secured by more simple 

and direct means« 

A. Stages of the task 

413. The stages to he discussed in this part of the chapter comprise, first 

orientation and seoond, quantification. Both of these stages aim at giving 
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a Mlf-contained over-all view of the sector as a whole, but an effort has 

"been made to add detail and to increase precision from stage 1 to stage 2. 

Orientation: semiquantitative programming data 

414. The purpose of the orientation stage is to establish lists of products, 

subassemblies, and components, ~ud to rovi ce and expand the existing list of 

resources.  On the basis of an analysis of input requirements by orders of 

magnitude and a similar analysis of the principal destinations of product and 

semi-manufacture outputs, it is then possible to arrive at a cross-tabulation 

of products and input s.*" This cross-tabulation is intended to have sufficient 

accuracy to distinguish between just throe kinds of flows:  those that are 

negligible, those that are significant, and those that are regarded as domi- 

nant (coded by 0-1-2). ïhis rudimentary analysis of the sector, nevertheless, 

already has a range of practical applications:  it permits matching actual 

and potential resource availabilities against the requirements of expanded 

production, and thus leads to a preliminary selection of interesting potential 

lines of development for the sector. 

415. While the intention is to gather a considerable amount of semiquantitative 

data in the United States in a subsequent phase of the present project, this 

effort is designed to complement rather than to replace similor work to be 

undertaken in connexion with the individual country studies, for the following 

reasons: 

(a) It would be undesirable to allow the technical-economic description 

of existing resources and activities within a country to rest entirely on 

borrowed foreign coefficients, 

(b) It is unlikely that the description of the sector could be made 

comprehensive without local complementation of material collected in the 

United. States, 

(c) The performance of the tasks of data-collection serves an indis- 

pensable training function for later programming work, 

(d) It is anticipated that a division of labour will develop between 

the two country studies and the data-gathering effort in the United States 

that will speed up the comprehensive coverage of the sector as a whole. While 

this is of the greatest interest for the collection of fully quantified pro- 

gramming data, it is by no means a negligible asset for the semiquantitative 

work cither, 
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(e)    Some duplication in the datingathering effort is desirable between 

countries in order to allow cross-checking, of data from different sources. 

416. Cross-tabulation,,    Tho principal  tasks that must be undertaken to arrive 

et a cross-tabulation  such as tho ono  indicated above arc   (a) product  listing, 

(b) product  decomposition into  subasBombiies and components,  (c) product 

dostination analysis,  (d) further decomposition into process or resource ele- 

ment inputs,   (o) process or resource  clement dostination analysis and (f) 

reconciliation, 

417. Product  listing    In each branch of production, it is desired to dis- 

tinguish some 200 "listed products",  that is, products that do not represent 

statistically aggregated classes but unique individual designs.    The listed 

products should  jointly cover some 8O-9O per cent of the total volume of 

demand within  tho branch.    The concept  "product1* is intended to  cover end- 

products in the usual sense,  such as refrigerators,   subassemblies, such as 

motor-compressor units or condensers,   and components,  such as nuts and bolts. 

In each branch only those products  aro  to be  listed that  characterize  the 

branch as a whole,     Thus, while nuts and bolts arc components of refrigera- 

tors., they ere not  to be included among tho  listed products of this industrial 

branch.    In  some   cases a qujstion may arise whether a ¿ivon subassembly or 

component properly belongs to v branch or not.    Thus in   some factories  a 

wide range of components may be manufactured prior   1 J assembly while in another 

factory the  s .-uno  components might be  purchased from a planx whose main acti- 

vities centre on  another branch.     In the  case oí  nuts and bolts,  there  is 

little question that  these would not  be  classed in the refrigeration branch 

even if a factory were found which manufactured its own nuts and bolts,  while 

in the case  of compressors or condensers the opposite would be  the case.     In 

borderline  instances it will be necessary to make reasonable ad hoc decisions. 

Such decisions will, of course, often result in multiple  classifications of 

the same product which lator have to be reconciled and made mutually consis- 

tent. 

418. The further question arisesr    what is a "single" product?    For example, 

is an electric motor of 5 hp and 110 V the same product as a motor of 5 hp 

end 125 V or 220 V?    Or are two 5 hp 110 V motors the samo product if they 

differ somewhat  in design specifications, in rosponse to export requirements 

to distinct markets?   i'.'hile it is desired to work exclusively with individual, 
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unabrogated products rather than product classes, reasonably small varia- 

tion of a doei6n that fit into the  continuity of the production process 

need not be individually distinguished,   since this would lead to an intoler- 

able proliferation of distinct product types.     In the  co.se of small design 

variations, a single  design can bo  tricen  as typical of all variants, provided 

that this single desi pi is acceptable in all uses.    This is,  of course, a 

matter of standardization.     If different  variants are dc facto required due 

to proscribed performance charactcristcs  or institutional constraints, then 

the question is  still   left open if  theso  vari puts are  sufficiently  close  to 

each other so  that   they can be produced essentially ris  a single series.    ThuB, 

lot VB suppose  that  a product is produced in a seriality of 10,000 items, 

5,000 of variant A and 5,000 of variant B;  and that the production process 

is automatic and requires no more than a five-minute readjustment of a machine 

between the two half-series,  each of which runs for many hours or days:    then 

it would certainly be  justified to  treat  the two variants as belonging to a 

single  series «    Nevertheless, how long,  how drastic and how costly can the 

readjustments between varianti; become before we decide  that we are no longer 

dealing with a  single  series?    This again becomes a question  of common-sense 

decision-making that  can be verified and for which exact criteria can be 

furnished only after  the analysis has been completed and it has become known 

how sensitive  the results are to the readjustment costs.    As  a preliminary 

rulo of thumb it is suggested that,  variants be trea+ed as forming ;•   single 

Bcries if intermediate readjustments do not raise the costs of the entire 

series by more  than 5-10 per cent. 

419.  In preparing product lists for a particular country it is essential to 

keep in mind that the  list should include not only domestic production but 

also imports (since the items on the  latter list are roquired for the study 

of import substitution possibilities) and potential exports.     The best way 

of  checking whether a potential-export list is reasonably complete is to 

uee the corresponding  production and import lists of Largo advanced countries 

like the United States as a source  of reference.    Oí course  such lists cannot 

bo procured as  n part of the country studies,, but an effort will havo  to bo 

made to make them available to the  country-study groups.    An  additional source 

of such reference  lists is the universe of published norms of centrally planned 

oconomios.    Collections of industrial standards are also useful souroeo of 

roferencc. 
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420. Product decomposition into subassemblies and components.    This decom- 

position must not be confused with decomposition into rosource-element input 

levels, which it precedes«    As indicated in the previous section,  sub- 

assemblies and components  characteristic of the branch arc included in the 

listing of products of the branch.    The decomposition at this stage is con- 

centrated on the establishment of an input list  and need not be carried beyond 

the order-of-mapnitudc  level,  that is beyond a 0,1,2  flagging of items cs 

negligible, significant,  and dominant.    At the  same time provision can easily 

be made for the recording of any incidental quantitative information that 

may be  turned up as   by-product. 

421. Product decomposition into  sub-products can, of courso, load to several 

hierarchic! levels,    There are  two main classes of inputs that are distin- 

guished ii! the course of these  decompositions.    These are subassemblies and 

components produced within the mctalworking sector, and other purchased items 

originating outBidc the  sector.     In the course of a questionnaire inquiry, 

purchased items of domestic or imported origin can,  in addition, easily be 

distinguished. 

422. Product-destination  .vjialy si s,     Using the broad definition of 'products" 

that covers subassemblies  and components, the purpose of this task is to 

list  the major destinations of the items produced, that is, major products 

into whiih the product  in  question is an input,  or final destinations.    By 
,!iinal destinations7,  we moan exports or sales to  final demand.    Domestic 

sale« to other sectors occupy an intermediate position between intra-soctoral 

sales    and sales to  final  demand.    They do not necessarily require  the same 

product-by-product distinction of destinations as sales within the  sector, 

even though it is convenient to have a narrowly defined destination if the 

information is available.    Ccnerally, however,  it  is sufficient to  specify the 

inter-sectoral destination by statistical class,, 

423. Insofar r.s the  captive production of inputs  for assembly is concorned, 

the product-des'ination analysis yields no nuw information, but it  does add 

significantly to the  available data in regard to  subcontracting and commercial 

transfers of products within the  sector.    Product-destination analysis com- 

plements and f-jrniohes a cross-check on product decomposition into  sub-products. 

ThxS is particularly important  in view of the fact that both the product-input 

and product-destination lists are open-endod',  in other words, the categories 
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of the analuBis aro established as information is gathored, rather than data 

being poured into a pre-dcsi^ned classification. 

424« Further docomposition into primary resource inputs.    Products, broadly 

interpreted as above, must ne:c+  be  decomposed into required input   levels of 

production processes.    At  the  level of generality represented by Table V-l 

these are referred to as resources.-1    In order  to aid in   this decomposition, 

the preliminary  list of resources given in the  form of the rows of Table V-l 

is a suitable starting point,  but this list is to be regarded as flexible in 

that additional resources may be listed as inputs, or the existing classifica- 

tion may be relaxed in ways calculated to  improve the description of input 

categories.    The decomposition is again to be of the order-of.-magnitude kind, 

that is,  flagging inputs by a 0,1,2  aystem, with provision made  for capturing 

more accurate quantitative information if available. 

425. A question arises in this decomposition that refers back to  tho earlier 

question of decomposition into  sub-yroducts.     Under what conditions is a sub- 

assembly or a component  to be broken cut  for treatment as an individually 

listed product,  and under what  conditions is it   to bo treated as an implicit 

part of a whole product  that is directly decomposed into resource  inputs? 

For example,  a condenser may be treated as a part of c. refrigerator,  and its 

resource inputs may thus be merged into other resource inputs such as Btampings, 

castings or forgings given for  the refrigerator  as a whole, or the  condenser, 

the motor,  the compressor and so on may severally or individually bu  treated 

as listed products in their own right and may thus be decomposed into re- 

sources one by one.    A general criterion for separate  listing is the sharing 

of .a subassembly    among several end-products which permits raising the 

seriality of the  shared item.    Hiror mass-produced components  such as nutß 

and bolts, however, are not listed individually but are treated as outputs from 

a special  class of resources  (upsottings )„ 

426. Resource-destination analysis.     This task is similar to  product- 

destination analysis    its purpose is to  list,  first,  the major products to 

which tho output of the resource element is transferred as a required input, 

and second,  possible  final  destinations cf the  sano output.     The   list of 

destinations is again open-ended in order to permit organization of  the in- 

formation  into  classes that  are  significant  from the point of view of the 

production activities themselves, rather than the data being forced into tho 
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mold of preoonceivod classification.    Matching input lists (resource inputs 

into given individual products) against output  lists derived from the present 

deetinr.ticn analysis (individual products that  serve as destinations for the 

outputs of given resources) leads to the final oross-tabulation that is tho 

objective of the present stage of the work. 

427. Reconciliation of input and output listings.    This task must bo under- 

taken both in regard to resources,  as  just noted,  and in regard to products 

that are inputs to other products.    The present  task, however, differs in 

two regards from conventional input-output analysis.    First,  the classifica- 

tion is open-ended:     thus the output  categories nay not match +-he product 

classée by which inputs are organized, and the input categories may not match 

tho resource element  and product classes by which the  destinations are orga- 

zod.    If the  two  kinds of information (namely the input  information   that is 

conventionally organized into columns,  and the output  information that is 

conventionally organized into rows)  are  condensed into  a single table,  incon- 

sistencies and ovorlappings will frequently occur that must be resolved by 

reclassifying both rows -and colunns into  classes  that  cover all activities 

and resources without overlap.    Secondly,  at this stage the information is 

largely of a 0-1-2 ordcr-of-magni tude character that is useful in arriving 

at a classification but forms only the initial stage of quantitative program- 

ming. 

428. Preselection of attractive lines of development.    While the cross- 

tabulation of inputs and outputs by order of magnitude is a quite primitive 

tool, it nevertheless opens tho possibility for powerful practical  applica- 

tions, provided it  is understood that its  limits of error are broad and 

that only preliminary ¿sidelines are  to be expected at  this  stage.     What  can 

be confidently  hoped for is a delineation of the main directions of potential 

progress for the  sector as a whole, 

429. A further caveat is in order.    Future potentialities can never be pre- 

dicted solely .-»i.  tho basis of current status or ever, of historical  trends, 

because the essence of the growth process is structural change.    This prin- 

ciple applies with particular force  in the metalworking sector whore pre- 

dictions must necessarily rely on a careful study of combinations of alter- 

natives, many of which have not boon practiced in the past or current workings 

Qf the sector.    Thus, no cross-tabulation derived from a country study is 
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•tti'fioiont, in and of itself, for predictions? however, it can be comple- 

mented by data organized in a similar fashion that are taken from up-to-date 

engineering practice or the expori once of more developed countries, and thi» 

expanded tabulation can thon be used as a planning tool. 

430. The UBO of this tool for the pro-selection of attractive linos of devel- 

opment requires the following tasks:    (a) expansion of the data baso, as 

indicated above,  (b) compilation of a rcsourco-eleraont inventory, and (c) 

matching the expansion of production .against resource element additions. 

431« Expansion of the  data base.    As indicated,   for inherent reasons  this 

task cannot be based on  the historical data of the country in which the study 

is to be undertaken    nuverthelose,   to a limited extent, ouiside data can and 

should be  collected in   this country  proper.    In every enterprise thero is 

some knowledge,  at  times even considerable knowledge, of the technology of 

potential activities that are under consideration for future expansion, 

moreover,   technical specialists working either in domestic production acti- 

vities or available for  limited poriods as visiting experts have a fund of 

additional knowledge    that can be fruitfully applied to  the planning task 

if or.ly such knowledge  is systematically recorded and compiled.     In other 

words, there are definite ways in which a country study can raise itself 

above the  limitations of local historical data.    These ways must be kept 

ever present while the questionnaire  survey is boing organized. 

432. It is of course highly beneficial whenever possible to make systematic 

provision for infusing into the country study additional outside data takon 

from the practice of more advanced countries, as a means of enriching the 

data base.     In the course of the subsequent phase of the present project 

there will be an opportunity for such an infusion from at least two  sources, 

namely, data based on United L'tatos practice, and the interchange of  data 

between the  country studier, themselves (within the  limits  imposed by   the 

possible  confidential nature of those data).    The   latter interchange  is ex- 

pected to be  beneficial,  since  each  country has  some relatively advanced 

industrien within  the motalworking sector. 

433. ftosourco inventory.     In order to be meaningful for  inventory purposos, 

resources must  be  Kubclassiflud by main seriaiity classes (unit and small- 

scale, medium,   large-scale, maBS production) and by ranges of workpioce 

weights;  that is,  the inventory must be conducted in terms of standard taske. 
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Given a list of standard tasks, however, it is possible to construct an 

approximate resource inventory without  incurring the tremendous complexities 

and effort attendant  upon a detailed census of productivo facilities,    This 

inventory should have  the following key  fuatures: 

(i)        It  should establish in a qualitative way whether a given resource 
is present in the country or  not, 

(ii)      It  should estábil si: in r  semiquantitative way whether  a given re- 
source  is represented by  just one or a few instances,  or whether 
it is available  in larger numbers.    This is crucial  for deciding 
whether  thj combined capacity of the given resource  can be ex- 
panded only ili  largo  discontinuous steps or whether, within tol- 
erable  limits of error, this  capacity can be regarded as a con- 
tinuous variable. 

(iii)    It  should establish in a 0-1-2  order-of-moimtudc  fashion the 
extent of available capacity reserver for each resource, both on 
a conventional  shift-load basis and on the basis of continuous 
year-round 2/|-hour operation. 

434. In compiling the inventory both captive facilities and facilities working 

for delivery outside  the plant should be  taken into account.    The purpose of 

the resource inventory is to provide an overview of the available  productive 

facilities within the country. 

435. Exactly what  is to be regarded as a resource for the purpose of the 

inventory will  surely lead to a great many ambiguities of detail,  since 

existim   production departments or shops will never coincide perfectly with 

the process definitions,  seriali tv ranges,  and weight ranges adopted for 

typical,  but necessarily hypothetical,   standard tasks.    Thus in  spite of the 

fact that there is  a great  degree of flexibility in the conceptual  transition 

from the standard task to the standard shop-'  allowing for different degrees 

of mechanization and other  sources cf variation in the embodiment of standard 

tasks in concrete production facilities,   there will be difficulties in as- 

signing given production facilities even  to  standard-task categories.    If, 

for example,  the range of weights handled in a standard forgo  is between 

100 and 1000 kg and  a given existin,'. forge has a range of 20 to 400 kg, 

where  should it be  classed?    If it were necessary to take an exact census, 

problème such as this would be almost  insoluble, but for the  purposes of an 

approximate inventory, great simplifications arc entirely tolerable.    The 

forge  cited as an illustrative example  may,  accordingly, be classed-in the 

100-1000 kg resource-element class and,   in  addition,  also in the next-lov/or 

weight  class.     Qualitative  annotations may accompany the numerical data 

collected to call attention to similar  adjustments,   these can  later be taken 
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into account in tho practioal application of the information, 

436. Among the variousuresourcos the organizational resources (design, re- 

search and development, marketing, production scheduling, administration)6 

require particular attention, and information concerning: these must by all 

means be  sought in the questionnaire survey«    These resources play an im- 

portant role oven at the  somiqumititative orientation stage, of planning 

since it appears   that much of the information pertaining to thorn cannot be 

adequately further quantified in any event,  and therefore much of their in- 

fluence on planning decisions will be exercised at  the (semiquantitative) 

orientation  stage.     Should this influence not be  adequately exerted at  this 

stage,  the  further quantification of the inputs of other resource elements 

describing physical processes cannot decisively improve   tho over-all  quality 

of the resulting planning decisions. 

437. Matching the  expansion of production against resource  additions.    ThiB 

task constitutes the  ke;;   practical  application of the information compiled 

during the orientation   rtage,, 

438. The expansion of existing production by  adding new products or product 

lines generally requires new kinds of resources.    This qualitative expansion 

of the resource element  inventory can accordingly be readily predicted on the 

basis of tho information made available  at the orie-ntation stage.    A con- 

venient way of organizing the search for attractive product  additions is to 

match the  column  of resource-element  inputs for a given product  against the 

existing resource-eloment  inventory  that is  concensed into  a single  column. 

A row-by-row comparison of the two columns will immediately call attention 

to needed process inputs that aro not available in the inventory.      In this 

fashion,  it is possible to work out additions of new products by integrated 

groups in such a    way that each group should require one or few new resource 

elements of the  same kind.    This approach will automatically raise the degree 

of utilization of new capacity,  since it brings together lines of production 

that   jointly  draw upon this new capacity.    These lines of production,  of 

course, inunt. be assured of domestic or export markets, otherwise the  entire 

exercise would bo  futile. 

439« Expanded production not only requires qualitatively new resources but 

also increases the  load upon existing capacity.    Tho problems created by this 

can be handled in a semiquantitative fashion by forming a column of 0,1,2 
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indicators of the reserve capacities of resources on the basis of the infor- 

mation contained in the inventory„    When matching the columns of resource 

inputs into  the pro due tc who co outputs are to bo expanded against the reserve- 

capacity column,  a row-by-row comparison will indicate whether  the additional 

requirements for pre-existing kinds oi  resources meet ample,  some, or no 

rcsorvo capacity.    Since the inventory of reserve capacities is   to be compiled 

both at conventional and at round-the-clock shift  loadings,  the implied ex- 

pansion requirements can be   semiquantitatively appraised for both conditions. 

The attraction of this approach is   that  it  signals the availability of capac- 

ity reserves  in the  sector that may exist outside  the plant of an enterprise 

contemplating sparisi on    this approach thus calls attention to  the possibility 

of subcontracting arrangements.    Those offer the double advantage of raising 

capacity utilization (tin e improves the  capital/output ratio of the  sector) 

and expanding domestic production without new investments.     In  the instances 

when resource bottlenecks are signalled even after taking, into- account  sub- 

constracting possibilities,  the needed additions can be appraised in relation 

to all products that might be able  to draw on this expanded  capacity,   thus 

attention need not be restricted  to  the  products which are being considerod 

for addition within the same enterprise, 

440, Finally,   the above semiquantitative  appraisal of expansion requirements 

also calls attention  to the  continuous or discontinuous nature  of the re- 

sulting cost  increases,  from the point of view of the rector as  a whole.    If 

expansion requirements occur in regard to resources  that ore  already present 

in significant  numbers of units,  the addition can well be regarded as contin- 

uous in nature,  and the costs of capacity expansion can be charged against 

tho capacity-using products or. the  basis of a simple accounting of average 

costs.    If,  on  the other hand,  the  expansion requirements occur  ir regard to 

a roBOurce  element that  is either new or present in only one or a very few 

unitB, the investmort represents a discontinuous  jump in costs.     In the latter 

case it is essential to group the  capacity-usinf   product  lines  in such a way 

that there   shall be an approximate match between the capacity  to be newly 

created and the  total  donand for this new capacity.     In estimating this match, 

it has to be  taken into account that  demand typically shows r  steady annual 

increase, wheroas production facilities can be expanded only in  jumps;   thus 

the plan involving such production facilities must be worked out explicitly 

over a number of future years.    This kind of planning will  typically involve 
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gradually shifting proportions "between domestic and export marketings whoso 

disadvantages must bo offset against the alternative of soricue capacity 

undcnvtilization problems in the initial years follouing the   large discon- 

tinuous expansion«    At  the orientation  stage a semiquantitative  evaluation 

of these aspects cf a sectoral expansion plan is entirely adequate.    Ir  this 

sense, ever: an  approximate awareness of  tho main problem areas,   such as can 

be  imparted Ly  the  information assembled during the orientation  stage,  can 

be of groat benefit ii. planning the main directions of future expansion 

within the  sector. 

Quantification 

441. In undertaking the country atudios, the orientation stage is followed 

by  the quantification stage in which tho technical-economic description of 

the sector is improved from an order~of-magnitudc characterization to a 

numerical estimate of the principal  input requirements and other programming 

data.    Even at  this  stage, however,   the margin of error is likely to be wide. 

It is hoped that   individual errors  can be  held to about 20 por cent, but  this 

is b-j no means  assured.    This is not  a particularly respectable  standard in 

comparison,  for  example, with econouetric  studier, but even  BO  it  is a dif- 

ficult foal to  achieve,  given the grave data problems,  the problems intro- 

duced by  tho modular nature oí   resource elements,  and other obstacles that 

must be overcome  m dealing with the notalworking sector,    in  sum,  the 

objective of the  quantification stage  is to  arrive at  c numerical  character- 

ization of the  sector within  a first  approximation. 

442. The problems of quantification  vii]   bo discussed in three parts:     (a) 

determination of standard input  structure,   (b)  local adaptation  and (c)  trial 

programmes.    VDiile  the rircrous application of programming techniques forms 

a part of a subsequent  third mc'>n stage  that is not discussed in  the present 

paper, the   technical-oeonomLc description  at the quantification  stage can 

again be used for obtaining a second panoramic   look at the sector as a whole, 

more detailed than the  first one afforded by the   semiquantitative  orientation 

ctagc. 

443. standard input  structure'   Is taken to refer to a specificatici: of 

resource  (mctr.lworking process) inputs without the identification of seriality 

or exact weight  of workpieco in the  definition of resource classes.     In other 

words, at this stage of the quantification task it is sufficient to give an 
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input in terras such as:     'X tons of stool castings por ton of Hercules 

gasoline enfino".    Tho productive resource for stool castings need not be 

serialized (i.e.,  ''nedium,;  or "mass1'  seriality) and need not bo subolassifiod 

by range  of weight of workpicce  handled  (i.e.,  100-1000 kg). 

444. This general way of referring to input resources permits the description 

of an input structure that  is independent of the seriality determined by 

local demand conditions,  and also  independent of the  distribution of the weights 

of workpieces that olso depends on local demand condition.    Local adaptation 

of resources to demand conditions will thus involve  the  selection of the se- 

riality and workpioce-weight ranges on which tht¡  specific resource elements 

are focussed-   that is,  the  seriality and weights classification of resource 

elements can be adopted in   such a way that the individual  seriality and 

weight classes are centred on the most frequently occurring serialities and 

workpiece weights.    In addition   local adaptation will  also involve questiona 

of capital/labour substitution  and questions of scalo. 

445. Standard input structures for given products can be transferred for moro 

readily between countries than locally adapted descriptions in terms of re- 

source  elements.     ï'hus it  will be possible  to interchange data between the 

United States project group  and the country-study groups in Israel and 

Hungary .   a division of labour can be worked out    and data from different 

countries can be compared and  utilized for mutual checking purposes. 

446. Détermination of standard input structure.    The  tasks to be undertaken 

under  this heading  can  -    covered wry briefl;v  by reference to previous dis- 

cussion.     The main tasks are:     (a) choice of typical  products' in each branch, 

(b) decomposit:on of typical   products into intermediate-product  and resource 

inputs     (c) preparation of "long  lists"     and (d) parametric transfer of in- 

puts of  typicrl products to   listed products. 

(a)    Choice of typical products.    The objective  is to cover a branch 

by a sufficiently widi   range  of typical  products to  assure that there will 

be  some   topical produci   (or  products) similar to any product on the "long 

list".     For most branches,   it   is  assumed,  ten to fifteen typical products 

should suffice,   rnd in some  cases the number might be  even lower,    'ine typical 

products may  be complete end-product': O
T
' they nay be   intermediate products 

such as subassemblies or components. 

The orientation provided by  the   semiquantitative work preceding the quanti- 

fication stage should be of great holp in choo«ing typical products, since 
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it gives an overview of the scope pjid development potentialities of each 

branch.    The choice of typical products should bo undertaken with particular 

attention to  products that have favourable development prospects. 

(b)    Decomposition of typical   products into_intormediato-product antì 

resource inputs.     In executing thi..   -U.sk two uair. questions  ariso.    First, 

what inputs  should bu carrier!  as indivi, dually di stingi shed intermediate 

products and v.hat inputs should bo  given directly in terms of resource  (pro- 

cess) inputs?    Second, what  should be the resource categories i» terms of 

which the  decompositions aro fi ven? 

The first  question has been discussed earlier.9    The  decision is not partic- 

ularly critical in any one  case..     If there is an ambiguity,   there is no ob- 

jection to  including two  alternate  decompositions, one  incorporating more 

intermediate-product input detail,   the other going directly  to the resource 

inputs. 

The choice of resource categories is, however,  fundamental to the  success 

of the approach.     It is  for this precise reason  that  a final decision on 

this matter  is withheld until the detailed consideration of questions of 

local adaptation«    The resource classes used at  the prosont   stage  can be 

taken over from the semiquantitative- work.    While the present  input esti- 

mates arc  quantified,  in one respect  they remain moro  fonerai  than the  semi- 

quantitative  information,  since the  resource inventory undertaken for the 

latter could not  avoid at  least approximate sorirlity  and weight distinctions. 

There is no  need to adopt these distinctions when deriving a standard input 

structure„ 

(c) Preparation of long lists.     The work of listing the most important 

products of  a branch is essentially   identical at  the  stages of orientation 

and quantification.    Lists can be  taken over from the  preceding semiquanti- 

tative work-   at most they will require  some complementation.     It is hold 

desirable  to  cover some 8^-90 per cent of the volume of total  demand (in- 

cluding demand generated by exports)  by   listed products.    To  this end, it is 

anticipated,   the   lists will contain   fror,  100 +o 200 i terns. 

(d) Prceaotric transfer of inputs of typical products  to  listed products. 

This question  is discussed   vt   iong-th  in Chapter  JV.    The present  task is 

simplified by  omitting SenaUty and weight-cJacs corrections.     In  the  sim- 

plest case  the  inputs of a. typical   product on a per-ton basis can be taken 

over unchanged for characterizing a listed product that is taken to be similar 
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to the former; if tirare accuracy is desired, UBO can "be made of some simple 

correlating parameter or rulo-of-thumb estimating factor.    Examples of such 

parametric correlations arc given for the décomposition of electric motors 

of different' horropowcr ratings in Chapter IV. 

447* Loor-1  adr.pt?.lion.     The main aspeóte of local adaptation have been pre- 

sented above,     -¿'ho tasks  inalveò   comprise:     (a) determination of yearly 

demand for each listed product     {>>) adoption  of subclassifications for re- 

sources by  scriality  and weights  C1E.ES.   (C) specification of resource 

elements by labour intensity,  scalo,  and other  locally adapted features; 

and (d) revision of standard input  structure for listed products on the 

basis of  seri ali ty and weight corrections, 

(a)    Determination of yearly denujuis for  listed products.    Much of the 

required information  is identical with data previously collected at the 

orientation  (semiquantitative) s tag.o and will  probably require only some 

complementation.    The main problem is passing  from total existing demand 

(sum of domestic product:on plus  imports) to the  scale of domestic produc- 

tion,    ïliis  step requires a decision on what to manufacture versus what  to 

import,  and also c  correct  anticipation of export markets.     In the course 

of programmine these  decisions follow fron the  logic of the  model itself; 

the problem at present,  however,   is that undertaking the technical-economic 

description itself requires a knowledge of scriality in domestic production 

which in turn requires  import  substitution and export estimates;   these, 

finally,  depend or, cost  considerations  that cannot  be quantified v/ithout  a 

previous technical-economic description.    ?he viay out of this circularity is 

cither a comprehensive programming formulation  (which will not be discussed 

in the present report) or  a trial-and-error procedure based on a preliminary 

estimate of production,  imports and exports that will permit the technical- 

oconordc description  te  fot under way.    Eventually  the final estimates must 

be  checked against tentative planning decisions emerging: from the analysis. 

If there  is an excossive  gap between the final estimates and the calculated 

rosults,  the procedure must be repeated with revised trial  estimates.    The 

quality of the  trial  estimates is  crucial to  a rapid convergence of the 

revision;,'   this quality  can bo greatly  improved by reference  to  the results 

of the  semiquantitative  (orientation) stage. 

(^)    Adoption of subclass; fi cations for, resources by  soriality and 

weight class.    The aim here ir. to achieve a reasonably efficient readjustment 
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between the eeriality and workpiece-weight classée ueed for classifying in- 

puts and for defining resource elements, and the most heavily represented 

(model) seriality and workpiece-weight ranges that result from the actual 

planning decisions within the  sector.    Tn other words,  the procedure contains 

a circularity that is handled by trial and error:     the  subclassification of 

resources is made  to depend on the ultimate productive  structure emerging 

from tho planning decisions,  yet these planning decisions themselves dopend 

on tho concepts (including the resource classes)  in terras of which  the 

available choices are described.    If the initial classification is reasonable 

(as it should be on tho basic of the preceding orientation stage) a fow re- 

visions should produce,  a consistent  sot of concepts and decisions.10 

(°)    Specification of recoure  elements by  labour  intensity  scalo and 

other  locally adapted fer tures.    This is  the point of  transition from goner- 

ilizcd procv.-cc.infe  functions in  the  abstract    0 concrete hardware and material 

flowsc    Resource  elements must be specified in terms of their machine-park, 

associated floor-space,   labour inputs, material  jnputs  and all  the  detailed 

stock and flow input characteristics.    Tho resource elements of tho UNC 

study        furnish a model for this task that necessarily must be undertaken 

by the country-study groups giving detailed consideration to prevailing 

local conditions.    Some of tho problems of local  adaptation of resource ele- 

ments are considered in Chapter IV. 

(d)    Revision of standard   input  structure of listed products on the 

basis of seriality and weight   corrections.     The  details of these corrections 

have  been explored  theoretically in Chapter iv/2    The  end result of these 

corrections is a modified input structure  for each listed product expressed 

in terms of resource-element  capacity requirements and material input flow 

requirements measured in  physical units. 

448. Trial programmes.    Given  tho technical-economic description in a 

quantified form,   as described above,  it is readily feasible to construct 

simple  trial  programmes for the  sector by fitting together building-blocks 

of information.     This is not  programming proper,   first,  since  the procedure 

is not  systematized and there  is nc attempt of arriving at an optimal solu- 

tion     and second,   since  there  are no  iterative revisions between  the  various 

components of the  trial programme, especially between  prices  and th^  scales 

of production,  imports, and oxports.    Nonetheless,  the ability to construct 

trial programmes even on an exploratory basis is  a worth-while step forward 
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in planning for the sector and offers the promise of immediate returns) as 

soon as a significant body of information hae boon compiled. 

449» The construction of trial programmes, as the local adaptation of the 

standard input  structure, takes its departure from preliminary production, 

import and export estimates (seo  section "local adaption"   (a) above).    Pol- 

lowing this starting point,  the main tasks in the construction of trial 

programmes are:     (a)  the estimation of appropriate social accounting prices 

for stock (machinery,  buildings) and flow (intermediate products, raw mate- 

rials, primary factors) requirements and for products,  (b) the costing-out 

of selected listed products and (c) comparison of production costs with 

export and import prices.    In addition,  the estimation of the anticipated 

imports and exports of the  selected products  (already covered in the previous 

section) plays a key role in constructing trial programmes  since it deter- 

mines sorialitics and thus the levels of several crucial inputs. 

('")    The estimation of social accounting prices.    Since the  tochnical- 

econonic  description  of the  sector  is undertaken in  terras of input require- 

ments expressed in physical units,  c sot  of prices is needed for roaching 

cost estimates.     These may be market prices,  administered prices,  or spe- 

cially estimated social accounting prices that  summarize the social valua- 

tions of factors and  commodities. In  particular,   such prices are noodod 

for all inputs including.stock inputs  (machines and buildings) and for all 

outputs including end-products,  subassemblies,   and components.    World mar- 

ket prices are often  a useful guide to estimating social  accounting prices. 

(h)    The costing-out of selected listed products.    Given a set of 

prices,  input costs can be  summed for the production  activity of any listed 

product. 

(c)    Comparison of production costs with import  and export prices. 

This comparison will indicate that there  is 0  substantial  disparsion among 

production costs  for  difforont products  per unit of fornign-exchango value 

of these  products.     Import  substitution  and/or exports are  indicated for 

products whose domestic production  costs per unit of foreign-exchange value 

(adjusted for markoting, transport and similar cost items)  are loss than the 

social-accounting foreign exchange rate.     In this fashion it is possible to 

identify selected attractive  lines of import  substitution and exports.    A 

trial programme consisting of these, together with the corresponding domestic 

production scales, casi in turn be checked back against the original import 

and export assumptions. 
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450. «fail* subjeot to a variety of shortcomings, this procedure is adequate 

for the exploration of trial programmes. At various points, rough approxima- 

tions must be relied upon which will require considerable elaboration and 

refinement in the course of the later stage of full-fledged programming. 

451. First, there is a question about the proper charges for resource capac- 

ity utilization. The charges should, in theory, be either zero whenever 

thero is a slack or the sum of all accumulated back payments when the slack 

dieappears. In practice the resulting price instability is moderated by two 

considerations:  flexibility in capacity utilization, and flexibility ob- 

tained via variations in foreign trade. 

452. Second, in a complete programming approach thero must be a feedback 

from production, import and export decisions to seriality determinations; 

these (as pointed out in section "local adaption" above) influence the se- 

riality class into which a given product is classified, and the secondary 

seriality corrections applied to resource inputs. 

4!33o Third, there must likewise bo a feedback on the structure of prices. 

Thus the social-accounting foreign exchange rate will dopond on the produc- 

tion, import and export possibilities of this sector as well as other seo- 

tors. 

454. Fourth, the decisions about individual products jointly determine the 

degree of utilization of key resource capacities which in turn feed back 

on the decision of whether or not to invest in certain resource capacity 

expansions. So long as those expansions can be handled as though they wore 

continuous, the average costs of capacity can be charged against users 

otherwise the problem will be complicated by large decreasing costs that 

require special handling within 1 programming framework. 

455. The need for these elaborations can readily be pointod out, but they 

cannot be undertaken within the limits of the present study.  It is antici- 

pated that there will bo an opportunity to tackle them explicitly during the 

following phase of the broader project. 

B«  Techniques of executing country studies 

456. The objective of the present section is to discuss the working tools 

and procedures by means of which the tasks and activities described in the 
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previous soction can be put into practice in the course of the country studies, 

This will comprise the discussion of: (a) tho statistical groundwork for 

country studios-, (b) questionnaires and (c) tho effoctivonoss of question- 

naire surveys. 

Statistical groundwork 

457. Prior to tho collection of any information from primary sources it is 

convenient to survey the metalworking sector as a whole by compiling and re- 

conciling such secondary statistical information as night be available from 

various governmental end private sources. Foremost among these is an indus- 

trial census, if it is of recent date, the results of any sample surveys of 

domestic production and serien on imports and oxports. 

450. Reconciliation of standard statistics» Since tho classification systom 

used for domestic industries is likely to be different fron the one used in 

international trade statistics, the first task is to reconcile these clas- 

sification systems and to get consistent production, import, and export se- 

ries. Eased on past experience this is a considerable task in itself unless 

a similar pre-existing effort can bo turned to good use by the project. 

This task will not bo discussed further, since the techniques it requires 

are well known it is a matter of establishing cross-correspondences between 

conflicting classifications and using clerical assistance to reclassify 

tho mass of data accordingly. For the future planning of the sector it íB 

a great convenience to set up, at the outset if possible, an information 

system for handling statistical datr thrt is capable of furnishing not only 

standard stotistical output but also the reconciled production-import-cxport 

series. Using elementary computerized data-processing techniques, such a 

task is easy to accomplish at near-zero marginal cost for the reconciled 

data. 

459. Breakdown of statistical categories., The above task is, however, only 

a starting peint for the breakdown of statistical categories into finer do- 

tail, as required for programming purposes,, The programming task is under- 

taken through listed products'1 which ideally represent individual engineer- 

ing dosi eins free of statistical aggregation, (in practice, several product 

•variants nay be treated as a single series under certain conditions, as dis- 

cussed above.) Statistical categories very seldom coincide with individual 

listed products as here defined" in fact, compiling the list of the most 
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important products is itself a considerable task. Once lists are available, 

statistical totals characterizing a branch must be allocated between the 

items on the list plus a residual. 

460. List compilation. Sources for the compilation of tho required products 

.liste by branches of the sector arc the following: 

(a) Engineering and manufacturing standards, both domostic and foreign. 

Within a censuó category, such as "Electric motors, 5-15 hp", such standards 

often establish the required product list, Rince horsepower rating and other 

•performance characteristics such as voltage or kind of current vary in dis- 

crete stf.ps. For each combination of standard ratings there can still be 

some design variation, but the intention is to handle most of this source of 

variation by reliance on typical designs and by subsuming minor changes of 

production under a single series, as explained earlier. 

(b) Outside informrt:.on supplied as -ui aid to tho country study . 

Lists established for the United Elates, if available, are useful sources of 

reference- likewise, product liete used in the planning practice of countries 

with centrally planned economies might no useful guides in the preliminary 

definition of the lists. 

(c) Information obtained in the course of the subsequent questionnaire 

survey.  Preliminary lists, from whatever source, .are to be refined, and 

double-checked in the course of tho questionnaire Purvey of primary statis- 

tical sources that follows the tasks >f initial statistical orientation. 

Thus the statistical groundwork overlaps to soru. extent with the tasks that 

follow. The stages of the work aro, of course, not as sharply separable in 

practice as they are in a discussion such as this. 

461. Allocation of statistical totals between list items. This task must 

be undertaken separately for domestic production, imports, and oxports. 

For domestic production the best sources are marketing organizations, large 

manufacturers who provide sizable fractions of the total supply, and large 

buyers. For imports, not only importers but also large domestic users and 

possibly exporters in the nain supplying countries arc potential sources of 

information. For exports, domestic manufacturers, export firms and possibly 

large importers in the foreign markets may provide useful data. All of these 

sources should be complemented by the store of information that accumulates 

in various government organizations concerned in one wry or another with the 

regulation or supervision of those industries or having commercial relations 

with them. 
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462. It should be noted that tho kind of data sought höre is not primary 

statistical information, despito the fact that much of it raust be collected 

from sources usually rolled upon für primary data.    At this stage of the 

over-all task what is wanted is the best estimate, cr oven cucas, that  a 

selected source  can furnish in regard to  tho  quantitativo distribution of a 

given market between indi vicinal listed producto.     Any businessman will 

usually have  an excellent approximate idea of the over-all status of a mar- 

ket in which he participates:  his estimate  to  thin effect, then,  is a sec- 

ondary statistical source whoso uso is proper if its wide margin of error 

is recognized.    This source,  of course, has a completely different  standing 

from statistical data collected directly from all  sellers and from which 

market percentages can be established.    At   the  stage of laying a preliminary 

statistical groundwork for the questionnaire  surveys and the other  subsequent 

tacks of the country studios,  tho objective  is merely to obtain good order- 

of-magnitude estimates of the phenomena that  are  to be studied in more  de- 

tail at  a later stage.     To  this end reliance  can  be placed upon interviews 

v/ith selected sources of information that would carry little weight  in  a 

more rigorous  statistical inquiry.    Clearly this approach not only results 

in a great saving of effort but also has the  beet chance of bypassing prob- 

leoc connected with confidential business information that would critically 

hamper any attempt at   statistical rigour. 

463. Formulation of questionnaires.    One key objective of the statistical 

groundwork is  to help in setting up the cross-tabulation of information for 

the semiquantitative orientation stage of the country studios.    It is gen- 

erally rocognized that  the more  specific a questionnaire is,  and tho more 

closely it conforms to  tho categories of thought  in which the informants 

are accustomed to deal in their day-to-day work,  the greater are its chances 

of success.    Thus the  statistical groundwork should culminate in the  thorough 

revision of the preliminary questionnaires that  are being tentatively out- 

lined at the presont time. 

464. It is desirable to perform part of the questionnaire survey on a pilot 

basis for a few selected branches of the sector before a comprehensive 

effort is initiated.    To  this end,  the help that may bo furnished by techni- 

cal experts in given branches or in given production processes is very con- 

siderable and may in fact prove to be critical for success.    Such experts, 

if available,  should be drawn into tho later phases of the statistical 
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groundwork, and should bo consulted intonBivoly in regard to the survey of 

technical standards, the preparation of lists,  the evaluation of potential 

sources of information for market breakdowns and the final revision of the 

questionnaires.    The  distance of the  same exports can also be of great 

help in the practical  execution of the  pilot questionnaire  surveys. 

Questionnaires 

465. five main typos  of questionnaire aro  suggested for the  collection of 

primary information for programming purposes:     (a) questionnaire on produc- 

tion inputs,  addressed primarily to technical personnel by branch of produc- 

tion.,   (b) questionnaire on the destination of products,  addressed to busi- 

ness or sales managers, by branch of production,  (c) questionnaire on pro- 

dictive resources, addressed to engineers and managers by  type of production 

process,  (d) questionnaire on imports,  addressed to importers and major 

users,  and (c) questionnaire on exports,  addressee to exporters and major 
suppliers. 

466.   It has been found convenient  to organize questionnaires as above by 

function,  since the sane establishment  or enterprise may unite several func- 

tions,  and thus it would be difficult to evolve standard questionnaires by 

establishment or enterprise  t; Pe.     In administering the questionnaires, 

lists of establishments will have  to be matched against the  above five 

functions to decide which questionnaire or questionnaires are to be sent to 

which establishments.     In the covering text for the questionnaires,  it will 

have to be pointed out that  duplicate questions need be answered but once; 

alternately,  the repetitive parts may be united.    These questions of style 

and presentation may best be  left to local decision.    In addition, provision 

will have  to  be made for offering extensive technical help to the enter- 

prises in  answering the questionnaires through personal visits by trained 

assistants,   cince n)  satisfactory response car,  be expected to a mail survey. 

467*  ^c^i^nnairo on production  input».     The key questions to be included 

in questionnaire fir.   1,  apart  from identifying information,  are  the fol- 
lowing: 

(a)    List the products,   subassemblies and components manufactured, and 

yearly amount of each.    Treat  subassemblies and components separately in 

all casos where there is an imbalance between successive stages, that is, 

where there is either a net  surplus of a subassembly or component (outside 
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sale») or a net dlficit (wholly or partly purchased iten).    In th* abtsno« 

of auch cai imbalonco, defino a reasonable hierarchy cf subassemblies and 

components for individuel listing, in keoping with industry praotice. 

(b)   For each product,  subassembly,  or component listed, give tho 

following input structure: 

(i)        Amounts or 0-1-2    ordere of magnitude of lower-order subassem- 
blies or components required as inputs.    Specify if the input 
is a product of the metalworking sector,  also specify if the 
input is of imported,  domestic or mixed origin.     In the latter 
case, givo percentage of imports. 

(ii)     Amountc or 0-1-2 orders of magnitudo of inputs of major re- 
sources.    As r. gai io,  the questionnaire should furnish a ref- 
erence  list of resources but  it  should also permit showing 
other resources as inputs  (that is, tho process-input  struc- 
ture should be open ended). 

(iii)    Where the resource inputs  do not imply it directly, give also 
the inputs of notais,  if possible, both on a gross and a net 
basis.     (Gross input  is tho  amount of metri needed to  start 
the manufacturing process,   net input is the amount actually in- 
corporated in the product  after  losses.) 

(iv)      List additional products,  subassemblies and components that 
could bo manufactured either with the existing production faci- 
lities or with specified additions. 

(v)       For each item of th^  list under d., give input  structure on the 
same basis as under b. ,  to  the extent that information is 
available., 

466. These questionnaires arc to bo addrossod primarily to engineers and 

other technical personnel by branches of production.    In order to tost the 

questionnaires prepared under the above guidelines, it would be highly de- 

sirablo  to apply thon*, m a limited number of pilot casce with the assistanoe 

of exports familiar with the respective  branches of production.    In order 

to make these quostionnairoa more effective, open-ended lists of products, 

subassemblies and components should also be furnished branch by branch, to 

call attention to the main resource classes.    The assistance of experts, aa 

pointed out earlier,  can be of crucial inportance to further adapting tho 

questionnaires to specific branches.    Such experts can also help in improv- 

ing the  answers under point 0.  r.b>vc„ 

469. Questionnaire on the destination of products.    While questionnaire No.  1, 

discussed above, requests primarily technical, input-type information and 

is accordingly addressed to technically trained personnel, the present ques- 

tionnaire No. 2 is designed to gather data related to markets and is often 
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•or« properly addressed to business 0* sales manager*, again by branch« • of 

production. 

47O. The key questions are the following: 

(a) Same as for questionnaire No.  1. 

(b) For each product, subassembly, or component listed, givo the fol- 

lowing market-type information: 

(i)        Principal destinations of the output, by other products 
into which it is a required input, or by final destination. 
Por each market,  give percentage share or 0-1-2 order-of- 
iuagnitude indication. 

(ii)     For each market  as above, specify  if it is a domestic, 
export or mixed market.    In the  latter case, give percent- 
ages or 0-1-2  order of magnitude. 

(iii)    For each market  as above, characterize  the degree of stab- 
ility or variability. 

(iv)      For each market  as above, indicate  the basiB for estimating 
future growth,  both in the short and long runs. 

(c) List potential future  domestic and export markets. 

(d) Indicate the extent of potential markets,  in absolute terms, if 

pOMible, or otherwise on a 0-1-2 order-of-magnitude basis.    An open-ended 

reference list of markets by branch would be exceedingly helpful in answer- 

ing these questionnaires. 

471. Questionnaire on production processes.   Questionnaire No. 3 is addressed 

both to managers and to engineering personnel associated with tho operation 

of production processes (productive resources).    The key questions are the 

following: 

(a) Using a reference  list  of resources * as a guide, spocify which 

resources are present in the establishment.    Indicate whether the given re- 

source classification is a convenient way of representing the productivo 

processes of the establishment and comment on its fit or lack of fit to the 

actual productive structure.    If necessary, define resources in a different 

way from that given in tho reference  list and answer subsequent questions in 

terns of the lattor definitions. 

(b) For each resource included in the inventory give the following 

input-type information (at capacity and/or at other specified levels of oper- 

ation) that refers to the concrete embodiment of the productive process in 

an actual resource element: 
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(i)       nachino-park and building floor-spaoe; 

(ii)     natal inputs; 

(iii)    labour inputs classified by skill levels and auxiliary 
material flow inputs. 

(o)    Por oach resource element givo the following capacity-typo infor- 
mation: 

Specify number (i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

Total capacity   .n conventi mal shift basis, 
of shifts, total yearly working hours. 

Average and peak-capacity utilization:  capacity resorve 
cither quantitatively or on a 0-1-2 basis, both for the con- 
ventional number of shifts -and for round-the-clock operation. 

Capacity variation with average seriality of outputs,  and 
variation of capacity as deviations from thiB average sc- 
riality occur.    What physical input changes determine tho 
latter variations of capacity? 

Capacity variations in response to other typical production 
conditions such as average weight or average complexity of 
part produced. 

<*i) 

4 

Capacity variations in response to deviation from typical 
output. Specify characteristics of current output and 
effects of deviations on physical inputs that determine 
capacity. What arc tho bottleneck capacities at prosent? 
How would this change if production assortment wore changed? 

What other potential output could be produced with currently 
available capacity? 

(d) Por each resource element give the following market-type informa- 

tions 

(i)   Principal destinations of the output, but products into 
which it is m input or by final destinations. For each 
destination, specify percentage share or 0-1-2 order of 
magnitude. 

(ii)  For each dostination Bpccify if it is domestic, export, or 
mixed. In latter case give percentage shares or 0-1-2 
orders of magnitude. 

(iii) List potontial future markets for the output of this re- 
source element. 

(o) For each resource clement, specify variation of input structure 

if rosource element were smaller or larger than it actually is. The purpose 

of this query is to probe for ccononios of scale in rosponso to the varia- 

tion of the yearly capacity of resource elements. 

(f) For oach resource element, discuss qualitatively the relationship 

of oxisting operations to best ourrent international prrctico. Discuss in 

relation to degree of automation, obsolceanco of machine-park or any other 
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relevant factor*. 

(g)   For each resource element, discuss potential expansione or addi- 

tions.    What is the role of current bottleneck capacity in defining the 

oost of such additions?    How would over-all capacity respond* 

It would be of groat benefit to have the assistance of technical ex- 

perts in the final revision of these questionnaires,  and particularly in 

their adaptation to distinct production processes. 

472' gestionnaire on imports.    Questionnaire No. 4,  to be addressed to 

importers and large users,  should contain the following key questions: 

(a) List products, subassemblies, and components imported, and quan- 
tity of each. 

(b) Principal destination of each import, by product into which it is 
an input or by final destination. 

(c) Basis for estimating the growth of each import, both in tho Bhort 
and long runs. 

(d) Potential future imports and estimated quantities or 0-1-2 ordere 
of magnitude of each. 

473* teoBtionnairo on exports.    Questionnaire No. 5, to be addressed to ex- 

porters and largo suppliers,  should contain the following key questions: 

(a,    List products,  subassemblies and components exported and quantity 
of each. 

(b) iTincipal markets for each export, by percentage or 0-1-2 order 
of magnitude. 

(c) Basis for estimating tho growth of each export, both in the short 
and long runs. 

(à)    Potential futuro exports and estimated quantities or 0-1-2 order« 
of magnitude of each. 

The effectiveness of questionnaire surveys 

474. There is ?:  o-nsidurable uncertainty about how effective the proposod 

questionnaires will  ho  in gathering information needed for planning decisions 

within the sector.    In order to unsure the attainment of minimum objectives 

the questionnaires have  been aimed at capturing semiquantitative information 

whenever fully quantified data might not be obtained.    The questions should, 

however, bo directed at the collection of all quanti Lativo information that 
might be forthcoming. 
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475. Mail surveys, as indicated above, tiro ossentially valueloss.    Useful 

resulte cannot be expected fron thorn without tho investment of considerable 

effort in the  testine of pilot questionnaires and the training of technical 

information gatherers whoso task it would be to assist the informante in 

answering the questionnaires in a meaningful and reasonably uniform way. 

476. For maximum effectiveness tho  questionnaire survey should be carefully 

fitted together with the technical work to be undertaken in connexion with 

the country studies,  especially tho decomposition of typical producto.    Most 

of the information for these decompositions will have to bo derived by roane 

of specific technical studios undertaken by onginoers or exporte associated 

with tho  staffs of the country studies 15 

477• It is expected that the interchange of experience betwoon the  staffs of 

the country studios and of tho continuing project in the United States will 

lead to a rapid improvenent in tho  effectiveness of data-gathering methods 

and will permit  a gradual improvement of planning decisions based on the 

programmes and other background information developed in tho  course  of the 

country studies.    An early tost of these  data and methods in tho actual 

planning decisions of developing countries is the target at which the efforts 

of the country studies are to be airaod in tho noxt phase of the broader 

project. 

»•!-"*»«?-*        «   »    -.«*»^ 

;!>fi   _   :rfr 
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3 

4 

NoteB  for Chapter VT 

Hi* Only available- list of ürecispiv rt.fiB„j 
i. the one included in the Sniveriïv of NoL r^T eleffients

/
at P•«* 

aee Chapter I, note  (2).     Other thLthL    tí      "^"í B%^ (UN°'  Qp'  °^. • 
of the reeource/activUv tabW^^V*^'^ *£  liBt °fÍ^ 
inferred to in Chapter V as resourced ^ l}*     7heBe r0WS «• 

In the resource/activity  table of Chapter V (Table V l) i„f>• • • 
oerning products is  organized into •í•      i J  information con- 
which resources (and r%£ 'biv SUÍLP^ 

P        ? productio?  activities into 
pute.     Sincethe        s 1 leS and comPon^ )   enter as in- 
these ^tivitÄS'f T ;,M ¿orb^

sr?re b:tween a uatin* °f 
list defined in Chapter IV    i+   ¡! ?fj\-     ^    +        

he Se°tor and the lon« 

w.o^rcTÎoncept ** ^ °°n°CptS t0 the le8B P~i«V delisted 

-Standard shop« iB „Bed here as an exact synonj» of "resource  element«. 

"Organizational standard tasks« have been defined in Chanter  TV      (V—( 

a. standard  task, ln general  correspond to the resources defined in Coûter V. 

T^ÌZ^lZlTr f0r -1'»1""'* «» -lq-.tit.tlv. data are 

Per a definition of the concepts used in this section,  refer to Chapter IV. 

E ¡Lc^?^ ¡-î^î? ¿TT-*r - Md-• hM 
10 

mïl,<IîîBtlïn  "  raiBed  in Gh% ter  T11 Whether ther*    s   ^  assurance  that T^i::Tz\;Trea to vìf*1 ratber tha** *-* io0:r0" ine answer was  that  m general  they need not do no.    An exact   -uiMvaia nf 
thxsqueetxon  requires  a Progr«ng formulation that  ad^tH   .iterî'î v 
ODtt°Í10n *"* trade  Rtr^^es -  elicit choi.•'in  th<-   ^-^^2 
nllTonleSTIT'    ^ *?'"  " ^  ^ aaíü^8iB 00B 8how "^ Targe 

^iibAcj. error oi  th*> procedure can be bounded. 

See Chapter I,  note  (3). 
12 

see also the previoua disouBBion of the orientation sta*,  in Motion A-i. 

5 

6 
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13 
Standard references on the theory and estimation of social aooounting prioes 
are the following. H.B. Chenery, in "Development policy and programs", 
Eoonomic Bulletin for Latin America. United Nations, Vol.Ill, No.l, March 
1958» defines a "social marginal productivity" concept, illustrates its uses 
in programming and gives a history of the development of the concept. Ref- 
erences cited include A.E. Kahn, "Investment Criteria in Development Pro- 
grams", Quarterly Journal of Economics, February 1951»pp.38-61; H.B. Chenery, 
"The application of investment criteria", id., February 1953; J» Tinbergen, 
The design of development, 195^» Chapter III.  "The fallacy of using simpler 
criteria such as capital/labour or labour/output ratios is shown in the first 
two articles. The use of long-run equilibrium prices for labour and foreign 
exchange was suggested in the last two. A good summary of the case for 
using "accounting prices" is given by J. Tinbergen, pp.23-25.  (Chenery, 
1958» op. cit., p.64.) The rationale of using social accounting prices in 
planning, with an empirical approximation method, is given in Chenery, 
"The role of industrialization in development programs" (   ), op.cit., 
note (35)i Chapter II. The same concepts are further developed and trans- 
lated into simple terms for practical programming purposes in United Nations 
Economic Commission for Asia and the Par East, "Formulating industrial 
development programmes" (1961), op. cit., Chapter III, note (2). 

14 

15 

As discussed under "Resource inventory'* in section A, part 1-b-ii, for 
inventory purposes resources must be subclassified by seriality and weight 
of workpiece handled. 

Some of the technicaies for undertaking decompositions have been discussed 
in Chapter IV. 

"il 

É^MHMKlMIIIB^iadMMiaiHàindiiaÉHi in liîiimll-ii 1 iti. 






